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especially the authors of the articles in 
for your patience and encouragement in getting out 

overdue issue of ZS. Most of you know ZS is a labor of 
pretty much a one man operation. The unconscionable 

elay was produced out of a strange combination of my prccrastina- 
n and overload. Unlike our current politicians, I accept the blame 

with the responsibility. Thank you for your indulgence and your 
kind letters urging me to continua this oroiect. I can only hope -- 

that the contents of this double-sized issueLmiqht in pert compensate 
for the delay. 

Henceforth, to avoid future "catch-up" problems, 2.5 will officially be on an 
irregular schedule although I stillhopetoqet at least two issues out per 
year. A subscription will continue to consist of two numbers. The next issue 
(t14) is already largely in my computer, so it should be out on schedule 
(within six months). Meanwhile, a number of CSARprojects are now beinqde- 
veloped, including publication of theCSARnewsletter. Again, my thanks for 
your past support and your patience. 

******** 

Since publication of the last issue, death came to a startling number of the 
major contributors to ZS: George Abell, Milbourne Christopher, Eric J. 
Dinqwall, J. Allen Hynek, Walter Gibson, Richard Kammann (all Senior Consul- 
tants to CSAR) and Piet Hein Hoebens (who frequently contributed to the pages 
of ZS, was --as he preferred it-- my "unofficial associate editor," and had a 
profound influence on my own views about anomalies). They all are and will be 
greatly missed. 

rx4 psEuDo-sKEPrIcIcISM 

Over the years, I have decried the misuse of the term "skeptic" when used to 
refer to all critics of anomaly claims. Alas, the label has been thus misap- 
plied by both proponents and critics of the paranormal. Sometimes users of the 
term have distinguishing between co-called "soft" verus 'hard" skeptics, and I 
in part revived the term "zetetic," because of the term's misuse; but I now 
think the problems created go beyond mere terminology, and matters need to be 
set right. Since "skepticism" properly refers to doubt rather than denial -- 
nonbelief rather than belief -- critics who take the negative rather than an 
agnostic position but call still themselves “skeptics" are actually pseudo- 
skeptics and have, I believed, gained a false advantage by usurping that 
label. 

In science, the burden of proof falls upon the claimant: and the more extraor- 
dinary a claim, the heavier is the burden of proof demanded. The true skeptic 
takes an agnostic position, one that says the claim is not proved rather than - 
disproved. He asserts that the claimant has not borne the burden of proof and 
that science must continue to build its cognitive map of reality without 
incorporating the extraordinary claim as a new "fact." Since the true skeptic 
does not assert a claim, he has no burden to rove an thin 
using the established th&%ieso~"conventlona science as usual. But if a 

_ p 1 y ,, q.He just goes on 
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critic asserts that there is evidence for disproof, that he has a neq ative 
hrpo thesis (9 the conjecture that a seeming psi result was actually due to 
an artifact), he is making a claim and therefore also has to bear a burden of --,-- 
psoof.Sometimes, such negat~v~ims by critics are also quite extrsq 
(3, that a UFO was actually a giant plasma or that someone in a psi experi- 
ment was cued via an abnormal ability to hear a high pitch others with normal 
ears would fail to notice), in which case the negative claimant also may have 
to bear a heavier burden of proof than might normally be expected. 

Critics who assert negative claims but who mistakenly call themselves "skep- 
tics" often act as though they (as would be appropriate only for the agnostic 
or true skeptic) have no burden of proof placed on them at all. A result of 
this is that many critics seem to feel it is only necessary to present a case 
for their counter-claims based upon plausibility rather than empirical evi- 
dence. Thus, if a subject in a psi experiment can be shown to have had an 
opportunity to cheat, many critics seem to assume not merely that he probably 
did cheat but that he must have, regardless of what may be the complete 
absence of evidence that he did so cheat (and sometimes ignoring evidence of 
the subject's past reputation for honesty). Similarly, improper randomization 
procedures are sometimes assumed to be the cause of a subject's high psi 
scores even though all that has been established is the possibility of such 
an artifact having been the real cause. Of course, the evidential weight of 
the experiment is greatly reduced when we discover an opening in the design 
that would allow an artifact to confound the results. Discovering an opportu- 
nity for error should make such experiments less evidential ard usually unwon- 
vincinq; it usually disproves the claim that the experiment was "air tight" 
against error, but it does not disprove the anomaly claim. Showing evidence is 
unconvincing is not grounds for completely dismissing it. If a critic asserts 
that the result was due to artifact X, that critic then has the burden of 
proof to demonstrate that artifact X can and probably did produce such results 
under such circumstances.. Admittedly, in some cases the appeal to mere plau- 
sibility that an artifact produced the result may be so great that nearly all 
would accept the argument (s when we learn that someone known to have 
cheated in the past had an opportunity to cheat in this instance, we might 
reasonably conclude he probably cheated this time, too); but in far too many 
instances, the critic who makes a merely plausible argument for an artifact 
closes the door on future research when proper science demands that his hypr 
thesis of an artifact should also be tested. Alas, most critics seem happy to 
sit in their armchairs producing post hoc counterexplanations. Whichever side 
end up with the true story, science beTprogresses through laboratory inves- 
tigations. 

On the other hand, proponents of an anomaly claim who recognize the above 
fallacy may go tco far in the other direction. Some argue, like Iombroso when 
he defended the mediumship of Palladino, that the presence of wigs does not 
deny the existence of real hair. All of us must remember science can tell us 
what is empirically unlikely but not what is empirically impossible. Evidence 
in science is always a matter of degree and is seldom if ever absolutely 
conclusive. Some proponents of anomaly claims, like somecritics, seem un- 
willing to consider evidence in probabilistic terms, clinging to any slim 
loose end as though the critic must disprove all evidence ever put forward for 
a particular claim. Both critics and proponents need to learn to think of 
adjudication in science as more like that found in the law courts, imperfect 
and with varying degrees of proof and evidence. Absolute truth, like absolute 
justice, is seldom obtainable. We can only do wr best to appproximate them. 
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ZETETIC RUMINATIONS ON SKEPTICISM 
AND ANOMALIES IN SCIENCE 

Marcello Truzzi 

We think Zetetic Scholar is special. And we think our subscribers are special, 
too. ZS was never intended for everyone.Our goal is to seek quality rather 
than quantity, both in our articles and our readers. ZSis published with an 
intentionally limited circulation (600). We know that most people are looking 
for answers, for certainties, while the main job of ZS has always first teen 
to seek out the right guestions. We find most people seem to be dogmatic when 
it comes to claims about anomalies and matters paranormal. 'True Believers" 
and "True Disbelievers" are common. But we are looking for readers who have 
not yet made up their minds, people who can be tolerant of "loose ends" and 
don't want to rush to judgement -- to either one side or the other. So, if you 
are sympathetic to our aim of publishing fair-minded and balanced dialogues 
about scientific anomaly claims, we hope you will Support ZS as both a 
subscriber and a contributor. And we hops you will tell others about us. 

For those interested in greater involvement with ZS and CSAFf , details about 
can be found at the end of this issue. 

A subscription to ZS purchases two issues (numbers). Ssubscriptions in the 
U.S. and Canada are $15 (U.S.), and foreign subscriptions are $20 (surface 
mail) or $30 (airmail). No foreign currency or checks on foreign banks, 
please, since service charges are prohibitive. 

I. Cm Zeteticism 

When I first adopted the term zetetic to find an original name for a 
private newsletter dealing with scientific perspectives on anomalies, I 
thought that archaic term would likely avoid controversy. That was eleven 
years ago and mainly was the result of my looking foratermtoreplacethe 
original title, Explorations, which some of my readers objected had already 
been adopted by other publications. Zetetic's dictionary meaning was simply 
"skeptical inquirer," and the last modern use of the term had been by the Flat 
Fart3 Society in the 19th century. But what started out tobe an uncontrover- 
sial label soon emerged in my mind as perhaps the most controversial label of 
all. Through serendipity -some might argue synchronicity- I had stumbled on 
something now very significant to me, for I found upon researchlIlg the term 
that it both well describes and shapes my current orientation towards anoma- 
lies. 

The term zetetic (both a - and an adjective) was first applied to the 
followers of the Greek skeptical philosopher Pyrrho of Ellis (ca. 365-275 
B.C.). Pyrrho urged suspension of judgementaboutfacts, that we should "be 
without beliefs, disinclined to take a stand one way or another, and steadfast 
in this attitude" (Stough, 1969: 26 n.23). But, as P&hard H. Popkin has 
noted, Pyrrhonism should not be confused with Academic Skepticism that stemmed 
from Socrates' statement that "All I know is that I know nothing," theview 
that no knowledge can be certain. 'Ihe zetetics took a more moderate position. 
As Popkin points out in his history of skepticism: 

The Pyrrhonists considered that both the Dogmatists and 
the Academics asserted too much, one group saying “Something 
can be known," and the other saying that "Nothing can be 
known." Instead, the Pyrrhonians proposed to suspend judge 
merit on all questions on which there seemed to be conflicting 
evidence, including the question whether or not something can 
be known.... The Pyrrhonian sceptics tried to avoid commit- 
ting themselves on any and all guestions, even as to whether 
their arguments were sound. Scepticism for them was an abili- 
ty, or mental attitude, for opposing evidence both pro and 
con on any question aboutwhatwas non-evident, so that one 
would suspend judgement on the question.... Scepticism was a 
cure for the disease called Dogmatism or rashness. But unlike 
Academic scepticism, which came to a negative conclusion from 
its doubts, Pyrrhonian scepticism made no such assertion, 
merely saying that scepticism is a purge that eliminates 
everything including itself. The Pyrrhonist, then, lives 
undogmatically, following his natural inclinations, the ap- 
pearances he is aware of, and the laws and customs of his 
society, without ever committing himself toany judgement 
abut them. [Popkin, 1979: xv] 

bike a proper zetetic, I remain uncertain about the ultimate correctness of 
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this perspective, but as a workinq scientist, I find its practical function in 
avoiding dogmatism is most valuable. That is, this orientation is hauri&ic in 
that it emphasizes qustions rather than answers. It fits the aims of what 
Gunter (1980) has called "Story Book" science (if not that actually practiced) 
while it avoids mistaking the goals of scientific method with science's cur- 
rent substantive content. Rut perhaps most important of all, I find this form 
of skepticism congruent with the fallabilism of modem philosophies of sci- 
and with the injunction of Charles Sanders Piercethatthe foremost duty of 
the philosopher-scientist is to do nothing that might block inquiry (Peirce, . 
1966: 56). 

Regretfully, the term "skeptic" today is being used by many who adopt 
that label for themselves in a misleading way. To many, it is falsely equated 
with the term "rationalist." The dictionary meaning of the term indicates that 
a skeptic is one who raises doubts. Thus the word is meant to reflect nonbe- 
lief rather than disbelief. But when we look at those who trumpet that they 
are skeptics towards claims of anomalies, we find disbelievers and debunkers 
rather than those who express uncertainty or doubt. The public "skeptics" of 
today present us with answers rather than questions. As philosopher W.V. cxline 
(himself, ironically, one among such modern public "skeptics") neatly made the 
distinction: 

It is important to distinguish between disbelief and 
nonbelief-- between believing a sentence is false and merely 
not believing it true. Disbelief is a case of belief; to 
believe a sentence false is to believe the negation of the 
sentence true. We disbelieve that there areqhosts; we be- 
lieve that there are none. Nonbelief is a state of suspended 
judgement; neither believing the sentence true nor believing 
it false. [mine and Ullian, 1978: 121 

Of course, none of this is to suggest that disbelief is always in error or 
that there is not bunk that needs to be debunked. I only point out that 
disbelief should not be confused with skepticism and nonbelief. This confusion 
is far from a new problem, and James H. Hyslop --who would probably disagree 
with Quine about ghosts-- noted the confusion in a 1909 article in the 
Journal of the American Society for Psychical Research when he wrote: -_-_____ 

The average man today thinks he is a sceptic because he does 
not believe in a given allegation. The fact is that scepti- 
cism is not unbelief in the sense of denial nor in the sense 
of t&.ng opposed to a given belief, but it is critical iqno- 
rance. Few men show this characteristic. They are too much 
ashamed of denying what they do not know something about. 
The public has gotten into the attitude of mind which it 
likes to call scepticism, but which is nothing more or less 
than dogmatism hiding under false colors. It thinks that 
belief is the only thing that can be biased and does not 
dream that denial can be biased, and in fact that the bias 
of denial is not only less justifiable but far worse than the 
bias of belief. It has not basis upon which to rest at all 
except belief. But people have come to think that denial OK 
doubt is the mark of intelligence, when in fact true scepti- 
cism is much nearer being a markof ignorance.True scepti- 
cism means that we do not know, not that such a thing is not 

true. To know that a thing is not true is knowledge, not 
doubt, and hence is subject to bias. It is all the worse when 
it parades itself as a trustworthy student of truth and in 
fact is only trying to deny it. The average mind assumes that 
belief disqualifies a man from studying a problem and that 
the only person who can investigate it is the man who does 
not believe anything about it. If the doubter has no opinions 
and is not biased by preconceptions of his own, and if he 
does not have an interest in an opposing theory, it is true 
that he may be better qualified than the believer to investi- 
gate, but the majority of those who parade as sceptics in the 
matter usually have some theory of their own to sustain 
againstthatwhich they claim not to believe, and hence are 
as much biased as the despised believer.... [Olpen-mindedness 
is the only scepticism that can claim immunity from preju- 
dice. [Hyslop, 1909: 29-301 

Thouqh Hyslop called our attention to this confusion 75 years ago, most anoma- 
ly researchers, instead of observing this distinction between nonbelief and 
disbelief, seem to have accepted the critics' own definition of themselves as 
skeptics and constantly misrefer to them as such. This has resulted in a most 
artificial polarization betwen believers and disbelievers, misrepresents both 
the options and the reality of the opinions held, and makes us zetetics -the 
true skeptics --either invisible or forced to choose sides or be thouqht of as 
“the enemy” by both sides. 

In his now classic discussion of the normative structure of science, 
Robert K. Merton included organized skepticism along with universalism, commu- 
nism and disinterestedness among the institutional imperatives of science 
(Merton, 1973: 270). He referred to this as the "temporary suspension of 
judqement and the detached scrutiny of beliefs in terms of empirical and 
logical criteria," and then pointed out that this practice “may come into 
conflict with other attitudes toward the same data which have been crystal- 
lized and often ritualized by other institutions" (Merton, 1973: 277). I would 
suqqffitto you that this conflict also cccurs between one part of the scienti- 
fic community and another. As OUT scientific institutions have developed, this 
become.5 an internal as well as an external problem. And as these institutions 
have become integrated into other institutions, vested interests and non- 
scientific co rcerns (such as the control of economic resources) develop. And I 
suggest that as science grows into so called "Big Science," the norm Of 
organized skepticism begins to conflict frequently with the norm of disinter- 
estedness. This can lead to attempts by defenders of the majority or "orthc- 
dox" viewpoint to attempt to merely discredit rather than disprove competitive 
minority views (especially maverick claims), and this results in what Ray 
Wyman (1980) has pointed out is a form of "pathologic& science." 

As Thomas S. Kuhn (1977) has termed it, there is an "essential tension" 
within science since it must on the one hand preserve its accumulated know- 
ledge by acting cautiously arki conservatively while on the other hard remain 
an open system ready to take in new and potentially revolutionary data and 
concepts. This balance is maintained through a number of methodological pre- 
scriptions which make it difficult but not impossible for the claimant of an 
anomaly to obtain acceptance of the claim. First, science places the burden of 
proof on the claimant. Second, the proof for a claim must in some sense be 
commensurate with the character of the claim. Thus, an extraordinary claim 
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requires "extraordinary" (meaning stronger than usual) proof. This latter 
prescription seems related to the rule of parsimony in science that states 
tit the simpler adequate explanaton is the one to accept. 

Now I would call your attention to the fact that these rather conserva- 
tive rules for evidence of extraordinary claims mean that a claim that is 
inadequately supported results in a simple nonacceptance of the claim. Evi- 
dence is, then, a matter of degree, and not having enough results in a clai- 
mant's not satisfying the burden of proof. It does not mean disconfirmation 
of the claim. The proof is insubstantial, and the claim is unaccepted rather 
than refuted. The claimant is, in effect, told either to give up or go back to 
find stronger evidence and arguments for a possible later day in the court of 
science. As a practical matter, anunproved fact is a non-fact.Science as- 
sumes the negative about unproved claims; it gives such claims low priority 
and low probability and ignores them. Since science is essentially descriptive 
(creating explanations through abstracted generalizations made about ascer- 
tained facts), it is not prescriptive (Taylor, 1963: 342). Science can speak 

a prac&atter, 
of the hi 1 improbable; it can not properly speak of the impossible. But as 

the highly improbable is treated as though it were impos- 
sible. Working on a perpetual motion machine is almost certainly a waste of 
time, but once we deem it absolutely a waste of time, we close the door on 
such research and violate the equilibrium of the "essential tension" and 
disobey Peirce's injunction by blocking inquiry. !~be scientist who works on a 
perpetual motion machine may be playing the longest shot of all, and he may be 
conducting stupid science, but it is not necessarily false or pseudosci-. 

Since the scientific community sets its priorities based upon the notions 
of prabable pay-offs and importance of problems, the claimant of an unproven 
anomaly is playing a long shot and is unlikely to obtain scarce resources. And 
the unproven idea or anomaly may be, and usually is, ignored or treated as 
would be a false idea. SO, I would suggest that this actually allows for 
greater tolerance than is oftenaccorded claims of the extraordinary.If we 
really have faith in the scientific rules and the self-correcting mechanisms 
of science, we have little to fear from unusual low-probability or even 
crackpot ideas. We don't have to disprove an idea to discount it: we merely 
need to show its failure to bear its burden of prmf. Further, I would suggest 
that concern with discrediting rather than disproving claims actually shows a 
lack of confidence in the normal adjudication system of science. Just as a 
proper system of justice does not require vigilantes, so does a proper scien- 
tific adjtiication process not need any extra-scientific irquisition to pro- 
tect us from alleged pseudoscience and so-called irrationality. 

Organized skepticism in science is a two-edged sword. It allows us to 
question orthaioxy as well as unorth+xIoxy. Its proper functioning depends upon 
our tolerance and our ability to live with a certain degree of uncertainty XKI 
dissonance in our ranks. Robert K. Merton has spoken of the sociological 
ambivalence built into social roles ((Merton, 1976). The conflict proctuced by 
science's need for both conservation and openness--what Kuhn speaks of as 
creating the "essential tension" proper to science-- demands the organized 
skepticism (so integral to science and which produces its self-correcting 
pattern of change that most of us think of as progress) which contributes 
greatly to that ambivalence. The tension has also been characterized as a 
struggle to avoid both kinds of what statisticians refer $0 as Type I and Type 
II errors. We don't wish to conclude something anomalous is out there when it 
is not, but we also do not want to overlook some rare anomaly, some weak 

signal amidst much noise (Truzzi, 1979a and b). 

Most of my fellow critics of anomalies have characterized their own 
harsher amd da-oriented approach as representing a "hard -line" skepti- 
cism while my zeteticism is described as a "softer-line" variety. I think this 
misrepresents the reality of our differences. The public is indeed often 
misled, and we need to have critical views presented to them to balance those 
of the prq~~~~~ts. Punk needstobe debunked; fraud needs to be exposed; error 
needs to be corrected; and real pseudoscience-and it does exist--needs to be 
shown up for what it is. But fraud, error and even pseudoscience have all 
existed within ordinary science, that is within legitimate, orthodox science. 
And much that gets labelled "pseudoscience" actually is not, for much so- 
called pseudoscience consists of scientific research programs (what I have 
called protosciences) being applied to investigate unorthcdox or controversial 
matters (Truzzi, 1972 and 1977). I do not agree with those who equate science 
with a body of content; for me, sciencecentrallyremains a method. A science 
that studies unicorns may (and properly done, should most likely) find thatrro 
unicorns exist: but the search for unicorns can be conducted in scientific 
fashion. Critics forget that a person does not have to believe in ESP to be 
parapsycholcgist or in UFOs to be a ufologist. Part of what science does is to 
determine whether or not variables exist; so to that degree, a science can 
investigate "nothing." 

The reason that the zetetic may appear to take a softer critical line 
may be the result not so much of a less critical view of the extraordinary but 
of a more critical view of the ordinary with which it is contrasted. Those who 
leap to call parapsycholcqy a pseudoscience might do well to look more closely 
at the social sci-s in general. 'Ihose who laugh at the implausibility of a 
possible plesiosaur in J&ch Ness should take a close look at the arguments and 
evidence put forward for the Big Bang or Black Holes. Those who think it 
unreasonable to investigate reports of unidentified flying objects might do 
well to look carefully at the arguments and evidence of those who promote 
current attempts at contacting extraterrestrial intelligence allegedly present 
in other solar systems. Those who complain about the unscientific status of 
psychic counselors should be willing to examine the scientific status of 
orthodox psychotherapy and make truly scientific comparisons. Those who sneer 
at phoney prophets in our midst might also do well to look at the prcqnostica- 
tors in economics and sociology who hold official positions as "scientific 
forecasters." Those who concern themselves about newspaper horoscopes and 
their influence might do well to look at what the "real" so-called helping 
professions are doing. The scientist who claims to be a true skeptic, a 
zetetic, is willing to investigate empirically the claims of the American 
Medical Association as well as those of the faith healer; and, more important, 
he should be willing to compare the empirical results for both before de- 
fendirqone andcmdemnimg the other. 

The skeptical posture of the scientist, I suggest, is one which T.H. 
Huxley termed agnosticism. 'IWay, that term usually is thought to refer only 
to an orientation towards the question of the exist- of a deity. Rut when 
Huxley first put the term forward, he meant it far more generally. And -note 
a moral for today-- the term was meant to avoid the dogmas of both the Ra- 
tionalists and the Religionists; in the Metaphysical Society of 1889. Huxley 
wrote: 

Agnosticism in fact, is not a creed, but a method, the 
essence of which lies in the rigorous application of a 
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simple principle:That principle is of great antiguity...it 
is the fundamental axiom of modern science. Positively the 
principle may be expressed: In matters of the intellect, 
follow your reason as far as it will take you, without re 
gard to any other consideration. And negatively, in matters 
of the intellect, do not pretend that conclusions are 
certain which are not demonstrated or demonstrable. That1 
take to be the agnostic faith, which if a man keep whole and 
undefiled, he shall not be ashamed to look the universe in 
the face, whatever the future may have in store for him. 
[Huxley, 18891 

Huxley recognized thst such tolerance was an ideal and not somethirq he 
alway was able to put into practice, for he went on to say: 

The results of the working cut of the agnostic princi- 
ple will vary according to individual knowledge and capaci- 
ty, and according to the general condition of science. That 
which is unproven today maybeprovedby the help of new 
discoveries tomorrow. The only negative fixed points will be 
those negations which flow from the demonstrable limitation 
of our faculties. And the only obligation accepted is to 
have the mind always open to conviction. Agnostics who 
never fail in carrying out their principles are, I am afraid, 
as rare as other people of whom the same consistency can be 
truthfully predicated. But if you were to meet such a phoe- 
nix and tell him that you had discovered that two and two 
makes five, he would patiently ask you to state your reasons 
for that conviction, and express his readiness to agree 
with you if he found them satisfactory. The apostolic in- 
junction to "suffer fools gladly" should bs the rule of life 
of a true agnostic. I am deeply conscious of how far I 
myself fall short of this ideal, but it is my personal 
conception of what agnostics should be. [Huxley, 18891 

Like Huxley, I think this a good ideal to uphold for the scientist, but 
it remains difficulttoplace it into practice. I therefore modify itsome- 
what. I contend that every scientist has a right to his/her own priorities. 
So, when a presumed crackRot approaches you with a wild idea, I do not think 
you are duty bound to listen and evaluate it. You have the full right to 
simply say you are too busy or to ignore such claimants. The claimant does not 
have a right to your time. But I contend that if a hearing is granted, it 
should be a fair and open-minded hearing based on considerationof the argu- 
ments and evidence. And if the arguments and evidence have some merits, even 
if they are inadequate to bear the burden of proof, we should be willing to 
admit such merits while still failing to accept (rather than necessarily 
denying) the claim. We must remember that evidence is always a matter of 
degree, and usuallynotoverwhelming. And we must be willing to admit that 
even if we reject much evidence and argument, that there are likely to be 
"loose ends" that often can not be easily explained away. Most of all, we must 
remember that the goal of science is to explain rather than explain away 
phenomena. Skepticism should seek to be constructive, to advance science, 
rather than purely destructive and perhaps thereby to block inquiry. 

Having now considered some of the characteristics of skepticism in sci- 

ence, let me turn now to the subject of anomalies. 

II. On Anomalies 

The dictionary definition of an anomaly as a "deviation from the common 
rule" or "something that deviates in excess of normal variation" is rather 
vague and somewhat misleading in that this definition also fits "irregularity' 
or "abnormality." As commonly used in the literature concerned with aroma- 
lies, the term emphasizes that an anomaly is something unexplained. An anomaly 
is something that is not covered by cur current generalizations about how the 
world operates. It is something strange and unaccounted for. As we lookat 
the term's use in the literature, it becomes rather multi-dimensional and is 
more like a constructed type or a fuzzy set (Westrum and Truzzi, 1978: 70). In 
its pure state, an anomaly might be something that (1) actually CCQ.XS (that 
is, something both perceived and validated), (2) is not explained by some 
accepted scientific theory, (3) is perceived to be something which is in need 
of explanation, and (4) contradicts what we might expect from applying our 
accepted scientific models. In practice, an anomaly is often "impure" in terms 
of these four criteria. But I would suggest that (2), the anomaly's lack of 
fit with accepted theory, is the necessary element common to any real anomaly. 
It is a fact in search of an explanation. 

This brings us to an important distinction. Coming to us from psychical 
research, the term paranormal (usually limited to psychological anomalies in 
psychical research) was created to designate phenomena considered natural - 
r&supernatural- and which eventually should find scientific explanationbut 
thus far have escaped such explanations (Truzzi, 1978). The term supernormal 
has been used in somewhat the same way. The clear intention of those using the 
term paranormal was to avoid using the term supernatural. They wished to 
emphasize that the phenomena was aberrantbutnotbeyond natural science; it 
was simply a matter of scientific explanation catching up with such maverick 
facts. Unfortunately, many critics of the paranormal continue to equate any- 
thing purportedly paranormal with the supernatural. This is particularly 
ironic since those who truly believe in the supernatural (such as the Roman 
Catholic church when it speaks of miracles) have long understood that a para- 
normal explanation precludes a supernatural one. Following the proper use of 
the term paranormal, we can logically speakof the parasciences whichdeal 
with anomalies in their respective domains. Thus, we can speak not only of 
parapsycholcqy but also of such fields as parasociolqy, paraphysics, etc. In 
each case we refer to the study of anomalies within some discipline for which 
they seem potentially relevant. 

In fact, however, given a particular anomalous event, we really don't 
know in advance which current science will eventually develop an explanation 
for it. Thus, something like extra-chance correct guessing scores may now be 
part of parapsychology, but in the end the explanation may lie elsewhere. For 
example, if it turns out that such anomalies are due to some statistical 
malassumption that might cause us to develop some new statistical theory for 
the way such things are distributed in nature: the phenomenon may then better 
belong to parastatistics. Similarly, unidentified aerial phenomena may even- 
tually be explained via meteorology, astronomy, psychophysiology, or some 
other discipline1 (or even by all of these in part since we may be dealing 
with different phenomena at different times). Thus, I would suggest the term 
put forward by Roger W. Westcott (1973 and 1980), anomalistics, to speak of 
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the interdisciplinary approach to anomalies of which thevarious parasciences 
are branches. 

Returning now to the term paranormal, this term avoids OUT confusing true 
anomalies with the merely irregular or rare event that does have current 
scientific explanations. Such latter events are usually termed abnor~l. Thus, 
a man 8 feet tall would be abnormal but not paranormal, whereas a man who 
could breath water and live would be paranormal. Similarly, a virgin giving 
birth to a female would be abnormal (since parthenogenesis would offer an 
explanation for such a rarity), while a virgin giving birth to a male would be 
paranormal (to say the least!). 

Since the key element in the definition of an anomaly is its relationship 
or lack of relationship to theory, this means that all anomalies are relative 
to some specific theory. The deqree of anoma1ou.s~ ss or extraordinariness of 
some event can only be specified in relation to the theory it fails to fit. 
The term anomaly specifies a relationship between an event and a theory; the 
event is not anomalous in and of itself. Science usually contains many thec- 
ries, and they are by no means integrated or even consistent with one another. 
Thus, a claim like precognition may present serious problems for the physicist 
but few for the geologist. Notall scientists wil view an event as equally 
extraordinary. This disunity may be functional, as when biolaqists ignOrea the 
physicists who said that the youthful age of the sunwould make biological 
evolution impossible over the postulated great lengths of time. The physicists 
later discovered fusion and changed their estimate of the age of our sun, so 
in this case physics lagged behind the biologists' theories even though we 
usually think of physics as the more fundamental science. 

I find that in the broadest sense there are three general orientations 
towards anomalies. For many scientists , anomalies are mainly troublesome and 
to be ignored or denied. They view anomalies as what Charles Fort called 
"damned facts." For such scientists, anomalies are atbestanirritant. At 
worst, they view anomalies as challenges to what is fundamentally held dear 
a& so are to be opposed, sometimes at almost any cost. The object, for such 
scientists, is not to explain but to explain away the anomaly. 

Thesecondorie.ntationcommonlyfoundis thatof themystery monger, the 
person who relishes the fact that a phenomenon is unexplained. This, alas, is 
quite frequently the attitude held by many who call themselves "Forteans" 
(Clark, 1983). They enjoy the mystery and even gloat over the inability of 
scientists tc account for the anomaly. They don't want to explain or explain 
away anomalies; they want to uncover more of them, and their goal may -in the 
extreme case- be anti-scientific in spirit; for they seek mysteries rather 
than explanations of them. In reading some Forteans, one clearly gets the 
impression that even an unconventional normal explanation by science would be 
a disappointment. 

The third orientation -the one I espouse- consists of seeing anomalies 
not merely as challenges but as opportunities. Anomalies are actually the 
major source for theoretical change and conceptual prcqress in science. Though 
we should be highly cautious about accepting claims of anomalies, we should 
look forward to finding valid ones because it is by explaining these a&ara- 
tions that we will expand our theories and create new theories. From this 
perspective, anomalies are important and valuable because they lead to new armi 
greater forms of scientific explanation. Thus, anomalies should be seen as 

constructive rather than destructive, as forces inspiring scientific growth 
and progress. 

Let.me turn now to some of the various dimensions or categories of 
anomalies. 

1) The anomaly may be legitimately unexplained or paranormal rather than 
something at first inexplicable but actually covered by known laws, something 
merely abnormal (as just discussed) or a pseudo-anomaly. 

2) The anomaly may be a scientific anomaly, something paranormal and 
ultimately explicable in terms of science, as opposed to something actually 
outside the natural order, something not paranormal but superna tural or 
metaphysical. The latter would include not only such things as divine miracles 
butalsoperhaps anypossiblyunique eventin nature, a kind of cosmic hi? 
or burp, something without pattern or impossible to generalize about or find 
lawful order in. Science is law seeking, and it is at least conceptually 
possible that some things may happen that are simply outside all regularities, 
some things I would term preternatural. 

3) The anomaly can vary in its relatonship to scientific theory. Thus, it 
can be unnested, that is, simply a stray phenomenon that seems to have no boar 
of theory to deal with it one way or another. Or, more typically, the anomaly 
can be nested, that is, can pretty clearly be seen as something that should be 
covered by a certain theory even if it is not. Nested anomalies can vary 
greatly in the degree to which they fail to fit within the existing theoreti- 
cal net. Some anomalies merely fit poorly while others seem to contradict 
central parts of the theory. The nested anomaly that contradicts important 
parts of the accepted body of theory relevant to it is the one most trouble- 
some and most likely to be denied legitimacy/validity. 

4) An anomaly may be something spontaneous in nature or may be something 
which only can be experimentally prcduced. And if it is experimentally prcdu- 
cible, it may vary in the degree to which it is reproducible. Replication can 
be occasional only or vary all the way up to repeatability upon demand. In 
general, anomalies tendtowardsbeinq spontaneous or onlyoccasionallyre- 
peatable, and that is usually one of the reasons their very existence is 
typically controversial. 

5) Anomalies exist to some degree in every scientific area and are 
usually acknowledged as such. Thus, there are accept& anomalies which are not 
controversial. These are usually viewed as minor puzzles to be solved, as not 
very troublesome loose ends. But most anomalies deemed interesting have a 
strugqle to gain acceptance. Most anomalies are merely alleged arxm&ies. They 
remain unestablished. Some are validated anomalies in that most scientists ' 
might agree that they really exist; but this is unusual, and it is imperative 
that the anomalist recognizes that most of the time he is dealing with merely 
alleged anomalies. 

6) An anomaly may be something that cracurs rarely in nature or something 
that cccurs frequently, even if it is a spontaneou s anomaly. Frequency must be 
considered relative to the temporal dimension. Thus, something may appear to 
be rare but may actually have cxcurred on many ocassions over a long period of 
time or, conversely, an event may occur a number of times within a short 
paricd but never happened previously or afterwards. 
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7) An anomaly may vary along the spatial dimension. That is, an anomaly 
may be widely dispersed or narrowly available. 

8) An anomaly may be rarely or frequently seen (whether or not it cccurs 
rarely or frequently). 

9) An anomaly be rarely or frequently reported (whether or not it is 
rarely or frequently seen). 

10) The anomaly may be an anomalous thing, or it may be an anomalous 
relationship between guite normal things. I have elsewhere termed anomalous 
things cypr$tz;zE and anomalqus relat+onships,pa.ra-events (Truzzi, 1977). 
Thing.% are relatively easily validated. You simply "bring in 
the b&y" and show i; to the skeptics. But falsification of the crypto-event 
may be especially difficult since the thing (e.g., a Bigfoot) could have bean 
elsewhere than whereyoulcoked. The reverse is true for the para- t. Sb 
a relationship is something to be inferred from the data, alternative e%plana- 
tions are usually possible. Thus, validation for any pars-event is most diffi- 
cult. But we can usually agree that a certain mrrelation from which we would 
make our inference of the ma-event should be obtained in a given experiment. 
SO, if we fail to find it, that is usually accepted as a falsification of the 
claimed pars-even t. Anomalistics, then, consists of both cryptosciences (which 
study hidden things, e.g., as cryptozoology studies anomalous animals) and 
parasciences (which study anomalous relationships between things, e.g., as 
parapsychology studies anomalous psiprocesses), and these two branches of 
anomalistics have different strategic problems as they seek accept-/legiti- 
macy within the general scientific community. 

And 11) an anomaly may appear bizarre or mundane. From a scientific 
standpoint, this should largely be irrelevant. But it clearly makes a differ- 
ence to the way many will evaluate the degree of extraordinariness of the 
claim. An anomaly high on strangeness will have more trouble getting accepted 
even though it may have less trouble getting noticed in the first place. 

Having considered some of the major dimensions of anomalies, let me 170~ 
try to integrate some Of these observations with my earlier remarks about 
skepticism. 

III. The Zetetic Approach to Anomalies 

When speaking of the extraordinary in science, we need to consider both 
extraordinary events and extraordinary theories (explanations). We should 
first seek to explain extraordinary events in terms of ordinary theories, and 
only upon failing should we move on to extraordinary explanations (Truzzi, 
1978a). But, alas, the anomaly literature is full of far too many attempts to 
explain ordinary events with extraordinary theories. 

Any anomaly claim will normally consist of three elements: (1) the anoma- 
lous event itself, (2) the report or narrative aboutthatevent, and (3) the 
reporter or narrator of the report or narrative account (Truzzi, 1978a). 
Critics can attack the claim at any or all of these three points.The event 
csn be viewed as too improbable, the narrative as too implausible, and/or the 
narrator as not credible. Each of these elements can be assessed indepen- 

dently, and the skeptic usually begins with doubts about the claimed event 
itself. He then properly focuses his arguments and evidence against the narra- 
tive account. But it is common for criticism to extend to the credibility of 
the narrator, this sometimes taking the form of irrelevant ad hominem attacks -- 
on the narrator's motives. 

Attacks on the credibility of the narrator follow a pattern. The reporter 
of the anomaly can be attacked through the use of a number of negative labels. 
He can be called a crank, a crackpot, an incompetent, or a charlatan. All 
these labels have been used to designate what the critic sees as a "pseudo- 
scientist" (far to often a magic word invoked to exorcise heresy). A crank is 
simply one who tenaciously clings to a deviant or minority position. This is 
normally done via rational arguments and evidence. We have many cranks in 
ordinary as well as extraordinay science. Ron Westrum has pointed out that 
there are both reactionary cranks (those whoclingto old, discarded ideas) 
and radical cranks (who espouse wild new ideas). Cranks are "difficult" per- 
sons (cranky?) butnotirratona1.A crackpot is one who supports a wild idea 
(also either reactionary or radical) but does so irrationally, i.e., without 
proper arguments and/or evidence. He is a scientific "nut." The terms crank 
and CTackpot represent references to the argumentative style of the proponent 
so lahalled. 

An incompetent is simply one who makes unintentional errors, out of 
inability or ignorance.Ordinary science is full of incompetence, as is any 
professional field. But a charlatan is one who makes intentional errors; he is 
a fraud. 

When the proponent of an anomaly is an insider in science (what Isaac 
Asimov has termed an endo-heretic), critics tend to be more tolerant and 
usually pull punches and reduce even the crackpot or charlatan in 0.~ midst to 
mere crank or incompetent. But if the proponent is an outsider (an exo- 
heretic), critics tend towards exaggeration, elevating the mere crank or 
incompetent into the role of a crackpot or charlatan 

We might also note that critics may themselves be members of the science 
community (what I would term endc-critics) or outsiders such as philosophers, 
science writers, or even magicians (exe-critics). Exe-critics seem to be even 
more concerned with social control over the boundary between science and 
pseudoscience than endo-critics. And such exe-critics may play the role of 
what Ray Hyman has termed "hit men" in science, brought in to discredit 
deviant claims and claimants and to "protect the public." At its worst, this 
takes a holier-than- thou (more-scientific-than-thou?) posture, and such vigi- 
lantes can act rather like inquisitors for a Church of Scientism (see the 
discussion in Feyeraband, 1978: 91-96) 

It has been observed that acceptance of an anomaly can come about through 
either (1) an adequate degree of replicability (for some critics of some 
claims this may mean repeatability upon demand); (2) a new acceptable theory 
to house the alleged maverick fact, thereby reducing or eliminating its -ma- 
lous character; or (3) some practical application of the anomaly (a purely 
pragmatic and atheoretic approach). (3) is actually a version of (1) since 
usefulness implies repeatability, but the level of adeguacyinreplication 
would be lower for (1) since the atheoretical argument side-steps contradic- 
tion of existing theories. 
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I f  extraordinary claims require commensurate "extraordinary" proof, the 
requiremmts (in terms of quality or quantity, not in terms of the standards) 
diminish with a reduction in theextraordinariness of theclaimedanomaly. And 
if we are to judge how anomalous a claim is, we first need to explicate 
clearly what impactthe exist-of the anomaly would have onour theories. 
An ullnested anomaly should require less evidence than a nested anomaly. If  we 
lcokclosely,we frequently firdthatacommonviewofhowanomalous something 
is maybe confused withhow “strangeAor “bizarre” the claim may seem. Possi- 
bility of the event is confused with plausibility of the narrative (Truzzi, 
1978a). Alnmstno cm believes in unicorns today, butfinding living unicorns 
would have very little impaa on current zoology. Telepathy wcxlld be far less 
revolutionary for psychological theory than would be precognition, so telepa- 
thy should require less proof. And a living plesiosaur in Loch Ness would be 
far less extraordinary a claim than wculdbea living mermaid or a centaur. We 
need to far n-ore carefully explicate how scientifically extraordinary a claim 
really is and then weigh the evidence in light of that assessment. 

It should also follow that claimants can reduce need for evidence by 
minimizing the revolutionary character of their claims. This can usually be 
done by taking a more atheoretic approach when presenting evidence. Like 
Sherlock Holmes, we should eliminate the unnecessaryelementsaMt consider the 
bare bones first. We especially should try to dissociate cur anomaly from any 
-It or metaphysical frameworks (even if these inspired cur investigation). 
Parapsycholcqists keep remirding us that they are n&occultists ard are not 
part of Spiritualism. Cosm&iolcgists remind us that they are not arguing for 
traditio~l astrology. Some ufolqists remind us that they are investigating 
unidentified aerial phenomena and are not proponents of ident 

+f!%b": extraterrestrial craft. In general, this means any anomaly shou 
presented as a question rather than as part of some extraordinary answer. 
Exotic correlations, for example as in Michel Gauguelin's "Mars Effect" or in 
parapsychology's extra-chance guessing scores, should first be presented as 
mere correlations before leaping to conclusions about causal relations (Truz- 
zi, 1982). Too often what might have teen accepted as a legitimate puzzle is 
repudiated because the claimant insists he has found a fulcrumtoplace his 
lever for scientific revolution and paradigm shift. 

But the claimant finds himself in a paradoxical position. By thus re- 
ducing his anomaly claim, he may trivialize its importance, and that results 
in its being assigned a lower priority for scientific investigation. So, the 
claimant is usually forced to seek attention and resources by stressing the 
revolutionary character of his claim. But the more important the anomaly is in 
this way, the greater is the degree of proof demanded; and raising the 
threshold for adequate evidence makes criticism easier. mis often forces the 
prcponent of the anomaly to seek support outside of science, either from the 
public or -worse- from occult or metaphysical supporters; this then further 
rr0bilize.3 antagonism among scientists. 

But if the proponent is trapped in this spiral, surely the critic is not. 
The goal of the scientist is to explain whatever anomalies truly exist. So the 
critic -independent of the proponent% posture- has an obligation to examine 
the atrcngestevidei~~for the least theoretic vex-s- of any anomaly claim. 

Finally, we need to recognize that the importanceof ananomaly maybe 
primarily extra-scientific (Truzzi, 1981). Psychologists may properly assign 
low priority to parapsycholcgical research given the level of proof so far 

offered. But the military and security-concerned branches of government may 
rexgnize that even such long shots would have enormous impact if even only 
partially valid. So, scientists may rationally assign low or high priorities 
based on their specific reasons for wishing to avoid a Type I or a Type II 
error, and opposite assessments of priority can rationally emerge from dif- 
ferent orientations and stemming from nonscientific factors. Critics of go- 
vernment research into anomalies sometimes neglect to consider such factors. 
But so, alas, do some proponents. Thus, covert government interest in UFOs 
does not necessarily mean greater covert belief in the reality of UFOS. It may 
merely reflect government's different criteria for the importance of avoiding 
a Type II error. It may even be the case that such misunderstanding is partly 
thereason thatgovernmentagencies feelobligatedto keep their work covert. 
A similar argument applies to covert government work in parapsychology; such 
work does not necessarily indicate covert government belief in the reality of 
psi. 

I have tried to consider some of the interrelationships that emerge from 
applying a zetetic approach to anomalies research. As always with proper 
zeteticism, I leave you with more questions than answers about these matters. 
But I think these are some of the right questions that need to be asked if we 
are to make progress in dealing with scientific anomalies. 

Nate 

l An earlier version of this paper was delivered at the annual meeting of the 
Society for Scientific Exploration, 1983. My thanks to Sidney Genden, Charles 
Akers, and Ron Westrum for their astutecritical reactions and suggestions 
(some of which were not fully heeded) to the original version of this paper. 
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A REMOTE VIEWING EXPERIMENT 
CONDUCTED BY A SKEPTIC AND A BELIEVER 

James McClenon b Ray Hyman 

"Remote Viewing" is a term used to describe the alleged ability of one 
individual to "view" (mentally) the images perceived by a second individual 
who is at a separate (and remote) location. This ability may be considered 
a form of extra-sensory perception since it hypothesizes the experience of 
a target location without sensory contact. Much controversy surrounds the 
ontological status of this alleged ability. 

Various remote viewing experiments conducted by individuals who believe 
in the reality of psi (for example: Targ and Puthoff, 1977; Duanne and 
Bisaha, 1979; Schlitz and Gruber, 1980) seem to indicate that this,phenomenon 
exists and requires further exploration. 
skeptics (for example: Karnes et al., 

Other experiments conducted by 
1980, Marks and Kamman, 1980) show no 

evidence for the remote viewing hypothesis and hint that psychological 
factors can explain, in part, the misguided belief in psi. 

It would seem that the conduct of a jointly supervised, believer-skeptic 
experiment might shed light on this issue. One researcher (R.H.) is a well 
known skeptic regarding claims of the paranormal. The other researcher (J.M.) 
instigated the experiment in order to play the role of a "believer" as an 
aspect of a sociological participant observation study of the field of para- 
psychology. This experiment was designed not merely to test the hypothesis 
concerning the ontological status of remote viewing, but to uncover the various 
social-psychological factors that might be associated with its experience. We 
hoped to gain information about this aspect from the subjective and informal 
reports of the experimenters and also the subjects. The experiment, as set 
up, can provide only a formal test of the psi hypothesis. 

The experiment described in this paper involves eight remote viewing 
trials using eight different subjects and was conducted during the spring 
of 1980 in Eugene, Oregon. The experiment was conducted as a replication of 
the successful remote viewing experiments of Puthoff and Targ (1976) and 
Bisaha and Dunne (1979). In addition to using independent judges, we also 
had subjects judge their own protocols as is done in Ganzfeld research 
(Honorton, 1977). A distinct target pool was developed for each subject in 
order to avoid methodological problems encountered by previous researchers 
during the judging process. 

Method of obtaining subjects 

Five "inexperienced" volunteers, i.e., ones having no previous experience 
regarding remote viewing experiments, were obtained through the placement of a 
classified ad in the University of Oregon newspaper. Three other "inexperinced" 
individuals volunteered during informal interaction with one of the researchers 
(J.M.). Although the subjects were "inexperineced" in remote viewing, only 
one was naive or inexperienced in occult matters. 
label the other seven as "sheep." 

Parapsychologists might 
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All volunteers were asked if they knew anyone with whom they wished to 
work in this remote viewing experiment. The experiment requires an "agent" 
who attempts to mentally "send" an image to the "receiver." All the 
volunteer "receivers" decided to use the available researcher (J-M.) as the 
"agent." 

Apparatus 

One researcher (J.M.) took photographs of 64 locations in the Eugene area. 
The number of photographs taken of each site was based on the researcher's 
judgment of the complexity and size of the possible target. This was the same 
photography procedure used by Dunne and Bisaha (1979). Notes were taken on 
3x5 cards describing the observer's exact location, the visual direction to 
be faced by the observer, and the objects which were to be observed. The 64 
site photographs were arranged into 8 sets of 8 sites. An attempt was made 
to create 8 pictorially distinct possible targets within each set with regard 
to architecture, objects within the photographs, general forms, colors, etc. 
This allowed each set of 8 sites to be assigned to each of the 8 tnials. A 
Xerox copy was made of the photographs of all the potential target sites. 

The potential target sets were numbered from 1 to 8 and each site within 
each set was numbered from 1 to 8. The entire package was given to an 
individual (O.B.) who was totally unconnected with the rest of the experiment. 
O.B. assigned a second individual to arrange the target sets randomly and to 
select a target site within each set in a random manner. The PDP-15 computer 
within the cognitive laboratory at the University of Oregon was used for this 
random selection process. O.B. had the photographic material arranged in 
such a manner that he would remain unaware of the target number until the 
beginning of the trial run. He was always unaware of the target site. 

Procedure 

Each of the 8 subjects were tested on different days. The subjects 
remained with the observer while the remote viewing agent (J.M.) went down- 
stairs to the computer area. 
from 0.8. 

Here the agent received the target materials 
These consisted of a 3x5 card describing the target site and a 

Xerox of the target photographs. The selected set of 8 sites was then brought 
up by O.B. to the observer and subject after the agent had left for the 
target site. Only the agent, who was on his way to a specific site, knew 
which site was the target. R.H. was the observer in all the trials. 

The subject was allowed a 20 minute relaxation period during which the 
agent traveled to the target site by bicycle. The subjects were allowed to 
prepare themselves in whatever manner they wished. Most employed forms of 
meditative procedure while a few spent the time talking with R.H. After 
this time period, the subjectdescribedaloud into a tape recorder the 
images that came into his or her mind during the next 15 minutes. Paper and 
pen were available to make sketches if desired. At the end of the 15 minute 
time period, the subject was shown the photograpsh of the 0 sites and 
requested to rank order them as to their similarity to his or her previously 
described (and tape recorded) discription. 
with the observer during this time period. 

The subject remained closeted 

his 15 minute stay at the target site, 
Following the termination of 

the agent returned to the closeted 
subject and observer. He then notified the subject and observer of the 
correct site. The subject was then debriefed. The researchers were 

especially interested in changes that might occur in the subject's belief 
system regarding psi. 

Judging 

Two forms of judging were planned. The first series involved having 
each subject rank order his or her 8 photographs regarding their similarity 
to his or her 15 minute verbalization. The score achieved by each subject 
was the rank that the individual assigned to the photograph that was later 
found to be the target site. These scores are listed in Table 1. 

A second series of judging involved other individuals, who were 
geographically distant from Eugene, Oregon. The transcripts were typed by 
an individual who was unaware of the target site for each trial (this would 
prevent bias from intruding into the typist's interpretation of words which 
might be less than completely clear). Dr. Stanley Drippner, at the Humanistic 
Psychology Institute (presently the Saybrook Institute) agreed to instigate 
the "remote judging for this experiment. Eight envelopes, each containing 
the 8 site photographs and each containing a typed transcript were mailed to 
Krippner's assistant, John Geyl. Geyl located five individuals who were 
asked to rank order the photographic material for each trial. They used the 
typed transcript of the subjects' descriptions recorded during the designated 
15 minute intervals. The judges' scoring on the target site for each trial 
was averaged and is listed in Table 1. 

Table 1 
Remote Viewing Experiment Tests of Significance 

Trial Number Subject's Score Judge's Score 

(Average) 

1 3 4.0 

2 6 6.4 

3 2 2.6 

4 7 4.2, 

5 a 5.2 

6 6 7.2 

7 7 6.0 

8 1 2.6 

Mean 5.0 4.8 

Not Significant 
at .05 level 

Not Significant 
,at .05 level 
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Results 

Table 1 presents the subjects and average judges' score for each of the 
8 trials (derived from the ranking assigned to the target site). A statistical 
evaluation of the subjects' total score can be conducted using Table A-l of 
Solfvin, Kelly, and Burdick's (1978) article regarding the methods of analysis 
of preferential-ranking data. This method of analysis, the ordinal weighting 
sheme, reveals the improbability of achieving any sum of ranks. The smaller 
the sum of ranks, the more improbable that this score could have occurred by 
chance. 

This method was applied to the average rank for the subjects and each of 
the judges separately. A regular T-test was applied to the averaged judges' 
rankings, as well as the combined scores of judges and subjects. None of 
these tests achieved statistical significance. 

Table 1 reveals that the subject's total score does not demonstrate 
evidence for the existence of a remote viewing facility. Each of the five 
judges, taken singly, fails to come up with a significant sum of ranks. The 
subjects' rankings correlate with the average rankings of the judges approx- 
imately 0.74, which is significant at .05 level. 

The combined scores of judges and subjects yielded a mean ranking of 4.81 
with 95% confidence limits of 3.65 and 5.97. Because the average ranking 
expected by chance is 4.5 our results are fully consistent with the complete 

absence of psi in the subjects' target descriptions. (The error ten used 
to construct the confidence units was derived from the repeated-measures 
analysis of variance on the judges' and subjects' rankings). 

Discussion by J.M. 

In order to properly play the role of "believer," I decided to conduct 
various investigations outside of the domain of the remote viewing aspects 
of this experiment. The hope was that these investigations would shed light 
on the nature of the psi phenomenon. Believers (among the parapsychological 
community) are generally more interested in experiments that attempt to be 
"process" oriented rather than those that are oriented only toward "proving" 
psi. These additional investigations consisted of (1) attempting to evaluate 
my personal clairvoyant ability on the day of each trial in order to determine 
the possibility of a relationship between agent clairvoyance and subject RV 
ability and (2) interviewing each subject before and after the subject's trial 
in order to determine the effect that participation in the experiment mlght 
have on each subject. 

Previous to taking part as the a ent during each trial (and to having 
any contact with O.B., the randomizer 3 , I attempted to predict the target 
site number. Each day, while in a meditative state (induced through a method 
of progressive relaxation), I rank ordered the numbers between 1 and 8 as to 
my feeling of the probability of each being the target site number. In this 
manner a prediction series was generated in the exact same format as that 
which would be later generated by the subject. The possibility of sensory 
cuing could not enter into this aspect of the experiment since 0.8. had his 
target information arranged in such a manner that he remained ignorant of 
future target site numbers on each trial day. These predictions were 
written each day on a 3x5 card which remained in my possession. 0.8. was 

aware of this aspect of the research before the experiment began and R.H. was 
informed after the completion of trial 2. This separate clairvoyant test 

has no bearing on the formal test of the remote viewing hypothesis. 

Table 2 

Trial Number J.M.'s Score 

Mean 2.6 

p=O.O12 (one tailed) 

Table 2 presents the results of my clairvoyance experiment. My total 
score reveals a level of significance of 0.012 (using the same Solfvin, Kelly, 
Burdick (1978) table as was used in the RV aspect of the experiment). This 
one tailed value was selected in order to maintain equivalency with the remote 
viewing analysis. Some parapsychologists (and also critics) might argue that, 
due to the nature of psi, two tailed tests are always required. In the case 
of my clairvoyance experiment, this would yield a p value of 0.024. 

There appears to be no relationship between my score each day and the 
subject's score. The correlation between my scores and the scores of the 
subject is -.68. My scores correlate with the average of the judge's scores 
-.53. Neither correlation is significant at the .05 level (two-tailed). 
Since this is an "informal" aspect of the RV experiment, I will include my 
discussion of these results within the discussion of changes in belief among 
the RV experiment participants. 
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Interviews with the subjects before and after each trial revealed that 
some indlviduals changed their attitude toward psi as a result of partici- 
pating in the experiment: 

Trial 1 

S-1 was a former student of R.H. and maintained an open-minded skepticism 
concerning psi. S-l seemed to increase his belief in the possibility of the 
existence of psi after finding that he had ranked the target site in the third 
position. The subject's description of numerous facets of the target which 
were either not prominent in its photograph or outside of the borders of the 
picture seemed more than coincidental. S-l claimed a continued open-minded 
skepticism but "an increased interest in future experiments." 

Trial 2 

S-2 experienced a situation which might be expected to decrease belief; 
he reported, "It hasn't altered my belief. I still believe pretty much." S-2 
rationalized his apparent failure while talking to J.M. "I was thinking about 
where you would be instead of letting things just pop in my head." 

Trial 3 

S-3 experienced a situation (achieving a score of "2") in which her belief 
might be increased. She reported, "I've always thought this kind of thing 
could work. I generally believe that this can happen but I'm not totally 
confident in it. My belief stays about the same." 

Trial 4 

Although S-4's performance on this test might be expected to reduce her 
belief in psi (she ranked the target site in the seventh position), her 
numerous anecdotal stories from personal experience supported her continuing, 
undiminished belief in psi. 

Trial 5 

S-5 stated previous to the experiment that he felt that the demonstration 
of psi was very possible. After his session, he stated that he felt he had 
had great difficulty in clearing his mind of his normal residue of personal 
thoughts. Following his unsuccessful trial (he achieved th worst possible 
score, and 8) he stated, "I was a believer before and I still am. Some 
people are more receptive than others. Just because I didn't get results 
doesn't change anytning. If I see your ad in the newspa 
you out by not replying." (S-5 laughs after stating this P 

er again, I'll help 
. "This one trial 

doesn't prove anything." 

Trial 6 

S-6 related various anecdotal evidence of psi in her personal life. 
Following her unsuccessful attempt to demonstrate psi under experimental 
conditions (she achieved a score of 6), she reported: "It's depressing. I 
still know it works; I'm just not that good at it." She then went on to 
describe several more personal psi experiences which had occurred previously. 

Trial 7 

S-7 believed in the efficacy of astrology and was a believer in psi. Her 
protocol consisted more of a personality reading of the agent (J.M.) than an 
attempt to describe his location. Her inability to accurately choose the 
target photograph distrubed her only slightly (she placed the target site in 
the seventh position). 
reading. 

She was convinced of the accuracy of the personality 

reading. 
Personal friends of J.M. also believe that she gave an accurate 

Trial 8 

S-8, a believer, was very extroverted and outgoing. Although she seemed 
to be a perfect psi subject, both experimenters were aware that it would be 
impossible at this stage for the remote viewing aspect of the series to 
demonstrate statistical significance overall. S-8 achieved a direct hit on 
the target photograph and described numerous similarities between her protocol 
and the target picture after being informed of her accuracy. R.H.:s notes 
of the experimental protocol reveal that almost imnediately after the tape 
recording of the session ended, she remarked that she "kept thinking he was 
at the downtown mall." When one of the target photographs was indeed of the 
donwtown mall, she felt certain that this was the target and she was correct. 
S-8 stated that her belief in psi increased due to her experience. Her 
success was an exhilarating experience for her. 

R.H. and J.M. remained interested but both recognized that future judges 
would find it difficutl to rank her transcript. Many of her remarks concerned 
activities and emotions of the agent (that were later verified) which were of 
no value to the future judges. Although S-8's comment concerning the Eugene 
mall appeared in R.H.'s notes, it was not entered into the typed transcript 
Since it did not occur during the 15 minute time period. Later, the judges 
in San Francisco were apparently unable to note an extreme similarity between 
the ty ed 
was 2. 6 

transcript and the target site. Their average ranking of this trial 
. 

It would seem from these observations that an individual's evaluation 
of psi performance is dependent on the past experience of the individual and 
on the person's "frame of reference." S-8 should not be expected to dismiss 
her own successful experience because others had failed to obtain remote 
viewing results, Rather, it would be more logical for her (from her personal 
vantage point) to increase her belief in the methodology that she utilized 
(belief in God, goodness, etc.). The fact that she had chosen the correct 
site from a possible set of only eight locations did not diminish her achieve- 
ment in her mind. She reasoned (probably correctly) that the experimenters 
could have supplied her with a hundred possible sites. She still would have 
chosen the correct one. My belief regarding my personal clairvoynace "success" 
follows a similar pattern. Although the RV results indicate that my belief 
in the RV methodology should be reduced, my clairvoyance results indicate 
that my belief in deep relaxation ant meditation as a means for eliciting 
clairvoynace should be increased (at least to a slight degree). These changes 
in belief might be logical from the vantage point of a "believer" yet less 
logical for a "skeptic." 
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This observation regarding belief in psi seems to vaguely support some 
of the observations noted by Marks and Kannnan (1980) regarding the psychology 
of the psychic. There does seem to be a tendency for an individual to pick 
out aspects of what he or she observes and to use these aspects to reinforce 
a system of belief which has been developed in the past. At the same time, 
my observation of the subjects during this RV experiment revealed little that 
seemed irrational within their comments. Indeed, they manifested few of the 
irrational aspects that Marks and Kamnan (1980) observed, but appeared to be 
typical college students who happened to believe in psi because of their 
past experiences. 

Rather than argue about the ontological status of psi, it might be more 
fruitful to consider the means by which an increasing percentage of the 
population has come to believe in it. Social phenomena, such as belief in 
psi, can be accepted 'by both believer and skeptic. 

At the heart of the psychological aspect of this issue is the question 
regarding the nature of experiences that induce belief in psi. Some skeptics 
have presented simplistic analyses that reflect their belief that psi does 
not occur. For example, Singer and Benassi (1981) seem to attribute belief 
in psi to "definciencies of human reasoning" and to "faulty cognitive apparatus." 
Since personal psi occurred for me under the conditions that I devised, I feel 
that I might shed light on this issue. While meditating, I evaluated my 
feelings with regard to the possible target numbers. Sometimes I felt numbers 
"popping into my head" and found that these numbers frequently were correlated 
with the actual target numbers. It does not seem to me that either my 
clairvoyant success or S-8's RV success can be attributed to "faulty cognitive 
apparatus." The "definciencies of human reasoning" may be a more valid theory 
for explaining belief, The tendency to focus attention on memories that 
coincidentally coincide with "target" objects, states, or events could create 
the illusion for the experiencing individual that psi has occurred. 
Consequently, I cannot claim that psi was "proved" by my experience, but I do 
claim that my belief in psi was increased by it. Various factors explain 
this phenomenon: 

1. The small number of rests of significance (preset as one-tailed 
tests) that were planned and the high level of significance 
obtained on the clairvoyance test. 

2. 

3. 
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The great degree of care which was exercised by the randomizer, O.B. 
(who was a skeptic) in order to preclude the possibility of sensory 

cuing. 

The emotional experience of feeling the numbers "popping into my 
head" and the finding,.that this "popping" process was a successful 
means of gaining information. This experience was compounded by the 
fact that during my mediation for trials 6 and 7, I felt a high degree 
of certainty that one number would be correct but later in the 
daydecided that it would be "better" to choose another number. In 
both of these cases, the first choice proved to be correct. At the 
end of the series, I felt a degree of relief that I had not obtained 
an extremely high level of statistical significance. Such an event 
would force many skeptics to accuse me of fraud. With the present 
level they will probably dismiss this result as a case of selective 
data analysis (for example, see the discussion of this aspect of 
the experiment by R.H.) 

I would suggest that my personal experience, that of S-8, and, to a 
lesser degree, S-2, is similar to the spontaneous experiences that seem to 
be a major source of the high level of belief in psi that exists within the 
general population (McCready and Greely, 1976). Some of these experiences 
are quite powerful. An individual who sees an apparition of a relative and 
later finds that this relative died at the very moment should not be accused 
of "deficiencies of human reasoning" or "faulty dognitive apparatus" if he 
or she increases belief in psi as a result of the experience. R.H. and J.M. 
may explain to S-8 that her experimental result does not "prove psi is real," 
since the other subjects were less successful. R.H. may present an analysis 
to J.M. (using aspects of the data that fail to support the pis hypothesis) 
showing that statistical significance would not be demonstrated even if his 
clairvoyance test had been built into the formal experiment. A skeptic might 
explain to an individual that apparitions are results of "faulty cognitive 
apparatus" and that to',believe that a relationship between such an apparition 
and the death of a relative is more than coincidental demonstrates 
"deficiencies of human reasoning." These arguments seem rational to the 
skeptic, yet from the vantage point of the experiencer, the impact o,f the 
experience negates these explanations. Such experiences, although they can 
not be granted the evidential quality of results derived from formal tests, 
still generate belief in the existence of psi. My argument is that such 
modification of belief should not always be deemed irrational, especially when 
viewed from the framework of the "believer." 

The problem lies in the different assumptions inherent within the 
believer and skeptical positions. It makes these orientations inconrnensurate. 
Believers have difficulty explaining the inability to demonstrate the existence 
of psi in a consistent manner. They must resort to explanations that involve 
expectancy and researcher effects (White, 1977). They find it easy to explain 
why people have spontaneous experiences which lead to belief in psi since they 
feel psi produces these experiences. Skeptics, on the other hand, have no 
difficulty explaining the failures within parapsychological experiements. They 
believe that psi probably does not occur. Their problem lies in devising an 
explanation as to why so many people have had experiences that lead to belief 
in psi's existence. Their present theories do not stand up under empirical 
testing. 

In considereing the investigation of controversial claims, both skeptics 
and believers engage in a process of selective observation and interjection. 
Will our claim of failing to support the RV hypothesis reduce belief in psi 
among believers? Probably not. Their past experiences have led them to 
believe that we did not induce the "proper conditions" for psi to occur. In 
controversial areas, observers tend to ignore or re-evaluate results that do 
not coincide with their previously formed opinions. 

When experiences relevant to an inquiry occur outside of the formal 
experimental format, is it rational to grant them a degree of validity? Of 
course it is! Yet because of the conditions under which the experience 
occurred, much of the rhetorical power to persuade others concerning the 
authenticity of the experience is lost. It is rational to believe one's own 
experiences, but less rational to grant equal weight to the description of 
other's experiences. Scientists use their own experiences, which occur both 
inside of the laboratory and out, to evaluate reports of other's experiences, 
which occur inside of the laboratory and out. 
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A major problem is the question of "rationality" and the extent to which 
a universal rationality can be assumed. Both believers and skeptics present 
"rational". arguments, but this "rationality" is derived from the speaker's 
initial assumptions. Theoretical orientations devised within the "relativistic' 
sociology of science explain this dilemma: 

It would seem that evidence is so bound up with the sociology 
or social group which gives rise to it that theories held by members 
of radically different sc$entifico-social groups cannot be adequately 
tested against each other by experiment. It matters not whether the 
evidence is intended to corroborate, "prove" or refute the theories 
in question. Similarly, these differences cannot be settled by logical 
argument (Collins and Pinch, 1982:184). 

This does not mean that science cannot resolve issues such as the 
question regarding psi; but that suchresolution will not be brought about bY 
any single series of experiemtns. Such issues are eventually resolved through 
the rhetorical and political processes or argumentation that constitute science. 
If this issue is to be resolved, the question must be reformulated ih such a 

manner that arguments will convince major elements of the scientific audience 
regarding the validity of the new claim. Parapsychologists might present their 
"expectancy" or "experimenter effect" theories in such a manner that they can 
be empirically verified by skeptics. When this is done, such "failures" to 
replicate the psi hypothesis as occurred in our experiment may be deened as 
"successes.' Skeptics might devise hypotheses, that can be empirically 
verified by believers, that explain why such a high percentage of the general 
population reports experiences that lead to belief in psi. McCready and Greeley 
(1976) found that 58% of the American public claim to have had an ESP experince, 
for example. Observations within this present experiment hint that incorrect 
reasoning cannot account for all experiences that lead to increased belief 
in the psi hypothesis. 

The content of some paranormal experineces have universal aspects that 
transcend their cultural interpretation (Hufford, 1982). This hints that some 
portion of the folklore regarding psi (which has been developed both through 
scientific experimentation and popular experience) is mOre than likely 
associated with accurate observations that have been interpreted in a logical 
manner. It is hoped that the scientific process of argumentation will 
eventually uncover which aspects of this folklore are valid. This will require 
individual researchers to transcend the "culture of disbelief" that seems 
inherent within modern science. Researchers cannot assume that some observa- 
tions are invalid merely through a priori reasoning. Investigators must seek 
a better knowledge of the experiences lyiing behind belief in the paranormal 
and consider the role of these experiences in causing that belief. 

Discussion by R.H. 

As indicated, in J.M.'s discussion, it could be argued that because we 
employed only 8 trials, our experiment lacked sufficient power to demonstrate 
psi even if it were operative. However, it is unlikely that psi was operative. 
but at a low level, in our experiment. If pure chance were operating, the 
expected average rank would be 4.5. Our eight subjects, fn judgtng their 
target sites, averaged 5.0, which is just barely below expectatfon. Further- 
more, there was only one direct hit, which is also right at chance level. The 
five judges, who supplied complete data, produced an overall average of 4.8 

which is reasonably close to the expected 4.5. Furthermore, among the 40 
separate scores for the 5 judges, there were five direct hits, which is 
exactly the,number expected by chance. 

The only hint that anything like psi was connected with our experiment is 
the results of J.M.'s separate predictions of target sites. Taken by 
themselves, they yield a probability of 0.024 of having this degree of 
departure from the expected value on the assumption of chance. However, they 
cannot be taken by themselves. In the first place, as J.M. correctly 
acknowledges, this aspect of the experiment was not part of the original 
design. As such the probability figure for it is meaningless. What if, after 
the fact, we found that O.B. as well as each of the subjects also had kept 
their own secret lists of predictions? Would we also test each of these 
unplanned sets'of scores separately as if each were the hypothesized dependent 
variable? Obviously, only the tests planned and taken into account in the 
design of the experiment can have meaning. Even so. we were somewhat careless 
in specifying in advance which patterns of results would have led US to 
conclude in favor of psi. We tested the average rankings of the judges and 
the separate rankings of the subjects separately at the 0.05 level criterion. 
But what if one of these had come out "significant" and the other had not? 
What would we be petmltted to conclude? And what about the fact that five 
separate judges produced complete data? Should we test each judge separately 
or treat them as a composite? We have a number of options, each of which 
could be convincingly justified after the fact. However, as the options 
increase, the chances of obtaining a "significant" result according to currently 
employed criteria goes up greatly. 

We are fortunate, in this case, that all 5 judges and the subjects were 
consistent in providing us data that were non-significant no mattter which of a 
number of data analyses we might have tried. I say "fortunate" because if the 
results had turned out inconsistent in the sense that some judges had 
provided highly significant scores, or that the subjects had differed fnom 
the judges significantly, the two authors might have found themselves sharply 
divided on what the results indicated about psi. 

We see that even with a simple experiment such as ours, the number of 
options for testing psi are many, and this makes it essential that the exact 
outcomes which will be taken as evidence for psi be carefully specified in 
advance of each experiment. My recent readings in the parapsychological 
literature indicate that this standard is consistently violated. Now, what 
should we have done if, say, we decided to build J.M.'s target guesses into 
the original experimental design? One reasonable option would have been to 
specify that we would restrict ourselves, say, to just three tests of 
significance: (1) a test on the sum of ranks for the subjects' scores; (2) 
a test on the sum of ranks (averaged) on the judges' scores; and (3) a test on 
the sum of ranks for J.M.'s scores. We would also planto make these tests 
as two-tailed because it is conmmn practice in the psi literature to test 
for "psi-missing" as well as "psi-hitting." And, wishing to keep the overall 
error rate for the experiment no higher than 0.05, we would make each of our 
3 tests at the 0.05/3 or0.0167 level of significance. Having done this, if 
we obtained the results we actually did, then none of our three tests, including 
J.M.'s results, would have been judged significant. 
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An important innovation, which I credit to J.M., is the use of a separate 
target pool for each subject. As he points out, this avoids many serious 
problems of. independence among trials in remote viewing experiments. This 
is not the place to discuss the many ways such non-independence in remote 
viewing experiments cast serious doubts on their statistical findings. I 
strongly recommend to future researchers in this area that they make every 
effort to employ this innovation. 

I agree with J.M. that the important contribution of our collaboration 
lies in the informal aspects that deal with the social-psychological 
consequences of participation in such an experiment both by the experimenters 
and the subjects. J.M. makes it clear how his own orientation has enabled 
him to seize upon various outcomes and personal experiences which reinforce 
his previous tendencies to believe in psi. The interviews with our 
subjects further illustrate the persistence of prior beliefs regardless of 
the outcomes of their trials. And, of course, I, the skeptic, found 
everything in our joint venture consistent with an outcome consistent with 
chance combined with strong psychological tendencies to discover meaning in 
every post-hoc departure from a chance pattern. 

Conclusions 

A remote viewing experiment was conducted in which subjects judged their 
own protocols by rank ordering individual target pools. These same protocols 
were later rejudged by individuals who were geographically distant from the 
experimental site. In neither case dad statistical analysis of the results 
reveal evidence for the existence of a remote viewing ability. This would 
indicate that, within the context of this experiment, either the remote 
viewing ability was not present or that, given only eight trials, it was 
occurring in such a slight or sporadic manner as to be undetectable. 

On the other hand, various individuals increased their belief in psi as 
a result of this experiment. This indicates the capacity of experimental 
procedures associated with remote viewing to induce experiences which 
increase belief in the existence of psi. In that psi is a phenomenon that 
is accepted by a large percentage of the general population, it is a legitimate 
scientific endeavor to attempt to gain a greater understanding of the means 
by which such beliefs come about. Individuals who believe in psi and those 
who remain skeptical of the reality of this phenomenon can both participate 
in attempting to uncover the factors that surround these experiences both in 
and out of the experimental situation. 
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NEW ZEALAND PROPHECIES 

EXPOSED AS A HOAX 

Richard Kamman 

In the previous Zetetic Scholar paper (Kammann, 1983) I 
reported on the case of a New Zealand psychic who on March 10, 
1982, correctly forecast four major events: 

Sinking of two warships in the Falkland Islands. 
Abrupt cancellation of a ma jar factory planned for 

Dunedin. 
A mid-year scandal involving the Prime Minister of New 

Zealand. 
The death of Soviet leader Mr. Brezhnev, predicted to 

within ten days of the event in a registered letter. 

I can now report that, as a scientific anomaly or 
paranormal happening, the whole case is a hoax. I am in a good 
position to know because I am "Emory Royce," the alleged 
prophet in the report. 

Before I explain how the hoax was done, I have to explain 
this important point. My previous story was entirely fair to 
readers in the sense that everything I quoted from the radio 
and TV interviews, and from the newspapers, was accurate. The 
prophecies were made as recorded, and were subsequently 
"confirmed" as recorded in the radio and TV transcripts and 
newspapers headlines. The only material that I deleted was my 
OWII name and the fact that the original episode was not a hoax 
in New Zealand because the radio and TV commentators explained 
at all stages that I am a skeptic towards the paranormal 
and my prophecies were offered only to debunk astrologers and 
psychic fortune tellers. 

In writing up this episode for readers outside of New 
Zealand, I chose initially to hide the skeptical origin of 
these bogus prophecies to allow readers to experience them as 
they might be presented by paranormal advocates. Although the 
predictions drew widespread attention in New Zealand media, 
their impact was undoubtedly dampened by their honest portrayal 
as an anti-astrology lesson by a skeptical psychologist. For a 
proper evaluation, it was therefore necessary to hide their 
true origin for at least one public presentation. Even there 
(in ZS #ll) I constrained myself to 5cientifically accurate 
reporting and quoted my own original wordings of the prophecies 
and their fulfillments from the tapes of the radio programs. 
For the miracle mongers of the paranormal press, such loyalty 
to the facts would be considered a bad precedent. 

And now for the explanation. The methods used fall into 
two categories, major and minor. 

MAJOR METHOD MINOR METHODS 
pure chance (includes ambiguity) inside information 

trickery 
data selection 

so central is the role of chance or coincidence here that 
removal of the other three methods might have made little 
overall difference to the final effect. 

Here is how it happened. I was having a battle in the 
newspapers with a local astrologer who I believe had pulled off 
a fraudulent stunt on a TV program in Dunedin. 
this 

The day after 
astrologer gave a rather dull radio interview, I was 

invited to the same studio to comment on his performance. The 
night before, I thought it might be fun to offer some 
generalized predictions in the style of Jeanne Dixon and such 
folk, and I cooked up a few prophecies off the top of my head. 
It was my hope that if even one of these prophecies found a 
matching world event, I could later claim a succe56. I was 
also confident that if nothing happened, the radio folks would 
forget all about it, so there was no threat of embarrassment. 

The ProDhecies Reviewed 

The idea that I predicted a “naval disaster" and the 
sinking of two ships is nonsense. 
Three 

I was mainly thinking of the 
Mile Island nuclear accident when I 

"man-made 
free associated, 

disaster...structure bathed in or 
water.. .poisonous 

surrounded by 

affecting 
gases spreading some distance and seriously 

life... possibly nuclear...war scare." This I felt 
could also cover major oil spills, collisions at sea, and other 
situations only vaguely visualized. The "war scare" covered 
all military variations but could easily be dropped out. 

The "sort of scandal in the government" 
shotgun blast at the wall, 

was equally a 

contained 
and as with certain other prophecies 

a bit of wishful thinking since I do not much admire 
the current Prime Minister. Ironically, 
number 

I meant to design a 
code that, whatever else it covered, would decode as 

“Prime Minister, Robert Muldoon" but I made a careless mistake 
and produced the code 14.13 when I should have said 13.13. 
Consequently, when the Quigley affair erupted, I had to wrack 
my brains to get anything to fit the number 14, and it remained 
an awkward point as John Jones noted. 

The demise of the Dunedin aluminium smelter was also a 
c*se of wishful thinking, since I have opposed it all along on 
both ecological and economic grounds. Here is where the bit of 
"inside information" came into play, as my close contacts with 
my ecologist friends confirmed for me just then that the 
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smelter was, 85 one economist had forewarned, ~COnOlUiC~lly 
untenable. Luckily, the newspapers kept reporting the official 
propaganda from the investing companies and the Government, so 
the headlines looked very positive for a smelter in that 
period. Informed opinion was to the contrary. 

The final prophecy, the death of a senior world leader 
coded 10.10 was yet another broad brush stroke--some senior 
world leader or other was bound to "come to an end" (not 
necessarily die) in 1982, and given my to's and fro's about the 
"eighth month" I was covered from August to October, not 
counting "near misses" (as the Brezhnev case was, occuring in 
November). Although it appeared in June that John Jones 
committed me to "October," just think how easy it would have 
been to go back to the original prediction and emphasize the 
eishth month for August. 

I admit that Brezhnev was actually my first expectation in 
this case because of his age (751 and recurring reports of 
serious health problems. The end of his life was so likely to 
occur soon that I had to dramatize the prediction in his ca*e 
with a registered letter. Obviously if some other senior world 
leader came to an end in my time zone, I could conveniently 
forget the letter or, if reminded, could bemoan the fact that 
the cleaning lady had thrown it out. 

The number code "ten dot ten" could also be forgotten but 
the flexibility of numerological thinking would give me many 
chances to make a match with any famous name that should come 
UP. After all, a lot of names might add up to twenty letters 
given a choice between formal names and nicknames, and using a 
title or not. Not accidentally did I check to make EjUTf& that 
another very senior world leader would permit a match: add up 
the numbers for letters in RONALD and again in REAGAN--surely 
it is "no coincidence" that both sums (64, 46) contain the m 
pair of digits (!) and both add up to ten, hence, ten dot ten. 
Violas. 

In my article I stated that the name "Brezhnev" wa5 
actually inside the registered letter, and that is true. I 
could honestly state that no magician‘s trick was used to 
insert the name at a later stage. Basically the registered 
letter was a "long shot" that happened to hit the mark, but 
there was another little bit of trickery that increased my 
chances by one notch. It is also true that the registered 
letter would have identified the name Ronald Reagan just as 
clearly as it named Brezhnev, but these were the only two names 
covered by this registered letter effect. (The method is not 
given here.) 

so there you have it, four predictions loosely worded and 
capitalizing on commonsenae probabilities, molding themselves 
quite easily to one news event or another, and each destined to 
find a "best match" 

But I have ommitted to discuss the fifth prophecy which I 
blandly dismissed in my report saying it had no time boundary 
and so was not a usable test case. Such poppycock--it was 
covered in the same overall time boundary aa all the others, 
that is, some time in 1982. It was a complete miss, partly 
because it was a poor choice reflecting my lack of experience 
with this game. In any cae.e, the media people all followed the 
natural but very unscientific human tendency to overlook "non- 
events" and never mentioned that failed prophecy when reporting 
mY four BuCCeQseS. Omitting this fifth prediction is what I 
meant by listing "data selection" in the methods. There was 
also a lot of semantic retrofitting between ambiguous 
prophecies and ambiguous world events, and this is another kind 
of micro-level data selection. or even data revision, which is 
the very basis of the subjective validation process.' Thus, we 
have to allow for semantic Slav with ambiouities when citing 
chance as an overall factor. 

Final Comments 

Competent students of the paranormal are wall aware of the 
combined effect of ambiguity, coincidence, and data selection 

the manufacture of alleged miracles of precognition. I was 
ifteased when one of the TV channels in New Zealand reviewed, at 
the end of 1982, the predictions made a year before by Auckland 
astrologers and revealed that they were a complete bust--not 
one was even remotely confirmed. In the light of the present 
demonstration, such a complete failure is difficult to achieve 
and requires a high concentration of poor judgment. 

Some true believer is sure to come along now and say that 
I am "really a psychic but don't know it." Since there is no 
independent evidence whatsoever to suggest I have ==Y psychic 
ability, such a claim is meaningless. It could be applied 
without restriction, even to weather forecasters and business 
economists, to claim that anybody making any prediction by any 
known scientific method is "really" using psychic powers. When 
a theory thus covers all cases and cannot be refuted by any 
evidence, it is empty of meaning. 

Skeptics might be intellectually satisfied that alleged 
miracles of prophecy can be explained away in terms of 
subjective validation, coincidence and data selection, but it 
is also necessary for us to go the extra step and demonstrate 
that these factors are adequate to produce a few "equivalent 
miracles" for the world to inspect. This is a fresh 
application of the method of the delaved control croup that 
David Marks and I used extensively in The Pevcholoav of the 
Psychic to expose many fallacies in psychic claims. The method 
states that if we can go through a psychic routine using 
perfectly normal and scientifically known techniques to create 
the same pattern of results as that produced by an avowed 
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UFO (FLYING SAUCER) GROUPS: 
A LOOK AT BRITISH MEMBERSHIP feychic, then we can dismies the paranormal or supernatural 

claim5 as being totally unnecessary for that case. People are 

not rlwaye such bad scientists intuitively, and their raquife- 
nrnt that we prove our non-paranormal explanations by matchrng 
the miracles of mystics and seers ie a good test. 
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Shirley McIver 

Popular interest in reports of unidentified flying objects (UFOs) 
or flying saucers began at the end of World War Two, and since then, 
social scientists' have largely been concerned to explain why people 
report seeing UFOs and why they believe them to be extra-terrestrial 
entities. For instance, using 1966 U.S. Gallup Poll data, Warren 
confirmed the hypothesis that those who said they had seen a UFO were 
status inconsistent (such as people with high education and Jaw income) 
only to fail to replicate his findings in subsequent studies and Westrum, 
in an analysis of the 1973 U.S. Gallup Poll data, found that those who 
claimed to have seen UFOs were little different from the general 
population.3 

As far as the belief that UFOs are extra-terrestrial entities is 
concerned, Resta found a statistically significant relationship between 
the degree of externality (the extent to which a person feel powerless 

1 to control their own destiny) and strength of belief in UFOs whilst 
Littig found a significant correlation between strong affiliation 
motivation (the desire for friends) and belief in UFOs as extra- 
terrestrials.5 However, Fox found no support for psychological and 
social psychological explanations of why people believe in UFOs and 
argued that a more adequate explanation lay in the fact that: 

"Belief in flying saucers is consistent with the United States 
world view and has emerged as a colbective attempt to understand 
ambiguous and problematic stimuli." 

The remaining explanations of the phenomena have tended to be more 
general, considering belief in UFOs to be part of a wider expansion of 
interest in the occult and paranormal or as one of the many new religious 
movements which have emerged over the last twenty years.7 

What place does organized interest in UFOs occupy in modern society? 
Most research on groups interested in UFOs has been concerned with those 
which claim to be in contact with extra-terrestrial entities. Festinger, 
Reicken and Schachter, Jackson, Buckner, Wallis, Balch and Taylor, and 
Stupple and McNeece, all studied groups which were organized around 
"contactees," that is, individuals who claim to have contacted alien 
entities.8 All of these groups were categorized as cults, although 
The Aetherius Society w s also classed as a mystagogic congregation and 
later a sect by Wallis. 4 

This concern with contactee cults has encouraged the view that UFO 
groups are largely religiou 

50 
phenomena; 

to be a type of cargo cult. 
indeed they are often considered 

Obviously this view will inform theories 
about the wider cultural trends as well as those about the UFO movement, 
yet this may be an inaccurate or incomplete picture in so far as it is 
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based upon the study of only one among many types of UFO groups. 

For instance, Michael Schutz distinquished three major types of 
groups in the UFO field in the U.S.A. which he classified 

P'i 
"religious 

cults," "platform societies," and "investigations groups." There also 
seem to be less well defined groups or "collectivities" as is sugge 

"1'2 
ed 

by Stupple and Dashti's study of subscribers to the Saucerian Press. 
In addition, there is an organizational structure to the subject of 
"ufology,'~ often mentioned in popular books on LlFOs and defined by Joseph 
Blake as "the study of unidentified 'flying objects as elements in an 
independent theoretical-conceptual scheme."13 

In might be thought that secular UFO groups are in a minority when 
compared with contactee cults, but this does not appear to be the case 
in Britain. For example, a follow-up of addresses given in a UFO di- 
rectory produced twenty-nine different publicati "f$ "f,";;f;s'y;$y 
which indicated that UFOs were important to them. 
these were UFOs regarded as connected with spiritually advanced extra- 
terrestrials who were transmitting messages to human beings and in these 
publications, the messages or "teachings," were of primary importance. 
In the other twenty-one publications, UFOs were generally regarded as an 
unexplained phenomenon although some explanations were commonly expressed. 

tions 
I$~~i~~~!C~% 

were actually mainly taken up with reports of UFO 

Groups of this type are usually called UFO research or investigation 
groups, and there would appear to be a large number of them spread through- 
out the world. The first documented civilian UFO research group was the 
Aerial Phenomena Research Organization, which was founded i the U.S.A. 
in 1952 and which had a membership of about 2,700 in 1979. 16 In Britain, 
dozens of small regional research groups have been formed and disbanded 
since the 19505, and every major city probably harbours at least one: 
The Northern UFO Network listed twenty-one such groups in a 1980 directory. 
Three major national UFO research groups exist: The British UFO Research 
Association (BUFORA), formed in 1962, which had a membership of about 550 
in 1981; Contact (UK), formed in 1967, and reported to have a membership 
of 1,000 in 1978; and the British UFO 5 ciety, formed in the mid-1970s, 

19 with a membership of about 600 in 1981. It is these groups which 
consider themselves to be pursuing the subject of "ufology," and their 
members often refer to themselves as "ufologists." 

Considering the number of people who belong to UFO research groups, 
both in this country and throughout the world, together with the contro- 
versial status of the "science" of ufology, it is surprising that there 
has been so little research into the membership of these groups. In the 
absence of such data, it is difficult to know how they might relate to 
the more familiar contactee cults. In order to answer this question and 
as part of a larger research project on the UFO movement in Britain, a 
questionnaire survey of members of the British UFO Research Association 
was conducted in 1981. 

What kind of people join a UFO research group? 

At the time of the survey (September 1981), there were approximately 

18 
550 members of BUFORA and 218 replies from Britain were received in time. 
The survey findings will be presented under three headings: Firstly, 
social details; secondly, UFO and associated experiences and opinions; 
and lastly, religious beliefs. 

cnri., rlo+.i,r I ” % . , “ ,  UCLUlI, 

Most of the respondents to the questionnaire were men (80%), and 
just over half (54%) were aged between 21 and 40 years. There were almost 
equal numbers of married and single people with 48% married, 43% single 
and 6% separated or divorced. 

The formal education level was higher than the population average, 
with 12% of BUFORA respondents having 
they had a professional 

,a9degree and 28% indicating that 
qualification. The informal education level 

was also high as the majority (66%) had engaged in some kind of further 
education whilst many of those who had not made such cements on the 
questionnaire, as: 

"Self taught education - continuous" 
"Have consistently studied a variety of subjects all my life." 
"Most education obtained in later life." 
"Had to teach myself." 

This seems to suggest that members consider it important to continue 
their education after full-time study had ceased, and further support for 
this inference would seem to come from the significance which they attach 
to reading. Most of them admit to reading one or more books a week (77%), 
and quite a few of these read three or more (13%). 

A majority of respondents were in full-time employment (66%). While 
many different types of employment were represented, the most frequent 
was engineering (12%), with those in the civil service or local government 
second (9%), and journalists/writers, technicians and managers equal third 
in frequency with 5% each. 
employed or employers. 

Thirty percent of respondents were either self- 
Classifying occupationsinaccordance with cate- 

gories used by the National Census, results in most being placed in socio- 
economic classes two, three and four; that is, what are generally known 
as the lower-middle and middle classes, as Table one shows. 

It is clear from this that BIFORA members are very different from 
the social drop-outs associated with so e UFO groups, such as the con- 

TO tactee cult studied by Balch and Taylor. This is probably not sur- 
prising given the high subscription rate ($7.50 at the time of the survey 
and increased to610 in 1982), coupled with the need for a fixed address 
in order to receive the publications produced by the society (BUFORA 
Journal/Bulletin and The Journal of Transient Aerial Phenomena). 
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Table One 

The Socio-Economic Class Composition of BUFORA Members 

Socio-economic class 
(from occupation) Descriptive definition % Members 

1 Professional 5 

2 Employers and managers 11 

3 Intermediate and junior 
non-manual 34 

4 Skilled manual (with own 
account non-professional) 17 

5 Semi-skilled manual with 
personal service 4 

6 Unskilled manual 2 

The above scale is a collapsed version of that used by the Registrar 
General and is used in the General Household Survey. It is taken 
from I. Reid: op.cit., pp.38-39. 

The large gender difference is probably due to the emphasis found 
in this type of group on the scientific nature of UFO research, given 

,";"t;,;:; 27 
x stereotypes in our society categorize science as a masculine 

This bias towards male membership is also found in other 

;,r;;gf2 
science subjects: Loch Ness Monster enthusiasts and science fiction 

for example, although it should be noted that more men join vol- 
untaiy organizations anyway, with the exception of religious groups.23 
Studies of contactee cults suggest that there may be a higher proportion 
of women involved in this type of group. Buckner states that the members 
of the group he studied were mainly elderly women, tihilst Stupple and 
McNeece found most well-established members of the Institute for Cosmic 
Research to be women, although the new members were predominantly youn 
men and there were mainly men involved in building the flying saucer. 2% 

A similar age distribution to BUFOPA respondents is also apparent 
in fringe science subjects. Loch Ness Monster enthusiasts are mainly 
21-35 years old and science fiction fans 18-35 years25 although the reasons 
for this are not clear. In the case of science fiction fans it is 
certainly not because support has been drawn from one generation because 
the age distribution has remained fairly constant since the first surveys 
were carried out in the 1950s. It is a little more difficult to judge 
whether generational factors are involved in BUFORA membership because 
of a lack of comparable data. However, a survey of another UFO research 
group (Contact UK) carried out in the earl j61970s, showed that 75% of 
members were aged between 21 and 40 years. This could indicate that a 
generational factor was significant at that time and that the effect is 
declining as those concerned get older, but if this is the case then two 
generations are involved (those born in the 1930s and 1940s approximately). 
However, if those born in the 1930s are involved, then there should be 

a substantial number of people in the 41-50 age range by now; but in 
fact only 13% of BUFORA respondents were of this age, only slightly 
more than those under 20 years (10%). There should also be less in the 
21-30 range, but actually there are more (29% compared with 25% aged 
between 31 and 40). It does seem, therefore, that although the picture 
is confused, generational factors are probably not involved. 

Research on the typical age distribution of members of voluntary 
associations is rather contradictory, with some pointing to 25-44, 
others seeing a peak at 40-50 and some st 
high age distribution between 25 and 65. yp;,?;;i;,",; yY;;y;e 

range, the most notable point about fringe science associations is that 
there would appear to be a drop in membership after about 40 years. It 
seems therefore, that these subjects are of particular interest to young 
men. The age distribution of contactee cults seems to vary considerably 
from group to group. Those in Buckner's study, for instance, were mainly 
elderly, unlike thos 
predominantly young. $8 

in the group studied by Balch and Taylor, who were 

There would seem to be a high proportion of single people among 
BUFORA respondents. The survey showed that 43% of respondents were 
single, whilst the 1971 census for Great Britain indicated that 83% 
of males and 88% of females over 19 years were married, widowed or 
divorced. Qualifying the census figures is the fact that the manual/ 
working classes tend to marry earlier whilst the majority of BUFORA 
respondents were both in the middle classes and in the young adult age 
range; so the 43% figure is probably not all that unusual. Nevertheless, 
the study of Loch Ness Monster enthusiasts also showed a high proportion 
of single people (50%) as did the one of science fiction fans (58%), 
although neither was considered unusual by the researchers due to the 
largely youthful membership. However, given the fact that research on 

;$y,"y 
associations indicates that more married people join than do 
these figures might suggest that fringe science groups are not 

typical. One factor contributing to the slightly higher proportion of 
single people may be the largely male membership of this type of group, 
for if young males are not meeting members of the opposite sex in their 
principal leisure activity, then their chances of meeting suitable 
partners are necessarily decreased. 

In view of the high proportion of respondents with professional 
qualifications and the considerable number who had engaged in further 
education, it appears that BUFORA members consider it important to 
continue their education beyond the normal school leaving age; and this 
conclusion seems to be supported by their extensive reading, but this of 
course would depend on the nature and level of the books being read. 
Some indication of this can be gathered from the subjects which they 
consider of special interest. Many respondents chose space research (60%) 
and astronomy (43%), which would indicate factual books. A considerable 

~~Z&al$~n~f!~~~36 
sychic research (49%) and science fiction (32%) whilst 

(31%) was also popular. Although many books on psychic 
research and Fortean phenomena are not intended to be fiction in the same 
way that science fiction is; their status as fact is usually questioned. 
Often these books, and also many books on UFOs, are regarded as "faction" 
or "speculative fact." The type of book being read, therefore, is probably 
largely speculative and imaginative science, along with popular science, 
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particularly what might be called "frontier science" - subjects such as 
space research which deal with the exploration of new frontiers. 

Research on cults has shown that members tend to have distinctive 
reading habits. Wallis, for instance, remarked that members of the 
Aetherius Society needed: 

. ..sufficient education to cope with the extensive occult 
literature and its abstruse terminology, but insufficient 
to penetrate its tortured logic and thin veneer of 'science'."31 

Balch and Taylor refer to the fact that most studies show members of 
the cultic milieu to be avid readers, continually exploring through 
literature different metaphysical movements and philosophies and they 
corrsnent: 

"A significant part of their lives is devoted to the pursuit of 
intellectual growth, however ygdisciplined that may be in 
conventional academic terms." 

Unlike those in contactee cults, however, members of UFO research groups 
do not seem particularly interested in occult philosophy. Only 24% of 
BUFORA respondents indicated that this was one of their special interests, 
thus although there is a similar pattern of reading to these other groups, 
the content is not identical. 

In sum, whilst further education would seem to be important to members 
of BUFORA, they would appear to be particularly interested in subjects 
which appeal to the imagination. 

Finally, most respondents were of lower-middle or middle class status, 
and this is probably not too unexpected a finding given the pr@ninantly 
middle class composition of voluntary associations in general: But it is 
not clear whether the class composition is typical of other similar 
organizations. Unfortunately many studies of UFO groups do not give details 
of social class, or give only impressionistic data. Buckner judged those 
involved in the group he studied to be "upper working to lower middle class" 
and Balch and Taylor considered many members of the nomadic cult they stu 
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to be "remnants of the counter culture" (which was largely middle class). 
In the survey of subscribers to the Saucerian Press carried out by Stupple 
and Dashti, the majority of respondents were lower-middle class, but there 
were slight differences between those who read contactee books and those who 
read UFO research books by scientists such as Hynek. There was a tendency 
for the readers of UFO research book 
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to be higher up the social scale 

than those interested in contactees. Science fiction fans would also 
appear to be more middle class, as the professional class (also students) 
was over-represented in surveys carried out in Britain in 1954 and the 
U.S.A. in 1973; so also are 
in professional employment.3b 

och Ness Monster enthusiasts who are mainly 

No precise conclusions can be drawn from these studies, particularly 
as there are problems of comparability with social class data from Britain 
and the U.S.A., but there would appear to be a tendency for those in con- 
tactee cults to be slightly lower down the social scale (upper-manual/ 
lower-middle) than those in UFO research groups (lower-middle/middle) 
and those seriously interested in science fiction (middle). 
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UFO and associated experiences and opinions 

Those who join BUFORA have been interested in UFOs for a long time. 
The survey showed that 39% had been interested in UFOs from between 
five and fifteen years and 44% for over fifteen years. 
that belief in UFOs is more common among teenagers than adults, 

Studies3yh;;d 

the survey suggested that most BUFOR.4 members had been interested in UFOs 
since their teens. This is shown in Table two. 

Table Two 

The Length of Time BUFORA Members Have Been Interested In UFOs 
Compared With Their Age (in percentagesl 

Length of time interested in UFOs 

Less than 1-5 5 - 15 
1 year 

15 plus 
years years years 

Under 20 9 46 41 4 

21 - 30 2 25 55 18 

31 - 40 0 9 43 48 

41 - 50 0 3 28 69 

51 - 60 0 4 14 82 

over 61 0 0 29 71 

When asked how they became interested in UFOs, a large proportion 
of the respondents indicated that a particular book had sparked their 
interest (35%), others said that it had been a news event such as a 
report of a UFO sighting (21%), whilst 19% said that personal experience 
of a UFO had been the trigger. 

Most members (61%) claimed to have seen something which they con- 
sidered to be a UFO, but the majority involved nothing more than lights 
in the sky (48%) whilst 6% indicated that they had experienced a close 
encounter and less than one percent a contact with aliens. 
claimed more than one type of exoerience. 

A few (5%) 

Although a large proportion of members reported having had a psychic 
experience of some kind (57%), the two types of experience do not appear 
to be strongly correlated as those who reported seeing a UFO were only 
slightly more likely to report having had a psychic experience, than those 
who did not. Even though comparable figures for the general populations 
are difficult to find, the incidence of these experiences among BUFORA 
members seems high. For instance, a poll in the 
11% of the population claimed to have seen a UFO. 

S.A. in 1973 found that 

psychic experience may be less unusual as it is 
Y8The high figure for 
imilar to that found in 

a survey of the San Francisco Bay Area in 1973. 33 

The view of UFO group members commonly held by the general public 
is that they believe UFOs to be extra-terrestrial spacecraft. In fact, 
although a large proportion of respondents (44%) gave this as their 
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first answer when asked what UFOs might be, and another 11% chose it for 
second or third place, many did not Select this possibility at all. 
Actually two other ideas about what UFOs might be featured quite prom- 
inently'these were that they could be an unknown kind of natural phenomena 
(19% put it first and another 29% placed it second or third) and that 
they could be psychic events (12% chose this first and another 23% put 
it in second or third olace). Also. in contradiction to oooular exoecta- 
tions, the idea that they were only misperceptions drew support from a 
sizeable minority of members (23% placed it as one of their first three 
choices). The least popular suggestions were that UFOs were spiritual 
beings, secret weapons, or evil entities. Among the other possibilities 
suggested were holograms and time travellers, whilst 8% said they had 
no idea what UFOs might be. 

It is clear from the survey that BUFORA members do not uncritically 
accept all that is contained in the UFO literature. Most agreed40that 
"when man finally solves the UFO mystery, it will cause a revolution in 
his current understanding of the world" (71%), but although popular books 
and films often suaaest that "the aovernments of the world are in contact 
with aliens and are"withholding this information from the general public" 
only 23% of respondents agreed with this statement. 

Despite the fact that the majority of respondents thought UFOs were 
likely to be extra-terrestrial vehicles, they were divided over whether 
"aliens are living on the Earth and mixing with human beings" with 38% 
in a reement, 
(55%Q 

38% unsure and 24% in disagreement. However, a majority 
considered that some ufologists have been visited by "Men in Black," 

but then they are frequently considered to be government agents or psychic 
manifestations rather than alien beings. The idea that "cattle mutilations 
are associated with UFOs" has been expressed in a number of popular books 
and articles, but BUFORA respondents were uncertain about this connection 
with nearly half choosing the "unsure" category. 

Erich von D&iken's idea that "man was created by the genetic engi- 
neering of extra-terrestrials who visited Earth millions of years ago" 
helps to sell a large number of books, but respondents were divided 
over this suggestion with 31% in agreement, 39% unsure, and 27% in dis- 
agreement. Also popular with the general public is the idea that "man 
once inhabited a lost continent called Atlantis where he had knowledge 
and powers that he does not now possess," but this also failed to gain 
widespread agreement among respondents with 39% in agreement, 31% unsure, 
and 30% in disagreement. 

Given the lack of support (but familiarity with) the last two themes 
expressed in books associated with UFOs, it seems possible that the 
popularity of these books could be due less to the central "theroy" than 
to the additional material they contain. In the case of von Dsniken, 
this consists of evidence which is supposedly unexplained by science and 
thus is still a mystery, whereas books on Atlantis present a supposedly 
lost knowledge or occult philosophy. The reverse is su .ested by Ashworth 

who considers the themes to be of central importance. 17 He views 
"Danikenism" and "Atlanticism" as two distinct modern myths which are 
structurally related to Judaeo-Christian millenarianism and Greek Material- 
ism on the one hand (Danikenism) and to Platonic Eleaticism on the other 
(Atlanticism). He suggests that books written by writers on Atlantis, such 
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as John Mitchell: 

I I  . ..have the same status with 
Chariot of the Gpds (sic) has 
or Danikenlst."'+L 

From the survey it would seem 
with members of BUFORA. As for the 

that neither myth has much status 
Daniken myth being more popular 

among "flying saucer buffs," more BUFORA respondents agreed with the 
Atlantis myth1 These two new myths may be structurally distinct as 
Ashworth suggests, but this does not mean that individuals must of 
necessity believe either one or the other. In fact, 50% of those who 
strongly agreed with the Daniken myth also strongly agreed with the 
Atlantis myth. 

Atlanticists as Diniken's 
with flying saucer buffs, 

What seems to be important, at least to BUFORA members, is not the 
new myth but the fact that they consider the evidence to be anomalous; 
that is, unexplained by science or religion. Ashworth acknowledges the 
concern with anomalies in these books (although he seem 
genuine anomalies rather than socially constructed ones $3 

to view them as 
) but considers 

the new explanation of the anomalies to be more important than the 
anomalies themselves. An additional explanation for an interest in these 
new myths might be the existence of a world view in which psteries 
are the central element. 

This idea gains some support from the BUFORA survey results which 
indicate that although those in UFO research groups are interested 
in UFOs and other similar subjects, they are often in disagreement over 
opinions and beliefs - but most of them agree that UFOs are a mystery. 
What they have in common, then, is a similar interest in the mysterious 
nature of UFOs. 

Religious beliefs 

The popularly expressed view that UFO groups are largely religious 
phenomena caused respondents to be particularly sensitive about the topic 
of their religious beliefs. This was because one of the stated aims of 
the organization is "to encourage, promote and conduct unbiased scientific 
research of unidentified flying objects (UFO) phenomena throughout the 
United Kingdom" and thus they consider their interest to be scientific 
rather than religious.44 Although most answered the relevant survey 
questions, a few added comments expressing their failure to see the 
connection between the questions and their interest in UFOs. The 
extent to which this may have affected responses to these auestions is 
not known, but it needs to be taken into consideration during the inter- 
pretation of the results. 

The survey showed that those in BUFORA were more likely than the 
general population to break with traditional religion. Although slightly 
more members considered considered that they belonged to a religion 
than did not, 40% indicated that they were not affiliated to a chur h 
whereas only 8% of the general population fall into this cate ory. 
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Also the percentage of members who never attended church (58% was 
higher than that for the general public (27%). However, they are not 
more likely to join unorthodox religious groups; few indicated categories 
such as "Eastern" or "Witchcraft/Pagan." 



It might be thought that the low percentage of those affiliated 
to a church reflects a concern to underplay any possible connection 
between UFO research and religion, for reasons mentioned above, but this 
seems unlikely because the low church membership is not matched by a low 
incidence of belief in God. The majority (61%) said they believed in God, 
and this fi 

9 
ure is similar to that for belief in God among the general 

population 68% for men), as is the figure for members of BUFORA who are 
nonbeli 
men). 49 

vers (17%) when compared with the general population (20% for 

A particularly interesting finding is that most respondents indicated 
that they believed in life after death (68%), and just under half believed 
in reincarnation (45%), and these percentages are much higher than those 
for the general po 
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lation where they are 35% for life after death and 28% 

for reincarnation. One reason for this higher percentage might be that 
members subscribe to mystical rather than traditional religious beliefs. 
About 45% believed in an impersonal spirit or lifeforce, @ich is not 
dissimilar to the figure for the general population (41%) ; but another 
element of mysticism (besides the tendency to believe in reincarnation) 
is the notion that each human being is trav llin 

4% evolution which will end in union with God, an% ?le"i! i&$g:si$led 
with this statement. 

Studies of contactee cults have referred to the mystical beliefs of 
their members,50 so this could be seen as support for the view that UFO 
research groups are essentially similar to religious cults, but this 
would be an over-simplification for two main reasons: Firstly, although a 
large proportion of BUFORA respondents appeared to have mystical rather 
than orthodox religious beliefs, the majority did not; and, secondly, it 
is not known how corrsnon mystical beliefs are among the general popula- 
tion, although it has been suggested that mystical religion is prevalent 
among educated people.51 

Conclusion 

The survey implies that those in UFO research groups are very 
different from those in contactee cults, although there are some inter- 
esting similarities. For instance, reading seems to be important to 
those in both types of groups, but although there may be some overlap 
in the literature read, members of research groups seem to be more inter- 
ested in imaginative science than in occult philosophy. Their involve- 
ment in the subject of UFOs would appear to be one aspect of a more 
general interest in what they consider to be the "frontiers of science"; 
subjects such as space research, astronomy and psychic research. 

Their interest in science subjects such as astronomy, draws atten- 
tion to similarities between members of UFO research groups and those 
who practice amateur 
time entrepreneurs,"5 2 

cience. Like amateur scientists they are "leisure 
That is, they share a similar seriousness with 

regard to their leisure in contrast to the majority of people who parti- 
cipate in popular leisure which is primarily nonserious. Unlike amateur 
scientists, however, they seem to be particularly drawn towards "anom- 
alies," @at is, subjects which they consider to be unexplained by 
science. Why is this? 

One explanation could be that they are more interested in mysteries 
than in their solution. Those in contactee cults are also interested in 
mysteries, but they are concerned with metaphysical or occult knowledge 
and experiences, that is, sacred mysteries, rather than anomalies. Never- 
theless, UFOs, the Bermuda Triangle, poltergeists and the like, are 
portrayed in popular literature as ambiguous; they exude charisma and 
are pregnant with potential meaning. 

Does this mean that, like members of contactee cults, they have 
mystical beliefs? The lack of support for institutional religion coupled 
with the high occurrence of belief in reincarnation, an impersonal spirit 
or lifeforce, and spiritual evolution, might indicate that some of them 
do; but there is no clear indication that these beliefs go together to 
form a coherent mystical pattern as they do for those in cults. Members 

~,',y~~llss 
search groups could share a similar "epistemological individ- 

beliefs. 
to those who have mystical beliefs without sharing all of these 
In fact, a different pattern of beliefs could be involved, and 

as the study by Eaunons and Sobel suggests,55 there may be a collection 
of nonreligious paranormal beliefs (involving UFOs, the Loch Ness Monster, 
ESP, Sasquatch, etc.) which are a functional alternative to mainstream 
religion. 

There could, however, be other explanations for the interest in 
mysteries and anomalies. Topics such as UFOs are often pprtrayed in pop- 
ular literature as constituting a "challenge to science," 6 and so the 
important factor may be an apparent threat to science rather than the 
existence of a mystery as such. 
number of writers. 

This interpretation is suggested by a 
Sheaffer, for instance, considers ufology to be a 

;;;;;;,;gyement which is "fundamentally a reaction against science and 
and part of a larger revival of interest in the occult. Others, 

such as Cotgrove, identified a growing anti-science movement in the 
early 1970s that included intellectuals as well as the proliferation of 
cults, and which he suggested was associated with a particular anti- 
authoritarian personality type valuing imagination, experience, sponten- 
eity and community. 

Nowotny,59 however, considers attacks on science to be less a 
rejection of science than a dispute over who is to control a future world 
and what it is to look like. She makes a distinction between anti-science 
and the pseudo-sciences, seeing the latter as a challenge to the monopoly 
of science on definitions of nature and the like, rather than a disagree- 
ment with science over how subjective knowledge should be verified, as in 
the case of anti-science. 

those 
A further explanation for the interest in anomalies might be that 

involved are largely ignorant of the requirements of scientific 
research. After all, most members of UFO research groups (and other groups 
dedicated to research on anomalies6D) are nonscientists; and, as Snow and 
Machalek61 point out, belief is more "natural" than disbelief. The scien- 
tific attitude, in which common sense assumptions are questioned, has to 
be learnt. 

but popular views of science are frequently miscon- 
describes seven of these popular misconceptions, one 

of which-- the image of science as magic-- seems particularly appropriate 
to ufologists in the light of their interest in space research and science 
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fiction. In this image, it appears that science knows no inherent limita- 
tions. If such is the case, of course, there is nothing which might be 
impossib1.e to scientifically advanced extra-terrestrials, and nothing 
which might not be possible on Earth, either. 

It seems likely that all of these explanations are involved and that 
ufology is a subject which contains conflicting approaches, making each 
of the categories of "pseudo-science, I' "anti-science" and "developing 

science" partially true. The particular way in which these different 
he tensions produced by such diversity, appear 

for instance, suggests that ufology is a devel- 
oping science because ihe two main ways of accounting for UFOs, to include 
them within the bounds of normal science or to present them as something 
beyond the confines of normal science, are coalescing. In Britain, however, 
there is a considerable amount of conflict between these faction and 
it seems just as possible that they will split apart altogether. 84 

Finally, although the intention of this article has been primarily 
to present some details about members of a UFO research group, rather than 
to discuss the wider implications of the findings, some preliminary obser- 
vations can be made. As far as the UFO movement is concerned, the study of 
UFO research groups shows that like many social moveme it consists of 
a number of different types of movement organizations: aF* At the very 
least, there are contactee cults and research groups. Apart from the 
obvious need to study the different types of organizations and their inter- 
relationships if the nature of the UFO movement is to be understood, there 
are other implications. 

UFO groups are part f a wider subculture which is usual1 
to as the cultic milieu.68 This is d 7 

referred 

&i 
cribed as having a relig on-science 

axis upon which cults can be placed, but do these two poles also represent 
diverging tendencies within $Mlt movements as they appear to in the UFO 
movement (and also astrologyDo)? 

Also, is the same kind of religion and science involved in all cases? 
A number of writers have identified the religion as mysticism but others 
have described similar bel&fs as "metaph sical, It "esbteric" or "the alter- 
native reality tradition," and it is no r clear whether they are all 
equatable. Certainly, as far as UFO research groups are concerned, it does 
not appear to be a straightfonvard case of mystical religion. The science 
is usually termed "pseudo-science" or "anti-science," but those writing 
withing the philosophy and sociology of science have shown 96 such terms are 
problematic. It is important to examine the practices, beliefs and atti- 
tudes towards science of those involved in "pseudo-sciences" like ufo1og.Y 
in order to find out why they are described in this way. The survey suggests 
that in some cases an interest in mysteries could be an important factor 
which might be a link to mysticism. On the other harid, an ignonance of 
scientific method or a mistaken view of science could be involved. In 
addition, it would be wrong to ignore the practices and attitudes of those 
who apply categories such a "pseudo-science" because the use of these terms 
results in particular consequences for those interested in subjects like 
ufology. 

In sum, information about UFO research groups is of particular impor- 
tance to research on the cultic milieu. More generally it is of interest to 
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the sociology of science, especially to analyses of "pseudo-science," 
and it also provides useful material for research on social movements 
and voluntary associations. 
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of Education, 1977; "National Survey of Religious Attitudes of Young People," 
sponsored by Buzz Magazine, 1978. 

Gallup Poll news release, November 29, 1973, cited in R. Westrum, 
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"Departures from Conventional Religion: The 
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ious, the Nonbeligious and the Alternatively Religious," 

in R. Wuthnow ed), The Religious Dimension, Academic Press, London, 1979. 
The survey, conducted in 1973 found that 50% of those under 30 years old 
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40 For the purpose of this analysis of popular themes in UFO literature, 
the survey categories of "strongly agree" and "agree" have been collapsed 
to indicate agreement, and those of "strongly disagree" and "disagree," 
to form disagreement. 
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Contrary to Ashworth's suggestion, both science and religion do 
actually offer explanations for subjects such as UFOs, psychic phenomena, 
the Bermuda Triangle and the Turin Shroud, but those who read popular 
books on these subjects are not satisfied with the explanations offered 
and so consider them to be unexplained or anomalous. Although Ashworth's 
analysis is interesting, there are a number of problems with it. Two 
are particularly important: Firstly, he leaps in an unproblematic manner 
from the writers of the books under consideration to their audience. 
Since his article is about themes in books, he can only speculate about 
what they mean to those who read them, This failure to adequately 
distinguish between books and their readers is present right from the 
beqinning where he fails to consider the possibility that magazines such 
as-m, Prediction, Alpha and Omni, might.have different audiences. Not 
only that but editors may deliberatelv aim at a wide variety of audiences 
in order to be successfui. Secondly, ashworth's analysis ignores social 
conflict; that is, the existence of social groups with different interests. 
He mentions the "aternative" character of the books in question, but his 
reason for why these new myths are popular is explained totally at the 
level of ideas: that they resolve contradictions which are no longer 
resolved by science and religion. The fact that these books are usually 
read by a non-academic audience and are usually considered to challenge 
science, is given no real consideration. Why, for instance, did books 
on "the unexplained" become particularly popular with the emergence of the 
counter-culture in the mid-1960s? 

44 
However, many of those in UFO research groups appear to have a com- 

plicated and ambiguous attitude towards science. Unfortunately, only one 
question relating to science was asked in the survey, and this was taken 
from a survey of~European values being conducted from the Survey Research 
Unit, North London Polytechnic. It was the rather problematically-worded 

question: "Do you think that science will eventually solve all of life's 
mysteries or are there some things in life which science will never be 
able to explain?" a not too dissimilar proportion of respondents chose 
"will never be able to explain it all" (71%), as did those in the pilot 
study of the European Values Survey (04%) (the question was omitted from 
the main study). However, the slightly higher proportion of those favour- 
able towards science among ufologists, might be of more importance than 
the small statistical difference would suggest. Interviews and open- 
ended questionnaires suggest that members of UFO research groups are pro- 
science, but that a number of conflicting popular images of science are 
involved in their views. For instance, on the one hand, science as unimag- 
inative and limited, and on the other, science as the producer of exciting 
technology. 

45Gallup Poll, C0662, 21 - 26 March, 1979. 
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subjects, particularly as independent researchers or as members of large 
well-established organizations such as the Society for Psychic Research in 
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not scientists. 
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b4This conflict can be seen in the editorial and letters sections of 

publications produced by UFO research organizations. It often appears to 
be characterised as the "nuts and bolts" approach versus the "paranormal" 
approach, as illustrated in the following letter from (Mapit) Skywatch, 
No. 40, Sept/Oct., 1981: 

"I was interested to read the latest installment in the ‘nuts and bolts 
paranonalists' saga, which seems to be demanding a higher platfon 
than it warrants. . ..If we are to limit our studies to 'unexplained 
things seen within the context of flight' then are we to ignore 
reports of landed craft or apparent entities? Additionally, if a 
person, or persons, psychically visualises a UFO (possibly with 
occupants) that is not physically there by any scientific standards, 
then doesn't than alone need investigation?" 
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HISTORICAL NOTES ON A SEANCE 
WITH EUSAPIA PALLADINO IN 1912 

Carlos S. Alvarado 

One of the best known physical mediums in the history of parapsy- 
chology was the Italian Eusapia Palladino (1654-1918). 2,3 Many 
renowned psychical researchers of the past -- Aksakof (Rapport, 1893), 
Bozzano (1903), Carrington (1954; Feildin 
1909), Flammarion (1897, 1907), Flournoy @?fa:&g:;: $%:gt%k, 
1895), Lodge (1894, 1895), Lombroso (1909), Myers (1894, 1895), 
Ochcrowicz (1896; Krauz, 1894), Richet (1893, 1895), Rochas (1897, 
1898, 1906), Schrenck-Notzing (1920), H. and E.M. Sidgwick (E.M. 
Sidnwick, 1894; H. Sidgwick, 1895), Harcollier (1958) and others4 -- 
had sittings with her in which they studied her purported telekinetic 
and materialization phenomena (for overviews of these investigations 
see: Alippi, 1962; Carrington, 1909; Cingwall, 1950; Fodor, 1933; 
Inglis, 1977; Nicol, 1956; Rochas, 1906; and Tietze, 1972). Although 
she was detected in fraudulent activities several times (e.g., 
Courtier, 1908, pp. 523-525; Feilding et al, 1909, p. 383; Flammarion, 
1907, pp. 110, 203; Krebs, 1910; Lombroso, 1909. pp. 102, 306),5 
many of her investigators were convinced of the genuineness of at 
least some of her phenomena. Others, however, remained unconvinced 
of the paranormal nature of any of Eusapia's phenomena (e.g., Finch, 
1909; Podmore, 1911; E.M. Sidgwick, 1909). 

Eusapia's mediumship was of great assistance to the development 
of physical mediumship studies. In J. Fraser Nicol's (1956) opinion, 
Eusapia's positive disposition to be investigated "permitted the 
development of rigorous methods of control and of exact recording of 
facts at the moment of their occurrence to a degree wholly unknown 
before her time." (p. 33) Examples of this may be found in the 
reports of Fontenay (1908), The Institut General Psychologique 
(Courtier, 1908), and in the 1908 S.P.R. investigation in Naples 
(Feilding et al, 1909). 

Other methodological advances in the study of physical mediumship 
partly developed from, or influenced by the investigation of Eusapia's 
phenomena were the use of instruments to test and record physical 
phenomena6 (e.g., Aggazzotti, Foa, Fo‘a and Herlitzka, 1907; Bottazzi, 
1907; Courtier, 190E; Imoda; 1908; and Lombroso, 1909), and the 
observation and analysis of psychological, psychiatric and physio- 
logical aspects of mediumship (e.g., Courtier, 1908; Favre, 1910; 
Krauz, 1894; Lombroso, 1892, 1909; Marzorati, 1909; and Morselli, 1908). 

Eusapia's case is considered so important as evidence for para- 
normal physical phenomena that her mediumship still is discussed in 
modern publications both of skeptics (e.g., Hansel, 19CO; Rawcliffe, 
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1959) and believers in her phenomena (e.g., Rogo, 1978; Tocquet, 1972) 
Richet (1923) considered her case so important that he wrote: "Even 
if there were no other madium than Eusapia in the world, her manifes- 
tations would suffice to establish scientifically the reality of tele- 
kinesis and ectoplasmic forms." (p. 34) 

Since the prominence and importance of Eusapia's case justifies 
the study of obscure aspects of her mediumistic career, this paper 
will present a report of a 1912 sebnce never published in English 
that extends our knowledge of Eusapia's activities to a period where 
little is known about her. 

There is little information in English of Eusapia's mediumistic 
career after 1910 (Alvarado, 1982). Eusapia gave se&ices in New York 
from November 1909 to June 1910, where her performances caused consi- 
derable publicity and controversies (e.g., Carrington, 1954; Dana, 
Hallock, Killer, Plontague, Peterson, Pitkin, Trowbridge, Wilson and 
Wood, 1910; Davis, 1910; Eusapia Palladino, 1910; Hyslop, 1910; 
Jastrow, 1910; Krebs, 1910; and The Wonders of Palladino, 1910). In 
November-December of 1910 she had a series of sittings with an S.P.R. 
coFlmittee at Naples (Feilding, Imarriott, Perovsky-Petrovo-Solovovo, 
Perovsky-Solovovo, Johnson and Baggally, 1911). Although no mention 
of Eusapia's mediumistic activities after 1910 is made in reviews of her 
mediumship published in English (Alvarado, 1982), it shouldI;o:gF; 
assumed that she was not holding seances after that date. 
Everard Feilding had a negative seance with Eusapia at Naples, as this 
investigator wrote in a letter to Hereward Carrington (1957, Pp. 15-16). 
There are other reports of seances held in 1912 (Ponte, 1914), 1914 
(Pegar9 d'Auriac, 1975), 1915 (Lucci, 1915, 1916), and 1918 (Vecchlo, 
1918). The purpose of this paper is to present in detail the above 
mentioned 1912 seance reported by Francisco Ponte (1914) in Spanish 
at a conference on psychic phenomena held in San Juan, Puerto Rico, 
in February of 1914. 

Francisco Ponte was well known in Puerto Rico durino the early 1900s. 
He was mentionedin a book of prominent Puerto Rican men in 1910 (Jackson 
and Son, 1910). From this publication we learn that he established 
himself as a succesful dentist in 1900, and that he was active in 
politics around 1905-1908, a member of the San Juan City Council and 
temporary mayor (when he was 29 years old) in the absence of the elec- 
ted mayor on one occasion. He later became involved in the activities 
of the Federacio'n de Espiritistas de Puerto Rico (Federation of Puerto 
Rican Soiritists)8 and became its president for 1913 (Rodrfguez Escudero, 
197s; Yaiiez Vda. de Otero, 1963). 

In 1942 Ponte travelled to Europe, where he had a seance with Eusapia 
in Naples. As seen in Ponte's later writings (Ponte, 1923, 1952), he 
considered his experiences in Italy as an opportunity to learn how to 

study phenomena produced by mediums like Eusapia, since his only 
previous experiences had been with mental mediumshin. This should 
be considered by those interested in evaluating Ponte's oualifications 
as an investigator of physical phenomena. 

Ponte reported that he arrived one evening at Eusapia's home in 
Naples with a letter of introduction from the Italian psychical researcher 
Angelo Harzorati. But since Eusapia could not read and Ponte did 
not speak Italian, Ponte had to look for an interpreter. Having 
found one, he greeted Eusapia in the name of the Federacio'n de Espi- 
ritistas de Puerto Rico and told her he wanted to see her "work" 
(i.e., produce phenomena). The medium told him she was rare1 holdino 
seances at the moment because of her age and health problems, 7 1 but 
that she would do her best to produce phenomena the next day. Not 
wanting to give Eusapia time for any preparation, Ponte told her that 
he needed the seance to be held that same night because he had to 
leave for Rome the next morning. usapia agreed, but she requested 
the assistance of Dr. Fiocca-Novi 15 for the seance. After Fiocca- 
Novi's arrival, as Ponte (1914) wrote: 

"I began to search all of the medium's modest house, 
without even forgetting her wardrobe and we took out 
everything that was there, with the exception of the 
four chairs . . a quadrilateral pinewood table, 
and a mandolin thai I placed in a corner of the little 
room. We improvised a dark cabinet in a corner of 
the room and placed a black curtain from one side 
to the other. We placed the table at two feet of 
distance from the curtain and seated the medium between 
it and an end of the table; at the other [end was] 
Doctor Fiosca [sic] llovi and at the sides the inter- 
preter and I, holding with my right hand Eusapia's left 
and with my left, the doctor's right. I ordered the in- 
terpreter to do the same on the other side; both of us 
had absolute control of the medium and the Doctor, and we 
also had their feet under ours, so we could immediately 
notice any movement." (p. 33, my translation) 

Ponte reported phenomena both with light and without light. When 
used, the light came from a small lamp and was of enough intensity 
so as to make it possible to distinguish the objects and persons in 
the room. The following is Ponte's report of the alleged paranormal 
manifestations that he observed in light: 

"First - I felt strong blows from the table at the con- 
tact of our hands and those of the medium. Second - 
Repeated blows under the table, produced as if by a 
closed fist of a strong hand. As soon as the blows 
stopped, we were touched on the knees and the opened 
hand slipped down to the ankles. Third - Elevation of 
the table without contact to a height of GO cm. (This 
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phenomenon was repeated five times at my request) Fourth - 
A well formed arm gave strong blows over the table with 
a hammer. I asked in Spanish if I could touch the ham- 
mer and I was irmnediately touched with it on the fore- 
head, noticing that it was completely cold. Thinking 
that I could be under the effects of an illusion, I 
mentally said, so as not to inform the interpreter: 
'You can touch with the hamner the gentleman at my left 
in the same way that I was touched;' immediately Doctor 
Novi said: 'I was touched on the forehead with the ham- 
mer, ' showina that my mental petition was fulfilled. 
Fifth - The mandolin that I had placed on the opposite 
side of the hall played a piece of music, without mY 
beina able to see any person playinn it. Then I asked: 
'Would it be inconvenient if I bring the man- 
dolin over the table to see and hear its sound from a 
closer position' [?I The response was that, to 

my surprise, a materialized arm moved the mandolin, sus- 
pendin it over our heads and putting it later over the 
:",1:;,~~~e;:,6:ia~~~~(pyed playing." (Ponte, 1914, pp. 

The record of the phenomena that happened in darkness reads as fol- 
low: 

"The curtain was moved vigorously by a current of air 
perceived by all of us. The curtain was moved again and 

itwrappedaround my head and I was dragged with the chair 
two feet towards the cabinet, from where a h;nis;;yi;ut 
that aave me a few blows over my shoulder. 
they could touch the interpreter and immediately he was 
shaken so stronglv that he was taken out of the chair, 
this affected himGin such a way that he said he wished to 
leave. tie calmed him nith great etforts and implored 
the snirits not to make anv further manifestations with him. 
Second - A hand was placed-over my head,andcaressed 
my face: it was like a hand covered by a very fine glove, 
or as if it were made of rose leaves. Third - Another hand 
unbuttoned my overcoat and drew out of the left pocket 
of the waistcoat a card that was bent in two parts and 
then replaced in the pocket. Fourth - A bust of a woman 
appeared with well materialized arms, but this was not 
the case with the head, so I could not distinguish her 
features. This bust streched me between its arms, it 
kissed and talked to me, but I could not understand 
clearly the phrases pronounced. It seemed that it 

talked to me through a very distant telephone. I 
heard its voice,but it was almost imperceptible." 
(Ponte, 1914, p. 34, mv translation) 

III 

The phenomena reported by Ponte have numerous similar precedents 
in the investigations mentioned in the first part of this paper. 

Although interesting, this report may be criticized for lack of 
details such as the dimensions and other characteristics of the seance 
room and, more important, a description of the control of the medium 
during and after the phenomena. After all, the seance was held in 
Eusapia's home (with the possibility of confederates or other de- 
ceptions) and the controllers at both sides of the medium were inex- 
perienced in the varieties of mediumistic fraud, such as escaping 
control by substitution of hands in which Eusapia was quite pro- 
ficient. However, it must be kept in mind that Ponte's account 
was not presented as a scientific report, but as an informal report 
of personal experiences presented at a conference of psychical 
phenomena for the general public. 

In my opinion Ponte's report is important not as evidence for 
paranormal phenomena, but mainly for its historical value, since it 
provides us with additional information on Eusapia Palladino's last 
years. It is to be hoped that further research (probably in Italy) 
on Eusapia's last years may reveal new information about her perfor- 
mances and personal life that will no doubt be of great interest 
to students of the life and mediumistic career of this fascinating 
woman. 

NOTES 

1 I wish to thank Patric Giesler, Frances Gonzalez-Scarano and Ian 
Stevenson for helpful suggestions for the improvement of this paper. 
I am also greatful to Eric J. Dingwall for general encouragement and for 
a reference to a seance with Eusapia published by Fiocca-Novi (1910), 
and to Emilio Servadio for correcting the spelling of som,e Italian 
names. $0 D&tore and J. Fraser Elicol read the manuscript and gave 
encouraging comments. 

' The spelling of Palladino has been somewhat controversial. As can 
be seen in the list of references at the end of this paper, some resear- 
chers write it with one "l", while others write it with two. The 
second alternative will be preferred in this paper for the following 
reasons: (1) Palladino is spelled with two "1s" in Eusapia's birth 
certificate (Nota, 1918); (2) Eusapia was illiterate, but she could 
write her name (Morselli, 1908, vol, 1, a. 124). Courtier (1908, 
p. 415) affirms she wrote her name with two "ls", and Carrington 
(1909, facing tittle page) presents a facsimile of her signature 

where two "1s" are clearly seen. 
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3 For information on Eusapia's personal life see: Alippi (1962), 
Carreras (1918), Carrington (1909), and Miranda (1918). Eusapia's 
birth certificate has been published in Lute e Ombra (Nota, 1918). 

4 Other important reports will be mentioned in the next paragraphs of 
the introduction. The following publications, among others, may 
also be of interest: Blech (1897), Dariex (1896), Sabatier, Rochas. 
Gramont, Maxwell, and Dariex (1896), Samona (1903), Senigaglia (1910b), 
and Venzano (1907). For extensive bibliographical references up to 
1907, see Morselli (1908, Vol. 1, pp. 134-170; Vol. 2, pp. xvii-xviii). 

5 For discussions of different aspects and erspectives of Eusapia's 
fraudulent activities see: Carrington (1910 P , Hodgson (1895), 
Hyslop (1911), Kellog (1910), Krebs (1910), and Ochorowicz (1896). 

6 Instrumental studies of paranormal physical phenomena were done 
before Eusapia's mediumship became prominent (e.g., Crookes, 1874, 
1889; Hare, 1855), but her case provided the opportunity to extend 
previous efforts to a higher level of sophistication. Part of this 
may be explained by the rapid development of scientific instrumen- 
tation during Eusapia's time and by the more active interest shown 
by members of the scientific community in her case than in that of. 
previous mediums. 

7 
Vecchio's (1918) report is dated at the end of the paper as having 

been written in June of 1916. This seems to be a mistake. The date 
of the three se'ances mentioned is not given, but it is said that they 
were held on April 6, 14, and 22 (pp. 140-141). and that the last of 
them took placetwentydays before her death (p. 145). Eusapia died on 
May 16, 1918 (Dingwall, 1950; Nicol, 1956), more than twenty 
days after the last of Vecchio's sebnce, but his reference to Eusapia's 
death in such a short interval of time suggests that the paper was 
written in 1918 and refers to se'ances in that year. 

8 The Federation was founded and held its first meeting in 1903 in 
Mayagiiez, Puerto Rico (Memoria, 1903; Ramfrez, 1913). 

9 Ponte's report is not clear regarding two points. First, it does 
not specify whether there were two separate s&ances or only one 
for the two conditions to be discussed later. Ponte (1923, 1952) wrote 
elsewhere that he had several sehnces with Eusapia. However, the 
point remains unclear. Second, it does not mention the date of the 
sebnce, although we can get a fairly good approximation by the fol- 
lowing considerations. Ponte (1923, 1952) wrote that he visited 

,';;;;",;:,l"~6 
and that while in Italy he had sdances first with 
in Rome and afterwards with Eusapia in Naples. Since 

Ponte had a se'ance with Sordi on September 5, 1912 (Bruers, 1912) 
and considering also that he reported being in Sweden on September 10 
of the same year (Ponte, 1914, p. 15), it may be assumed that his 
visit to Eusapia took place sometime between those dates or not long 
before the first of them. 

10 Lucia Sordi was a controversial Italian medium mainly of the physical 
type about whom several papers were published in the second decade of 
the 1900s. Fodor (1933, pp. 352-353) presents some information about 
her. For more details, see: Le Nouveau Me'dium, (1911),Schrenck-Notzing 
(1911), Senigaglia (1910a), Tanfani (1910), and Tummolo (1912). 

11 Eusapia was 5E years old when Ponte visited her. Regarding ad- 
ditional information about her health around this period, it is 
interesting to note a letter Everard Feilding wrote to Hereward 
Carrington in May 13, 1911 saying that Eusapia was not well and 
that her diabetes had worsened (Carrinoton, 1957, p. 16). In May of 
1913 Eusapia was reported to be suffering from a serious "intestinal 
intoxication" (Pour la Venue, 1913). She died of nephritis (La Morte,1918). 

12 Dr. Guido Fiocca-Novi was an Italian physician with several pub- 
lications to his credit in the psychical research literature of the 
early 1900s (Fiocca-Novi, 1905, 1910, 1911, 1912a, 1912b, 1915). 
His 1910 paper reports a seance with Eusapia. It should be noticed 
that Ponte (1914, 1952) makes the consistent mistake of calling him 
"Fiosca" instead of Fiocca. Several other European names in Ponte's 
(1914) report are similarly distorted. 

13 Ponte continually changes from present to past tense in his verbs 
in this and in the following quotation. For consistency, I have 
used the past tense throughout my translations on his report. 
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Marcello Truzzi 
Prologue 

A preliminary version of the following paper was sent to about 20 per- 
sons, including all the principal actors involved, to obtain their corrections 
and suggestions. Most responded, and this resulted in numerous changes. I am 
particularly grateful for the helpful critical commentaries supplied me by 
Drs. Peter Phillips, Michael Thaltourne, Perthold Schwarz, Walter Uphoff, Ron 
Westrum, Ray Hyman, and Stanley Krippner, and by Piet Hein Hoebens, Dennis 
Stillings and George Hansen. Though it is unlikely that my end product will be 
be viewed as having satisfied all their criticisms, and only I should be held 
responsible for the interpretations put forward in this paper, the feedback 
they gave me on my preliminary draft resulted in some important changes and, I 
hope, an improved product Unfortunately, James Randi replied to my invitation 
to correct any factual errors in the first draft with an angry and vitupera- 
tive letter. In it, he stated that he would not respond to the questions 
raised by my article, for to do so would necessitate that he reveal informa- 
tion that would bring further embarrassment to the parapsycholcgists, and he 
wished to spare them that. If this is in fact the case, I can only urge him to 
exonerate himself at such expense to the psi researchers. I hope that upon 
further reflection, and upon reading this revision of the earlier draft sent 
to him, Randi might agree that reasoned dialogue is a more appropriate and 
productive approach to sorting out the many complex issues surrounding Project 
Alpha. I hope that he will publish a response to my analysis somewhere, and 
he remains welcome to space in Zetetic Scholar. 

I fear that there are some who might read this essay and mistakenly 
conclude that I have sought to attack Randi on a personal level because 
several of the questions I raise concern his motives. Thus, parts of my 
analysis might be misconstrued as constituting an improper ad hominem attack. 
That is not my intention, and I believe that any guesti=sIraise about 
Randi's motives are clearly linked to appropriate and relevant questions of 
evidence and argument.Despite our differences, and Randi's initial hostile 
reaction to my paper, I continue to believe that Randi has made and can 
continue to make important positive critical contributions to psi research. 

Those who feel I have been too harsh with Randi will also probably 
conclude that I have been tookind to those foolish enoughtobe takeninby 
Project Alpha. Though I have tried to act as an honest broker between view- 
points, and I have aspired to be objective (recognizing that we seldom can be 
completely so), I have never claimed to be a neutral broker. The ground rules 
of science are conservative, and in so far as these place the burden of proof 
on the claimants and require stronger evidence the more extraordinary the 
claim, they are notneutral.But, we also need to remember, evidence always 
varies by degree, and inadequate evidence requires a tolerant reply which 
requests batter evidence, not a dogmatic denial that behaves as though inade- 
e evidence were no evidence. I very much agree with Mario Bunge, when he 
stated that "dissent-is of the essence of the scientific process, and the 
occasional pressure to supress it in the name of the orthcdoxy of the day is 



even more injurious to science than all the forms of pseudoscience put toge- 
ther" (Bunqe, 1980: 46). For some, Alpha has been an attempt to substitute 
ridicule for argument and evidence. By substituting horselaughs for syllo- 
gisms, we act to suppress dissent. It is for this reason that I am often more 
sharply critical of so-called "skeptics," with whose "orthodox" conclusions I 
may in fact largely agree, than I am towards the "maverick" scientists towards 
whom I have been accused of showing too much tolerance. We can afford tobe 
tolerant towards honest players with maverick ideas if we believe the game Of 
science is a self-correcting system where fair play will lead to correct 
judqement; but we can not afford tolerance towards those who play unfairly, 
especially those players for the orthodox side who start with all the advan- 
tages and thus threaten to close the game prematurely. My paper is not in- 
tended toendthe game; it merely begins a new inning.This essay raises and 
unpacks what I believe are the proper questions; it is not offered as a set of 
final answers. Those whocontest my observations, interpretations, and/or 
evaluations, especially those whowereinvolved with Alpha, are invited to 
participate in the continuing dialogue in Zetetic Scholar. -- 

Because the reflections which follow are complex, let me outline my 
analysis. My central concern is to examine Project Alpha on the very terms 
that Randi has asked us to take it: as a serious sociological experiment. 
Because the behavioral sciences have long been concerned with ethical issues 
surrounding research on human subjects, and because Randi's critics have 
raised questions about the ethics involved in Alpha, my analysis gives some 
consideration to such matters. But this essay is primarily a methodological 
analysis which assesses Alpha as a scientific experiment, not as a rhetorical 
drama. My essay considers four central questions: (1) Was Project Alpha a 
competently done scientific experiment? (2) Was Project Alpha ethically car- 
ried out in terms of the general values found in scientific practice, especi- 
ally those which critics of psi research have endorsed in the past? (3) Was 
Project Alpha objectively and/or adequately reported? And (4) what is the 
significance of Alpha forourunderstandinqof the process bywhichthe psi 
debate is being evaluated within science? My analysis begins with a brief 
description of Alpha and the reactions to it. I go on to consider the context 
of Alpha, first in terms of historical precedents and then in terms of the 
challenge to which Randi was responding. I look next at the character of Alpha 
as a scientific "experiment." I then consider the actual impact of Alpha on 
the work at the Mac Lab and done by other psi researchers caught in Alpha's 
net. This is followed by consideration of several related episodes which have 
some implications for our assessment of Alpha: Randi's claim of a second 
successful experiment in Project Beta, his getting counter-hoaxed in a manner 
that revealed some problems with his approach, and two minor instances that 
raise further questions about Randi's methods. I then give my general conclu- 
sions about Project Alpha. Finally, inanepilogue, I seek to set the record 
straight about my own involvement with Alpha while it was in progress. 

*****t* 

The %velation of Project Alpha 

When Washington University's McDonnell Laboratory for Psychical Research 
made it known in 1979 that it was looking for psychics to be tested, young 
Steve Shaw (18) and Michael Edwards (17) applied and soon became star sub- 
jets. !Xring several visits over the next two years they impressed the lab's 
director, Prof, Peter R. Phillips, and its experimenters with examples of 

apparent psychokinesis (PK) and ESP. At a press conference on January 28, 
1983, the conjuror James (me Amazing") Randi (1983a) revealed (that the two 
wonder workers were part. of his Project Alpha" (soon dubbed the "Shazam Scam” 
by some ofthepress) and that the boys were skilled conjurors who had con- 
spired with Randito fool the researchers. Project Alpha, Randi asserted, 
demonstrated the inadequate controls used by parapsycholcqists against fraud 
as they pursue what Randicharacterized as their "claptrap science." Randi 
claimed the boys had bamboozled the parapsycholcqical communities in both the 
UnitedStates and England. Further, he said the boys had been instructed to 
reveal the truth if asked if they were faking, but they simply were never 
asked. As evidence of success, Randi cited an "article" by Phillips in Re- 

and Mdikne by Dr. Berthold E. Schwarz=d several stories 
a supplement to the Journal of American Psycho- 

The National Enquirer. Rand! announced the full 
story would appear in the March issue of Discover magazine (Anonymous, 1983a) 
and also as part of Randi's TV special, "M-Mystery?" to air on February 
8th. Athis Discover press conference, Randi also warned parapsychologists 
that a "Project Beta" was "already tierway" which Randi said he hoped would 
fail because of the lesson learned from his Project Alpha. 

The reaction toRandi's announcement was a mixed one.The most extreme 
positive reactionwasthatvoiced in Discover (Anonymous, 1983a) where all 
parapsychologists were ridiculed, where it was suggested that the American 
Asscziation for the Advancement of science should seriously consider expelling 
the Parapsycholaqical Association from affiliation, and it was concluded that 
"it seems clear that most of their [the parapsycholagists'] experiments are 
poorly controlled, that their published reports are naive, if not deceitful, 
and that neither qualifies as science." [When I discussed this essay with 
Randi, he said it went further in its generalizations than he would endorse, 
and I was told by mutual friends that Pandi was unhappy with its extremism; 
but it is noteworthy that Randi never publicly disclaimed Discover's coverage 
in the form of a published letter to its editor or in hisr reports 
(Rardi, 1983d and e). Thus , it was natural that most readers would assume that 
the Discover column reflected F&n&i's own views properly, especially since he 
did "invite" those athis press conference to read the "detailed accountwin 
Discover, issued his press release through Discover, and publicly thanked 
Discover for "having maintained their silence" during the ongoing experiment, 
thusindicating that the magazine was, to some degree, a collaborator with 
Randi in his project.1 

less extreme, but certainly delighted, was the response of The Skeptical 
- Irk@mar. Project Alpha was the featured cover story in its Summer 1983 issue. 

Martin Gardner (1983) wrote of the Alpha hoax as a "landmark in the history of 
PK research." Randi published his account of the events in its Summer and Fall 
issues, and he later presented a further account (in two sessions) at the 
October 1983 conference on "Science, Skepticism and the Paranormal," sponsored 
by the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal 
(CSICOP), publisher Of,% Skeptical Inquirer. Though Randi's project appa- 
rently was done on his own and conducted independently of the CSICOP, his 
prominent role in it, the apparent endorsement of his project by its journal, 
the featured role Alpha was given at CSICOP's conference, and knowledge of 
Alpha by some Fellows of CSICOP prior to Randi's public revelation, have all 
caused many to Perceive Alpha as a CSICOP project. To date, no statement 
disasso5ating CSICOP from Alpha has been made to counter these impressions, 
but 1 would stress that there is no formalconnectionbetween Alphaandthe 
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CSICOP. 

At the other extreme were those "parapsycholoqists" (e.g., Professor 
Walter H. Uphoff) and their friends who cried "foul" and even continued to 
insist that some real PK phenomena had occurred inconjunction with (if not 
directly caused by) Randi's young accomplices, despite the boys' denials and 
Randi's claim of a thoroughgoing debunking (e.g., Schwarz, 1983b). In addl- 
tion, Randiwas exaggerating --as whenhe claimed to have "bamboozled the 
parapsycholcgical communities in both the United States and England" but only 
offered dubious evidence of that for the U.S. and none for England. He also 
ignored the last experiments with the boys--reported on at the 1982 Parapsy- 
cholcgical Association meetings--where controls seem to have been adequate, 
an3 where the boys say they used no trickery, and the results were not indica- 
tive of psi (Thalbourne and Shafer, 1983; Shafer, 1983; and Shafer, et al., 
1983; also, cf., Thalbourne, 1983). 

More common was the middle ground taken by some (e.g., Auerbach, 1983; 
ad Htkelmann, in press), including myself, Peter Phillips, and some prominent 
members of the Parapsychological Association (e.g., Stanley Krippner), who 
felt that there were potentially constructive aspects to Alpha for parapsycho- 
logy but that serious ethical issues were involved, also. If Randi had been a 
psychologist and not a conjuror, some pointed out, he very possibly might have 
been expelled from the American Psychological Association for what would 
surely be viewed by many as unethical interference in another scientist's 
research program (cf., Broad, 1983). The norms within the psychological commu- 
nity about such matters are far from clear, but had Randi been a psychologist 
and APA member, sanctions against him could have been sought and perhaps 
obtained. But Randi is not a professional scientist, and the norms defining 
proper behavior for him are even less clear. As with many matters, Alpha is 
not something tobeviewed in simple black and white terms. It is a complex 
matter and by no means a novel one for psychical research and thus should be 
examined in its historical context for proper understanding. 

precedents andtheProblemof Parsimony 

Reading the extreme critics and defenders of Randi, one might get the 
impression that hoaxes like Pandi's had never taken place in science before. 
In fact, of course, there have been many hoaxes within science (cf., MacDou- 
gall, 1958) and many of them contain strong parallels to Alpha (I do not 
suggest that there are perfectly comparable cases). For example, a well known 
case was that of the University of Wurzburg's Professor Johann B.A. Beringer 
that began in 1725 (cf., J&n and Woolf, 1963). Beringer deeply believed tit 
fossils were merely "capricious fabrications by God" probably put U-I the earth 
to test man's faith. To demonstrate his gullibility, some of his students (one 
of them in the employ of his rival) forged absurd clay tablets with all sorts 
of inscriptions in ancient languages. They even put the signature of God 
himself on the fossils. Beringer began to produce a very expansive book on the 
fossils, and the students told him the truth; but Beringer refused to believe 
them and went ahead with his book which was then met with laughter and ridi- 
cule. Anofficial inquiry was held, andpunishmentwasgivento the hoaxers 
who had sought to make &ringer a laughingstock "because he was so arrogant." 
In this case, sabotage of a scientific research program was dealt with har- 
shly. 

Perhaps the strongest parallel case within early psychical research was 
the hoax pulled by Richard Hodgson, a leading psvchical researcher and an 
editor of the Journal of the Society for Psychicai Research 
(Cf., 

----p-prr 
Hodgson, 1886-7 and1892; and Davey, 

and S.J. Davey 
1887 and 1888). Davevhad found he 

could duplicate some of the effects of the stance ream through trickery, and 
Hcdgson set up a series of seances for psychical researchers (including some 
of the most famous of the period) at which Davey acted as medium and practiced 
his deceptions. The invited researchers all wrote up their observations 
describing what they believed to be real spirit activity that could not be 
produced by trickery. Later, Davey and Hodgson revealed that they had been 
deceiving everyone as an experiment to test the validity of reported observa- 
tions. This experiment produced an uproar since the reports were highly 
embarrassing to those who made them. In many cases reports were made of things 
either not done by Davey or were reported to have occurred in ways that 
precluded the manner in which he actually did them. Many complained about the 
fraud, and some insisted that real phenomena had been prcduced at these sean- 
ces despite Davey's disclosure of fraud. Though largely forgotten today, this 
early study by Hodgson and Davey had a great impact at the time, and many 
critical researchers considered it extremely important. Not only did it pro- 
duce serious questions about human testimony, it acted as a de facto control 
group comparison which reduced the credibility of prior reports made by these 
same "witnesses" about other seances. 

In such cases as the above, the fooled participants felt victimized and 
considered the fraud sabotage. On the other hand, the perpetrators of the 
hoaxes felt that what they were doing was for a higher good, to demonstrate 
incomptence by the researchers. A noble end was the justification for igno- 
ble means. There seems little question that there have been past cases (e.g., 
the debunking of N-Rays) where such a deceptive approach was productive for 
science. Thegeneral issueof lying tohuman subjectsinpsychologicalre- 
search is a serious one within the sa-ial and psychological sciences, and this 
is a complex problem. The problem is made even more complex when we have one 
set of researchers conducting uninvited experiments on another set of resear- 
chers and lying to them as well. (Another important dimension to the problem, 
one Dr. Michael Thalbourne has called to my attention, concerns the issue of 
whether competence should be measured the same way when we are dealing with 
exploratory research that is clearly defined as informal and of pilot charac- 
ter, as much of the early Mac Lab work seems to have been.) 

In dealing with such cases, any judqement of the ethics involved needs to 
include consideration of the intentions and motives (usually complex and 
perhaps always incompletely determinable) of those conducting the fraud. Was 
the fraud done in the hopes of "catching" the researchers doing incompetent 
work? How objective and disinterested is the party introducing the fraud? If 
the fraud had beendetected by the researchers, would the results have been 
published and the researchers commended for their competence? Was the goal in 
using fraud to bring ridicule to the research and perhaps block future re- 
search, or was it done with the goal of promoting improved research? Has the 
introducer of the fraud Clearly stated in advance what the possible results 
would mean? These are the sorts of questions that need to be asked before we 
can really judge the character of such "experiments." we might wish to distin- 
guish some ePis+es as "hoaxes" (meaning they were meant merely as jokes) 
versus others which we label "frauds" (where more serious results were expec- 
ted or intended). We should also remember that the key question of whether 
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fraud occurred must also ask how much occurred and whether there were any 
validated extraordinary effects that remain unaccounted for by the efforts of 
the tricksters. 

Unfortunately, these questions are oftenunanswerableaboutpastepi- 
sales. For example, it appears that Douglas Blackbum and George Albert Smith 
(according to Blackbum's 1908 confession) used trickery in 1882 and 1883 to 
fool many leading psychic researchers into believing that they had powers Of 
telepathy. Although I find the evidence overwhelming that they used deceptions 
(cf., Hall, 1980), Smith's denial of Blackburn's confessions remains believed 
by some even today (e.g., Delin, 1972). In such cases, we need to weigh the 
conflicting evidence and arguments as best we can, but we are usually forced 
to rely on parsimony for cur conclusions. 

Parsimony, choosing the simplest adequate explanation, must ultimately 
act as our criterion for j&gement in such cases. Unfortunately, the ]Wemer.t 
as to what constitutes a more parsimonious conclusion usually involves subjec 
tive elements and a degree of social negotiation (cf., Collins, 1976). If 
history has shown us anything, it is that disclosing that fraud took place 1s 
unlikelytoconvince all those fooled. As with Beringer and those fooled by 
Davey, some people will simply not accept the revelation of fraud as an 
adequate explanation This refusal by a strong advocate to admit that he was 

fooled (made a fool of?) seems common. An excellent case is that of David 
Jones who recently displayed his fraudulent perpetual motion machine to some 

"perpetual motion freaks" (Jones' term). They welcomed him into their bro- 
therhcd,ard, as Jones described it: "I protested that my machine was a hoax, 
and #at I was a self-confessed charlatan; even so, I was once accused Of 
lying to protect my secret. I fear that many of the poor freaks must have 
returned to their workshops with renewed determination" (Jones, 1983). 

An irony in such cases is that once the defrauders admit to their frati, 
the door is open to distrust them entirely. Some proponents will demand that 
the defrauder prove that he committed the fraud claimed ti will not simply 
accept his word for it. Thus, some scams&l by Randi (and it should be empha- 
sized that Professor Phillips is not among these) insist that he has not yet 
adequately demonstrated how each and every seemingly paranormal effect was 
produced by deception; and until he does so to their satisfaction, they simply 
will not accept his claim to successful fraud. On purely logical grounds, 
theirs is a tenable position in light of the many loose ends involved. But for 
most of us, the parsimonious conclusion (the one psychologically easier since 
it seems to make less new assumptions about the world) is that we should 
believe Pandi and his associates when they merely tell us they produced all 
their effects through quite normal-s. Given his lack of knowledge about 
conjuring and his spiritualist views, Sir Arthur Cowan Doyle could logically 
argue that Harry Houdini had actually secretly used paranormal powers of 
dematerialization to escape from hisbondsandthatHoudiniwas lyingwhenhe 
claimedtodoitthrough trickery (Conan Doyle, 1930 ), but most of us view 
such an explanation as ludicrous because it strongly violates what we see as 
the more parsimonious one that Houdini escaped quite normally, just as he 
claimed, even though we may not fully know his mathads. Nonetheless, it must 
be acknowledged that without knowledge of his methods (in actual fact, Houdi- 
ni's methods have long been well known amzmg conjurors), acceptance of Houdi- 
ni's word that he did mere tricks must ha taken on trust; thus, Conan Doyle's 
position may seem foolish, but it was not irrational. 

We need to recognize that those (e.g., Schwarz 198313, who conducted 
research only on Shaw) who today think that Randi has not yet adequately 
explained the details of Shawls and/or Edwards's tricks and who continue to 
believe that real PK took place a& that Pa&i's debunking claims are inade- 
quately supported are neither dunces nor irrational. Thoseof us whoaccept 
Randi's claims as thoroughly discrediting the reports of the boys' PK can not 
do so on purely rational grounds. We do so because we think our ConClUSiOn iS 

the most reasonable under the circumstances, not because our logic and evi- 
dence are truly air tight. Until each and every instance of alleged PK by Shaw 
and Edwards is adequately accounted for as to how it was actually normally 
produced (not to the researchers fooled-they may never become convinced due 
to normal factors of human errors of memory and inference-but to the rest of 
us making a judgement), we may still reasonably take their word that they 
cheated; but we must recognize that such trust is an act of faith and not one 
based on purely objective or strictly rational grounds. (Many of the simula- 
tion methods are generally available; what some feel is needed is an explani~ 
tion of the few events which Schwarz and Uphoff still maintain might have been 
genuine examples of psi.) 

If Randi truly expects us to view Alpha as a "serious scciolcgical expe- 
riment"(Randi, 1983a) that provides us with disproof, and not merely as a 
publicity prank intended to discredit claims of PK, he mustat some point 
publish the details of the simulation methcds used. Otherwise, how are inde- 
pendent, objective observers (especially those outside of the conjuring fra- 
ternity who know little about the limits of trickery) togo beyond a merely 
reasonable or plausible conclusion (agreeing with Randi) to one that is a 
truly scientific (experimentally established) judgement? None of this is to 
argue that Randi must reveal his methods. As a conjuror, he has the right to 
guard professional secrets; he might even be condemned by many fellow conju- 
rorsif hechosetorevealall.But itmustbe openly acknowledgedthatthis 
is a basic limitation placed on such claims of a conjuror that keep them from 
vlling a proper scientific claim. Unless Randi is willing to bear the full 
burden of proof about his claim that all reports of the boys' PK effects can 
be explained by cheating, his can atbestbe only a quasi-scientific claim; 
and those of us who accept the claim should recognize that we do so based on 
what I believe is a reasonablebias ratherthanuponpurelyobjective (i.e., 
exclusively scientific) grounds. 

Lest I be accused of "mystery-mongering," or somehow being an apologist 
for those who insist that real paranormal events have occurred even where they 
can l=e or have been substantially duplicated by trickery, I must categorically 
state that such is not my purpose in the above discussion. I only wish to 
point out that the issue in such matters revolves around questions of parsimo- 
ny rather +3n logic per, se. Many critics apparently believe that duplication 
through trickery is su ficienttodiscredit a claim that an effect was pro- 
duced paranormally. Such duplication by trickery certainly is sufficient to 
raise serious questions about a paranormal claim, butaquestionremains a 
question and not an answer. The burden of proof is upon the claimant in 
science, and those who make claims of the paranormal must bear that burden 
not thecritics.Butwhenacritic rejects a claim not because the evidenck 
for it is inadequate for the size of the burden it must bear (and parsimony 
then plays a role), but because he claims to have proven the evidence is the 
result of trickery, he is himself making a positive claim and that claim, too, 
needs proof rather than mere assertion. 
a conjuror to reveal his methods to us, 

It is reasonable for us not to expect 
ard it is not necessary for him to do 
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so if he merely wishes to reduce the weight of the evidence for some paranor- 
mal event about which his duplication through trickery raises serious q~eS- 
tions. But, I would contend, it is not mere nit-picking, nor is itapologe- 
tics, to remind us that much of our discourse in such matters rests on issUeS 
of parsimony and therefore must leave the door slightly ajar for what to many 
of us would appear to be highly implausible arguments. To close that door 
would betoblozk further inquiry, and that a true scientist must never do. 

It must be understood that Randi's Project Alpha was in largeparthis 
response to a challenge that had been frequently made to him by several 
parapsycholcgists. In the past, Ranli-as other conjurors before him-usually 
presented evidencethatsome alleged psychic effect had not been produced 
paranormally by himself producing a similar effect through deception. Most 
critics of psi accepted such a demonstration as a replication of the alleged 
psychic effect and adopted the parsimonious conclusion that the psychic's 
effect was probably also a trick. Often, therewaswntroversyoverthedegrae 
to which the conjuror actually reproduced the same effect under similar condi- 
tions.Critics of psi, whousuallyadopt stringent criteria for replication 
when proponents claim favorable instances, sometimes accept vary loo.%! trite 
ria for replication when the claimed reproduction is discrediting to psi. 
Thus, Randi's simulation of psychic metal bending on a television show might 
be accepted as discrediting similar effects reported to have been done under 
more controlled conditions. But even granting comparable conditions, propo- 
nents of psi pint out that similar effects do not neceszsarily imply similar 
causes. The existence of wigs does not negate the existence of real hair. 
Randi has always acknowledged that his ability to reproduce psi effects 
through deception does not prove the effects he duplicates were identically 
prcduced; Randi clearly states that his argument that the original affect was 
probably also produced by fraud is based on parsimony (reasonableness) rather 
than pure logic. As Randi put it: "I have never claimed--nor could I, as 
logical person claim-that my duplication of 'psychic' feats shows that 'pSy- 
chits' use similar trickery. What it does Show is that it is more rational to 
suspect trickery than to adopt the preposterous alternative." (Randi, 1980, 
p.3). Note that here Randi says "suspect trickery" rather than-assume tri- 
ckery." His formally stated position is not so severe as many assert Nonethe 
less, ~andi's less formal statements frequently sound as thovgh he assumes and 
even asserts that trickery is the explanation for an alleged paranormal pheno- 

. thus Ran&has contributed to the confusion aboutwhathe really has 
okaying: Most psi researchers probably would not take issue with Randi if 
he consistently stated that he merely suspected trickery as he does in the 
above formal statement by him. It is clear that Randi goes beyoyd mere suspi- 
cion, for he believes trickery is the most probable explanation, not merely a 
reasonable conjecture. 

Because of this problem, numerous proponents had demanded that Rardi come 
into their laboratories, under their conditions, to demonstrate whether or not 
he could truly replicate the reported test performances of allegedly real 
psychics.And when Randirefusedthatchallenge,theyviewedthisasdemon- 
strating that he was unable to reproduce the phenomenaundertrulysimilar 
conditions. The obvious problem with such a challenge, of course, is that the 
conjuror has no guarantee that the conditions would truly be similar. In the 
first place, the actual conditions under which the allegedly real psychic was 
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tested can not be truly duplicated. Those conditions were necessarily incom- 
pletely and perhaps inaccurately reported. (Ray Hyman has pointed out that 
even the "psychic" who originally performed a feat could not repeat his per- 
formance under exactly the same conditions, so a proper test would require 
that both the "psychic" and the conjuror attempt the same feat under condi- 
tions to be agreed upon and juried by a panel of proponents, critics and 
agnostics.1 Prob;ibly more imprtant, knowing they were dealing with a conju- 
ror, it seems likely that the researchers would be particularly on guard and 
would not likely seek to be "helpful" as they might be to someone they thought 
a genuine psychic, one out to advance rather than discredit their work. The 
atmosphere would be totally different, and that would be very important for 
anyone seeking to misdirect the researchers. 

Knowrng this, Randi still tried to live up to the challenge as best he 
could. Thus, in 1975 he visited the offices of -1and:s spiritualist newspa- 
per Psychic News , got himself intrcduced as a real psychic named Zwinge (his 
original family name) an3 completely fooled them into thinking he was a major 
new psychic find (Randi, 1982, pp. 186-190). Since he was able to hide his 
real identity, Randi demonstrated that he could deceive some Persons supposed- 
ly experienced in psychical matters. Hut, of course, such spiritualists should 
not be confused with serious laboratory scientists. How then could Randi 
accept the latter's challenge while guaranteeing the same conditions that they 
might give a so-called "psychic" like Ted Serios or Uri Celler? Randi's answer 
was Project Alpha. 

In an independent analysis of the issues involved, scciolcgist Trevor J. 
Pinch (19791 arqued that to demonstrate that fraud took place in the original 
experiment, "the results of the replication must first be published as a 
paranormal claim, just as parapsycholcqists themselves have done.... If those 
claiming fraud do not get their intial (apparently) paranormal results publi- 
shed, then the critic can say that fraud has not been unequivocally demon- 
strated because the paranormal interpretation of the results was unconvincing. 
It is as though a magician pulls a rabbit out of a hat without showing us 
first that the hat was empty. No replication of fraud which meets this condi- 
tion has yet batan reported-at least nOne which warrants scientific attention" 
[in a footnote, Pinch indicates he here is making reference to Randi's episode 
with Psychic News1 (Pinch 1979, p. 3361. Though not directly in response to 
this critique, Randi's Projct Alpha began as an attempt to meet this very 
problem. 

TheNatureofAIpha 

Essentially, Randi introduced trickery into an ongoing research enter- 
prise in order to expose publicly what Randi considered to be the absence of 
proper scientific procedures that should have controlled against or discovered 
cheating. It is important to emphasize the following point: The only thing one 
might label "fraud" found during Alpha was that put into the situation by 
Randi (and one can even argue about the use of that term here since Randi's 
gain from Alpha was not directly related to any financial loss to Alpha's 
victims, he did not intend that they suffer financially, and he did expect to 
eventually "debrief" them). Alpha was not done to lure the experimenters into 
fraud or to get them to act dishonestly. Thus, it was not a case of entrap- 
ment; it was merely one of sabotage. But this sabotage was conducted in a 
"god cause," to detect and reveal what Randisaw as research incompetence. 
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Therefore, such sabotage was viewed by Randi as excusable. (I must emphasize 
that I do not view malice as a necessary part of the definition of sabotage, 
as those who are offended by myuse of this term have inferred2 sabotage can 
be a defensive act as well as an offensive one, as when a spy sabotages an 
enemy efforttobombhis homeland.) And,of course, if the researchers'con- 
trols l-ad been adequate to stop fraud, Alpha would have failed and (presuming 
that I&&i's association with Alpha become known) Randi would have been the 
onediscredited oncehis failure to fool them had been revealed. (In fact, we 
must remember, too, that Dr. Thalbxrne of the Mac I& argues that the formal 
experiments theyconductedwere fraud proof and that Alpha therefore act- 
failed, despite Randi's clai?ii-ib the contrary.) 

It seems to me that those who applaud Alpha can be usefully Categorize 
as taking either one of two general views towards Rardi's hoax. One is that we 
are dealing here with a magician, a non-scientist, performing a useful role in 
d&urCng what he believes to be pseudoscientific claims by paranormalists. As 
such, it is an independent action by a performer, partly taken in response to 
challenges made to him by antagonists. As such, it would be inappropriate for 
us to raise serious guestions about scientific ethics and methCXlol0gy. This 
seems to be the attitude many take towards Alpha. It was merely a prank with 
a useful side and a prankwelldoneinthat itbroughtridiculeto those who 
demonstrated their incompetence. (One version of this viewpoint take the 
position that Randi's argument was mainly rhetorical and not purely scienti- 
fic; it is to remind us tit when a scientist of good credentials attests to 
paranormal effects going on in his laboratory , we should take that with a 
largegrainof salt.) Viewed thus, it would fall into the same category as the 
famous instance of an art show jury that was fooled into bestowixqits first 
prizeupon a "work of art" that was actually a paintingbyanape whichhad 
beenenteredby some art students. It mocks the pretentious, and many.geta 
gcod laugh out of it, especially those who think the victims were silly rn the 
first place. If  this were all Randihad intended, it would be difficult t0 
take much issue with Alpha. 

We must reject thisview of Alphaas just a cl-prank, however, since 
Randi emphatically tells us he did not mean it as a mere joke. He even pointed 
out in his press anouncement (Randi, 19834 that: "Itmustbe stressed that 
Project Alpha was designed as a legitimate, serious sociological experiment. 
It was not intended to embarrass or belittle any persons." It also seems clear 
that many in the scientific community (at least at Discover and at the CSICOP) 
seem to have accepted this loftydescriptionby Randiwhat Alpha is sup- 
posed tote. In light of this, Alpha must be evaluated as a serious expximent 
before we can judge whether it was successful or a failure. 

As I noted earlier, therehavebeen past cases where frati has been used 
within science to catch incompetents. Perhaps the mffit publicized recent case 
of this sort was that in which researchers feignsxd mental illness in order to 
get into a mental hospital so that the diagnostic practices of the psychia- 
trists could be tested (Rosenhan, 1973). These "pseudo-patients" found that 
orxe they had bsenlabelled psychotic, they could not establish that they were 
sane, even though they were quite normal. Though there has been much contro- 
versyaver the ethics involved in that study, many scientistsbelieve that the 
deceptive means used here were justified by the stws impxtante&s. %xxe 
are many other parallels. For example, it is not uncomn-cn for those interest& 
in security (as in industry or in intelligence work) to employ third parties 
to ascertain if they can break thrcx=gh security precautions to test the sys- 

tems. It could easily be argued that parapsychologists have some respnsibi- 
lityto similarly test their controls against fraud by actually promoting 
tests of their precautionary measures by potentially helpful cheats. Parapsy- 
cholcqists must produce adequate controls against error and fraud if they are 
toconvince the generally skeptical scientific elites of the value of their 
experiments. (I speak here of formal experiments. We must remember that a 
substantial case--but, in my view, not a clear cut and therefore convincing 
one--has been made that the early work at the Mac Lab was in fact not of a 
formal character.) Thus,, those who value truth more than they dislike ridi- 
cule should--at least to some degree--be grateful for any exposure of inade- 
quate controls by those in their midst. We need to assess Alpha in light of 
such considerations. 

The Mac Lab and the Rumors 

At the 1981 meetings of the Parapsycholoqical Association, Prof. Phillips 
gave a two part presentation. During the first part, Phillips showed some 
tapes he had obtained from Randi which demonstrated how metal could be bent 
through trickery. These were tapes Pandi put together at Phillips' request (it 
needs to be noted that Phillips actively sought Randi's advice prior to this 
convention, before it was forced upon him as one might infer from Randi's 
accounts) and included footage from television appearances, including some of 
those by Uri Geller. Following this first part, Phillips showed us tapes he 
had of some experiments on PK done at the Mac lab with Shaw and Edwards. The 
reaction to Phillips' presentation from his fellow parapsycholoqists was 
clearly hostile. Many asked him how his tapes really differed from those from 
Randi. They criticized him for his lack of controls in the experiments. Char- 
les Honorton even steed up and said that tiiis kind of work was setting para- 
psychology back many years. Randi sat next to me during all this, and he 
acknowledged to me that though Phillips had been fooled by the boys, the bulk 
of those parapsycholoqists present clearly had not been impressed. Randi even 
told me that he was proud of the parapsychologists for the way they showed 
their skepticism. Since Randi told many of us at the PA meeting that he was at 
the convention to write up his impressions for The Skeptical Inquirer, I told - 
him I expected to see him write up the matter for that journal saying what he 
had said to me. As it turned out, Randi never published any column about this 
convention at all. I have recently been told by correspondents at the Mac I& 
that Randi's failure to publish the expected column may have been the result 
of his prior agreement with Peter Phillips not to write anything about the 
presentation since it was to be an informal session to which reporters were 
not being invited. 

A strange side event at this convention was that all sorts of rumors 
started up about what might be going on. The most frequent one I heard was 
that since the Mac Lab films were so terrible, Randiand Phillips must be 
collaborating on some sort of experiment at the convention to see if the 
parapsycholoqists would fall for such stuff. Given that Randi's films showed 
m&ho% so similar to those that could have been used by the boys in Phillips' 
films, it was quite understandable that some of these conjectures started 
going around. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that Randi's complaints about the Mac Iab 
workcenter around theseearlyefforts presented at the 1981 PA conference. 
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Professor Phillips correctly points out that his lab's best work was done 
after this presentation, work during which they took the critical advice of 
Randi and fellow parapsychologists and during which no fraud (or very signifi- 
cant psi results) tookplace.Phillips arguesthatcharacterizations of him 
and his colleagues as Yncompetent" might more accurately have described them 

as "inexperienced but capable of learning as they went along." 

Project Alpha's success was soon questioned. Washington UniversityIs 
spokesman quickly pointedoutthatthe Mac Labhadnever issuedany sClentlflC 
endorsement of the boys' psychic abilities, thatnothinghadbeenpublished 
about the boys in any peer-refereed journal , and he also cited a September 
1981 statement from the Mac I& (Phillips, 1981a and b) that nothing the boys 
had accomplished could not also be done through normal means. Questions also 
were raised about the claim that the boys had never been confronted with 
inquiries as to whether they used trickery. (I always found Randi's charge 
thattheboys were notevenaskedif they were cheating abit silly. Even if I 
suspected Uri teller of fraud, I would not expect him to admit such to me just 
because I bothered to askhim. Did Randibother to askGeller if he cheated 
before Randi wrote his book exposing Geller? It is, after all, not the job of 
interrogation but that of proper experimental controls to eliminate cheating. 
Besides, just because the boys were instructed by Randito admit fraud if 
asked, (a) whatreasonwould the experimenters have had to expect that, and 
(b) why is Randi so certain that the boys obeyed his directive?) Other 
parapsychologists recalled Randi's presence at the 1981 meeting of the Para- 
psychological Association when Phillips' research with the boys was sharply 
criticized, both from the floor and afterwards during informal conversations. 
They expressed surprise at Randi's apparent insistence (inferred from his 
media statements as in Anonymous, 1983a) that Phillips' early work was typical 
or representative of the best in the field. 

Itscon became apparentth&RaMi’s hoped for big fish-the endorsement 
of the toys' PK by a major psi researcher who had previously claimed experi- 
mental validation of other wonder workers--hadgottenaway. Randiwas only 
able to showoff acoupleof minnowshehad caught.Perhaps this wasinpart 
because Randi had prematurely closed down his "experiment" before a big fish 
could bite and Rardi decided to have a report on Alpha filmed in time to make 
the deadline for an upcoming television special on which he was tobe fea- 
tured. On the other hand, the Mac I&had finishedexperirm?ntingwithShawand 
Edwards some months earlier, and reports indicated that Professor John Hasted 
(a prime potential target for Alpha) was acting most cautiously because rumors 
thatthetoys were fakes hadbagunto spread. 

As I have already emphasized, we must remember that the only "fraud" 
Randi incontrovertibly exposed in parapsychology was that whichhe placed 
there himself. Martin Gardner (1983-413) has referred to Alpha as a case of 
"entrapment" WhichGardnercites as being "the act of catching in atrapor 
luring someone into a compromising statement or act." In the usual, especially 
the legal sense, we speakofperscnsbeingentra~ when they are lured into 
some wrongdoing or crime. Though Alpha did reveal much credulity and even 
gullibility among a few parapsycholcgists, the facts remain that (1) Pandi has 
not reported that he found any fraud committed by psi experimenters; (2) some 
MacLabresearchers mayhavepersonallybelievedinthePK abilitiesof the 

boys, but they never claimed any scientific validation of their abilities and, 
in fact, issued a major disclaimer to that effect (Phillips, 1981a and b; 
Bannister, 1983); and (3) Par&i saw the negative reactions of the parapsyche 
logists at the 1981PA convention to the Mac Lab work, so he knew full well 
that Phillips' experiments were neither typical nor representative of the best 
work being done by parapsycholcqists. (To his credit, Randi did indeed expse 
what many of us would characterize as the gullibility of some parapsycholo- 
gists, but for this he received praise rather than condemnation from several 
leading parapsychologists for the useful reminder to all of the need for 
guarding against tricksters.) It is also important to note that the McDonnell 
I& reportedly (Lipwicz, 1983: 18; and fitterman, 1983: 13) spent $10,000 to 
hostand test Randi's young frauds. A legal action could have been brought 
against Randi for those costs, but the Mac Lab chose to avoid further expense, 
time and publicity. To say the least, Project Alpha raises serious queStiOnS 
about the ethics of such an "entrapment" operation doneinthe name of sci- 
ence . 

Fciadi’s Minnows 

Thechief victim of Project Alpha was Dr.Berthold Schwarz, a psychia- 
trist who was thoroughly convinced of the validity of Steve Shawls psychic 
powers. I have never met Dr. Schwarz, but from all reports, he is an unusually 
warm and trustinq person. I suspect that his great sympathy for people would 
make him an excellent therapist. Unfortunately, such traits can make one 
particularly ripe for a charlatan ready to take advantage of one's trust. Dr. 
Schwarz was an early member of the Parapsycholoqical Association and has 
published much about psychical research and about &Os. Nonetheless, he is not 
an experimentalist and his work is not typical of that done by eqerimental 
parapsychologists in the PA. 

Cm the one hand, Dr. Schwarz was thoroughly fooled by Steve Shaw, and he 
even wrote a monograph (withdrawn prior to official publication) claiming to 
validate Shawls abilities. Clearly, his par observation was demonstrated by 
Shawls subsequent debunking revelation. But the fact is that Dr. Schwarz's 
claims were never endorsed by his peers in the PA, and his writings about Shaw 
never were published in a peer-refereed journal. More important, Dr. Schwarz 
had not previously validated any other youthful metal tender who might now be 
discredited in light of his mistakes with Shaw.So, this was hardly a major 
catch for Randi. Note should also be made of the substantial expenses Dr. 
S&wan must have incurred in bringing Shaw in for testing, etc. Pandi's scam 
must have cost Schwarz more than pride, so we can hardly be surprised that 
Schwarz is not grateful to Randi for his "lesson" from Alpha. 

Similarly, even if we accept (as I do) that Randi succeededindiscre- 
diting some claims of independent psi researchers like Professor Walter Uphoff 
--who are not members of the PA, do not represent its standards, and whom 
Randi tday would no longer even call "parapsychologists"-- that hardly con- 
stitutes the Sort of massive indictment of parapsychology that Discover's 
column would suggest. Nor is it the "landmark in psychical research" that The 

- Skeptical Inquirer labelled it. In short, Pandi's biggest trick with Alpha may 
have been the illusion whereby he made such a mole-hill appear to be a moun- 
tain. 

Finally, it should at least be mentioned that a great many questions have 
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been posed by the rejoinder to Randi from Dr. Schwarz (1983a and b). For 
example, Dr.Schwarz first became involved with Shaw because Schwarz hoped 
that Shaw might be able to use PK to help his seriously ill daughter for whom 
no ortbalox medical-e is available. According to Schwarz, Shaw encouraged 
both Schwarz andhis daughter in Schwarz's guest for a paranormal cure for 
her otherwise hopeless condition. When I later asked Stave Shaw about these 
charges (we spoke at the 1983 CSICOP conference where he was a featured 

\ 

speaker), he flatly denied this description of the events that occurred. 
Knowing Pandi‘s past condemnations of the claims of psychic healers, T wrote 
toRandiwhen I first heard about Schwarz's complaint, and I asked Randito 
confirm or deny Schwarz's allegations. Randi wrote me back saying he refused j 

to reply to such insulting charges. Some of these issues seem to ba matters of 
public record, as when Shaw was taken by Schwarz to the National Insitute for 
Rehabilitation Eng ineering where thaw purp~'~&ly explicitly spoke about the i 
potential of telekinetic forces for therapy. According to Dr. Schwarz, Shaw's 

!  

presentation on that occasion is available on tape ard corroborates Schwarz's 
i 

version of this matter. Whatever the facts may be on this issue, there is no 
reason for us to asSume that Randi necessarily always knew exactly what Shaw 
said to Schwarz. Shaw may not have adhered to Randi's instructions at all 
times. Since there appears to be objective documentation that might at least 
partly resolve a dispute that so far has hinged ondifferences in recollec- 
tions (and memory is notoriously susceptible to error), we may yet learn what 
really happened. I hope that Randi will eventually get around t0 giving us his 
own version of what may have ham. 

ProjectBetaardBeyrxr3 

ThoughProject Alpha limiteditstraptoa small set of psi researcher 
victims, Randi’s annouxement at his Dismver press confer- of a Project 
Betaalreadyinprcgresswas a warning issued toall. Hany researchers repor- 
tedly reacted to this announcement with mild paranoia. People within psi 
research abruptly became suspicious of one another, and all sorts of rum0rs 
started flying about where Randi might strike next. I was told that some 
people had even decided to postpone research projects because they simply did 
notwantto get entangled with Randi. In one instance, as the story came to 
me, a benefactor from the United States gave a British university arcund $5000 
most of which was returned because a key researcher there mistakenly feared it 
might be part of Pan&i's plot 

Finally, in August of 1983, Randi revealed what he claimed was both the 
character and the "success of Project Beta." In his published statement on 
Beta, Ftardi wrote that RBeta had all along consisted of waiting to see if (a) 
the parapsycholcgists would recognize the need for competent outside help from 
the conjuring profession, and (b) whether they would actually fulfill any 
announced intention of seeking that assistance' (Randi, 1983-4a, p. 103). 
Since the ParapsychOlcgical Association had passed a resolution at its recent 
convention to invite conjurors (via the major magical OrganiZatiOnS) to assist 
in controlling against deception in experiments, and since Prof. John P&off 
had asked Randi for his help in setting up controls in a PK experiment, Randi 
then "happily announced" that Beta was "now terminated and withgreat suc- 
cess. " Randi's announcement included kind words for many, indicated that he 
weld no longer refer to psiresearc hers whowerenot members of the Parapsy- 
chOlcgica1 Assaciatian as +rapsycholcgists" (animpurtantmatte.r since Randi 
had in the past always publicly equated serious researchers, most of whom are 

in the PA, with the often silly psi seekers that pollute the field), and 
said he looked "forward to a growing relationship with those who have reccg- 
nized a genuine move toward a more complete understanding between both camps." 
Unfortunately, all this sweetness and light ended with a short paragraph in 
which Rardi let everyone know that he had also started an as yet uncompleted 
"Project Gamma" which might eventually be revealed. About this new time bomb 
planted among the psi researchers, Randihas thus far revealed only that it 
involves a group of scientists and a study begun two years before. So much for 
Randi's "growing relationship" and a new spirit of "understanding." 

Fandi pointed out that some "jittery parapsychologists" had "jumped to 
the conclusion that Beta must be of the same nature as Alpha, quavered that I 
had inhibited further research by this second project. They were quite wrong" 
(Randi, 1983-4a, p. 102).But were they? The evidence strongly suggests the 
contrary. Let us recall Randi's original announcement of Beta. His statement 
then was: "If those who were caught in this net [Alpha] will realize their 
errors and adopt stringent standards of procedure, Project Beta--which is 
already underway-will fail" (Randi, 1983a). This statement alone should make 
itclearthat Beta was not as later claimed. (1) Beta was SUppOSedly Set Up 
to test the reaction by parapsychologists to Alpha, to see if they learned 
their lesson from Alpha. Yet, here Ran& told us Beta was "already underway" 
prior to the revelation of Alpha. (2) Any normal reader of this sentence-and 
not lust a "jittery parapsychologist"--would interpret this to mean that 
adopting proper controls, presumably in some experiment, would thwart Beta, 
just as Alpha would have been thwarted if proper controls had been adopted. I 
believe Beta then did refer to another test similar to Alpha, and this would 
explainthelanguage used. (3) Note that Randi says that stringent controls 
(such as using the help of a magician) would result in the failure of Beta. 
Yet when the parapsycholcgists later sought the help of conjurors, Randi said 
that Beta was a success! 

There is additional strong evidence that Beta originally meant another 
trap similar to that of Alpha. In Randi's "Advisory Notice Number Two" (which 
he says he sent out to parapsycholcgists "48 hours in advance of a formal 
press announcement" eventhough it is dated January 28, 1983, the same date on 
Randi's press announcement), he closed with the words "caveat legens-Project 
Beta is already underway..." (Randi, 1983a, p. 3). Clearly another warning. 
Yet, it should be obvious that if the psiresearchers had failed to seek the 
help of magicians, had "failed" Beta, they would have had nothing to be warned 
about. What would have happened except that Randi might have said he was 
disappointed that they had not learned their lesson from Alpha. He surely must 
have meant something else. Additional evidence is tobe found in thedemon- 
strable fact that Randimade several earlyreferencestoBetain letters he 
wrote to persons who showed me those letters, 
particular psi 

and therehe darkly hinted that 
researchers were potentially involved in his Beta trap. 

Finally, my several early conversations with Randi in which 'i?eta was mentioned 
CleZOZly left me With the impression that F-reject Beta was a new trap Randi had 
set for some experimenters. 

What evidence has Randi offered us that Beta was originally what he 
later claimed it was in August, eight months after he announced its existence? 
Randi Points out that he wrote a de-cription of the nature of Beta to my 
neutral colleague Piet Hein Hoebens in April of 1983, but that was done 
several months after he first announced zeta. Critics like Randi frequently 
mmplaim when parapsychologists fail to post their experimental expectations 
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in advance, raising the suspicion that their confirmed hypotheses might have 
been created after the results were in. Yet here is Randi, making a dubious 
claim about the nature of Beta, and yet expecting us to accept his claim 
without the simple proof we might have expected of him, i.e., some description 
of Beta pre-posted with some neutral party. Hoebens would have been quite 
acceptable to me, but it would have been necessary for Randi to post it with 
him at or before the time Beta was first announced, not several months later. 

Would Randi let a psi researcher get away with something like this in a 
purportedly "legitimate, serious experiment"? 

What then really happened to Beta? It seems to me that the most parsimo- 
nious explanation is that what Randi now calls Project Gamma was probably his 
original Project Beta. Clearly, Randi tells us, something went wrong with his 
recently disclosed Project Gamma after it was initiated, and he is uncertain 
as to whether or not it will ever get completed. 'Ibis sort of switch is rather 
a standard magician's ploy, the use of multiple end points. Since Randidid 
not initially tell us what Beta was, he could then claim any outcome he wished 
as representing Beta. Randi knew from me that I had teen seeking to qet the PA 
to make liaison with the magical organizations for nearly two years. He was 
invited by me to be on the PA panel of magicians I arranged. And he knew that 
many prominent magicians, including those on the panel, were critical of his 
ethics in regard to Project Alpha (something Fardineglectsto mention inhis 
writings). Randi knew all this prior to his letter to Hoabens about Beta. So, 
I offer you the conjecture that Randi may have taken the cppxtunity to rename 
his dud Beta project “Gamma” and replace it with a newly defined Project Beta 
which he could call successful. Randi could thus partially mend his fences and 
even take some credit for the PA's new appeal for help from magicians (which, 
by the way, had been initiated by me quite independently of Alpha and which 
appeal actually excluded Randi since he is not a member of the conjuring 
organizations addressed by the PA). 

I must emphasize that although I pxsonallybelieve--based on the arqu- 
me&sand evidencecitedabxe-that Randipulled a switch to makehis Project 
Beta appear a success, I do not expect all tobe convinced by mycase which 
rests mainly on parsimony. I therefore insist that we treat my conjecture 
about the switch as plausible and likely rather than as proved. Cn the other 
hand, we must remember that it is Randiwhohas putforwardthe claim for a 
successful Project Beta, so he must bear the burden of proof for that claim if 
he asserts it as a continfipart of his serious scientific efforts. He may 
yet present us with arguments and evidence to remove what appear to be obsta- 
cles to our acceptance of his assertions, but until ha choose to present such, 
we m?t remain skeptical. 

Not all psi researchers were put on the defensive by Alpha. Dennis Stil- 
linqs, director of a M inneapolis groupcalled the Archaeus Project,whichputs 
out a newsletter by that name, was outraged and initiated a retaliatory hoax 
which started as a small joke but escalated into something more significant 
Stillings felt that Randi was trying to reap advantage from lies told to the 
psi researchers and was, in effect, blaming the victims. Stillings believed 
that any parson could be deceived by lies and that Randi was just as suscepti- 
ble to such human error as anyone. So, Stillinqs (1983a) issued aphony,one 
page, special issue of his group's newsletter (of which only two copies were 

mailed out and these to Edwards and Shaw with the expectation that they would 
show it to Randi). The ersatz issue contained a short, two paragraph, fraudu- 
lent announcement that the Archaeus Project had just been given "a fund of 
$217,00O...as seed money for a program in PK research and education" It said 
the funds were for "grant money to PK investigators, especially those inter- 
ested in 'metal bending"' and for "developing a program of educating children 
in the range and nature of parapsycholoqical phenomena." Finally, it said that 
"Those applying for grants, as well as those gifted with paranormal abilities" 
should write to Stillinqs. Stillinqs also separately wrote a letter to Shaw 
telling him that sinceshaw was a fraud, he should not apply for any of the 
money.To stretch the joke even further, Stillinqs also published a warning 
"Advisory Notice" (Krueger, 1983)-to parallel Randi's similar advisory notes 
-in a previous real issue of his group's newsletter. 

Though Stillinqs'oriqinal prank struck me as being a bit silly (after 
all, Randinever claimed to be immune to trickery, and conjurors fool one 
another all the time), what happened next went far beyond Stillinqs' expecta- 
tions and turned the matter into a siqnificant episode. upon seeing the phony 
announcement, and apparently without properly checking things out, Rxdi de 
tided to give one of his annual psi-mclckinq "Uri Awards" to this receipt of a 
phony grant. Thus, on April 1, 
"Uri" in the funding category: 

1983, Randi's Discover news release gave a 
.- 'To the Me&ronics Corporation of Minneapolis, 

who gave $250,000 to a Mr.Stillinqs of that city to fund the Archaeus Pro- 
ject, devoted to observing people whobend spoons at parties. Mr.Stillings 
then offered financial assistance to a prominent young spoon-bender who turned 
out to be one of the masquerading magicians of Project Alpha--a confessed 
fake." In this incredible award statement, Randi managed to falsely identify a 
major corporation as the funding source (when no source was ever mentioned in 
theoriqinalannouncement), escalated the award from $217,000 to $250,000, 
misdescribedthe purposeofthe phony award, and falselyclaimedone of his 
asscciates had been offered funds! 

Stillinqs and other foes of Randi, particularly Walter Uphoff, had a 
fielddaywith Randi'sbiqblunder. Withheadlines in psi publications like 
"'Non-Magician Fools Conjuror" (New Frontiers Center Newsletter) and "Resear- 
cher Fools Randi Into Making Fictional Award" (PsychicNews), the "Amazing" 
Randi was portrayed as merely "Amusing." Randi, however, was apparently not 
amused. He has thus far not publicly acknowledged his mistake, although he did 
write an apology to Medtronics and admitted his mistake in private correspon- 
dence (including a letter sent to Stillinqs which Stillings managed toget 
Randito write him by posing as a third party). In fact, when his Uri Award 
list was reproduced in The Skeptical Inquirer, Randi's award to Medtronics was 
simply omitted withoutcomment. Although Stillinqs had only intended his prank 
to demonstrate that Randi, too, could be fooled, it actually ended up dis- 
playing the fact that Randi is capable of gross distortion of facts and in 
this case, at least, shot from the hip (and here managed to hit his own foot). 
This naturally might lead some to question Randi's reporting accuracy in the 
past and should caution us to look more carefully at the past cries of "foul" 
that opponents have hurled at him. 

The aftermath of Alpha has been full of much acrimony, and there have 
been charges of distortion by Randi hurled at him from many quarters, especi- 
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pheral ones to my concerns here and make no judgements about them now. In 
justice to Per&, however, it must be noted that the ultimate positive contri- 
bution of Alpha may well be found in his debunking efforts in these other 
areas of what parapsycholcgist Martin Johnson has called "para-pornography." 
Certitinly, the claims fti in places like The National mer tit p&11- 
cized "psychics" like Masuaki Kiyota (champGed=f. Uphoff and others) 
and the debunking claims about such people by Randi deserve attention and 
examination. 'Ihat is merely outside the scope of this article. Instead, let me 
turn to two relevant events I learned about only after Alpha had run its 
CUlISe. 

Randi's primary "attack" with Alpha was on the MacDonnell Laboratory. 
Because of the largebeguest settingupthat lab ($500,000 over five years), 
Randi apparently thought this was a major operation and an inpartant target. 
Of course, this grantgavethe Mac Lab only an average of $100,000 per year, 
and a good portion was presumably taken by Washington University for the 
overhead costs universities routinely take for administering grants. So, the 
MacIabhas never been thebsstfunded psiresearch operation in this country, 
as one might m&assume from some press reports. 

In addition to Randi's negative "Uri Awards," he also gives what he terms 
"Straight Spaon Awards" which commend researchers for their positive wntribu- 
tions. When Randi made his first press anncuncementahout Alpha at Discover, 
in 1983, in which he criticized Prof. Phillips and the Mac Lab for their 
credulity, he failedtomention something important:OnApril 1,1982, less 
than a year before, Randi had awarded Phillips his *Straight Spoon Award* 
because Phillips had reconsidered his position about using only loose controls 
0n~hawardEdwards a&decided to re-design his experimental procedures after 
what Pandi called a "less-than-enthusiastic reception for his presentation at 
the 1981 meetings of the Parapsycholcgical Association" (Randi, 1982; Potash, 
1982). Cne would have thought Randiwould mention this award in his writings 
aboutAlpha,butthatwouldhave made Phillips look less foolish when Alpha 
was announced. Since Pa&i. told us that Alpha "was not intended to embarrass 
or belittle any person" (Randi, 1983a), one might have expected him at least 
to mention this "honor"bestowed by him upon Phillips in the very midst of 
Alpha. 

A second curious matter emerged in a letter sent in to The Ske tical 
-d (Chalmers, 1983-4) calling attention to the "unnoticed irony 

the journal had earlier published an article (McBurney andGreen- 
berg, 1980)in which Steve Shaw, who had been posing as a real psychic long 
before Alpha (e.g., cf., Anonymous, 1977: Hazlett, 1979) was purportedly 
unmasked as a fraud. It seemed that no one had noticed this. The reply to 
Chalmers' letter pointing this out stated that Randi claimed that Shawls 
presentation of himself as a genuine psychic was part of Shawls "cover" @%a- 
zier, 1983-4), but it seems most surprising that Randi never brought this up 
in his revelations about Alpha. After all, he could have pointed out how those 

who endorsed S&w's PK powers stupidly overlooked this clear warning to them 
that Shaw was a phony. It seems most likely to me (again, I argue from parsi- 
mony) that Randihimself may not have realized this article appearedinhis 
own OrganiZatiOn’S journal until Alpha was well underway. Randi informed the 
Mac Lab about this article in late December of 1981, and Phillips replied 
abwtitto Randi the next month, pintiny out that the alleged debunking was 
actually of little force since it did not really unmask anything but only 
proved that Shaw failed to demonstrate psi when controls had teen instituted; 
he had not been caught cheating at all. Perhaps Randi found Phillips' argument 
on this convincing, or perhaps hedid not want tocall attentiontothe fact 
that Shaw had been presenting himself as a real psychic long before the 
initiation of Alpha (cf ., Anonymous, 1977 and 1978). (The fact that Shaw had 
been posing as a genuine psychic since 1977, long before he had even met 
Randi, negates theclaim that he was doing so merely as part of his "cover" 
for Alpha.) Otherwise, why did Randi refrain from mentioning this matter when 
he brought in far less impressive things to demonstrate the supposed credulity 
of psi researchers? Until Randi gives us a formal and full accounting of 
Alpha, or makes publiclyavailablethe "388 documents" whichhe said "tells 
the story of the Project" (Randi, 1983a) 
remain a minor mystery. 

, this odd episode probably will 

What Can We Conclude? 

The Alpha story has not yet ended. We may yet hear more about Project 
Gamma, and Randi may wen be working his way slowly through the Greek alpha- 
bet. This essay was not intended to present answers so much as it is meant to 
explore the facts and raise questions. I may have misevaluated some matters 
and unintentionally misrepresented others. I sincerely hope that Randi will 
respond to this essay and correct any factual errors. He is mostwelcometo 
space in this journal to criticize my analysis. I still believe that Randi 
freqwntly acts as an admirable critic. Like the "little girl with the little 
curl," when Randiis good, he canbe "very, very good." On balance, I still 
believe his presence in the paranormal debate has beenhealthy.Hehas done 
some very competent debunking in the past, and despite what I have conjectured 
about his motives during the Alpha case, I think Randibelieves himself an 
honest antagonist. Like all of us, Randi is human and is capable of error: and 
sincehe aspires todealsimplywithcomplex matters, sometimes his errors 
have been large. Frankly, I hold Randi far less responsible for his mistakes 
and zeal than I do those supposedly serious scientist critics who accept his 
pronouncements uncritically. 

First and foremost, we all must remember that Randi is a professional 
conjuror. He is not a trained scientist although he is remarkably well versed 
in many areas of knowledge. He is , I think, what Ray Hyman (1980) termed a 
"hit man" brought in by scientists to discredit (rather than disprove) unor- 
thodox and extraordinary claims. It is a great mistake to think that the norms 
surrounding a conjuror create the same obligations which define the scientist 
(cf., Collins, 1983). Like his MartinGardner (1981, p. xvi), Randi is often more interested in seeing his opponents de- 
feated byhorselauqhsthan syllcgisms.Randihas saidthathesproject 
Alpha would fail due to the vigilance of the researchers tested. Does anyone 
seriously believe Randi wanted that to be the result? (As Randi might say 

"If you believe that, I havesome swamp land I'd like to sell you!") Randi is in 
effect a kind of vigilante, one outside the normal sanctioning order of sci- 
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ence, one who can violate the regular rules in his search for a more efficient 
"higher justice." Thus, he is mOre likea fabledgunslingerthananofficial 
law man: more like Mickey Spillane's Mike Hammer than a a district attorney 
constrained by problems like due process and civil liberties. He iS not cbli- 
gated to Observe the normal collegial courtesies within the scientific commu- 

nity. If a credential& parapsychologist discovered a colleague conducting 
poor or even fraudulent experiments, he would be expected to bring this matter 
to the attention of the Parapsychological Association or publish his com- 
plaints in a peer-refereed journal. A scientist is normally expected first to 
complain about his peers' bad work to his colleagues, who are expected t0 
investigate matter dispasionately, before going directly to the public via the 
mass media. A normal scientist would be criticized--even if his facts were 
true--if he firstwenttoa major popular science magazineand held a press 
conference at which he announced his revelations and told us that details 
would scan appear on his forthcoming TV show. (Note that Randi would similarly 
criticize a psychical researcher who ran to the media with a popllar account 
of his work before first having it published in a proper technical/scientific 
forum. But such actions are understandable-and I would argue somewhat excusa- 
ble--in the case of a professional magician whose livelm depetis not on a 
tenured university position but upon media publicity. (Since many parapsycho- 
logists, even in the universities, do not have tenured positions ard are less 
likelytoget it because of the sort of publicity Randibrings their field, 
they probably would not agree with me that Randi's actions havebeen atall 
excusable.) It is the jc& of a conjuror to get publicity, and Rarxli is damned 
good at that job.Evenconjurors whohavebeen at odds with Rand1 (and many, 
including Walter Gibson, publicly voiced their disapproval of Project Alpha) 
have expressed admiration for his ability to get great media coverage. 

The simple fact is that Randi is behaving much like other conjurors have 
behaved in the past, including Harry Houdini. It shouldbe expectedthathe 
would seek to elevate the status of his activities into that of a noble 
champion of science against pseudoscience. Would we expecfhimto s?yrnf; 
shucks, take my scientific efforts with a grain of salt; I’m )ust a mglclan . 
Given everything involved in the difficult life of a performer, I personally 
think Randi does remarkably well by the truth as he sees it. This in part is -- 
because Randi seems really to believe his own rhetoza&t his noble fight 
against the dark forces of irrationality and pseudoscience that threaten 
Western Civilization. He is not the blind fanatic some suppose, but he is a 
zealot, and I believe he means well (though G.B. Shaw reminded us all that 
'me road to Hell is paved with good intentions"), 

In my view, the problem is that too many scientists have uncritically 
accepted Randi not only as their knight but have given him quasi-scientific 
authority. It is no coincidence that Randi mentions the CSICUP every chance he 
gets and has it prominently on his stationery; for while plugging his group, 
he also reminds us of the scientific company that legitimates his activities 
and elevates them to "scientific inquiry" rather than 'plblicity seeking." So, 
to paraphrase Shakespeare, 'lhe fault, Dear Brutus, is not in this Star but in 
ourselves.” We simply never ShouldhavetakenRandi for morethanhe really 
is: an excellent magician who can perform a most useful role as an expert wit- 
ness in the adjudication process Of science. We should never have elevated him 
to the role of a major advocate or lawyer in the court of science, and we 
certainly should never treat him as either judge or jury. Yet this is what has 
happened. For example, Randi was designated as the spokesman, rather than as 
an important expert witness, when he recently was invited to present the case 

against parapsychology on a panel at the 1984 meeting of the American Assccia- 
tion for the Advancement of Science. Manyparapsycholoqists indicated they 
felt this was rather an insult to parapsycholcgy since they would have expec- 
ted a scientist to be their critic on such an occasion. We really can not 
blame Randi for accepting such an "honor," but we should be critical of those 
who accept him in such a role. (This has nothing to do with how well Randi 
performed on that platform.) In short, I blame the scientific community-- 
especially the science publications like Discover--and not Randi for the 
uncriticai reactions tohis escapades, including Project Alpha. In myview 
Randi is just doing his job and doing it well; but, it seems to me, too man; 
otherwise critical scientists and science writers have failed in their jobs 
because they were so amused by Alpha that they failed to notice the damage to 
fairness and truth that tOok place amidst our laughter. 

******* 

~~ogue:cmAlphaardHe 

&cause Martin Gardner (1983 and 1983-4b) has published a number of false 
stdtemezd abut my own connection with Alpha, I will take this OcCaSiOn to 
set the record straight. I first learned of Alpha in late July of 1981via a 
conjuror whom Randi had proudly told about the project. Thus, 
of it from Randi, I did not learn 

and I immediately wrote him a letter (which I also sent to 
several mutual friends in the conjurinq fraternity) telling Randi that I had 
learned of it and had deep misgivings about how he mighthandlethe affair. 
Ra&.i promptly replied by phone and initially flatly denied the existence of 
the project. It was only when I told him I had confirmed the story via a 
mutual conjuror friend (not my original source) that Randiadmitted Apha's 
existence and complained that our mutual friend had even confirmed the story 
for me. 

I pointed out to Randi that I was concerned with the likelihood that he 
might exaggerate the results of his "experiment," overgeneralize the results 
to those resarchers in parapsychology who were not incompetent, 

and use the project more as a publicity device that could hurt people than as a construc- 
tive effort to help psi researchers do better science. Randi assured me that 
his intentions were the best, that he actually hoped the researchers would 
avoid the trap, and expressed his conviction that in the end the parapsycholo- 
gists themselves would be grateful to him. I was impressed by Randi's apparent 
awareness of the deeper issues involved. I had been friendly with Randi for 
some years, both as a colleague interested in matters paranormal and as a 
fellow conjuror..1 trusted Ran&. However, contrary to what Gardner has writ- 
ten (1983-4b1, I never gave Randi my word that I would notrevealhis hoax. 
Since Randi did not originally confide in me about the hoax-and even tried to 
deny it to me at first--I felt under noobligationto Randi. In my letter of 
July 29, 1981,to Randi about Alpha I wrote: "I do not plan to do anything 
about all this until at least a week before the PA meetings--if I do anything 
at all. But I must try to balance the likely good your operation will do 
against the harm I think it likely to do. The more information I have the 
easier any decision I make should be. I am not at all anxious to bloi the 
whistle on this scheme. You seem to have invested much in it and it has-as I 
have noted-a positive side. But if you can persuade me that there is less to 
the negative side (or moretothe positive side), then I would feel far more 
comfortable in not warning those I consider the likelyinnocentvictims of 
your plot." I told Randi nothing thereafter that would indicate any change in 
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my position on this. 

Perhaps the most important factor which induced me not to inform the 
researchers being hoaxed was that I thought Alpha, if properly done, would 
likely produce very important results. Fan& expressed his hope that Shaw and 
Edwards might move beyond the Mac Lab and have their phoney PK abilities 
"validated" by a major British researcher and/or others whohad previously 
pUblished reports about yourq subjects with similar purport& powers. If Randi 
could actually accomplish this, his accomplices wouldbecome a control group 
against which we could measure the competence of these same resear&ers who 
had issued reports claiming the validation of PK powers by others. As such, it 
seemed to me, Alpha mighttrulybecome a "legitimate, serious sociological 
experiment.” Given Pandi’s assurances-which he repeated many times to me over 
the next year and a half, onone occasion in a small groupdiscussion we had 
with two other people who knew of his hoax- that he would act respnsibly and 

carefully so that we would all be proud of his effort, I told Randi that I had 
no plans to communicate the secret of Alpha to those at the Mac Lab. 

Though I did not communicate the secret of Alpha to any of Randi's 
victims, I did confidentially inform a few key persons, especally several 
science journalists, including two at Science about the matter; and I kept 
them informed of Alpha'sprogresstotheeddegree that I was awareof 
what was happening. Perhaps this was a mistake on my part. I realized that 
there was the chance that matters might thus leak out, but I felt this small 
risk had to be taken. So far as I have been able to ascertain, these confi- 
dances were kept. I did this mainly to keep Randi from being the only source 
of information about Alpha when he finally broke the story. I did not want 
these journalists to receive only Randi's version of the events. I realized 
there was the danger that he might turn it into more of a media event than a 
useful scientific exercise, and I had from the beginning feared that Randi 
mightexaggeratetheimplications of Alpha for the rest of parapsychology. 
Since he ended up doing precisely that, I havenoregrets abouttheoutcome 
from my disclosures. 

In retrospect, it is easy to say that I might better have done this or 
that. I remain uncertain about whether I took the wisest course of action. 
perhaps I should have immediately informed the Parapsycholaqical Association; 
perhaps I should have remained entirely silent; or perhaps there were other 
alternatives I might have taken. Given the complexity of the issues involved 
and my own conflicting feelings, I took what then seemed to me the most 

prudent coUrse. Upon reviewing my own actions, I can only assert that I did 
not act hastily nor did I act with malice. Nothing I did, so far as I have 
been able to ascertain, hurt anyone or had any significant effect on the 
prqess or outcome of Project Alpha. I broke no promises and revealed nothing 
told to me in confidence. I can only ask that if others judge my actions, they 
do so based on the actual facts ard not on misinformation, misrepresentation 
or rumor. 
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Subjective probabilities do not always correspond to the fact 

"articularly when the facts are not readily established arguments 
t herefore ensue. 
C, ategorfzed the manner in which degrees of belief (i.e. subjective 

I suggest that controversies might be'usefully 

e' 
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stimates of probability) are distributed; particularly by looking 
)W these distributions vary among different groups of people 'e.g 

laymen and experts), in the relevant literature, and over time: 
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Ideally, subjective probabilities would correspond to reality and 
yield belief distributions as in Figure la (simple situations) or 
Fiqure lb (complicated matters). On such straightforward issues as the 

FIGURE 2 
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throwing of a die, for example, the actual probability is known and also 
easily calculated: so (Figure la), unanimity will prevail on the view 
that a situation with probability 0.5 indeed has a probability of 0.5, 
and people will be prepared to lay even odds on the event. On more 
complicated matters, rational people can differ over the postulates and 
assumptions involved -- for example, in calculating the probability that 
extraterrestrial intelligence exists. Then there will not be a unanimous 
view but a distribution of beliefs (Figure lb), ideally a normal distri- 
bution about the actual probability. 

But human beings do not judge probabilities dispassionately on the 
basis of the best evidence, nor is that best evidence widely or readily 
available (particularly not on controversial matters). Our judgements 
are influenced by preconceptions, and by the desire to be certain rather 
than agnostic, and by emotional involvements (to save face. to exert 
authority, and so on): in consequence, beliefs tend to be polarized to 
the two extremes and not distributed in a Gaussian manner. Further, 
controversies are muddied by ignorance, chicanery, and a prevalence of 
misinformation, which would tend to smear out the distributions of 
beliefs (it is somewhat chancy whether one is exposed to good infor- 
mation or to misleading data either too positive or too negative). 
Actually observed distributions of belief would therefore differ from 
those in Figure la or lb as a result of polarization and broadening to 
resemble Figure lc (somewhat polarized opinions) or Figure Id (yet more 
polarized). 
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When analyzing' what has been written on the controversial matter 
of the Loch Ness monster, I found such belief distributions quite 
illuminating. Figure 2a shows degrees of belief expressed in books, in 
chapters or sections of books, in journals and magazines, and in a 
newspaper. Books express predominantly a believer's viewpoint; neutral 
or debunking works are little in evidence. That corresponds to intuition -- 
how often it is said that books of mysteries and anomalous claims sell 
well and are readily publishable whereas skeptical works are difficult 
to market. But concerning Loch Ness, chapters of books display a much 
widei distribution of degrees of belief: that is not necessarily 
intuitively to be expected; nor that articles in periodicals show a much 
greater degree of polarization of beliefs. That the London Times skews 
toward disbelief, however, might well have been expected by anyone who 
is even slightly familiar with newspaper coverage of Loch Ness (and of 
similar topics). 

To understand the high polarization evidenced in periodicals, 
examination by type of periodical seemed an obvious necessity; and some 
clear differences emerged (Figure Zb). Magazines specially concerned 
with anomalous claims were polarized strongly, as between neutral and 
strongly inclined to belief: that is plausibily explained by the 
preponderance of two sorts of articles -- pure reporting of alleged 
sightings ("neutral" as to expressed belief that an anomalous animal is 
involved), and interpretive articles overwhelmingly favoring the reality 
of Nessies. I found interesting that pieces in such scientific journals 
as Nature, on the other hand, showed something almost akin to a Gaussian 
distribution of belief, whereas articles in journals of popular science 
were again more polarized: perhaps writings for a scientific audience 
are more cautious and less dogmatic than those intended to expound 
science to a wider audience (not a particularly novel or startling 
suggestion, I admit). But it is not my purpose here to claim new 
insights from these results, nor definite explanations of them: rather 
to claim that looking at such controversies in this fashion can illum- 
inate them; further, that we could understand a great deal more if 
similar data were available, for comparison, about other controversies. 

I found particularly interesting the change in belief distribution 
over time, evidenced in the magazines (Figure 2~). Belief became more 
prevalent after 1955, and during the late 1960s there was almost a 
consensus in this literature that Nessies were real; belief remained 
high in the 1970s though opinions were again polarized. Most recently, 
however, the degree of belief has decreased and the degree of polari- 
zation increased again: the distribution is very like that of 1935-54. 
Those years were ones in which almost no new evidence or claims about 
Loch Ness were made public; and it is the case that once again, very 
little new evidence has been advanced in the most recent years, indeed 
not since the underwater photographs of 1972 and 1975. Perhaps, then, 
these belief distributions do reflect happenings in the controversy in a 
usefully accurate and explicable manner. 

I suggest also that belief distributions could serve to characterize 
different sorts of controversies. 
would differ markedly on anomalies, 

The beliefs of experts and of laymen 
I expect; whereas on more socially 
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and politically sensitive subjects -- nuclear power, anti-missiles -- I 
would expect the beliefs of experts and of laymen to be more similar. 
(On the first sorts of issues, evidence might be more influential than 
emotionally charged preconceptions; on the latter issues, political and 

social prejudices are paramount.) More specifically: 

1. Controversies within science: there is general agreement on the 
nature of the issues andthe evidence, whose influence outweighs 
non-cognitive factors; belief distributions among scientists 
approximate Gaussian; the controversies have no immediate political 
implication, so the belief distributions expressed in the media 
mirror those of the scientists; the distributions of the population 
as a whole mirror those projected in the media. 

2. Anomalous claims: the experts' beliefs, strongly influenced by 
what is known and by non-cognitive factors, are strongly skewed to 
disbelief with great unanimity (little polarization); the population 
as a whole is strongly polarized, with belief generally predominating; 
the media are in between and there are differences according to the 
type of newspaper or journal; the literature as a whole is highly 
polarized. 

3. Technical matters of socio olitical im ortance: there is strong 
oolarizatimzs are, etermined more y --%-----E-6f. deology than by 
particulars (see Weinberg‘); differences between belief distri- 
butions of technical experts, media, and the population as a whole 
are minor. 

Whether these particular expectations are sound or not, the possibility 
exists that controversies could be segregated into several categories 
through studies of belief distributions, and such classification could 
lead to further insights. 

NOTES: 
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SOME FURTHER "LXX.& who ptledeh to hueme judgment 

CLARIFICATION) on the ceaimd cd wapsycho&y tie not 
efltidy .ihJLtionne." 

D.J. West, "parapsycho'ogist"' 

"Thehe me in@hetid pahapbycho~ugiAb 
who . . . 

Gerd H. Hovelmann 
have duccedd6cLeey tie&k-ted the 

tenfp&zLhnb 06 uvbteadon." 
P.H. Hoebens, "critic"* 

I. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

It always means a double-edged enterprise if a philosopher of science 
interferes with discussions within a special branch of science, and all the 

more so if, with normative intent, he dares to make recommendations as to how 
members of this special branch of science ought to adjust their practice, 
present their research findings, or build their theories. The situation is 
complicated further if this philosopher has himself, in one way or the other, 

dabbled in this particular field of research and -- at least equally important 
-_ if it is not yet established whether the field under consideration can at 
all be justly viewed as a legitimate branch of science.3 All of these un- 
pleasant difficulties apply conjunctively to my original paper and are reflected 
in the dialogue around it. Such difficulties may lead (and, in fact, have 
led in some instances) to misconceptions of various kinds; thus, some of my 
commentators apparently had considerable problems assessing the position I 
might be taking in debates on matters parapsychological (the fact that I 
approached the field of parapsychology only a few years ago may have contributed 
to this confusion). Since comments on a scientific paper frequently are not 
completely independent of the (previous) assessment of the author's general 
position on the issues in question, these problems have inevitably led a few 
commentators to fail to fully comprehend the main purpose of my article. Finally, 

some other misconceptions are probably due to the fact that, apparently, I 
did not succeed in presenting my arguments in a way as clear and intelligible 
to anyone as would have been desirable. 

So far (May 13, 1983) my recommendations have provoked almost two dozen 
commentaries which are of an amazing variety. In order to correct some of the 
old misconceptions as they are evident in a few of these cormientaries and to 
prevent occurrence of new ones, it will be unavoidable to clarify my general 
position on some of the matters at issue along with my responses. Wherever 
possible, I will do that rather briefly in my responses to single commentators 
in section II; since some other clarifications require more space, however, 
I have decided to treat a few of the more important questions in another section 
(III) following my individual responses. There I will explain my thoughts on 

(what is wrongly called) the Kuhnian "philosophy" of science and try to 
point out why parapsychologists should not adopt it (111.1); I will briefly 
deal with the question as to how to construct a scientific terminology 
survival problem (111.3). Furthermore, I will tr 
in my responses to Dr. Stokes and Professor Zusne 7 

to explain (especially 
my personal attitudes 

towards the legitimacy of parapsychology and the legitimacy of criticism, 
and I will have something to say on the mutual relations between the para- 
psychological camp and that of the critics. This proceeding will, moreover, 
cause the welcome side-effect that the occurrence of annoying overlappings 
can be avoided to a certain degree. Overlapping arguments put forward in 
several of the commentaries will each be treated in deatil in one individual 
response, and reference will be made to that respective treatment when a 
similar argument turns up in another commentary. 

What I wrote about occasional misconceptions above was not to say that 
I feel largely misunderstood by my commentators. On the contrary, I think 
that, though a few conentators seem to have missed some crucial points, a 
considerable number of most pertinent and thoughtful comments, questions, and 

objections have been put forward, and I noticed some vague but promising 
signs indicating that the whole enterprise might not have been in vain. 
the future will show, however, whether I am right about that. 

Only 

To conclude these introductory remarks, I thank the many knowledgeable 
persons who spared time and effort to participate in this zetetic dialogue 
on some recommendations for the improvement of parapsychology's practice. 

II. RESPONSES TO MY COMMENTATORS 

Response to John Beloff 

In the seventh reconsnendation of my paper, I urged parapsychologists 
to lend their support to Dr. Beloff's suggestion for an official Commission 
of Enquiry. Seven out of twenty-three commentators dealt with this proposal 
in their remarks on my recoiivnendations (besides Dr. Beloff, these include 
Mr. Hoebens, Professor Leeds, Dr. von Lucadou, Dr. Nash, Dr. Palmer, and Dr. 
Stokes), and all but Dr. Beloff himself declared themselves more or less 
explicitly against this suggestion. The main argument was that previous 
experiences with similar commissions suggest that they are unlikely to resolve 
anything if (as in parapsychology) the problems at issue are controversial. 
While these six "negative" votes certainly do not form a representative 
sample of parapsychologists' opinions on the desirability of such a Comunission 
of Enquiry, the uniformity and unanimity of these colrPnents may well justify 
the assumption that Dr. Beloff's suggestion would have only little chances of 
being accepted by a larger group of parapsychologists, say, by the members 
of the Parapsychological Association. Nevertheless, I continue to believe 
that some kind of "concerted action" ~~ 
some of the problems we confront. 

might prove to be very useful for solving 

Dr. Beloff fears that if my recoirsnendations should turn out to miss 
their desired effect, "we may find that we have sacrificed a large slice of 
what has traditionally constituted the subject-matter of our science to 
no purpose." Turning this argument around, he seems to be sugqesting that we 
should carry on investigations in some areas for the mere reason that they --__ 
have traditionally "constituted the subject-matter of our science." I am 
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not prepared, I confess, to share this opinion. I rather think that there 
are indeed some such "slices" which could well be "sacrificed" without para- 
psychology being any the worse for it. 

Dr. Beloff then holds that my recommendations "embody serious misconcep- 
tions" and inadequacies. I will deal with these alleged misconceptions in a 
few moments, but first I should try to point out an obvious misconception on 
Dr. Beloff's part: In the passage I quoted above, he speaks of the "desired 
effect" of my recommendations. There seem to be some confusions as to what 
this "desired effect" was. Dr. Beloff appears to believe that my recomnenda- 
tions were mainly intended to provide parapsychologists with guidelines or 
tactical tricks for a better window display, to enable them to "placate our 
scientific neighbours" or to chum up more effectively to the scientific 
community "in the interest of some supposed respectability" (some other 
comnentators, such as Dr. Scott, in particular, seem to share this impression). 
Dr. Beloff is dead wrong, however. -_ Suppose that parapsychology in its present 
constitution aEady were a well-recognized branch of science, that parapsy- 
chological departments were firmly established at every other university, that 
leading scientific periodicals, such as Science, Nature, New Scientist, or 
Scientific American, were regularly devotingconsZG$'bleparts of their space 7) 
to insidersr~@~s on parapsychological research, that this research 
were sufficiently funded, that there were no critical opposition whatsoever 
against parapsychological research, and that James Randi were studiously 
organizing sightseeing tours to the major parapsychological research centers; 
given all this, my recorianendations would have been almost entire1 the same! 
In the first place, my paper was concerned with the methodica -+dXyr 
actions in parapsychology, with the criteria for the validity of scientific 
propositions. and with the question as to what forms conclusive evidence in 
science. And my main claim was that parapsychology will hardly be accepted as 
a legitimate branch of science unless we conform to the mores of sound and 
rational scientific conduct4. 

To turn now to my alleged imisconceptions, Dr. Beloff claims that I 
ignore that theories or hypotheses 
explanation" (my underlining). 

never "exclude % alternative 
Of course, they don't. A possible alternative 

explanation to Ptolemy's theory of epicycles (which can be traced back to 
Appollonius and Hipparchos and which was replaced after the advent of the 
heliocentric conception) would havebeen, for instance, that a deity forces 
the planets to move uniformly in circular orbits around particular points 
(the centers of the planets' epicycles) which, on their part, are forced to 
mOve in circular orbits (the "deferents") around earth. The crucial question 
here is: What do we accept as an explanation? I would propose that we call 
a phenomenon "explained" if know how to produces it. The notion: "The -_- 
explanatory value of theory Ais higher than that of theory 8" can then be 
reconstructed to read: "Relative to the attainability of a given purpose, 
theory A permits of the performance of more purposeful actions than does 
theory B." This is the basic principle, I think, by which scientists, in fact 
(whatever they may be telling us), decide on acceptance and rejection of 
(alternative) explanations . (So, the proof of the pudding does not lie in 
eating it but rather in knowing the recipe). In terms of this principle, I 
think, there are a lot of reasonable alternative explanations especially in 
the case of the debatable survival hypothesis or in case of spontaneous 
paranormal occurrences. 
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Now, Dr. Beloff further complains that what I have said about the 
evidential value of spontaneous cases (my recorrsnendation 3) "means, in 
effect, that no anecdotal evidence, however carefully researched or corroborated, 
is worth anything as evidence for what actually transpired. One wonders 
whether the author has stopped to consider that if this assertion were 
generally conceded it would become virtually impossible to convict anyone of 
anything in a court of law." He is quite right in assuming that, in my 
opinion, spontaneous cases are not "worth anything as evidence" in a 
scientific sense. This is simprbecause the conditions under which these 
cases occur are not under our control In my view, "anecdotal evidence" is 
contradictory in terms. Appealing to legal proceedings is of little help here. 
The crucial work in the quotation from Dr. Beloff's comments is the work 
"generally." Remember what H. Arthur Smith, himself a lawyer by profession, 
said it, his presidential address to the Society for Psychical Research some 
seventy years ago: 

"My first comment must be that it is &no means clear that a 
lawyer's is the most important point of vie-a case like that 
before us. The lawyer is conversant with certain canons which in 
the aggregate are known as the law evidence . . . These canons are 
no doubt based on the principles of inductive loqic, but in the 
application of these principles they are cribbed and confined on 
all sides by the exigencies of forensic practice. It is far from 
being certain that the dialectic methods of the forum are the 
methods best adapted for the investigation of questions not subject 
to similar 
conditions" 7 

estrictions, but carried on under entirely different 
(my underlinings). 

And Smith adds: 

1, 

.  .  I  though there is much evidence quad debet monstari, that is, 
what lawyers call evidence to go the the jury,there absolutely 
nothing that can be called evidence quad facit videre (Professor 
[William] James has somewhere called it 'knock-downevidence') from 
a lawygr's point of view; nor can I conceive that there is ever likely 
to be" (Smith's underlinings). 

This assessment speaks for itself; one of the main problems is, moreover, that 
the "principles of inductive logic" are quite insufficient to help to prove 
anything in the sense of empirical scienceg. So, the question should not 
be whether we "have nothing but the highest respect for" certain scholars, 
but whether we find their interpretations reasonable and justifiable. Further- 
more, it has apparently escaped Dr. Beloff's attention that I did not 
recommend to "renounce . . . all investigation involving spontaneous real-life 
incidents"; I merely urged parapsychologists not to ascribe any evidential 
value to them. 

Then Dr. Beloff shifts his ground, emphasizing that he believes that 
parapsychologists are dealing with "the world of mind rather than the world 
of matter" (my personal opinion is, however, that we are essentially putting 
the wrong questions here and that the so-called mind-body problem may be a 
"Scheinproblem," a sham problem). We should be well aware, moreover, that any 
effort to prove the existence of "mind" scientifically must necessarily rest 
on inferences drawn from material and/or behavioral changes. As far as I can 
see, there is no way out of this problem. This does not necessitate the claim, 
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however, that "everything must ultimately be explainable by the laws of physics.” 
It merely shows that "mind research I1 is subject to certain methodological re- 

strilcti s Therefore, it appears at least premature and unreasonable to specu- 
l------ ate, as Dr. Beloff does, on the revolutionary impact parapsychology may have 
on "the prevailing metaphysics of materialism. U In section 111.2, I will try 

to answer Dr, Beloff's objections against ~LV "obscure" discussion of termino- 

logy in parapsychology. 

Since I have focussed disproportionately on my differences of opinion 
with Dr. Beloff, I may have created the impression that I generally disagree 
with many of the views he holds. That.is definitely ~re~.Iq;a;~such 
admire Dr. Beloff's prudence in scientific matters. 
false impressions caused by the treatment of only limited parts of a certain 
subject may be the only disadvantage of a zetetic dialogue. 

Response to Susan J. Blackmore -___ 

I am glad that Dr. Blackmore seems to agree with most of my reconsnendations. 
Comrrnting on my first reconanendation, she writes: "He seems to imply that there 
is nothing revolutionary in parapsychology at all. (L That is the very point I want 

to make but I would even mve a step further and hold that, as far as the produc- 
tion of scientific propositions is concerned, there is nothing revolutionary in 

an science at all! Unfortunately, 
h 

in my own comment on my first reconanendatiz I 
at 'some scientific endeavors may eventually lead to a fundamental change 

in a currently accepted basic scientific concept which . . . may be described as 
a ..I 'scientific revolution.'" I did so because I considered it out of 
place to discuss my objections to the Kuhnian conception of scientific develop- 
ments and scientific change there. Meanwhile, it has become clear to me from 

many coiranentaries that I should have mentioned these objections to make the 
background of this recommendation clearer. Therefore, I have here included 
section III. to which I may refer readers for a justification of my View 
that there is nothing revolutionary in any branch of science. 

I was a bit surprised by Dr. Blackmore's confession that she was "at 
least partly drawn into the field because of the feeling that it was challenging 
the accepted concepts of psychology and other sciences." It is evident to 
anyone familiar with Dr. Blackmore's writings, I think , that her attitude 
must have considerably changed in the meantim?. What I would be most interested 

to learn, however, is if (and how many) others were attracted by the same reasons! 

Dr. Blackmore writes that the question of survival after death "was the 
fundamental question to many of the early psychical researchers and is, I 
suspect, still so for inany par?6 sychologists today" (her underlining). From 

a recent paper by George Zorab it can easily be seen that the first part 
of this description is quite correct, while there are reasons to believe that 

the influence of researchers referred to in the second part is decreasing. 
I conceive this as an advance. I have already dealt with the question of alter- 
native explanations in my response to Dr. Beloff; and on some basic problems 

associated with survival research I will be conrnenting in section 111.3, below. 

I find Dr. Blackmore's additional recommendation l1 extremely thoughtful 
and of considerable importance to the field. She is quite right pointing out 
that the crucial question is: What are the imnediate goals of parapsychologi- 
cal research? One possibility is that we deal with certain hitherto 
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unexplained effects and immediately stop researching a soon as appropriate 
explanations are offered to account for these effects k This would mean 
that, as long as parapsychologists are still investigating a certain phenomenon, 
one maybe absxutely sure that an explanation of this phenomenon is not 
yet within sight. I would strongly object to any such attitude. Marcello 
Truzzi's recent statement with reqard to "anomalistics," also fully applies 
in this case: 

,j 

"If anomalistics is to be a scientific Orientation, its goal 
must be to explain anomalies not gloat over their being unexplain- 
ed. I think we must admit that many anomaly-seekers Want things 
"unexplained" and enjoy anomalies because they are Puzzles ... 
But puzzles for the sake of puzzles is not basically a scientific 
attitude. 
should 

Anomalies are means to an end: improved sciefge. They 
not be an end in themselves" (NY underlinings) . __ ----- 

I have nothing to add to this. The second possibility pursuance of which 

i 
I would strongly recommend is that we follow "every Promising route 
wherever it leads, even if that means away from the parano 
we blend in, for instance, with anomalistic psychologists 

yqa:: &oa;;lethat 

necessary work to truly resolve the issues. In short, I strongly support 
and wholeheartedly agree with Dr. Blackmore's recommendation. I am 

I 

convinced, moreover, that her argument can be applied to all of parapsychology's 
subject matter (she is mainly discussing the problem with respect to OBE 
research) since, even with subject matters changing, the basic constellation 
remains the same. 

!  
Parapsychology may thus be described as part of an 

interdisciplinary approach to some hitherto unexplained effects. What 
else could be the goal of a science called parapsychology if not to explain 
the unexplained? 

Response to Hans JGrgen Eysenck -__ 

I do not share Professor Eysenck's apparent view that our temnino- 
logical problems are "inevitable" (for an exception, see section 111.3) He 
imputes the opinions to me that some sort of "explanatory terms" 
desirable, that other sciences dispose of such terms, and that pa~~~~ychology 
has just failed to develop such terms in its previous history. In fact, I 
rather think that technical terms in th 
of the scientist's experimental 

sciences are to be defined in terms 
actions 75 and in accordance with the criteria 

for the correct functioning of his measuring tools (at least in the natural 
sciences). Professor Eysenck's appeal to "the philosophical problem of 
causality" does not serve his own purposes here, since the term "causality" 
itself can only be methodically introduced by way of "elementary predications" 
(cf. section 111.2) on the basis of the scientist's active control or 

production of causes and effects. 

Of course, there are a lot of reasons to assume that many of the 
contradictory findings in parapsychological experiments are brought about 
the way Professor Eysenck points out. But this cannot serve as an arsument. 
as he seems to believe, against my recoronendation that parapsychologists 
should not prematurely give up the concept of lawfulness. From the mere 
existence of the mentioned contradictory experimental findings, it can not 
be conclusively infered that they are constitutive of paranormal events 
since any such inference would have to make use of inductive logic which 
can be shown to be highly defective (again cf. note 9). 
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In commenting on my first. recommendation, Professor Eysenck calls in 
presumed testimonies by such distinguished witnesses as Copernicus, Galilei, 
and Kepler. According to Professor Eysenck, "Copernicus realized that his 

views were revolutionary," and "Copernicus, Kepler, 
be both revolutionary in their findings and theories 

a;d Galileo claimed to 
Now, I have briefly 

checked the works of Galileo, Kepler, and Copernicus 16* but was unable to 

find any hint indicating that they might have perceived themselves as 
revolutionaries, and I very much doubt that they ever did. On the contrary, 
even Thomas Kuhn -- whom one would rather expect to support Professor 
Eysenck's claim -- is forced to admit: 

"The principle difficulties of the E Revolu 
the ones that we may not evade arise . . . fro 

to any reader-aware of this outcome, the E Revolutionibus 
itself must be a constant puzzle and paradox, for, measured 
in terms of its consequences, it is a relatively staid, sober, 
and unrevolutionary work. Most of the essential elements 
bv which we know the Copernican Revolution . . . are not &be -. 
found an here in Co ernicus' work. In every respect except 
thearth s motion t e e Revolutionibus seems more closely +-+ 
akin to the works of anzent and medieval astronomers and 
cosmologists than to the writings of the succeeding genera- 
tions who based their work upon Copernicus' and who made 
explicit the radical conse uences that even its author had ?-.-+---- 
not seen in his work ,.. e boo gave rise to arevblution ---- 
that it had scar= enuciated. It is a revolution-making 
rather than a revolutionary text . . . As a whole the,!& 
Revolutionibus stands almost entirely wift/in an ancient 
astronomical and cosmological tradition' (my underlinings). 

0 . I Copernicus is frequently called the first modern 
astronomer. But . . . an equally persuasive case might be 
made for calling him the last great Ptolemaic astronomer. 

,,18 

In a very similar way, also Edgar Zilsellg and Stephen Toulmin2° (both experts 
in the history of science) express themselves. When I mentioned these 
results of my literature search to Professor Eysenck, he wrote back conceding 
that "I had taken it for granted that this view of their activities, and their 
own assessment of it was widely accepted." 21 Since Professor Eysenck's 
argumentation rests almost entirely on these presumed testimonies by Copernicus 
et al., I remain totally unconvinced by the conclusion he draws from his 
ns?iission of my first recommendation and especially by his conclusions that 
"of course the views of parapsychologists are revolutionary" and that 
"the revolutionary role is forced on them by the very nature of their data" 
(also cf. section 111.1). To turn once more back to Copernicus: Even if 

Professor Eysenck were right that Copernicus claimed to be a revolutionary, 
this could never be construed as a s stematical argument in support Of 

-. some parapsychologists' claims to be revo utionaries. If we argue in the 

interest of 5 stematical clarifications, Copernicus' self-assessments are 
of only veryhortance, after all. 
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Response to Piet Hein Hoebens -__-- 

I was especially pleased with Mr. Hoebens' introductory remarks pointing 
to the possible meaning my recommendations may acquire when compared to 
traditional German parapsychology and especially to the "Benderian Credo." 
Although this was by no means the main reason for writing my paper, my 
recommendations can well be read as a criticism of positions represented by 
Hans Bender and some other parapsychologists and as an expression of support 
for the new conservative current in German parapsychology. I deeply regret 
that Bender apparently decided to avoid public confrontation by not commenting 
on my paper, although he had repeatedly promised to write up hisobjections 
against my recommendations (so, for instance, 
15 and October 18, 1982). 

in his letters to'me of September 

I would fully agree to Mr. Hoebens' first comment if a "revolutionary 
outlook" and the Kuhnian concept of scientific change were not inevitably 
entailing the problems he is branding: that is, excusing shortcomings of 
research in parapsychology (as well as in other branches of science, by the 
way) and dismissing proper foundation and justification of scientific 
propositions. 
note 72). 

More on these problems is to be found in section III.1 (also cf. 

Since I am going to deal with the survival problem in section 111.3, 
it may suffice to emphasize here that, of course, I agree with Mr. Hoebens 
that the available evidence for survival is "hopelessly weak" at best. And 
I am equally sure as he appears to be that my second recommendation is very 

0 likely to be ignored just by those psychical researchers who should rather 
take it to heart (several people whom I would classify as survival research- 
ers have been invited to participate in this dialogue -- not even one of them 
revealed his thoughts). However, this does not dispense from the necessity, 
I think, to make this recommendation despite its possibly predetermined 
futility. 

about 
Since Mr. Hoebens probably knows better than anyone else what I think 

the desirability of cooperation between proponents and critics of 
parapsyFhologica1 research, I suspect that at least parts of his comments 
on my sixth recommendation were mainly intended to provide me with the 
opportunity to be somewhat more specific on what may appear to be a source 
of possible misconceptions in my original paper. I believe that "para- 
psychologists cannot afford to ignore" anyone's criticism. Therefore, my 
invitation to cooperate was, of course, meant to include a critic who 
believes that he has something to say on the problems at issue even when, 
as seems to be the case with Dr. Wimmer, this belief is based on a miscon- 
ception. 

. Hansel, 
What I wrote about criticisms as they were put forward by Price, 

Wheeler, and even Prokop was by no means intended to exclude them 
from the range of those people whose criticisms are worth our attention. I 
may add however, that James Randi's recent disclosure of his "Project 
Alpha"2s does not came up to the sort of thing I had in mind when I recomnend- 
ed closer cooperation between proponents and critics. It should be noted 
that I do not have serious objections against Randi's project itself but - rather ag$j nst the way he presented his "findings" or allowed them to be 

1 presented . As far as I can judge, he has grossly exaggerated the 
b' representativeness of his "findings" which makes the whole affair rather 

I counterproductive. A recent Dutch paper on the value of criticisms from 
opponents of parapsychology by Dick Biermanlikewise, though with reversed 
premises, falls short of what I recommended in my paper24. 
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I did not write my seventh recommendation with the explicit intent 
to "infuriate the editorial staff of the neo-obscurantist magazine Esotera 
and Esotera's pet parapsychologist, Mr. Elmar Gruber." I have done that 
elsewhereL5. But, of course, I would welcome it if they were concerned by 
this recommendation. There are some fundamental differences between 
"testing Cosmic Awareness" and "testing psi" as far as the testing situation 
is concerned. Since similar differences are also to be found between 
"testing psi" and "testing the survival hypothesis,” I am going to discuss 
them in section 111.3. It is with this proviso that I am ready to subscribe 
to Mr. Hoebens' amended version of my seventh recommendation. 

I should perhaps conclude by stating that I had by no means intended 
snubbing people like Mr. Hendry with my final reconanendation. I trust, 
however, that Mr. Hoebens will agree with me that there are quite a few 
people belonging to the occult lunatic fringe who can hardly be snubbed too 
frequently. 

Response to Brian Inglis. 

It is quite obvious that Dr. Inglis and I strongly disagree with each 
other with regard to all of my seven recornnendations. Since the extent of 
our disagreement is apparent even from a quick glance at our respective 
papers, I will restrict myself to only a few comments on what appears to be 
a diametrical opposition. 

Ad 1: I completely fail to see how psi, "if it exists" (my underlinings), 
could "modify" or even "subvert" scientific method. This argument is clearly 
circular: To be in the position to justify hmctaim, i.e. to demonstrate --.--T 
that psi, if it exists, would modify or subvert scientific method, Dr. Inglis -- 
must first be ableprove the existence of psi by way of applying scientific 
method. But if he succeeds in doing this, the claim that psi, if it exists, 

that were true, the question whether parapsychology is possible as a science 
would already be negatively decided. 

Ad 2: I may refer Dr. Inglis to section III. 3, below, where I will 
be trying to support my "surely absurd" argument. 

Ad 3: I continue to enjoy what Dr. Inglis regards as my "behaviorist 
eccentricity," and I still hold that the phrase "anecdotal evidence" is 
contradictory in terms (see my response to Dr. Beloff). -__ 

Ad 4: Dr. Inglir' comment does not touch my recommendation, since each 
technical term is "a convenience," regardless of whether or not it is -___---- 
app ropriate. 

Ad 5: It is by no means clear whether decline effects form what Dr. 
Inglis calls "consistent inconsistency" (his underlining). I do not think 
this can be justly claimed in the present situation. 

Ad 6: Finding flaws in parapsychological experiments necessarily 
requires the xistence of such flaws. 
be corrosive2e 

So, skepticism must not necessarily 

Ad 7: Obviously, Dr. Inglis misinterprets Martin Johnson's term 
"parapornography." And, again, his appeal to mesmeric trance does not 
touch my argument. 

On Dr. Inglis' sunming up: he demands that "scientists, let alone 
skeptics," should not be allowed to apply "procrustean research regulations." 
He is quite right, provided that we ourselves strive for strict research 
regulations and acceptably high methodical and methodological standards. 

Response to Jf;rgen Keil 

I largely agree with what Dr. Keil says in the first two paragraphs 
of his highly interesting conments. Like Dr. Beloff, he obviously fails 
to realize, however, that I was mainly concerned with his type (2') strategies 
and only indirectly with his type (1) strategies. Consequently, I would hold 
that no "particular decision" should be "made primarily because of (l)," 
while largely disregarding (2). That is to say that we should bother less 
about "unfavorable comments, ridicule and other negative reactions under 
(1)" than about the questions whether our scientific actions and propositions 
are justifiable under (2) and whether we are able to demonstrate this 
justifiability. Moreover, I did not say that "scientific research must have 
a concrete purpose" (my underlinings), but rather that an scientific action 

-4 must have a concrete purpose since otherwise we will not ave a criterion 
to distinguish between failures and successes of these actionsz7. 

Now, Dr. Keil wonders on what sort of philosophy of science my 
recommendations might be based. Well, the conception closest to my own 
is that of the so-called constructive or methodical philosophy as advocated 
by the "Erlangen School" of philosophy of science. Evidently, it is impossible 
here to provide readers with an adequate outline of this philosophy. 
Suffice is to say here that it calls for a stepwise and full foundation and 
justification of any scientific action and proposition (at least, scientists 
should be able to give such justifications upon request), and that it holds 
that the task of philosophy of science is not only a descriptive, but 
also a normative or prescriptive one2B. I agree with Dr. Keil that Occam's 
razor is certainly double-edged, and every shaver should be extremely careful 
when handling it. 

Ad (H 1): Confer with the first paragraph of my response to Dr. 
Blackmore as well as section III. 1. 

Ad (H 2): I largely agree, but confer with section III. 3. I would 
be interested to learn by the way, why Or. Keil believes, as he states in 
another of his paper@, that "recent research about near-death experiences" 
may have "probably weakened" his otherwise non-survivalist position. 

Ad (H 3): To defend Hoebens here, I think that there is not much left 
of Bender's celebrated Pirmasens chair test after Hoebens' critical re- 
evaluation. Carrying out a similar investigation of an orthodox psychological 
claim, as Dr. Keil suggests, would at best lead to the weakening of a 
psychological case but could not serve for excusing shortcomings in para- 
psychological studies. Contrary to Dr. Keil's apparent opinion, I continue 
to view laboratory experiments as much superior to spontaneous cases as 
far as their evidential value is concerred, since with spontaneous cases 

the conditions of their occurrence are completely out of our hands. For a re- 
sponse to Dr. Keil's unfounded claim that "Hoebens only selected 'chair' tasks 
which had methodological weaknesses" (my underlinings), see Hoebens' "Letter 
to the Editor" in this issue of zS. 
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Ad (H 4): Again, in contrast to Dr. Keil's opinion, I do not think 
that we should first "advance to a point where detailed reliable findings 
reveal significant aspects of psi" 
field in order. 

before we put the linguistic means of the 
A proper terminology would already be desirable for 

describing and talking about those "detailed reliable findings." 

Ad (H 6): It is true that exchanges with critics frequently become 
public relations exercises rather than useful discussions and that such 
exchanges usually take considerable portions of our time. But if at least 
parts of the critics' objections against parapsychological practice can 
be shown to be valid, then there may indeed be very good reasons for such 
time-consuming discussions. For the above reasons, I can not help having 
some doubts about Dr. Keil's doubts about some of my recommendations. 

Response to Stanley Krippner 

Needless to say that I was extremely pleased by the most flattering 
comments made by the current president of the Parapsychological Association. 
I find myself in full agreement with Dr. 
ations 1, 4, 5, 6, and 7. 

Krippner's remarks on my recommend- 
To me, especially his comments on my sixth 

recommendation seem to be of considerable importance. I wholeheartedly 
support his suggestions that more skeptics and critics write for para- 
psychological periodicals and that they join the Parapsychological 
Association (also cf. the first part of my response to Dr. Stokes). 

Ad 2: I do not believe that, as far as the results are concerned, 
science might reach anything by way of speculation that could not equally 
well (and probably better) be attained by other, non-speculative means. Iil 
my view, the only useful function speculation can have in science is that of 
stimulating new research. I share Dr. Krippner's assessment of the recent 
extensive paper on survival research by William G. Roll (at least as far 
as its first six chapters are concerned)30, while I have some reservations 
with regard to Rupert Sheldrake's concept of "morphoqenetic fields." Since 
I was not yet able to read Sheldrake's book, however; this assessment is 
only based on two relativelv brief aapers on his conceot oublished in the 
Parapsychological Journal of South kfrica31. Therefore, I'will reserve further 7.-m- 
judgement for the time being. 

Since I regard my seven recommendations as necessary but by no means 
as sufficient guidelines for the future practice of parapsychology, I am 
especially pleased that Dr. Krippner adds "three trmre reconendations for 
parapsychology's future." I find these additional recommendations really 
excellent, and I will seize the opportunity to briefly comment on each of 
them. 

Ad 8: This recommendation is already to be found in an earlier 
publication by Dr. Krippner32. Perhaps editors of parapsychological 
journals should consider joining forces to elaborate guidelines as to how 
to deal with experimental protocols which cannot be published in full for 
whatever reasons, but knowledge of which may nevertheless be indispensible 
for reaching adequate conclusions on the appropriateness of the applied 
experimental procedures, on precautions taken against fraudulent manipulations, 
etc. 

Ad 9: While I do not agree to all of Ramakrishna Rae's theoretical 
consideratiotis.on the problem of replication (see my papers referred to 
in note 15), his recent proposal33 to form a qroup of "psi-conducive" 
researchers ("successful psi elicitors," 
some of the problems at issue. 

as he calls them) may help solve 

could 
Ad 10: Also agreed; perhaps some sort of inter-laboratory arrangements 

be envisaged to coordinate long-range programs. 

Finally, I am immodest enough, I fear, to hope that Dr. Krippner 
may be right with the flattering comments he makes in the concluding 
paragraph of his manuscript. 

Response to Morton Leeds -~- 

Ad 1: I agree with Professor Leeds on his first cormsent. exceot for 
the fact that he seems to be presupposing, that there are "revolutionary 
implications of the field's endeavors." Moreover. I fear that. in the lono 
run, revolutionary outlook may well lead to invalid scientific~methodology- 
and serve, say, to excuse methodological shortcomings. 

Ad 2: The point I wanted to make was not that survival research should 
be given up because of our "current ignorance," but because I think that, 

on principle, survival cannot be investigated scientifically. See section 
111.3. 

Ad 3: 
have 

I did neither dispute that, traditionally, spontaneous cases 

such 
provided "the main drive" for parapsychological research nor that 
cases provide 'most interesting material." 

ascr ibing any evidential value to them. 
I merely turned against 

We can never know for sure whether 
a spontaneous occurrence was, in fact, due to a paranormal factor. And 
accumulating such weak and inconclusive cases (as far as their evidential 
value is concerned) will never result in a strong and conclusive one. 

Ad 4: If a terminology "is becoming very uniform," this does not imply 
that, at the same time, it is also becoming very adequate. While uniformity 
is a necessary crftierion of a scientific terminology, it is by no means a 
sufficient one. It is true that the field is totally under-funded; but for 
constructing a proper terminology only little more than paper and pencil 
is required. 

Ad 6: Hblvelmann has not chosen to ignore the literature! What is needed 
is rational and constructive cooperation rather than merely answeriny 
criticisms. Professor Leeds' 80 percent fiqure could onlv be iustified 
if any parapsychological experiment is also-regarded as "answering the 
critics." I would not recommend adopting this manner of speaking. - 

Ad 7: Even a "dog" is capable of warding off "flies." Thus, the 
"parapsychological dog" should make plain to the "pseudoscientific flies" 
that they will not be allowed to intrude into his field. In fact, the 
problem in question is a more serious one than Professor Leeds seems to 
realize. The results of Allison's34 survey of the views of the members 
of the Parapsychological Association, for instance, sugggst "that laymen 
do, in fact, have a 'corrupting' influence on the field" Allison 
concludes: 
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"Additional analyses show that those who interact frequently 
with laymen are less likely to condemn 'fads and borderline 
areas,' more likely to support research on post-mortem 
survival, and less likely to say that the occult movement 
will be harmful to parapsychology"36. 

To conclude, I have no objections against "the continued slow, steady growth 
of technique and knowledge" provided that it can be secured that this growth 
is well-controlled and not exuberant or running wild. 

Response to Walter von Lucadou ---____ 

Dr. von Lucadou is one of the two conanentators (the other being Dr. 
Pinch) who generally questions the usefulness of any enterprise making 
recomnendations for the practice of a special branch of science. I would have 
a lot of things to say in reply (and I have done so in personal correspondence 
with Dr. von Lucadou); but, unfortunately, I am forced to restrict myself here 
to dealing with with owe aspect only for reasons of space. He claims that the 
history of science has taught us that recommendations put forward by a philosopher 
of science are usually ignored. I do not agree with this for the simple reason 
that the prevailing "analytical" philosophy of science (including Logical Empiri- 
cism of the Vienna Circle, Sneed's Structuralism, Critical Rationalism of the 
Popperian school of philosophy of science, historicism of the Kuhnian and 
Feyerabendian brand, as well as various other positions derived from these 
philosophies) have m, with normative or prescriptive intent, put forward 
any recornnendations as to how members of a specia ' 1 branch of science should 
organize their practice, build their theories, construct the linguistic means 
of their field, etc. Quite to the contrary, these philosophies have always 
regarded factually existing scientific practices as being the best which 
are possible at any given time, and they have even explicitly and prograsrna- 
tically excluded,,all normative efforts from their scope (so, for instance, 
Carnap and Stegmuller). It can easily be seen that this can at best lead to 
an affirmation of the analyzed factually occurring scientific practices. So, 
I do not think that history of science has ever demonstrated the futility 
of attempts to suggest norms and prescriptions for scientific practises. 
Nevertheless, Dr. von Lucadou may turn out to be right that w recommendations 
are of no use. But we cannot know this before such an attempt is made. 

Ad 1: I largely agree with Dr. von Lucadou. However, I would take 
issue with his opinion that quantum theory was a revolution in physics, since 
the truth-conditions of propositions made in quantum physics remain largely 
the same as in classical physics37. 

Ad 2: See section III. 3. 

Ad 4: I agree with Dr. van Lucadou's remarks. However, they do not 
place any restrictions on my recommendation since the formulation of such 
"phenomenological models" should already make use of an appropriate terminology. 

Ad 5: I appreciate Dr. von Lucadou's criticism of my inadequate use of 
the term "inconsistency." Of course, he is right saying that the term 
"inconsistency" is a "predicator" (cf. section III. 2) denoting 

w of models or theories and, hence, cannot be ascribed to constitutlve e ements 
3paranori%Y(orother) events. I avoid this term in the present paper and 
occasionally speak of "contradictory experimental findings," instead. I 
would take issue with Dr. von Lucadou, however, when (if I understand correctly 

what he means) he holds that "underlying models" which "are not formulated - 
explicitly" (my underlinings) may eventually lead to inconsistencies when 
confronted with empirical findings. At one point at least, these under- 
lying models must be explicitly formulated since otherwise it would be 
impossible tofind such inconsistencies by comparing the linguistic represen- 
tions of these models to the linguistic representations of the experimental __ 
findings. Such linguistic representations are indispensible since one can 
not compare a distorted spoon to a model. 

Ad 7: I agree that the unpleasant disputes about the acceptability 
and justifiability of parapsychological research will not be settled by an 
experimentum crucis. I further agree that we should be "modest" and "Patient" 
as far as parapsychology's official recognition as a legitimate branch of 
science is concerned. I would oppose, however, if this demand were 
intended to be applied also to the rigidity of our methods. 

Response to Gerald C. Mertens --- - 

I much appreciate Professor Mertens' attempts to "heap praise (and all 
other kinds of positive reinforcers)"on me. 

Although I find a number of behavioristic claims quite reasonable, 
I think that there can well be pointed out methodical restrictions38 on 
the validity of behavioristic propositions land all the more so if thev 
are made from a position that tries to out-Skinner Skinner). In my response to 
Professor Zusne's comments, I will have something to say on where I stand on 
Professor Hertens' expanded version of Professor Truzzi's "hard line continuum." 
So I may defer this discussion for the moment. 

Of course, I am extremely pleased by the rather favorable comments 
by a critic writing from the extreme hard line position (not many 
"parapsychologists"Bg have been lauded that way), and I fully agree with 
him that many of my recomnendations may equally apply to psychology, 
sociology, or psychiatry (this being an aspect that was not realized by 
Professor Zusne although he deals with this question in his comment). As 
I have already mentioned in my response to Dr. Krippner, I do not regard 

my series of recommendations as a complete one. So, I welcome and whole- 
heartedly agree with the additional recommendation Professor Mertens says 
he missed most in my paper, i.e. that the data are presented in such a way 
as "to insure the study is free of frauds, dupes, gettin excited over 
'chance,' exaggerations, or the 'real world principles' 40 . . . at work in 
the situation which go unnoticed and/or unreported." Admittedly, taking 
adequate precautions against fraudulent manipulations is extremely difficult 

'with such mediums as Uri Geller and others, but this objection does apply 
to much less a degree (if at all), for instance, to Schmidt-type 
experiments. Be that as it may, I hope that my reconunendations have made 
a contribution to the effect that, in future some dubious "E.S.P.'ers" will 
have fewer reasons for "laughing all the way to the bank with" Professor 
Mertens' "money, time, and effort." 
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Now, Professor Mertens reproaches parapsychology for being at least 
indirectly responsible for “creeping 'irrationality' toward the likes of 
a Holocaust or Jonestown." This fatally reminds me of what I recently read 
in a German police journal41 or of arguments as those to be found in the 
libels authored by the German critic of parapsychology, Wolf Wimmer. In 
a similar way to Professor Merten's, the anonymous author of the police 
journal article relates parapsychology to the Jonestown mass suicides and 
to outbreaks of terrorism, while Wimner holds that parapsychologists must 
share responsibility, in retros ect (!), for medieval witch hunt&-'. It 

-+ is true that a few parapsyc o oglsts have occasionally shown a close affi- -- 
nity to obscure mystical, supernatural, or other basically irrational 
movements; but to claim that, because of this unpleasant fact, parapsycholo- 
gists (in lural!) are to be held responsible for terroristic activities 

-+ or other crlmlna outrages is absurd to such a degree (all the more SO if 
such claims are made without any further specifications) that it simply 
does not merit detailed refutation. I would agree with Marcello Truzzi 
who recently wrote: 

"Superficial correlations such as that of nazism with some 
German occult views should not be translated as causation; 
and this view overlooks occultisms elsewhere such as the 
occult boom in England during the same period"43 (my 
underlining). 

Professor Mertens' "catch Z-like problem on the attention variable" as 
viewed through a behavioristic monocle, likewise does not hold water. I do 
not believe that he would find an example in the parapsychological literature 
showing that sound criticism, say, of inadequate experimental conditions, 
has resulted in intentional reiterations of these inadequacies caused by 
"reinforcement by attention" rather than in (at least more or less willing) 
attempts to improve these conditions. Moreover -- and this shortcoming 
appears to be at the roots of Professor Mertens' arguments in this part 
of his comments -- he continuously confounds experimental parapsychology 
with the performances of dubious (though well-dressed) psychics. Thus, 
my first ersonal recommendation for "the world's worst dresser" should 

---+--T perhaps rea : n order to assess the scientific acceptability of para- 
psychological research, decide to base your judgement on reports of well- 
controlled laboratory experiments by parapsychologists rather than on the 
dubious performances and extravagant dressing habits of a questionable 
"prime psychic of our days"! Critics should always seek to make their case 
against the strongest arguments of parpsychologists. 

TO turn back to the core of the additional reconanendation Professor 
Mertens briefly outlines, I certainly agree with him that all information 
relevant to the fraud hypothesis should be made available. I may perhaps 
point out, however, that there is a considerable number of papers in the 
parapsychological literature dealing explicitly with the question of how 
to take adequate precautions against fraud. That the problem of such 
adequate precautions against fraudulent manipulations is a well-recognized 
and constantly considered one among parapsychologists, may also be inferred 
from the following: The study program of the Parapsychology Department at 
John F. Kennedy University includes two courses relevant to the problem 
of fraud. In an Undergraduate Course, entitled "Parapsychology, Magic, 
and the Skeptics," various "ways in which conjuring tricks can be and have 
been used by fraudulent mediums and others"44 are explained and discussed. 
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And in a Required Graduate Course, entitled "The Creation of Illusions," 
various "principles and techniques of the professional illusionist's 
trade are explored in or r to develop awareness of the possibility of 
fraud in psychic claims"@. Likewise, two magicians Loyd Auerbach and 
Bill Daniels, on October 16, 1982, conducted an all-iay workshop on magic 
and mentalism at the American Society for Psychical Research. Reports 
Auerbach: 

"Some of the stage-magic principles . . . covered were basic 
sleight-of-hand, misdirection, various types of 'forces' 
(forcing a word or object on a person, who would mistakenly 
think the whole thing was free choice), two-person telepathy 
codes, blindfold techniques, and basic method 
clairvoyance, psychokinesis and precognition" 26 

of simulating 

Auerbach especially emphasizes the need "for laboratory conditions where 
the experimenter, not the subject, has control"47. This may suffice here 
to demonstrate that the problem of fraud is not at all disregarded in para- 
psychology although, of course, there are still many things requiring 
improvement. Moreover, the 1983 Convention of the Parapsychological 
Association in Madison, N.J., featured a session (organized by 
Marcello Trurzi) that invited conjurors to discuss all aspects of 
involvement of conjurors in psychical research.47A I trust,moreover, that 
Professor Mertens has realized in the mean time that his own recommendation 
is essentially e uivalent to the first of the additional recommendations 

9--6--. which Dr. Krippner ma e in his comnents on my paper. May I remind Professor 
Mertens that Dr. Krippner currently serves as president of the Parapsycholo- 
gical Association? 

Contrary to Professor Mertens' opinion, I & think that to specify 
what fraud precautions were taken, in fact, does mean "excessive requirements 
of researchers in this area compared to other areas of inquiry" (my 
underlinings). But I believe that theseadditional requirements are well 
justified given the very nature of parapsychological claims. 

Reading the other commentaries on my reconanendations, Professor 
Mertens will possibly notice that my position is perhaps not quite as"lonelY" 
as he appears to assume, although many commentators are very critical of my 
views(nevertheless, I appreciate Professor Mertens' pity). I especially 
welcome that he has at least decided to "keep watching good research 
methodology" from "out there." Nevertheless, my second ersonal recommenda- 
tion for Professor Mertens' (and parapsychology'sxi[le benefit should 
read: Move a few steps closer to parapsychology, and your range of vision 
will improve considerably! 

Response to Robert L. E40rris --- ~ 

Ad 1: I essentially agree with Dr. Morris' remarks, except for his 
argument that orthodox methods may eventually lead to revolutionary 
findings (see section III. 1.). 

Ad 2: I would have no objections against the sort of research Dr. 
Morris outlines under point (1). I think that these problems can, in 
principle, be profoundly investigated and may eventually lead to useful 
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insights into the factors that contribute to anomalous human experiences. 
Those investigations cannotbe regarded as tests of the survival hypothesis, 
however. The usefulness of point (2) largely depends on the outcome 
of research under (1). 

On Dr. Morris' "minor point": I am well able to clear up this 
apparent contradiction. The phrase "aging Nobel laureates' was meant to 
point to the fact that a considerable number of well-reputed scientists 
(Werner Heisenber 

3' 
Pascual Jordan, Hermann Oberth, and many others may 

serve as examples obviously feel entitled to add a lot of ill-founded 
ideological or metaphysical trash to their earlier solid work. Now, 
these people must have reached a certain degree of fame and reputation 
rather than a certain age to be sure that their speculations will be 
taken seriously. So, Werner Heisenberg, who was appointed Nobel laureate 
when he was 31 years old, meets the above description with regard to his 
age as well as with regard to his ideological speculations. I admit that 
this is not a very favorable view of some of our scientific celebrities, 
but I think it can be justified by analyzing their ideological, cosmolo- 
gical, etc. writings. 

Ad 6: Dr. Morris' remarks on my sixth recmmnendation are excellent. 
I have no objections against his broadened version of this recommendation, 
and I am glad to see that he supports my efforts to break the unpleasant 
parapsychologist/critic dichotomy in such an unmistakable way (also confer 
with the first part of my response to Dr. Stokes). We should not completely 
lose sight of the fact, however, that "cooperative" as well as "canpetitive" 
strategies are already to be found within parapsychology48. 

Ad 7: Of course, I would regard studies as those outlined by Dr. 
Morris as entirely scientific. I did not plead against studies of those 
types; I merely recommended (a) that we do not acce t ill-founded 
pseudoscientific concepts (whoever may submitt em , Ii-f- fb) that we not let 
irresponsible groups or individuals intrude into the field, and(c) that 

we explicitly point out (especially to the critics) that and wh those 
groups or individuals are irresponsible. To be ableFdo (c ry- , research of 
the kind suggested by Dr. Flrrrris (or that conducted by Professor Truzzi 
in San Francisco) may even be a necessary precondition. 

To comment on Dr. Morris' concluding paragraph, I was in the first 
place concerned with beinq a qood scientist bv rational and reasonable 
standards rather than with bejng 
(my underlining). 

"a good scientist by today's standards" 

Response to Carroll B. &sJ 

In my responses to other comnentators, I have already answered many of 
the points Dr. Nash raises (or I will do so in section III, respectively). 
Therefore, I will confine myself to making only few comments here. 

Ad 2: I do not think that the survival hypothesis and the super-ESP 
hypothesis are the only hypotheses worth considering in view of the "absurd" 
(D.M. Stokes) data of survival research. There may probably be several non- 
survivalist as well as non-parapsychological hypotheses to account for 

considerable parts of the data. They should not be dismissed prematurely. 

Ad 3: I am not convinced that the occurrence of psi has yet been 
established beyondreasonable scientific doubt. Dr. Beloff obviously shared 

' my opinion when, in his presidentia 1 address at the Cambridge P.A. 
Convention, he said: 

"In calling them [the questions of the existence of psi, the 
nature of psi, and the survival question] 'open questions' I 
wish to imply that, in present circumstances, a 

w rational case can be made for answering them in t e one way 
mineother" (my underlinings)49 

Therefore, I would take issue with some of Dr. Nash's arguments in the rest 
of his conanent on my third recommendation. 

Ad 4: 
$ 

"New concepts" should themselves make use of properly defined 
terms (also cf. section III. 2). 

i 
By the way, I suggest that some of the 

most agile inventors of new concepts occasionally take a breathing-space. 
A new concept every other week does hardly contribute to the consolidation 
of the field). 

Response to Irmgard Oepen 

I thank Frau Professor Oepen for her comments on my views (and Mr. 
Hoebens for being so kind as to compile them). There has been a protracted 
dispute between Frau Professor Oepen and myself during parts of the ears 
1981 and 1982 causedbymy lengthy review68 of a medical dissertation 5 1 
that was written under her supervision. The informal conference she 
mentions, held in Mar-burg in November 1982, has certainly made plain to 
both of us that parts of our differences were probably due to premature 
and incorrect assessments of the respective positions we take in matters 
parapsychological. Frau Professor Oepen mentions that our conference 
resulted in an agreement to join forces in publicly exposing quackery. More- 
over, there turned out to be nine basic points to which all of the five 
participants of the conference found they could agree. I very much hope 
that such informal talks and the agreed-upon points might serve as a model 
for other dialogues between proponents and critics of parapsychological 
research.52 

To turn to Frau Professor Oepen's comments, she is quite right (and 
seems to support my view) with what she writes about necessary and sufficient 

,conditions for scientific respectability. If Frau Professor Oepen bothers 
to read the other comments on my paper, she will probably realize that I 
am by no means the only one who "does not fit the stereotype of the 
credulous psychical researcher" (I may especially call the comments by the 
parapsychologists Dr. Beloff, Dr. Blackmore, Dr. Krippner, Dr. von Lucadou, 
Dr. Morris, Dr. Palmer, and Dr. Stokes to her attention). 

I agree with her, moreover, that so far there is little (if anything) 
in parapsychology that could justly be called "substantial findings." I 
believe, however, that there are enough "anomalous" results which merit 
closer inspection. I should point out that, since parapsychology has 
never been adequately funded since its inception a century ago, Frau 
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Professor Oepen's opinion that "financial encouragement of parapsychological 
research projects is simply a bad investment," cannot be an empirically 
founded one (even if it were true). -- 

1 completely share her concern (and especially my seventh reccnnmenda- 
tion of parapsychological concepts and findings for impure purposes, 
particularly in so-called "alternative medicine," and I am certainly 
willing to support her struggle against medical humbuggery and charlatanry. 

To conclude, I interpret Frau Professor Oepen's comments on my 
paper as a welcome confirmation of our recently established improved 
communication. And I am especially pleased to see that she takes a 
decidedly non-Wimnerian position. 

Response to John Palmer --- 

Or. Palmer has exactly understood what I intended to point out 
with my recomnendatiom 1 and 4, and I am glad to see that a distinguished 
researcher of his calibre fully shares my views. He has clearly realized 
what is probably the most important terminological problem contronting 
contemporar 
an anomaly. i( 3 

parapsychology: the difference between explaining and identif in 
7me Our problem is largely caused by the fact that, as Dr. 

convincingly points out, "we use the same set of terms to label what we 
seek to explain . . . as we use to label the principle or prccess which . . . 
might serve to explain it." (For a further discussion of the problem of 
scientific terminologies and some suggestions as to how it might be solveable, 
cf. section III. 2). 

As regards my recommendations 2, 3, and 5, I think the main difference 
in our opinions lies in that Dr. Palmer holds that "evidentiality is a 

matter of desree." while I think that there must at least be some prede- 
termined and-operationally well-defined criteria for the assessment of 
evidentialitv. that is. for what we are readv to accent as evidence, since 
otherwise science would be unsuitable to produce knowledge. (Contrary to 
Dr. Palmer's opinion that the decision as to what should be accepted as 
evidence is necessarily "to some extent subjective," I would hold that this 
decision can be reached inter- or transsubjectively in a rational discourse54 
about the purposes scientists are planning to pursue in their research). 
This difference in our opinions had implications for all of these three 
recommendations (2, 3 and 5). Dr. Palmer believes that some of my arguments 
would also apply to parts of normal psychological research. As I stated in 
my response to Professor Mertens, I really think they do. I did not claim, 
however, that pieces of research (to turn back to our differences) should 
be treated as either conclusive or "worthless." Doubtlessly, investigation 
of spontaneous cases can be of importance by producing new ideas for strict 
experimental testing and in many other ways. However, as I have repeatedly 
emphasized in my responses, we should refrain from ascribing any evidential 
value to them. 

Dr. Palmer holds that "it is both legitimate and understandable that 
we want to know something about our own nature and destiny," even if science 
should not be able to provide "CONCLUSIVE answers." I find this understandable, 
too. Since I think, however, that it can be demonstrated that science, on 
principle. is incapable of providing even tentative answers to such problems, 
the question immediately arises: What do we really know about our nature and 

destiny if the answers we are able to obtain are necessarily inclusive 
(relative to the above:mentioned criteria for the assessment of evidentia- 
lity)? In this case, I fear, we know NOTHING at all! I share Dr. Palmer's 
conviction that "some information 

7 
is better than no information." But 

we can only reasonably claim to dispose of "some information" if we are 
already able to decide what to accept as relevant information on the problems 
in question. And for that, we must already be able to distinguish conclusive 
from inconclusive answers. Otherwise we would not be in the position to 
know whether what we have is "some information" or whether it is no infona- 
tion. (To avoid possible confusion, I should mention that the term 
"information" has not been used in the sense of (any) information theory, 
neither by Dr. Palmer nor by myself). 

Response to Trevor J. Pinch .-___- 

Like Dr. Beloff and some other commentators, Dr. Pinch seems to 
believe that I was mainly concerned with public-relation matters, 
whereas I rather intended to recommend that we speak and act in a - 
rational way and to point that official recognition will only come as 
a by-product of this. In contrast to Dr. Pinch (and to his probable 
surprise), I do think that physicists likewise need advice with regard to 
the truth-conditions of the propositions they produce, with regard to 
their ways of speaking about experiments, nature, etc., and especially with 
regard to an adequate series of steps to introduce the fundmental concepts 
of geometry, chronometry, and hylometry. Geometry, chronometry, and hylo- 
metry are a-priori theories which make empirical measurement of space, time 
and material"possible." They have to be established before (in a methodical 
sense) ohvsics in the modern sense of an emoirical sciencecan besin. There- 

‘ic 

fore,'these three disciplines belong to protophysics. True sentences of 
protophysics are those sentences which can be defended on the basis of 
logic, arithmetic and analysis, definitions, and especially ideal norms 
which make measurement possible. These sentences can (and need)either be 
founded empirically nor falsified empirically, since empirical physics is 
based on them. Thus, "non-normality of parapsychology" cannot be inferred 
as Dr. Pinch does, from the mere fact that the field obviously needs advice. 

Dr. Pinch then proceeds to ask whether the strategies I recommend 
"embody a realistic picture of the practice of orthodox science and scientif 
change." If readers compare my section III. 1, below, with Dr. Pinch's 
publications.55 they can easily see that our respective views of what is "a 
realistic picture of the practice of orthodox science and scientific change" 
are diametrically opposed. Therefore, it does not come as a surprise that 
he largely disagrees with the opinions I have advanced in my paper, and 
especially with my arquments against revolutionary pretensions. 

Ad 2: I would be Imost interested to learn why "it is unwise for __- 
sociologists and philosophers to make recommendations"? (my underlining). 
Since merely analyzing factually existing scientific practices can at best 
lead to affirmative statements about these practices, I believe that 
philosophers of science have the obligation to make recommendations for the 
improvement of such practices. 

-. 
This is the only raison d'etre philosophy 

mnce can justly claim. Unfortunately, most philosophers of science 
have chosen to resiqn themselves to beinq mere chroniclers of science. -___ 
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Ad 3: It is inappropriate to compare the question of the existence 
of psi to that of the existence of meteorites, since in most spontaneous 
(and many experimental) cases in parapsychology only verbal reports are 
available, while metorites remain in our hands as material objects. That 
is, a comparison of the type which Dr. Pinch proposes does not take into 
account that different methodical levels are involved. Moreover, we 
are able to construct idealized physicalmodels (in the strict sense of 
Ynodel" as they are used, say, by architects) of meteorite falls to test 
our respective hypotheses about the "behavior" of meteorites. An adequate 

procedure on the same methodical level could perhaps be to compare the 
existence of meteorites to that orpermanent paranormal object" in 
John Beloff's sense56 (i.e. of an object the paranormality of which is 
self-evident). And even this procedure can be questioned. 

Ad 4 and 5: Confer with my responses to Dr. Beloff and Dr. von 
Lucadou, respectively. 

Ad 6: I find Dr. Pinch's remarks on this recommendation extremely 
counterproductive, especially since I believe that many parapsychologists 
and many critics have essentially the same interests (also cf. my 
responses to Dr. Keil, Dr. Stokes, and Professor Zusne). 

Response to Steven M. Rosen -__- __ 

I regret to say that I am especially unsatisfied with Dr. Rosen's 
comments on my paper. I was a bit amused (but also upset, at the same time) 
to see that he takes great pains to unmask me as an adherent of "objective" 
or "naive realism." Just me! I completely fail to see what was in my 
paper that led Dr. Rosen astray. I may here place on record, once and 
for all, that I hardly know of any other philosophical position that I I 
find less acaeptable than "objective realism," which I criticize wherever 
and whenever the opportunity arises. Since it can easily be demonstrated 
that any form (and even any attempt to argue in favor) of objective or 
naive realism must necessaril 

p--T--l+ 
lead to lo ical inconsistencies (not to 

mention other very serious s ortcomings , *ve always.most $a;;~yespeci- ', 
criticized objective realism in my parapsychological writings 
ally in my writings in the philosophy of science.58 Upon rereading ?Y 
paper, I cannot find any passage that could be construed as dealing with 
what is "objectively out there," as Dr. Rosen puts it. Furthermore, I 

have claimed nowhere that science was a "fact-gatherin ' activity (which 
would be sheer nonsense, in my view); I would rather ho d that science (at 
least the natural sciences and the majority of the other branches) is a 
fact-ptto;lucing activity. To be able to reject objective realism, it is 
comple e y superfluous to make pretentious appeals to quantum physics or 
to borrow arguments from the works of Bohm and Capra (I find their worksmethod- 
ologically naive and short-sighted, by the way; there is no reason for throwing 

rationality and reason overboard together with objective realism o for re- 
placinq objective realism with an "aestetic way of doing science ll& A 

critical analysis of the arguments of proponents of critical realism and of 
their linguistic means is already quite sufficient to demonstrate that 
this philosophical position is untenable. 

I also disagree with Dr. Rosen when he holds that -- at least "by 
all indications" -- "the subject-matter of parapsychology is revolutionary" 

(his underlining). I simply fail to understand this sentence. How could 
a "subject-matter" be revolutionary? Even if one believes that the use 
of that term should not be given up, it could only make sense to label 
a human action "revolutionary." And whether a particular action is 
justly characterized as being "revolutionary" can only be judged relative 
&a theor of action that contains normative elements which provide the 

+- means to istin~revolutionary actions from non-revolutionary ones. 

In short, I cannot help noting that Dr. Rosen and I appear to disagree 
with each other in the strongest possible way. The only point of agreement 
seems to be our rejection of "objective realism," and even this rejection is 
obviously based on very different reasons. 

Response to Gertrude R. Schmeidler -___- 

I was glad to learn that Dr. Schmeidler agrees with my last four 
recommendations, and that these were so clear to her that she hopes it was 
"unnecessary . . . to state them." If she bothers to take a look at the other 
commentaries, she will probably notice, however, that these reconeiendations 
seemed not so clear to anyone. Therefore, I continue to believe that is was 
necessary to state them. Moreover, close inspection of the literature 

- 

reveals that it was all but unnecessary to make these recommendations. Now, 
Dr. Schmeidler fears that I may be out to "argue against exploring unmapped 
areas." That is certainly not the case. I merely argue that we should - 
not embark on unscientific approaches to such "unmapped areas." 

As regards my first recommendation, I would not mind, of course, if 
parapsychologists or other scientists 
be . . . 

"hope that their next experiments will 
insightful, deeply important, provocative." However, I have two 

things to say here. First, what I intended to caution against was that 
such hopes (or claims) can (intentionally or unintentionally) lead to a 
worsening of indispensable methodical rigidity and methodological standards. 
And second, I do not think that such hopes, even if important changes are 
envisaged, should be called a "revolutionary outlook." 

The questions which arise from Dr. Schmeidler's comment on my second 
recommendation are: 1. What do we learn about survival from "objective 
description of . . . ambiguities"? 
their ' ersonal o inions" 

2. What does it get us if authors state 

The ans~o&a?Ks, 
(my underlinings) on the "weight of the evidence"? 

opinions" 
I fear, must be: nothin . I do not see how "personal 

could be anything other than persona *inions. This does not 
question the fact that personal opinions can well be useful for reaching 
interpersonal knowledge. 

I have no quarrel with Dr. Schmeidler if her request to "rely heavily" 
on spontaneous cases is on1 to say that "they can lead to the hunches from 
which brilliant new researc may emerge." -6 In my paper, I did not object 
against this way of utilizing spontaneous case material. From her remark, 
however, that we should be "willing to take the risk," I infer that she 
hopes for more from the examination of such material. 

As Dr. Schmeidler requested, I have tried to "modify" the formulations 
(though not the contents) of two out-my first three recommendations in 
such a way as to meet parts of her objections. 
whether this will completely satisfy her. 

But I am really not sure 
It should have become clear, that 

I do not want to restrict "freedom" of inquiry. I maintain, however, that 
scientists should always be able to argue rationally for what they are doing 
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under the protection of freedom of inquiry 

Response to Christopher Scott -- 

I think Dr. Scott has misconceived the purpose of my paper and that 
he underestimates the importance of language (or "talk") and presentational 
aspects in any science. I have several things to say in reply: 

1. The main purpose of my paper was certainly not to call for a 
"better window display." Since I have already replixto this point in 
my response to Dr. Beloff's comments, I may refer Dr. Scott (and other 
readers) to this part of the present paper. 

2. I am sure that Dr. Scott knows quite well that the quality of 
experiments in parapsychology differs widely. Therefore, I find it totally 
inappropriate to treat "the parapsychological experiments" all alike or to 
dismiss them all, in pasxg, as "bad experiments." Even in such a contro- 
versial field as parapsychology, it is not as easy to get away with bad 
experimental designs or sloppy evaluations as Dr. Scott pretends. Dr. 
Scott and I sat next to one another when Heinz Berendt presented his 
embarrassingly silly metal-bending film at the Cambridge Convention of the 
Parapsychological Association, and he must have realized quite well how 
this presentation was received by the vast majority of those parapsycholo- 
gists present (I may especially remind him of John Palmer's sharp and 
unmistakable reaction). 

3. Dr. Scott completely underestimates the role language and presen- 
tational aspects play in any science. Any criticism of a special branch 
of science must necessarily include a criticism of those presentational 
aspects and of that field's linguisticmeans. Presentational questions should 
by no means be considered a cura posterior. Kuno Lorenz has convincingly 
demonstrated that the set-upya science cuts straight through the 
separating line of research and presentation. A rational and reasonable 
approach to science has always to consider with regard to the activities 
of scientists both research and presentation as well as their interdepen- 
dence. Scientific research %i?T scientific presentation ("talk," as Dr. 
Scott calls it) are two inseparable aspects of science. You cannot talk 
about one, while disregarding the other. Therefore, my recommendations 
were not attempts at improving tactics, but requests to standardize both 
means of research and the lingui????%eans of the field (alsoconferwithsection 
III. 2). For reasons of space, I am not able to deal further with the 
relations of research and presentation here. But I should strongly urge 
anyone (and especially Dr. Scott) to have a close look at Lorenz papers 
I referred to in note 28 of this paper. 

Response to Douglas M. Stokes ____ -_ - 

I thank Dr. Stokes for his detailed and intelligent remarks on my 
paper. I think that right at the beginninq of his comments, he ra?ses a 
very important point: that of the unpleasant parapsychologist/critic 
dichotomy and its consequences; I will seize the opportunity to explain 
my own thoughts on this matter which are very close to Dr. Stokes' apparent 
opinion. Interestingly, he ascribes to me the metaphysical predilections 
of the Randi group. Now, it is true that I am extremely critical Of many 
trends in contemporary psi research and that I think that James Randi has 
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scored some good points over the years. On the other hand, I am also very 
criticalmany things Randi does and especially of things he says (or 
refuses to say, for that matter)6D.This may suffice here to characterize 
my own position; details are to be found in my response to Professor 
Zusne's comments, below. What I want to state here is that I fully agree 
with Dr. Stokes' opinion that anyone who, on the basis of the data of 
parapsychological research, argues in favor or a ainst the existence of 
psi phenomena, is essentially actin as a & Tai%p*gist, no matter 
whether he is a member of the arapsy?Xorogical Association or of the 
Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal. 
Both the (ideal) "parapsychologist" and the (ideal) "critic" are essentially 
doing the.same things: they refer to the same data, use the same logic of 
argumentat- try to establish which sort of conclusions are warranted 
with regard to a given data base, etc. What differs are the standards 
they apply for deciding on acceptance/rejection of certain claims and, 
dependent on these differing standards, the conclusions they draw. The 
actions they perform are essentially the same. Moreover, I fully agree 
with. Stokes that the parapsychologist/critic dichotomy, still upheld 
especially by extremists on both sides, 
various "shades of gray," 

is completely insensitive as to the 
with regard, say, to the question of the existence 

of ESP. Why not mention names? 
"a;;;;fthologists 

As I see it, positions held by such 
' as Martin Johnson, John Beloff, Douglas Stokes, John 

or Sue Blackmore are much closer to those held by their nominal 
opponents Ray Hyman, Marcello Truzzi, Piet Hein Hoebens, or Leonard Zusne 
than to those held by their "fellow parapsychologists" Ed Cox, Guy Playfair 
or Brian Inglis. 

d 
The term "Parapsychologie" was coined and introd ted 

the German psychologist and philosopher, Max Dessoir 65 
in 1889 by 

. He wrote: 

b 

"If -- analogous to such terms as paragenesis, paragogue, par?cope, 
paracusis, paralogism, parergon, etc. -- para is to denote some- 
ti%ig that goes beyond or stands aside from the ordinary, then one 
could perhaps call those occurrences which stand out against the 
normal course of inner life, parapsychic, and the branch of science 
that deals with them, 'parapsychology.' A similar compound word, 
metapsychology,may serve as a precedent. This word is not a good 
one, but in Amy opinion it has the distinction of concisely charac- 
terizinq a hitherto unknown border area between the average and 
abnormal, pathological states. And such neologisms do not claim 
[more than the restricted 
(Dessoir's underlinings)$ 

alue of practical usefulness" 

I do not agree with everything Dessoir says here, but qiven this (or a 
similar) introduction of the term "parapsychology," James Randi may well 
qualify as a parapsycholopist. In the liqht of all this, readers (and 
"critics" in particular) should perhaps reconsider Dr. Krippner's comments 
on my sixth recommendation. 

To turn to Dr. Stokes' objections against my recommendations, I will 
answer them consecutively. 

Ad 1: (a) Of course, I think that it is possible to form a reasonable 
assessment of the "competing schools in the philosophy of science" and to 
decide which should be accepted. But even without this, it is possible to 
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compile a catalogue of minimal requirements (if we discount.Kuhn and 
Feyerabend for the moment) for a rational scientific PraCtlCe. (b) 

Dr. Stokes is right claiming that it is unproveable whether or not a 
researcher in the field is aware of what the request to be scientific 
"really means" (this would ??&ed require an "inspection of the mind" 
of that person). But it is well proveable if a certain researcher does 
not care about the request to be scientific (and to draw the rather - 
favorableconclusion that he is unaware of this request), whether or !,$ 
he is actually aware of what that means. (c) I agree that parapsyc~oglsts 
do reflect much m w  umn crimtifir methodoloav than do researchers 
%i other fi 

_. .2L._11_,11.1 I I  . _ .  . -  _I_ 

eids (and since I am frequently engaged in.discusions on 
philosophical and methodological question with physlclsts, biologists,, 
chemists, linguists, psychologists, and members of some other sclentlflc 

branches, I know quite well what I am talking about). But it is also 
true -- and I am inclined to believe that Dr. Stokes will agree,with me 
on this point -- that in parapsychology scientific rules are St111 IIWM -. _.. r. 
frequently violated than in orthodox fields. 

Ylot 
be e,~~af6e~6,'t~~~a~~,r~~~~re~uppo~s. that the "psi process" canI 

ut t at 1s the very question at issue. 

I generally object to the use of the term "revolution" in science (see 
section 111.1). But even if it is used, there 1s no basis for ante hoc 
claims of being "revolutionary," that is, no claim should be madeat 

our work is "revolutionary" as long as it is still undecided.whether it k 

"revolutionary." Moreover, I did not advocate abandoning scientific 

methodology in the first part of my paper, as Dr. Stokes apparently believes. 

Ad 3: There is an apparent misconception on Dr. Stokes' part. What I l>,ll. 2.. _̂__ 
wrote about the principa ,C~C"L"Y" ,', ),. rr,.. 

psychology does not contradic - _ - It the necessity of having 

at least some degree of repeatability. Of course a certain deqree of re- 

peatability is an indispensible requirement for any effect to be investiga- 
ted scientifically. I do not have the well-established theory of psi 
phenomena Dr. Stokes is asking for. What I do have, howeverm is a well-es- 

tablished theory of what an experiment is inthe natural sciences as well 
as in other sciences and in parapsychology.64 And I also have a well-esta- 
blished theory of what scientists in these various areas of research can 
maximally attain by their respective ways of experimentation; and strict 
repeatability is certainly unattainable for parapsychologists. 

Ad 4: Dr. Stokes tries to justify survival research arguing that, in 
the long run, it might potentially provide an antidote against the prevail- 
ing "religion of materialism. " I do not find this convincing. If you open 

a door between two pitch-dark rooms, it is unwise to expect that it will 

be qetting light in one of them! (Also confer with the concluding part 
of my response to Dr. Beloff). 

Ad 5: It is a well cared-for and much-beloved myth that 
as those mentioned by Dr. Stokes were the central conce  ̂

They are unanswerable in principle. Since the underlyi 
problems are partly similar to these underlying the que 
I will briefly deal with them in section III. 3. 

such questions 
rn ot science, I fear 
ng methodoloqical 
stion of survival, 

In conclusion, then, I should again emphasize that despite my objec- 
tions, I have much enjoyed Dr. Stokes thoughtful and reasonable comments, 
and I find myself in agreement with many of his opinions. 

Response to Ulrich Timm -__~ 

I have problems in accepting the imputation 
of Dr. Timm's corrsnents, that parapsycholog 
the rules of science "out of forgetfulneqc 
"forgetfulness," incompetence, and th 
such defects can only be disclosed an 
they cannot be criticized. Though I 
imply this, -._ 

his argument could well be picked up and.used for immunizing 
,trategies by irresponsible people inside and outside of the field 

More- tver, I find the idea hard to accept that all the shortcomings in para- 
)sychological research (or in research in other fields) could justly be 

attributed to mere "forgetfulness." 

ists "occasionally disregard" 
.,---. 1164A Since, by definition 

e like occur unintentionally;- 
d reproved; but, in a strict sense, 
am sure that Dr. Time did not want to 

F 

Ad 1: I would be most interested to learn I$OW Jr. Time knows that 
"psi phenomena . . . cannot be explained within the framework ofe 
established science-think that, even if the parapsychological evidence 
were accepted as conclusive, this question still remains an open one. 

Ad 2: Confer with section III. 3. 

Ad 3: Dr. Timm is right in what he says about the "motivational function" 
of spontaneous paranormal occurrences. 
not express objections against this 

But, he will have realized that I did 
--I However, I do not agree with his assess- 

ment of the chair tests with Gerard Croiset. I still see a lot of problems 
with these tests, especially as far as splitting of Croiset's statements 
is concerned. iqoreover, quantitative analyses of such tests are not com- 
pletely independent of prior subjective interpretation. In short: after 
Hoebens' recent substantial criticism of the celebrated Pirmasens chair 
test, I am more than reluctant to accept any claiiil based on tests of this 
kind. 

Ad 5: I consider Dr. Timm's hypotheses that "stochastical laws" are 
are responsible for as yet inconclusive results in psi research and that 
"monocausal interpretations" are insufficient, as entirely legitimate. 
a lot of further research is needed to be sllre about that. Quite 

Ad 6: I agree with Dr. Tirnm that it should not make a principal 
difference whether parapsychologists respond to inside or outside criticisms. 
Confer with the first part of my response to Dr. Stokes. 

Response to Jerome Tobacyk -_____ 

Professor Tobacyk restricts himself to commenting on just one of my 
recommendations. I agree with hiin that all the aspects he mentions miqht 
contribute to the revolutionary outlook among parapsychologists. And it may also be true that the need to view oneself (or to be viewed by others) 
"as a hero" may be one of the mainsprings of the lives of many people 
doubt, however, that this is generally so, since, if he were right, the 

I 

world would be over-crowded with people claiming to be revolutionaries. 

Ad 6: Confer with section III. 2. 
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Moreover, what could the term "revolutionary" possibly mean if it applied 
to every human being? This term would become totally inappropriate for 
drawing a distinction. Now, it is striking and makes Professor Tobacyk's 
thoughts much less acceptable to me, that neither archeologists, nor 
classical philologists, nor even computer scientists are claiming to be 
revolutionaries or to be enqaqed in a revolutionary field of research. 
Obviously, arapsychologists are theonly scientists pleased to C all 

thPmcelvw or their flemthat. It is true that some physicisi ts have _. _ ._ _ _ , 
also occasionally advanced'this claim (and I do not approve of their 
~olf-acSx~nwnt5. either): but they have never pretended that being a 
physicist was equivalent'with being a revolutionary. 
_- ,  - I  ____ _, . - ,  

Reme to Rhea A. White - --__- - 

Ms. White is quite right: we could not possibly disagree more. We, 
have been discussing some of the matters at issue in private coamiunicatlons 
since March, 1980, and it appears that we did not succeed in convincing 
each other of the adequacy of our respective opinions. However, we have 

never had any problems "to build a bridge" as far as our personal relations 
are concerned; and I am still confident that at least with respect to 
some scientific matters, it will not be impossible to build another one. 

Ms. White's conanents on my first recommendation run as follows:,(l), 
parapsvchologists use orthodox scientific research methods; (2) appllc;~lOn 

hnd? leads to mOre or less impressive and valid results; ( 
,- 

of these met..-..- .__ _ .~ 
these results will contribute to the fact that parapsychology will eveikual- 
lv revolutionize scientific moth& in 211 fields.65 I find this completely 
unacceptable. If (1) were 
were true (and I 
gations), then th 

, I ICbI,“Y Ia1 I . ,  
. “ .__ .  

. _ false, the whole argument collapses. If (1) 
am ;ure it is at least in many parapsychological investi- 
is implies that parapsychologists check the truth of their 
itions against orthodox scientific standards which depend 

method. How should it then be possible, however, 
nnz ahmjt the results to revolutionize that scientific 

ic standards E which w themselves 
/cholooical orOpOsltlOns can only be valid 

_ __....nonly agreed:upbn methods and the standards 
ific propositions (and Ms. White herself Seems 

llsing these propositions for abolishing 
ilv implies t,hat at the same time the 

scientific propos.".-. 
on orthodox scientific 
to use these propositi-.... ___.. 
method (0103~) and the scientif. 
depend? In other words: paraps 
relative to the applied and rnmf 
for the validity of scient:..- , 
to acknowledge this under (1). -_ 
these methods and standards necessar... 
truth-conditinns accnrdina to which the v 

was determin-- ",.-, I._.. v-, 
invalid! That is to say, tl 

methodology is installed, ' 
"revolution" are invalidate-. .,,.- 
or methods are normative sets nf rtll 
research. And, by definit 
empirical research. (Also 

.__ _--. alidity of these proposition: 
id at-d - hetire: these propositions themselves are also declared __I- 

lat at the same time the new, "revomonar! t” 

the reasons for and the justification of this 
~cf This is simply because scientific standards 
_"- _ es as to how to conduct or evaluate 
ion, no& or rules cannot be disproved by 

confer with my response to Dr. Inglis). 

For a response to Ms. White's comments on my second recommendation 
and reiated matters, see section III. 3. I agree with her that "whether 

or not something is 'scientific' cannot be judged on the basis of Subject 
matter but rather by methodology." 

As to her comments on my tnird recommendation, my citation of Sybo 
Schouten was, 
However, there 

of course, not meant to imply that he is an "exception ' 
is a considerable number of parapsychologists who claim to 

be able to prove that psi was involved in certain spontaneous cases. 

Regarding Ms. White's comments on my fifth recommendation, again 
see my response to Dr. Inglis' first point and to her own first point. 

As to my sixth recommendation: 
proviso. 

I fulIy agree to Ms. White's first 
Regarding her second proviso, I also agree that critics should 

have made themselves familiar with the relevant lifeyat~~re hafor0 
advancing their criticisms. And, in principle, I also 

- I  

-._- as ree that "master 
violinists" are particularly qualified for criticizinq other master violin- 
ists. However, you should not lose sight of the fact; Rhea, that even 
"average violinists . . . 
sociologists" 

[or] pianists or truck drivers or bakers or 

of tune! 
are well able to realize if those demned instruments are out 

b$ righted 
Evidently, I disagree with Ms. White, that "the balance should 

by leaning in the opposite direction from that proposed by 
Hovelmann." Moreover, I completely fail to see whv even constructive -.. .- 
criticism "can only be so in a negative sense" (my underlining). 

Ms. White's comments on my final recommendation embody two apparent 
misconceptions of what I wrote: (1) I did not object to "reading the 
literature of and listening to exponents ofe fringe groups ' Of 
course, I myself read this literature, and I personally know a lot of such 
"exponents." I merely recorrsnended not to meddle with them or to let them 
intrude into our field. Moreover, Ms. White holds that those people 
"may be practitioners of genuine psi ' Of course, they may 

want to know if they really are, their apparent abilities 
to scienmc tests. 

must 
But if we 

be subjected 
I likewise do not have any objections against obtaining 

"suggestions and clues . . . from these people that can be tested experimen- 
tally." (2) I do not believe that the "canon on scientific method is 
closed." That worn be balderdash, indeed. Quite to the contrary, I believe 
that it can be demonstrated that this canon can never be closed on 
principle. Therefore, I fully agree with Msxhitehat scientists should 
always try to improve scientific methodology. Although I disagree with 
several things Ms. White says also with regard to this final recommendation, 
both these misconceptions make me hope that at least with respect to these 
questions we are not as far apart as it might appear at first sight. I 
would be pleased if this can serve as basis for building a foot-bridge at 
least. 

Response to Leonard Zusne 

I was a bit amused realizing that, while Dr. Stokes ascribes to me 
the metaphysical predilections of the Randi group, Professor Zusne belie 
that (at least after reading my paper carefully) I can be unquestionably 
identified as a parapsychologist. "Hdvelmann stands with both feet 
planted firmly in parapsychological soil ' he writes. It is about time 
now, I think, to briefly explain where rni feet are "planted firmly." 

ves 

I have always been extremely unsatisfied by the sheep/goat dichotomy, 
at least as far as the classification of parapsychologists and critics is 
concerned (also cf. the first part of my response to Dr. Stokes). Never- 
theless, I have each time put my mark into the "sheep" column whenever 
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questionnaires or other inquiries were sent to me, partly,*in order to 
avoid the negative connotations with which the term "goat is undoubtedly 

associated (this term is frequently used to denote "a-priori disbeliever" 
rather than "agnostic" in these contexts). I feel forced to admit that 
the best of parapsychological experiments have produced impressive 
resuEand itappears extremely unlikely and implausible to me that 
explanations in terms of malobservation, gross incompetencel statistical 
errors, experimenter influence, fraud by subjects or expernmenters, 

sensory leakages, or any other alternative explanation hitherto advanced 
by critics from inside and outside the field could (singly or jointly) 
sufficiently account for all of these results. Therefore, I regard it,a 
convincing argument that wemight have to look for some other explanation 
that is suitable for accounting for all the data which are as yet available 
in the parapsychological literature. I would not have serious objections 

against the use of the term "I "psi to denote the unknown factor responsible 

for these results, although there might be more appropriate ones. But I 
hasten to add that, for me, the question remains a completely open one 
whether this factor psi -"'-will eventually turn out to be a "paranormal" 
(i.e. a hitherto unknown)one or whether it will prove to be a "normal" 
(i.e. an already known) one which, so far, has been overlooked, remained 
unconsidered (for whatever reasons), or erroneously put aside as irrelevant. 

These are the reasons (besides those which I have outlined in my response 

"parapsychologists." 

Now, Professor Zusne claims that the mental attitude towards para- ,,“*l, r, Y,C3.,“, &“>?I.. L.“.l.,S -11_- “.._ 

psychology is a function of the individuals' respective world views and, of the jnrlivid~~als 

accordingly, he distinguishes between the "demonstrative" and the ishes b$..--.. 

"dialectic" views of the world. 66 At first sight, this distinction seems At f...." 

most interesting and appropriate. On a closer inspection, however, it clo--. 

becomes clear that it is untenable, at least in the form in which it is leas+ in 

presented in Professor Zusne's papers referred to in the most recent note ers refer.-- 

(that is, if it is intended to be applied in such a way as to ascribe the t sue 

"dialectic" world view to parapsychologists and the "demonstrative" world and ".._ 

view to the critics). And this disjunctive classification seems to be ;ific 

what Professor Zusne had in mind: "It is this world view that produces 
the phenomenon of a parapsychologist and a skeptic looking at the same 
experimental results but with both arriving at diametrically opposed 
interpretations of what was observed, * he writes in his comment. Then 

he proceeds to ascribe to the parapsychologist "the underlying predis- 
position to embrace . . . a dualistic world view in which the customary 
laws of causality may not always operate." He then lists up four 
attitudes which he believes obtain as a consequence of the above-mentioned 
view of the world. Similarly, in his Perceptual and Eotor Skills article, -- 
he writes: 

"Paranormal research is usually instigated by a person who 
consciously or not, is already predisposed to believe in t6e 
reality of paranormal phenomenonand will prefer explanations 
of such phenomena that are either rooted in the supernatural 
. . . or else invoke known principles of nature in unspecified 
or unrecognized modes of action. In all cases, the dualistic 
tendency to reify the subjective is recognizable and consti- 
tutes the principle reason why the rese 
paranormal research in the first place" 8 

cher engaged in 

,I . . . the research is to prove a particular ideological point: 
that humans have souls, that these souls survive the death 
of the body, that telepathy, etc. are fact and that there- 
fore science's view of human being and the world is invalid."68 

II . . . parapsychological researchers Epically have a world view 
to defend and... their research is not the natural outcome of 
activity in a field of science but one prompted principally 
by their desire to lend scientific respectability to . . . a 
'prepossession.'... One view places an emphasis on and values 

the subjective side of life, inner experience and thought 
whereas the other stresses that 
and deals with empirical factsgC6 '$ 

hich is tangible, objective, 
(my underlining). 

I find this version of Professor Zusne's distinction (which I would like to 
call the "dichotomy version") quite unacceptable (see below). However, there 
also exists a modified and weakened version of his distinction which 
seems useful to me. In a letter to me, Professor Zusne quoted from a 
letter he wrote to Professor Truzzi: 

t, . . . the dialectic/demonstrative typology is not a typology 
at all but a continuum. People are not either-eep or 
qoats,'-bur mostly hybrids with different amounts of 
'sheepness' or 'goatness' in them. Furthermore, being a 
'sheep' or a 'goat' represents a syndrome of characteris- 

tics. While these may be measured and represented by a 
single number, two individuals with the same measure may 
differ.quite a bit in terms of the particular compositions 
of their respective s ndromes. Second, I am particularly 
interested in the in da-l- v7 ua in whom the dialectic/ 
demonstrative beliefs or farces are of about the same 
strength. The best example of this kind of person is 
William James. I have a hunch that the field of the 
'anomalists' may be constituted largely of such indivi- 

duals. This would explain wny people like t&elmann 
may sound like 'sheep' to one set of listeners and like 
'goats' to another. They certainly adjust the tone of 

what they say according to their audience -- not for 
any machiavellian reasons, mind you, but because they 
can see thinqs two different ways, although not 
necessarily at the same time"7O (my underlinings). 
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As indicated above, Professor Zusne has changed his dialectic/demonstra- 
:i;;nii;$tomy info a "continuum" or a "composition ;;i,h,t;;;d;",;zt,;;,, 

1s position much easier to accept than the 
(although there are still some objections possible). Undoubtedly, many 
people in the field of parapsychology come close to his original 
description of the "dialectic" world view (and some of them have par- 
ticipated in this dialogue); that is, their attitudes are more or less 
adequately described by the four points Professor Zusne lists up in 
his comnent or by the quotes from his Perceptual and Motor Skills 
article. In contrast to the "dichotomy version,"%ie"conti 
version" can better account for decidedly undecided, agnostic positions 
like mine. 

I would certainly most strongly object against any attempt, however, 
to argue that the parapsychologists reveal such attitudes as those 
mentioned underhe "dichotomy version," or that the "dialectic" view 

were at the roots of a engagement in this field. I can categorically 
deny %anrzoFZusne's distinction of predispositions (in the 
"dichotomy version") applies in my case. I simply do not have any. 
preference, neither for the "paranormal" nor for the"norma1" solution 
with regard to the problem of the as yet unknown factor responsible 
for the outcomes of some of the parapsychological investigations. That 
is, I would be satisfied with both solutions to 
I do just have one preference: I wish to see-;i%%i%a?%~~ 
ever it might be? And I know for sure that there are a number of 
parapsychologists (though too few still) who share this attitude (also 

some of these people have participated in the current dialogue). The 
above are the reasons -- and here, again, I fully agree with Professor 
Zusne -- why I think that parapsychologists have much to potentially 
gain also by cooperation with the anomalistic psychologists within 
psychology. And this is, moreover, fully in line with Dr. Blackmore's 
request that we study paranormal phenomenon scientifically wherever 
that may lead. Even if, in the most extreme case, parapsychology 
became superfluous as a separate scientific field in the long run. HOW- 
ever I stron 1 ob'ect, to repeat this, against calling the "dialectic" 
view'typdL&apsychologist. 

To conclude, I would like to thank Professor Zusne for his highly 
stimulating comments on my paper which provided me with the welcome 
opportunity to try to point out where my feet are "planted firmly." 

Conclusion 

The "commentaries . . . are of an amazing variety," I wrote in the 

introduction. Indeed, while some commentators commended what they 
flattered me by calling the "farsightedness," "relevance," "reasonable- 
ness," or "eloquency" of my recommendations, others found them rather,, 
"obscure" (at least in part), "exaggerated," "absurd," or "eccentr;c: 
Some even thought that the whole thing might be an attempt at providing 
parapsycholoqists with some rhetorical tricks for more effectively throw- 

ing dust into the critics' eyes. It is evident from all these respons ;es, 

that the apprehensions of what science, parapsycholoqy, and criticism 
are or should be are extremely diverse among "parapsychologists" as well as among "critics" (and also -- though probably to a lesser degree -- 
between these groups). 

for the future??. 

This clearly shows that some sort of agreement 
on these quest' ns is not so muchanachievement of the past as a task 

I would welcome if such an agreement were sought to 
be reached in a rational and reasonable way across the unpleasant 
demarcating line rather than on both sides separately. I am rather 
confident that this can be achieved because there are some vague but 
promising signs (in this dialogue as well as elsewhere) indicating that 
this demarcating line is already becoming permeable here and there. 

Finally, I wish to thank Professor Marcello Truzzi for so kindly 
making conslderable parts of issues 11 and 12 of Zetetic Scholar available 
to us. As for me, I found this zetetic dialogue highly rewarding I am 
not entitled to speak for my commentators, but I am inclined to assume 
that at least some of them will agree with me. 

III . SOME FURTHER ATTEMPTS AT CLARIFICATION 

1. Revolution versus Foundation and Justification 72 
- 

Because the deductive model of foundation and justification (as 
advocated by Popper and other philosophers) must 
insurmountable difficulties with respect to the 
tion and justification of the deductive model itself, Kuhn's 
of scientific developments and scientific changes has become most in- 
fluential in philosophy as well as in many branches of science Since 
I assume that readers of Zetetic Scholar are quite familiar with the 
Kuhnian conception, I neeanot into its details here. Suffice it to 
say that, according to Kuhn's historicistic views, theories and entire 
scientific branches develop beyond and quite irrespective of any attempt 
at justification. The Kuhnian conception which I find quite inadequate 
has also been accepted by most parapsychologists since it. is thought 
to adequately reflect their own situation vis a vis the scientific consnun- 
ity. So, this conception serves (or may be serving, at least) the 
following functions (among others) in our field: (1) Kuhn's opinions are 
believed to be picturing a pathway to future legitimacy; (2) the Kuhnian 
conception may serve as a welcome excuse for the fact that parapsychology 
has hitherto failed to gain scientific recognition; (3) this conception 
seems to dispense from the obligation to advance tightly reasoned 
propositions, since scientific changes must no longer be regarded a question 
of foundation and justification but one of social power. Proper justi- 
fication can thus be viewed as secondary or even unnecessary. 

As a consequence of Kuhn's conception, foundation and justification 
of scientific propositions are replaced by science-sociological and 
science-historical reflections and by a recourse to factual scientific 
developments. This is surprising, at first sight, since "foundation" 
and "justification" traditionally were supposed to mean methodical 
rather than historical securing of scientific propositions. According 
to Kuhn's conception which, strictly speaking, is nothing but a 
highly intelligent excuse for the failure of the deductive model of 
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justification, valid foundation and justification do no longer exist 
in science. Questions as to whether a given theory is a good and 
sound one are now answered by referring to the fact that -- after a 
"revolutionary" breakthrough that led to a "paradigm switch" -- this 
theory did factually prevail (or fail, for that matter). A loo\ at 
philosophy and the sciences suggests that foundation and justification 
have already been given up to a certain degree in favor of mere 
analyses of factually existing theories and factually occurring scienti- 
fic changes which seem to gain the character of natural necessities. 

Now, the Kuhnian conception was only advanced to cope with the 
problems of the deductive model, and the fact has been completely 
lost sight of that there is another model of justification and founda- 
tion which does not run into the difficulties which confronted the 
deductive one. wiis conception is able to provide proper foundation and 
justification of scientific propositions and, in addition, can provide 
a legitimizable basis for foundation and justification by way of a 
recourse to elementary practices of redication and action. I deeply 
regret that it is quite impossible here to exp ain thisdel adequately, E----f-. 
since this would take too much space. Therefore, I am forced to ask readers 
to have patience until my detailed paoer (see note 72) will be available. 
For first information one may look up some of the literature given in note 
28. 

A science-historically oriented practice in the Kuhnian sense is 
continuously in danger of becoming a stylish but cheap defense of poor 
science. If the quality of a theory is not judged by its foundation and 
justification but rather by the way it has factually superseded competing 
ones, then a theory can be regarded as a proper one for the mere reason 
that it superseded rivalling ones. Consequently, foundation and justifi- 
man are viewed as mere histroical coincidences. Systematic and 
well-founded argumentation which once has been obligatory in cases where 
the validity of theories was at issue, comes down to the mere historio- 

graphy of scientific developments. 

The above-mentioned alternative model allows for a critical recon- 
struction of the justificatory steps of a theoretical development, 
instead of merely looking at the results of such a development. Among 
many others, this view implies the following important advantages: (1) 
a very essential part of human activity need not be conceived as ruled 
by historical constraints; (2) unfounded parts of theories can be 
distinguished from well-founded ones irrespective of whether or not 
this theory is a commonly accepted one; (3) faulty developments can be 
characterized as such, which proves impracticable if all possible 
developments of scientific theories or branches are taken to be equally 
valid in principle; (4) central parts of predominating theories and 
practices can be substantially criticized and improved without being 
forced to wait until the adherents of these theories have died Out; etc. 

All this enables scientists to be critical of their own practice and to 
change it where this may turn out to be desirable and to justify their 
requests that others give up or modify their respective ("orthodox 
scientific") theories if this can be shown to be really necessary. There- 

fore, especially parapsychologists should stop talking about "revolutions" 
and care more about the foundation and justification of their theories 
and practices instead.So much on the background of my recorranendation to 

give up revolutionary pretention. 

2 

1. Terminology 

Several commentators wondered how a methodically constructed 
parapsychological terminology could be brought about. And especially 
Dr. Palmer has coonunicated some highly relevant thoughts about the 
inadequate linguistic means of the field. As in the case of the above- 
mentioned model of justification, it is hardly possible to provide 
a detailed outline of how, in my view, a methodical construction of 
an adequate terminology can be effected. I will perhaps take up Ms. 
White's suggestion to do this in a separate paper. However, the 
following sketch may well be sufficient to grasp the basic idea of how 
a scientific terminology should be constructed on the most fundamental 
level: 

Since scientific propositions differ from sentences as they are 
produced in everv-dav life in that thev are connected with special 
claims of validity, scientists are bound to be able to defend these 
orooositions against oossible objections. To be in a position to meet 
this obligation. their terminolobies must onlv contain. technical terms 
which have been-given an explicit standardiza‘tion. The standardization 
of a terminology which only consists of terms which have been i,ntroduced 
stepwise, complete, and free of circular definitions, is to be called a 
%ZliX??al construction ofarminology. Since every scientist, in the 
first place, is a member of a certain linguistic cormunity which uses 
natural colloquial language free of explicit definitions, these linguistic 
means must be transformed stepwise into a more precise and reliable 
scientific language. For this purpose, terminological agreements with 
regard to the respective contexts and goals of scientific activities 
are reqTrx Now, it is quite inGquate &-begin this transformation 
with "definitions by replacement" in a logical sense. This was done by 
Logical Empiricists and is still occasionally considered the only possible 
way today; it can easily be shown, however, that such "definitions by 
replacement" (as well as so-called "implicit definitions") inevitably 
lead into a re ressus ad infinitum. I would suggest, instead, that the 
transformation o or inary into technical linguistic means should be guided 

.+.- 

by the purposes scientists pursue with their scientific actions, as for 
instance with the production of measuring tools in mechanics. By using 
examples and counter-examples for respective objects, situations, or 
processes, exemplary determinations of predicators for these objects, 
situations, and processes can be introduced. With examples and counter- 
examples, we may also determine the use of predicators for our own 
activities as scientists (e.g., for experimental actions). By means of 
such predicators, rules for predicators, 
cedures for terminological determination, 

$ad some logical rules and pro- 
terminologies can be methodi- 

cally constructed which fulfill the the above requirements. 

Problems are somewhat more complex if we subsequently try to 
standardize terms which are already commonly used in a branch of science. 
Besides the request to construct a methodical terminology, the problem 
of adequacy with regard to already existinq theories of this branch of 
science is to be considered If scientists want to conserve the number 
and substance of already existing and agreed-upon theories, while 
constructing a methodical terminology, adequacy of the new terminology 
must thus be considered both with respect to the requirements of a 
methodical terminology and with respect to the traditional way of talking 
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about the already existing theories. Of course, the reasons why it is 
believed that the number and substance of these theories should be 
conserved must be explicitly stated which, however, can already fail 
because of the lack of an adequate terminology. In such a case, these 
theories must be sacrificed. The only alternative would be to close 
one's mind to the requirement of a methodically constructed and 
explicitly standardized terminology. But this would mean, in the last 
resort, that the means for distinguishing between scientific propositions 
and unscientific ones are renounced deliberately. Scientists who prefer 
to accept the latter possibility have overlooked that "objectivity" 
or "intersubjectivity" are themselves predicators for propositions (and 
not for the quality of research work; see again Dr.cott's coanm?nts and 
my response). That is to say, that objectivity or intersubjectivity 
cannot be reached independent of language but must start with the objecti- 
vely or intersubjectively comprehensible use of terms. 

Anyway -- if we decide to do scientific work, rules for the use Of 
technical terms in a scientific practice must be explicated, and the 
standardization of the required terminology must make use of exemplary 
determinations of predicators by means of examples and counter-examples. 

3. Can Science "Explain the World, " And Can It Solve the Survival Problem? -___ _----- 

I would like to start with a very brief discussion of the claim 
(advanced by several commentators) that science, and physics in particular, 
is to explain the world and the universe and what not. 

It is evident to everybody, I think, that, for pragmatic reasons, 
natural scientists are unable to investigate or explain "the world" or 
"the universe" at a single try. Therefore, the main task of science, 

namely to "explain the world, " we are told, is divided into a great 

number of manageable sub-tasks which are called "experiments." NOW, any 
experiment, say, in physics (upon which we will concentrate, Sin02 it 1s 
the "paradigmatic" field to solve the "problem" in question) can be 
described as a s stem of relatively low complexity. Such a system IS 
defined by a see ' a finite number) of elements and a set(= a finite 
number) of relations between these elements, and it can be described by 
means of a differential equation. This implies, moreover, that each 

system of this kind has well-defined boundaries. That IS to say, (1) 
that there are both elements which are parts of the system and other 
elements which are not parts of theTstem (otherwise physicists would, 
indeed, be invemgmng the whole "world" or "universe" at a Sinqle 
try), and (2) that for any given element it can be decided whether or not 
it is a part of the system. It is evident, that a physical experiment 

can only produce scientific knowledge about those elements which are parts 
of the system, but not about outside elements. The same is true for 2, 
3; 4, . . . 
singly or jointly. 

n experiments no matter whether they are consldered 
-*" "'ihat is to say, even by means of physical experimen- I, 

tation it will never be possible to explain "the world" or "the u;ri;;,'_", 
since there wilnm remain outside elements uninvestlgated. 
fore, any such claim is untenable. It is a myth. 

To turn to the survival problem, I have several fundamental objections 

against this kind of research. Obviously, I have failed, however, to 

convince anyone with what I wrote in my paper. At least, commentators 
almost unanimously disagreed with me on this question. 

I would question the usefulness of survival research on (a) pragmatic, (b) mental-hygienic, 
and (c) language-philosophical grounds. Furthermore, I would object to 
survival research for several otner reasons which are partly related to 
conceptions of scientific explanation, 
the general competence of science, etc. 

scientific hypothesis testing, 
To explain even one of these 

additional objections would require much more space than is available 
here. I will do that on other occasions. Since I have already tried to 
explain my objections based on (a) and (b) in my original paper, 
not repeat these arguments here. I will 

objection (c). 
Instead, I will try to explain my 

In my view, one ofthemain reasons for the futility of survival 
research is the following: in section III. 2 we have seen that, in order 
to construct a scientific terminology that enables us to distinguish 
strictly between sound and well-founded propositions as well as structur 
groups of propositions (i.e. theories) on the one hand and unfounded, 
metaphysical, and unscientific ones on the other, we must start with 
exemplary determinations of redicators to denominate those objects, 
situations, or processes whlc are to 37---F 
gated, etc. 

e described, explained, investi- 
For the introduction of such predicators, we need examples 

and counter-examples of such objects, situations or processes which are 
more or less readily at hand and disposable. 

ed 

Thus a physicist, after having performed certain experimental actions, 
can point at certain features of his measuring protocol and say:-"That's 
what we want to call the factor 'gravitation,' henceforth (whatever its 
interpretation)." Counter-examples are readily at hand, and research- 

arapsycholoqist, after having performed certain 
can point at a certain feature of his experimental 

That's what we want to call the f?gtor 'psi' henceforth 
(whatever its interpretation, normal or paranormal)." 
are,'?-‘ 

Counter-examples 
in Principle, at hand, and research goes on. (Both of these introduc- 

tions have in common that they are made on an operational basis). A 
survival researcher, after . . . What could he have done, and what should 
he point at to call it "survival""? The problem is that there are no such 
examples and counter-examples which could be chosen to methodically 
introducethepredicator "survival N That is, the survival researcher does 
not dispose of any object, situation or process that could be counted as 
an example or counter-example of "survival," since the operational basis 
is lacking. There are two possible (but treacherous) strategies he might 
choose: (a) he might point at certain features of findings of research in 
mediumism, reincarnation, etc.; or (b) he might invent examples, say, of 
an individual who did survive and of another indm who did not survive, 
call one of these "survival," and -- research does not 2 onTr at least, 
need not E on), since his strategies have produceda-coupE of /nsurmountable 
d37iZties7 

(1) To be able to formulate the examples he invents under strategy 
(b), he already needs the predicators 
equivalent ones). 

"survival" and "non-survival" (or 
That is, the very terms he wanted to introduce methodi- 

cally by way of an exemplary predication have already been used for 
providing the preconditions for this predication. In other words: in order 



to get to the means which would enable him to decide what should qualify 
as "survival" and what should qualify as "non-survival," this distinction 
must already have been made beforehand. This circularity is inescapable. 

(2) By means of further research,the physicist is able, in principle 
to find out what it is that he has termed "gravitation."Likewlse: by means 
of further research, the parapsychologist is able, in principle, to find 
out what it is that he has termed "psi. ' The survival researcher, however, 

is not able to find out what it is that he has termed "survival," since, 
regaless of whether he has chosen strategy (a) or (b), he has already,, 
committed himself to an interpretation of what he has termed "survival. 
His further research can only produce analytic truths because of his very 
introduction of the term "survival. * He cannot m any proof of survival 
that is not yet predetermined by his introduction of that term. If, in his 
further research, the survival researcher happens to come across a case 
suggestive of survival, there are only two alternatives left: if, relative 
to his introduction of that term, he classifies his new case as a genuine 
instance of survival, then his assessment of genuineness is true & defini- 
tion. And if this new case does not qualify as a genuine instance of 
survival (in terms of his introduction), the researcher is unable to say 

an thin of value about this case (at least as far as its relevance to the 
Yiihd hypothesis is concerned). That is, any case he might consider is 
an instance of genuine survival (a) by definition or (b) not at all. 

A slightly different version of this objection is that survival research 
is necessarily performed by living human beings. However, b-v- definition, 

living human beings (no matter whether they are survival researchers 
or mediumistic mediums or supposedly reincarnated children) can not know 
by experience what dying or what 'life after death' (whatever that means) 

is like. To be able to form a judgement about the validity of claimed 
data "suggestive of survival" (e.g., of descriptions of "life after death" 
obtained, say, by way of mediumistic communications), these living research- 
ers must dispose of a pre-specified set of criteria as to what to accept 
and what to reject as evidence for survival. But how could these living 

researchers possibly be able to establish such a set of criteria? The 
only conceivable way would be to already base this establishment on data 
"suggestive of survival," that is, on the very data the validity of which 
they want to assess by means of these criteria! This proceeding,is clearly 
circular, and no scientific value, whatsoever, can be justly claimed for 

any results obtained that way. Strictly speaking, it is not even possible 

to state which kinds of data do (or do not) qualify as "suggestive of 
survival." 

From all this it follows that empirical scientific knowledge about 
survival is impossible, on principle. That is to say? it is not possible 
to form propositions about the possibility or impossibility of survival 
which could be claimed to be "scientific ' in any conceivable sense of 

that term. 

I trust that in spite of my insufficient command of written English, 
the gist of my argument has become clear. Now, I do not mind, of course, 

if people talk about belief or disbelief with regard to the question of 
survival. This way oftalking, in the last resort, depends on how they 
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discussed here. 
12 James McClennon is probably not completely wronq when he claims: 

wish to talk. And, in the ideal case of a "conscious" way of living one's 
m, wishes are acts of freedom. So, anyone must decide for himself 
which posltlon he prefers to adopt for a non-scientific way of talking 
about survival. However, I neither see a possibility of deciding scienti- 
fically whether survival is possible, nor can I even conceive of a way to 
methodically introduce the linguistic means necessary for talking about 
survival in a scientifically justifiable manner. 
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history of parapsycholoqy illustrates this point. 
Whenever a 'discovery' within the field seems to 
have a mechanistic explanation, that element is 
stripped, deemed unsuitable for the psychic re- 
searcher." 
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Cf., McClenon, J., Rejected Anomalies and Deviant Science. Unpublished 
manuscript, 1982 28moted from pTO).ewversion of 
this paper was presented before the February 1982 SERPA Conference 
under the title, "Psi as a rejected anomaly: social patterns surround- 
ing deviant sciences." 

13 Truzzi, M., "Editorial", in Zetetic Scholar,#lO (1982), 5-6 (quoted 

from p. 6). A m3re detailed discussion of this question is to be found 
in HBvelmann, G.H., "Some reflections on the term 'paranormal,'" in 
Journal of Parapsycholou, 47 (1983), in press. 

14 Dr. Blackmore quotes from a paper by Leonard Zusne on anomalistic 
psychology with which I am going to deal below along with my responses 
to Professor Zusne. 

15 Cf.. Hovelmann. G.H.. "Zum Problem der Wiederholbarkeit parapsvcholo- 
gischer Experimente.. To appear in Zeitschrift fur.Parapsycho- 
lcgie und Grenzgebiete der Psychologie, 25 (1983), in press. An 
abrldged tngllsh version of this article is to appear -- 
under the title, 

16 

17 

23 

Thid _ n. 181 
-- .- . I  r .  

mel, E.,-;'. Copernicus and the mechanics," in Journal of the History 
of Tdeaz. 1 11940). 113-118. -. _____) ~._._,) .._ ,... 
rxlrmi STE. ) Human Understandin Volume I: Conce ts, Their Collective 
Use and Evolutisx or : 7-3-T-8 are on Press, T97 T-(&k- chapt.1.4). -___ 
Eysenck, H.J., Letter to the author, dated March 3, 1983. 
The only reallymced account of Project Alpha I have yet come across 
is that bv Broad.Maaician's effort to foil scientists raises 
questions;" in The New-York-Times February 15, 1983, pp. 19 and 21. 
Besides Randi'smviryTt?%& and II and his Press Conference 
Statement, especially cf.thetorious7unsigned)article "Psychic 
abscam" in : Discover, March 1983. (Postscript to this note; May 21, 
1983: I just received a mailing from the Parapsychological Association 
on Project Alpha. I disagree with a few of Peter Philipps' opinions 
as expressed in his "brief report. h-?-regret that the P.A. considered 
it necessary to include Rockwell's ad hominem statements with its 
mailing. 

(Second postscript to this note; June 24, 1983: I regret to say that I 
am extremely disappointed by the recent accounts of Project Alpha by 
Martin Gardner and James Randi, respectively. Both contain demonstrable 
inaccuracies and, again, gross exaggerations of the implications of the 
findings. What is really regrettable about this way of presentation is 
that Randi himself provides his critics with the pretext to dismiss his 
findings in toto and to cheerfully ignore the project's vital lessons. 
Thus, I ca;nXIielp concluding that, in some sense, Randi's way of 
presenting his results is rather instrumental in bringing about what he 
wants to criticize. Cf., Gardner, M., "Lessons of a landmark PK hoax," 
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in Skeptical Inquirer, 7 (1983), 4, 16-19, and Randi, J.: "The Project Alpha 
experiment. Fart 1. The-first two years," in Skeptical Inquirer, 7 (1983), 
4, 21-33. 

\ .,., - 
publis..-- 
Alpha exper 
8 (1983), 1 

(Third postscript to this note; November 3, 1983: In the meantime, Randi 
published the second part of his report on Alpha: Rand], J.: "The Project 
Alpha experiment: Part 2. Beyond the laboratory," in Skeptical Inquirer, 
8 (1983), 1, 36-45. It is much more balanced than the first part, aTtT;i;ugh 
f still ha\.. __._,-. f still have several objections to it. In "James Randi und Projekt Alpha-- _.,_ 
oder: wie leichtglaut oder: wie leichtglaubig sind 'die' Parapsychologen?" in: Zeitschrift fllr t fllr 

ologie, ologie, 26 (19841, in preparation, 26 (1984), in preparation, 
ole affaz (a more detailed ole affaz (a more detailed 

24 Cf. Bierman, D.J., "Hoe wetenschappelijk zijn onze dritici?" in 

~~~i~l?i!,l~?',!~ ~~:;J4flh~~:~e~f;o~he 
Tijdschirft voor Para s cholo ie 

publication in the Tijdschrift voor Parapsychologie. 
25 Cf. Hovelmann, G.H., varadigm rediscovered?--oder: Schamanismus 

+r\+s, " in hsvrr u D fori \ lint~r dem Pflaster lie@ der Strand. 
19X7 nn 17h-lR7: Eauer. r 

b ” I - ”  I ,  111 VYCL I ,  11.1. “ r * “ - .  -  

P-,nA '2. Berlin: Karlin'~~~~r~, .---, rr. . . . . . . , L. 
,ann. G.H.. & W. von Lucadou. "Der Jahrundertkonqress -- Cam- 

ua,,u I  

Hovelm 
bridge 
der Ps 

26 Inglis, ~_, 
Reloff. J 

-1t&,; -in Zeitschrift fUr'Parapsycholoaie und-Grenzgebiete 
ychologie, 2_"(1982), 193-215. 

R 1 "Power corrupts: skepticism corrodes," in Koll, W.ti.. 
& J. McAllister (eds.), Research in Parapsychology 1980. 

i:etuchen'~~N.J. & London: Scarecrow m'8r m _̂  ̂ .- 
L/ Again ct. my papers reterred to in note 15. 
28 Only few accounts are available in English; but cf., for instance, 

Janich, P., "Physics -- natural science or technology?" in Krohn, W. 
et al. (eds.), The Dynamics of Science and Technology Dordrecht: 
0. Reidel, 19782-27; Janiczmtophysics of Time. Dordrecht: 
D. Reidel, in preparation; Lorenz, K., "The concept of science. Some 
remarks on the methodological issue 'construction' versus 'description' 
in the philosophy of science," in Bieri, P., Horstmann, R. -P. & L. 
Kruger (eds.), Transcendental Ar uments and Science. Dordrecht: D. 
Reicel, 1979, 17-190; Lorenz,*- clence, a rational enterprise? 
Some remarks on the consequences of distinguishing science as a way 
of presentation and science as a way of research," in Hilpinen, R. 
(ed.), Rationality in Science. Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 1980, 63-78; 
Lorenzeni t'l, Normative Logic and Ethics. Mannheim & Zurich: 
Bibliosraphisc~Institut.~?~f. Kamlah. W. & P. Lorenzen -.. , 
Logische Propadeutik. Vorschule des vernufti en Redens. 2nd improved 
zdmrFd=. Mannheim, Gn&:mographisches 
Institut, 1973; MittelstraB, J., Die blichkeit von Wissenschaft. -- 
Frankfurt/M.: Suhrkamp, 1974. Also cf. tmterature referred to 

in my papers quoted in note 15. An extensive Enqlish anthology on 
the philosophy of the "Erlangen School" is now in preparation and 
will probably be available in 1984 or 1985. 

29 Keil, H.H.J., "Parapsychology -- searching-for substance beyond the 
shadows," in: Australian Psychologist, 15 (1980): 145-168 (quoted 
from o. 163). 

30 Cf. Roll, W:G., "The changing perspective on life after death," in 
Krippner, S. (ed.), Advances in Parapsycholo ical Research. Volume -- 
III. New York & London: PTi;nu%Press, ---TEi&bT9f, as well- 
revlew of this volume in Theta, 11 (1983), in press. 
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.- _.. 
31 Sheldrake, R.: "Morphic resonance, memory and psychical research," 

in Para s cholo ical Journal of South Africa 3. 
Rouk%iY%& 

(1982), 2, 70-75; 
,-iri%Xitl%iYXformative causation," in 

Parapsychological Journal of South Africa 3 (1982), 2, 84-105. _-... ._ _-_ --- - 

(Postscript to this note; November 3, 1983: I still haven't read Sheldrake's 
book but I have seen Stephen Braude's essay review of it (cf. Braude, S.E.: 

""adi;al nrovinrialism in the life sciences: A reviw of Rupert Sheldrake'r llL-..,l. r,__ - _ 

A New Science of Life, ' in Journal of the American Society for Psychical 
Research, 77 (1983), 6X-78). Cn the assumotion that Braude adequately re- 
presents Sheldrake's c rpinions in his review, I find his criticisms (with 
very few exceptions) convincing. ) 

32 

33 

34 

2 
37 

38 

39 

40 
41 

42 

43 

Krippner, S., "Editorial," in tichoenergetic Systems, 2 (1977), 

5-11 (esp. p. 10). 
Rao, K.R., "On the question of replication," in Journal Of Para- 
psychology, 45 (1981), 311-320. 
A ison P.07 "Ex erimental parapsychology as a rejected science," 
i:'Walljs, R.'(ed.y, On the Margins of Science: The Social ConstrUCtion 

of Rejected Knowledge. (S ociology Review Monograph 27). Keele, 
Stafforashire: University of Keele, 1979, 271-291; also cf. Allison, 
P.D., Social Aspects of Scientific Innovations: The Case of Para- -. 

Unpublished Master's Thesis. University6fsEin, 

Allison, P.D. (1979; in note 34): p. 287. 
Ibid., p. 288. 
For instance, cf. Hovelmann, G.H., "Technikorientierte versus welbild- 
erzeugende Naturwissenschaft. Marginalien zu einigen Auffassungen W. 
Buchels," in Zeitschrift fur alle meine Wissenschaftstheorie/Journal 
for General Phlloso h of=ib984) 
~e~G~e~o~~.~andall:'~~~r~~~~~~ologie 
und die Natur des Lebendigen,'" in Zeitschrift fllr Parapsycholoqie und 
Grenzqebiete der Psycholoqie, 23 (1981), 123-127; Tetens, H., "Organisa- 
tion und Information. Uber eine methodologische Legende in der 
Biologie." Paper presented at the 15th Workshop on Phylogenetics and 
Systematics. Biebergemund im Spessart, May 1982. 
For a discussion of the relations between "parapsychologists" and 
"critics," see my responses to Dr. Stokes and Professor Zusne. 
I would indeed prefer "laws of science" instead of "real world principles." 
Anonymus: "Ermittlungen hinter Nebelvorhangen," in Die Polizei- 

- - Zeitung Baden-WUrttember 1981, No. 4, p. 3 
EeT; w., "Die merkwUr ;ge Wissenschaft der Spukprofessoren," in 
Kriminalistik, 24 (1970), 329-338; Wimmer, W., "Eine andere Wirklichkeit? 
Vom Unfug der Parapsychologie," in Deutsches Arzteblatt, 71 (1974), 732- 
739; Winsner, W., "Okkultismus und Rechtsordnung. Die Methzen der 

__. 
Truzzi, M., 
(1982), 152. 

"Reply to Christopher C. Scott," in Zetetic Scholar, #lo, 

(Postscript to this note; November 3, 1983: Recently, Jerome Tobacyk 
("Reduction in paranormal belief among participants in a college course," 
in Skeptical Inquirer, 8 (1983), 1, 57-61) advanced claims very similar 
to those made by Professor Mertens, and he, too, did not quote any 
evidence to support them. Cf. my critical remarks on this aspect of 

i;"g;;i;k's3 paper in my 'I Letter to the Editor" in Skeptical Inquirer? 8 
, in press. Also cf., Levis, K. (ed.), Violence and Religious 

Comnitmenis: Implications of Jim Jones's People's Temple Movement, 
University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1982.) 

45 Ibid., pp. 112 and 172. 
46 Auerbach, L.M., "'Mentalism for Parapsychologists.' A report on an 

ASPR workshop," ~ in ASPR Newsletter 2 (1983), 4. 
47 Ibid. 

47A On this occasion the Council of the Parapsychological Association 
adopted a resolution which was announced by its president, Stanley 
Krippner, in Marcel10 Truzzi's roundtable on "The role of conjurors 
in psychical research and parapsychology." This resolution reads: 

"Historically, parapsychologists have availed themselves of the 
services of experts in fields relevant to their own: statistici- 
ans, engineers, and --on occasion-- magicians. The P.A. welcomes 
collaboration with magicians who, by their past behavior and mem- 
bership in respected organizations, have maintained high standards 
of professionalism and have adhered to the ethical code of the 
fraternity of magicians, We suggest that it is disadvantageous to 
both parapsychologists'and conjurors to interact with magicians 
who do not maet these criteria and who would exploit such an inter- 
action for personal gain, Therefore. the P.A. Council has voted 
unanimously to request from organizations such as the International 
Brotherhood of Magicians, Society of American Magicians, and the 
Psychic Entertainers Association a list of their members who, re- 
gardless of their opinions on the existence of psi, would be,willing 
to consult with P.A. members regarding adequate controls against 
fraud. We look forward to a fruitful professional relationship with 
these individuals." 

On the relationship between parapsychologists and conjurors, also cf. 
Marcello Truzzi's excellent survey "Reflections on conjuring and 
psychical research" (to be published) and my reflections after the 1983 
P.A. Convention (Hdvelmann, G.H., "Einige Dberlegungn nach der 26, 
Jahrestagung der Parapsychological Association 1983," in Zeitschrift fur 
Paraps_ychologie und Grenzgebiete der Psychologie, 25 (1983), in press. -- 

48 Cf. Hovelmann, G.H., "Kooperation und Konkurrenz im wissenschaftlichen 
Schrifttum der Parapsychologie," 
und Grenzgebiete der Psycholo ie 

in Zeitschrift fur Para s cholo ie 

"Cooperation versus compe i ion: in defense of rational ar ument in 
P;ld;awchology," 

t,t.g ,,g (1980), 143=6-., 

in European Journal of Parapsychology, 4 1983),483: ___- ___- 

49 Beloff, J., "Three open questions," in Parapsychology ~CY,~W 
1, l-6 (quoted from p. 1) - , 19 (1YOJJ> 

50 Hdvelmann, G.H.. "Review of G7ara ftf note 511." :- 7-1L--L.-'TL <II 

ann: Institute 
for toren3ic P 

.- . /II_-.IU, yl_I.,-l uYC,Y,c,. marourg/L 
ledicine of Marburg University, 1980. 

52 A brief account of our informal conference and its achievements is to 
be found in English in: Frazier, K., "Parapsychologists, critics agree 
to consensus statement," in Skeptical Inquirer, L (1983), 4, 4-6. 
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In the second of my papers referred to in note 48, I have tried to 
define "rational discourse." 
For instance, cf. Collins, H.M., & T.J. Pinch. "The construction of 
the paranormal: nothing unscientific is happening," in Wallis,.R.-(ed.), 
On the Margins of Science The Social Construction of Rejected Know- 
Fdc(SociologEal Review Mono-27) K 1 S tsfordshire: 
University of Keele, 1979, 237-270; Pinch, TeJe: & H.M. Collins 

“IS 
anti-science not-science? The case of parapsychology," Nowotny,'H. & 
H. Rose (eds.), Counter-movements in the Sciences. (Sociology of the 
Sciences, Vol. III) Dordrecht: d.Te%lmZ21-250; Collins 
H.M., & T.J. Pinch,'Frames of Meanin . The Social Construction oi 

~T~er-printF~ge~~~:;d1a9~2the 5: 
Extraordinar Science.don: 

International Conference of the Society for Psychical Research,-%istol, 
Aon T-nEl 

-- - 

Cf. my papers reverred to in note 15; also cf. Htlvelmann, G.H 
relevance, and responsibility," 

"Reality 

H&elmann, G.H., 
in Zetetic Scholar, #lO (1982j: 131-133; 

"Review of "Parapsywgyande Experimental Method" 
(ed. by B. Shapin & L. Coly)," in Journal of Parapsychology, $7- (1983), 
in press. -- 

Cf. my paper referred to in note 37; also cf. Hefvelmann, G.H., 
"Sprachkritische 8emerkunoen zur evolutionlren Erkenntnishtheorie." 
in' Zeitschrift fUr all emeine Wissenschaftstheorie Journal for General 
F'tilosfophy of S?%n&~8~. ' -- 

ere ore (and-vex other'reasons some of which concern the history 
of mathematics), I also disagree with Dr. Rosen's position as outlined in: 
"Wholeness and psi: the implications of David Bohm's conce ts for 
parapsychology. Part I," in: Theta, 10 (1982), 74-78; P "Who eness and 
psi: The implications of David-%%m'Tconcepts for parapsychology. Part 
II," Theta, 11 (1983), 2-8; and in "Psi-modeling and the psychophysical 
questFan epistemological crisis," in Parapsychology 
1, 17-24. 

Review, 14 (1983), 

Again, cf. my response to Mr. Hoebens as well as notes 22-24. 
Qlthough I greatly admire Dr. Palmer's contributions to parapsychology, I 
share Dr. Stokes' concern about the "astrological" part in his 1979 
presidential address (cf. Palmer, J., 
science: facing the implications," 

"Parapsychology as a probabilistic 
in Roll, W.G. (ed.) Research in 

1979. Metuchen, N.J. & London: Scare Press,,- 
I also share Dr. Stokes' concern about recent 

requests made by members of the Parapsychological Association to give 
up rigid scientific methodology. For instance, cf. Gruber, E.R., 
"Inside adn outside the paranormal," Paper presented at the 3lst Annual 
International Conference of the Parapsychology Foundation, London, 
mFr982.For a criticEm such attempts see my papers referred to 
in note 25. Also cf. Hovelmann, G.H.,"' not much of a scholarly 
piece'?" in Duerr, H.P. (ed.) Unter dem Piiaster lie t der Strand; 
Band 10 ~ .-' Berlin: Karlin Kramerlag-- l-E?- : aslightlyrevised 
version of this paper is to appear -- under the title "Parapsychologem 
und das Irrationale" -- in Zeitschrift fUr Parapsychologie ord Grenzgebiete - -- 

62 

63 
64 
64A 

I:' 
76 

der Psycholoqie, 5 (1983),in press. 
Esoir, M., "Die Parapsychol 

9 
ie. Eine Entgegnung auf den Artik :el: 

'Dar Prophet,"' in Sphinx, 4 341-344. 1889), 
Ibid., p. 342 (my translation), also cf. my paper referred to in note 13. __ 
mn, cf. my papers referred to in note 15. 

Dr. Tirmn put the word "forgetfulness" in inverted commas. As I under- 
stand it, these inverted commas are to indicate that he is only talking 
about 'so-called' or 'alleged' forgetfulness. Because of an oversight 
(Timm: Letter to Hovelmann, dated June 20, 1983), these inverted 
commas were left out in the manuscript on which IQ' response was based, 
and I wrote this response with the understanding that Tinm was talking 
about 'genuine' forgetfulness. As I think the my counter-argument may 
nevertheless be of some interest to readers, I retain the relevant part 
of my response unchanged. 
Ms. White has advanced similar arguments in her papers: "On the genesis 
of research hypotheses in parapsychology," in Parapsychology Review, 11 
(1980), 1, 6-9; "Contribution to a roundtable on the future of para- 
psychology." Paper presented at the 25th Annual Convention of the -- 
Parapsychological Association, Cambridge, U.K., August 1982. 
For details confer with Professor Zusne's comments on my paper as well 
as Zusne L "Contributions to the history of psychology: XxX11. On 
livina with'; specter: the storv of anomalistic psvcholoqv," in 

T-%----T-k' 
Perce-tual and &otor Skills, g, (1982), 683-694'. (1 thank Professor 

usne or generous y ma ing a pre-publication copy of the galleys 
available to me). Also cf. Zusne, L., "On conducting a zetetic dialogue," 
in Zetetic Scholar, 8 (1981), 118-122. 
Zusne, L. (mn note 66), p. 685. 
Ibid.. D. 687. 

ia:: ;: 691. 
z.. I I ..+c.... Ĉ  ++ nuthnr. dated November 5. 1982 

Therefore, it is impossible for themomentto teli Richard Kammann 
' "which side of Mishlove's fence" the parapsychologists "are sitting 

on." But I am sure that this dialogue has demonstrated that there 
are parapsychologists sitting on the side he would prefer. Cf. Kammann, 
c "The parapsychologist at the choicepoint," in Zetetic Scholar, #8 
(1981). 86-89: also cf. Mishlove, J.. "The schism ~i~svchnloov". 
in Zetetic Scholar, 8 (1981), 78-85.. 

r-ll - .  -  -i_l I  

A much moremeddtreatment of the problems to be discusses here 
is to beundinaoaoer on oaraosvcholoaists' reception of the 
Kuhnian historicistic views of scientific*development and scientific 

change which I am presently preparing. I presented an abridged version 
of this paper --under the title "Against historicism" -- at the 26th 
Annual Convention of the Parapsychological Association, Madison,N.J., 
August 1983, of which section III.1 of the present paper, again, is a 
considerably condensed version. 
Kuhn, T.S.: The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1962 
For details, esp. cf. iorenzcn, P. (1969; in note 28) and Kamlah, W. 
& P. Lorenzen (1973; also in note 28). 
There is one decisive methodolo ical difference between physical and 

---+-- parapsychological experiments w ich I have tried to point out in mY 
papers on the repeatability problem referred to in note 15. The differ- 
ence between "experimental sciences" and "experimena sciences" as 
well as that between "experimental actions" and "experimenting ac- 
tions" is also explained there.Tese differences are irrelevant, 
however, as far as the purposes of our present examples are concerned. 
For an explanation of what I mean by "factor psi," confer with my 

response to Professor Zusne. 
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BQOK REVIEWS 
The Enigma of Daniel Home: Medium or Fraud? By Trevor H. Hall. Buffalo, --- 

N.Y.: Prometheus mks, 1984. 160 pp. $16.95. 

Reviewed by Eric J. Dingwall 

In his introduction to this tik, the author states it is not intended to 
be a life of Daniel Home but is a collection of essays each of which tries to 
solve some puzzle connected with the medium hitherto not explained in any way 
that has been found convincing to himself. 

The book is divided into ten essays together with an epilcyue and intro- 
duction in which he lists a number of books and articles on Home dating from 
the middle of the nineteenth century. Among these mention is made of Mrs. 
Browning's famous letter to her sister in 1856 in which, discussing Home's 
visit to Italy the same year, she tells what she has heard of the medium'5 
activity and of what she calls the "mystery of iniquity," the details of which 
were omitted in the printed version of the letter but which Dr. Hall was able 
to see in a copy of the complete letter, a discussion of which forms the 
subject of one of the essays where the author thinks that he has been able to 
resolve the matter. 

The first essay asks the question as to who Daniel was and is a long 

disquisition on the origin of his second name Dunglas or Dunglass, a name not 
on the birth certificate but added later by Home clearly in order to connect 
himself with the Earls of Home, since he maintained that his father was a 
natural son of the tenth Earl of Home. This claim a-s never to have been 
affirmed or denied by the Home family. Without citing any evidence. Dr. Hall 
dismisses it as an "outrageous lie" (p. 21) and as an example of Home's 
deceptions in regard to his origins. There then follows a long discussion of 
what Sir David Brewster wrote to his daughter (Mrs. Cordon) tellinq her what 
had been said at a meeting at which Home was present and whom he described as 
a lad of twenty, "the son of a brother of the late Earl of Home." Brewster 
does not say that it was Home himself who made this statement, and indeed Home 
later denied it in the second series of his Incidents in M Life (18721, 

- ?&tEwas the saying that it was a matter of misinformation and that his 
natural son of the tenth Earl. 

Having made his point, the author tells his readers that Home's claim 
involved the tenth Earl in the "unusual pastime" of seducing one of the 
village girls, which seemed hardly likely in view of his age (64) and station 
in life. Thus he had become convinced that the medium's claims to an aristo- 
cratic connection existed only in his own imagination and in the minds of his 
gullible admirers. 

The second essay concerns Home's early life in America and begins with a 
digression on the Fox family and the difficulty of determining the exact ages 
of Margaretta and Catherine at the time the rappings commenced. Quoting Pcd- 
more as saying that Margaretta was 15 and Catherine 12 at the time (18481, he 
omits to state Podmore's source, which is given as Capron who obtained his 

information from Mrs. Fox herself, who stated that the younger girl was 'about 
twelve- and the other was in her "fifteenth year." 

Having discussed the ages of the Fox children, Dr. Hall proceeds to quote 
passages from Podmore's Modern Spiritualism which illustrate the general 
impression that Home made upon those who met him. These quotations and others 
in the book are indented in the text so the reader is clearly intended to 
accept them as being accurate copies from the original, but in manyofthem 
there are errors both in punctuation and in omissions which, although of 
little importance, suggest a lack of care in transcription which is to be 
regretted. 

Finally, an account of Home's meeting with a number of well-known people 
is mentioned, among them being Mr. Rufus Elmer at whose house the medium had 
been staying. It was here that some very successful seances were held in the 
presence of some visitors from Harvard who drew up a report of what they had 
witnessed in terms very favorable towards Home but of which no mention is made 
by Hall. 

In Chapter 3 the author discusses in greater detail than has hitherto 
been done what has been called "the mystery of iniquity" concerning an episode 
that cccurred during Home's visit to 1ta1y in 1855 and which was described by 
Mrs. Browning in a letter to her sister of March 4, 1856. As already men- 
tioned, this passage was omitted in the printed version of the letter and the 
present reviewer obtained a photocopy of the original letter and contributed 
some notes on it to the Journal of the Scriet for Ps chical Research for June 
1970,~.311,havingpreviously mentrone it in 19 --~'-27‘%EEfl states that he 
has a copy of the omitted passage but does not say who was responsible for the 
transcription which contains a number of errors which are of little importance 
except from the point of view of accuracy. 

According to Mrs. Browning, who got her information from Mr. Phipps, the 
brother of the Minister Plenipotentiary in Florence, a group decided to pre- 
sent Home with a great-coat and apparently arranged for him to buy one. He 
chose a very expensive one, keeping the money himself after arranging with the 
tailor to send the bill to those who had arranged the gift. In her Life of -- Home1 (1888), pp. 48-49, Mme. Home mentions this story saying that lt was 
@ZZ untrue that Home had wronged Mr. Rymer in the matter of the coat but on 
the contrary had in 1859 sent a cheque for fifty pounds to Mrs. Rymer so that 
she could join her husband in Australia whither he had gone on account of 
financial losses he had sustained. This "pretty story," as Hall calls it, is 
marred by the unfortunate fact that Mrs. Browning's letter is dated 1856. The 
author has, however, confused two accounts, namelytheoneby Mrs.Browning 
and the later version by Mme. Home who was Home's second wife. She states that 
this story was many years later and went the rounds of the American press, 
although not quoting any extracts from the papers and the dates when they 
appeared. It does not seem to have occurred to the author that it was unlikely 
that Home would have told his second wife of the incident of the coat so that, 
when it was revived many years later, she confused the story with the gift to 
Mrs. Rymer. Following the chapter on the great-coat, the author proceeds to a 

i discussion of the phenomena. He begins with an account of the early sittings 

d at Cox's Hotel where Home was staying when he arrived from America and also at 

l 
the house of Mr.J.S.Rymer, a solicitor who later, as we have seen, played a 
part in the "mystery of iniquity." In this chapter Dr. Hall makes a spirited 
attempt to showthatsome of the principal persons involved were more than 



dubious about the genuine character of the phenomena they observed. The chief 
witness on whom Hall states he relies was Sir David Brewster, but his testimo- 
ny on fraud on the part of Home is somewhat marred by what has been rightly 
called the "shameless disingenuousness" Brewster displayed in making contra- 
dictory statements which must have hen known to Dr. Hall hut which he chooses 
to omit. Fortunately, Brewster's contradictions and inconsistercies were ex- 
posed by those present with him at the relevant sittings, their testimony 
being later confirmedby his daughter (Mrs. Gordon) in a letter to her from 
her father written just after the sittings involved in the dispute. It is in 
this chapter that readers might expect to find Dr. Hall's own appraisal of 
Rome's mediumship where he was able to answer the question "Medium or Fraud?" 
and if he considers the latter more likely in view of the fact that so many 
observers, mainly among the better educated classes, not only believed in the 
genuine character of the phenomena but never detected or exposed an undoubted 
example of fraud in spite of a few suspicions that had occasionally been 
aroused. 

The reader will, I fear, not only be disappointed but often confused by 
Dr. Hall whose treatment of the subject in this chapter is founded on a 
number of speculations based on evidence derived from a variety of sources 
carefully selected for the purpose he has in mid. Thus he begins by quoting 
from the classic Davey experiments,* which illustrate the worthlessness of 
much of human testimony tier certain conditions, and three examples are taken 
from the Davey papers. What he omits to tell the reader is that Davey revealed 
that he had employed a confederate to produce certain effects which had been 
observed and described by the sitters. Thus in these cases at least, Dr. 
Hall's theory that what the sitters saw was a total misinterpretation of the 
facts or that there were no phenomena at all but what was described was due to 
imagination of the observers falls to the ground. To strengthen his case, he 
quotes the present reviewer's comparison between some of the phenomena cccur- 
ring with Frau Silbert and Mirabelli but makes no attempt to examine the three 
cases in detail and deal with the differences which, although not fatal to the 
comparison, maketheirvalue of lesser value. Thus in the case of Frau Sil- 
bert, few experienced persons have little doubt as to the normal character of 
most, if notall, of her effects but never, so far as I know, suggested that 
they were mesmerized or imagined everything while actually nothing took place 
atallas was, it seems, in the case of Mrs. Conway described by Dr. Hall or 
in what appears to have been a somewhat similar case Professor HarlowGale 
described in the Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research of Feb. 
1900, pp. 65-899. 

-- - 

The most serious omissions in this chapter are duetothe fact that Dr. 
Hall has made no attempt to quote or analyze any of the more striking examples 
of Home's mediumship such as the experiments withcrookes, the sittings in 
Holland3 in 1858, and above all the accounts related by very many sitters as 
to the lighting conditions which in many cases but not in all make many of Dr. 
Hall's speculations untenable. Indeed, it may be said that this chapter con- 
tains not one example of striking manifestations reported by persons of compe- 
tence and probity which were seemingly of such a kid that their paranormal 
nature had to be seriously considered. 
of Crawford, 

For example, in Italy in 1856 the Earl 
in a letter to his sister-in-law, described a sitting with Home 

at which the room was lighted by an oil lamp. After the sitting was over, 
those present including Home gathered round the tea table near the fire when 
suddenly a table with a loose marble slab on it at the further ti of the room 
rose some three feet into the air. One of the sitters got up from the table at 
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which they were sitting and "with his utmost strength" tried to fo ce it to 
its normal position but"had the greatest difficulty" in doing so. l Another 
example of objects moving at a distance was described by Professor Butlerove' 
at a sitting held in his house when Home was in Russia. He saw an arm chair 
move up to the table at which those present were seated and then "made a 
detour" to occupy a vacant space between Home and one of the sitters. 

Another striking example of a remarkable incident was that when Mr. J.S. 
Bergheim describedtoLordRayleigh a meeting with Home. Bergheim, a noted 
mesmerist of the period, was a wealthy business man and was much interested in 
spiritualism, attending a number of seances. He was very friendly with Lord 
Rayleigh who had met him in the City and foundthathehad nouse atall for 
what he called the "feeble tomfoolery" of the ordinary spiritualistic sit- 
tings, but that Home's performances "had no kinship" with them. 

In about 1869 he told Rayleigh that he met Home one day in broad daylight 
with the sun shining into the window and began talking tohim aboutlevita- 
tion. He proposed an experiment which Home accepted and in which he olaced his 
arms loosely around Home who then "floated up through their embrace, and 
landed on the floor." 

In b iiS general treatment of Home's phenomena. Hall is inclined to follow 
Palmore's guidance in the latter's views on the physical phenomena and quotes 
passages fr-om his books where his views on Home are given. For example, he 
says that as Home was treated as a distinguished guest he was able to select 
his sitters and arrange their positions at the table. This may have occurred 
at times, but it was clearly not the rule since it was not usual to inform the 
medium who was going to be invited to the sitting. For instance, Mrs. Hony- 
WOOd, who knew Home well, said that she had often taken Home in her own 
carriage to the houses of her friends who were strangers to him and had there 
seen violent movements of furniture at sittings in rooms where she knew that 
Home had never entered until that moment. 

Finally, towards the pnd of the chapter, the author discusses what he 
calls a damning ingredient in his critical assessment of Rome. Indeed, he goes 
so far as to say that he considers it axiomatic that the honesty of a medium 
may be judged by his or her associates. What he refers to is a letter6 to the 
eminent astronomer and solar physicist William Hugqins (1824-1910) from 
Crookes in which he described a Seance on April 11, 1871. The two mediums who 
gave the sitting were Charles Williams and Frank Herne, two professionals, the 
latter having a highly dubious r-eputation and whom Hall, rightly I think, 
describes as an unscrupulous trickster (p. 50) since both a few years later 
were exposed in blatant acts of deception. 

It appears that Home had dined with Crookes on April 11 and was invited 
to accompainy himtothe seance whichhad been arranged for that evening. In 
the letter Crookes told Huggins that he had to induce Home to come since it 
was a dark seance and Home "always refused to sit in the dark" as he consi- 
dered an absence of light unsatisfactory to those present. In this instance, 
however, he consented and Crcokes told Huqgins in enthusiastic terms about the 
extraordinary phenomena that took place. 

Now, since, according to Hall (p. 50), if two mediums give demonstrations 
then both must be genuine or fraudulent, then it follows that as Herne was 
almost certainly a fraud then Home was one also. It would seem thatcrookes 
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thought that both Herne and Williams may have ken genuine, but what reason 
have we to suppose that Home, if genuine himself, knew that the two other 
mediums were fraudulent? '&at ?%wanted to see more is clear from the state- 
ment by Crookes in the letter that he agreed to attend another sitting on 
April 25. Whether this convinces the reader that Home's "demonstrations" show 
thathehimself was a fraud is for himtodecide, but there is no doubt that 
he later considered Heme to be an imposter since he refers to the exposure of 
him in 1875 which caused a sensation among beliwing spiritualists. 

Chapters 5 and 6 consist of a rather tedious digression in order to 
decide various points regarding the date and other controversial issues con- 

considershat the date of issue of this book and 
certain alterations in the page-proofs show that some pressure had been put 
both on Adare and his father, Lord IXnraven, to press forward the appearance 
of the book in order that it might have some favorable influence 
legal battle with Mrs. Lyon. 

in the coming 

For some reason that has yet to be explained, Dr. Hall describes this 
book both in the present volume and his earlier unpublished An Exercise in 
Bibliography and Textual Criticism (1971) as a substantial volu%eoftG 
hundred pagersince his own detailed bibliographical description states 
correctly that existing original copies have only 180 pages, it is not clear 
what issue he has been using unless it be an odd mistake since, so far as I 
know, no copy of the original edition could be called "substantial" or had 
over 200 pages. 

There is little doubt that Dr. Hall is quite right to suggest that Home 
did have considerable influence over Adare during the series of experiments 
described in this book, especially when he shared an apartment with him and 
was intimate with him and his friends in their everyday lives, and especially 
so in the later sittings such as No. 74 at Ashley House when it was obvious 
that Home had close relations with Adare since previous contacts with Bergheim 
were mentioned, and it seemed that Home had some fear of the strong magnetic 
influences emanating from that quarter. How far Home himself used his own 
powers of suggestion either consciously or unconsciously remains a matter of 
speculation, but, as Hall points out, they may have been exercised to a 
considerable degree at the famous window levitation which the author deals 
with in detail in Chapter 9 to which we will now turn our attention. 

It was in 1965 that Dr. Hall first wrote a long account and analysis of 
this extraordinary incident which is too well-known to be described here. 
Suffice it to say that Hall again draws attentiontothe deplorable mass of 
contradictions and inconsistencies which abound in the accounts recorded by 
the witnesses which has led later students of the affair to come to a variety 
of conclusions as to the explanation of what actually occurred. Of these 
speculations those advanced by the author are some of the best, and much 
credit should be extended to him for the care he has taken in collecting the 
data and to account for them. He thinks (p. 126) that the mistakes made by the 
witnesses were too ridiculous and that there were too many of them.he sug- 
gests that those present must have been "in a mildly abnormal state" and that 
Home was "one of those rare individuals" who possessed the power of imposing 
suggestions upon others to a marked degree. In any event, he is of the opinion 
that Home strode quite normally over the window sill and on to the balcony and 
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thence to the adjoining balcony and window. Thus the case suggests that the 
alleged levitation was simply an ingenious fraud perpetrated by the medium for 
his own advantage in a crisis in his own career. 

If this view be accepted, and it does, I think, deserve SeriOUS Consi- 

deration, then the question in the title of this book Medium or Fraud? would 
have to be answered by a statement such as Medium or Fraud:r B&%?%%d this 
view would be one applicable to many othext&frustraxng and tangled 
history of psychical research. 

In Chapter 10, Dr. Hall sums up the conclusions atwhichhehas arrived 
after compiling this rather imperfect but provoking bk. He advances the View 
that "Home's principal secret lay in his peculiar ability to influence his 
sitters and those with whom he came intocontact" (p. 139). As he does not 

attempt to define the words "peculiar" or “abilities," it is impossible to 
determine what meaning he wishes to attach to these words. By "peculla~? does 
he mean odd or something exclusive to an individual? And in what sense are we 
to understand his use of the word "abilities"? Taken by themselves,, 

the words 

do not appear to throw much light on what theory Hall favors to decide whether 
Home was a medium or a fraud. 

The chief lesson to be learnt from this book is that the enigma of D.D. 
Home remains an enigma, and there is no sign of it being resolved. 

D D Home. His Life and Mission. By Mme. Dunglas Home. London: TrUbner & -A.-L'--- 
co., 1888. 

Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research, IV, 1887, pp. 381ff. -- - 

D D Home il Medium. By George Zorab. Milano: Armenia EditOre, 1976. -.2-L’-- 

For an account of this unpublished letter, see The British Journal of 
Psychology (General Section), Pt., Feb. 1953, pp. 62ff. ____ - 

@o&d by Thomas Berry from Ruskii Vestnik and published in the Journal of -- 
Religion and Psychical Resewvnno. 4, Oct. 1984, p. 224. - 

The Life of Sir William Crookes, O.M., F.R.S. By E.E. Fournier D'Albe. ---p 
London: T. Fisher Unwin Ltd., 1923, pp. lm3. 
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Oxford: Blackwell, 1983; New York: Hill and Wang; 1983. 204+ix pp. $12.9; 
hardbound; $7.95 paperback (1984). 

Reviewed by Piet Hein Ho&ens 

The range of topics discussed in Michel Gauquelin's latest book is somewhat 
narrower than the British title suggests. The Truth About Astrology does not 

-T - offer a comprehensive evaluation of astrological claims. Apart from the chap 
ter "The Horoscope Falls Down" (debunking traditional astrology), the book 
deals almost exclusively with Gauquelin's own work in "neo-astrology." 

Readers familiar with Gauquelin's earlier publications will find comparatively 
little new information in The Truth. The book recommends itself as an excel- -- 
lent summary of "neo-astrology" and is particularly interesting for what it 
reveals about its author's intellectual personality. 

In the concluding chapter, Gauquelin confesses: "Though I am so full of my 
subject, sodetermined todefend it, so proud of my discoveries, I am still 
tormented by two feuding demons. The first is the fear of having been mistaken 
in asserting that astral influence is real; the second is the agonizing 
thought of all I have been unable to discover or explain." 

Gauquelin describes his own relationship with astrologyy in terms of "pas- 
sion." His passion, however, is a complex affair. At the same time he is 
repulsed by astrology's inanities and attracted by its quaint and mysterious 
charms. 

A case in point is his attitude towards the astrological tradition as an 
"explanatory model." Methcdolcgically a conservative, he assumes -- most of 
the time-- that the "planetary effects" he believes he has discovered will 
eventually be explained in terms of nonircult physics. However, occasionally 
he wonders whether "perhaps I am making a mistake in trying to rid the plane- 
tary effect of all 'absurdity"' and "to substitute a rational and convincing 
argument for the astrolaqers' explanations" (p. 159). 

Obviously, Gauquelin finds it hard to make up his mind. Here I cannot but 
sympathize with him. Much as I am impressed with the quality of the evidence, 
I must confess to being unable to make any sense of these planetary effects. 
All attempts to explain them (i.e, to suggest a way they might cohere with the 
rest of nature) strike me as ir?&-yinq degrees implausible. 

Although I agree with Professor Abel1 that more independent replications will 
be needed before all doubts about the rectitude of Gauguelin's data have been 
dissolved, I notice that Gauguelin's claims have proven resistant to debunking 
attempts to such a degree that, in this exceptional case, I would personally 
place my bets on the proponent rather than upon the critics. However, the 
question "What does it all mean?" remains an open one. 

A major part of The Truth is concerned with the search for a rational explana- 
tion of the str= findings, &, an explanation that assumes the reliabili- 
ty of the data and tries to account for these without appealing to occult 
forces or influences.Gauquelln's favorite guess is that the effects may be 

correlated with changes in geomaqnetic activity caused by the Moon, Mars, 
Venus, Jupiter and Saturn. The foetus is presumed to be able to detect minute 
variations in the magnetic field and to choose to leave the maternal womb when 
the planet most congenial to its "genetic temperament" is rising or culmina- 
tinq on the horizon. 

One of the major problems with this proto-theory is that it does not adequate- 
ly explain why the actual distance between the Earth and the "midwife planets" 
does not seem to make any difference for the strenqth of the effects. Neither 
does it explain why the effects are noticed only when the planets find them- 
selves in two of the twelve celestial sectors. 

Gauquelin is very well aware of the "distance" obstacle (p. 152) but almost 
seems to have forgotten it when, in the very next section, he discusses the 
magnetic field hypothesis. To complicate matters even further, he suggests on 
p. 158 that the enormous distances might account for the apprent non-existence 
of any Uranus, Neptune or Pluto effects. 

It is not clear to me to what extent Gauquelin's "naturalistic" research 
programme may be expected to lead to a solution of the puzzle. To the philoso- 
phers and sociol&sts of science, it will be interesting to watch what Gau- 
quelin will do if and when he comes to the conclusion that his search has 
failed. Will he acquiesce in the conclusion that he has discovered one more 
Fortean phenomenon, an inexplicable oddity in nature? Or will he finally 
surrender to the siren song of astrological occultism? 

Traditional astrology does not explain anything, but it did to a certain 
extent anticipate Gauquelin's positive findings (although it is flatly con- 
tradicted by Gauguelin's even more numerous negative findings), and at least 
it provides a terminology eminently suited for concealing our ignorance. Even 
more important, it intuitively appeals to those who, for one reason or ano- 
ther, have become disenchanted with the world view of mainline science. 

Michel Gauquelin is both a skeptical inquirer and a proponent of a Claim of 
the Paranormal. I very much wonder how he will eventually solve the identity 
problem resulting from this strange situation. The Truth About Astrology gives --__ 
no unambiguous answer. Gauquelin is still too confused about his own disco- 
verses. 

Readers of Zetetic Scholar will be particularly interested in Cauquelin's 
account of hisfrmn with the scientific establishments in France, 
Belgium and the U.S. Perhaps it is a pity that the relevant chapter, "Science 
and Proof" was written at a moment when the chances of an honorable peace to 
end the Mars Effect war with the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of 
Claims of the Paranormal seemed close to zero. The remarkable "Reappraisal" by 
Professors Abell, Kurtz and Zelen in The Skeptical Inquirer (wtlich Gauguelin - 
acknowledges in a note added at proof stage) has since resuscitated hopes of a 
happy ending. I understand that Michel Gauguelin's current view of CSICOP is 
far milder than the casual reader of The Truth would probably expect. -__ 

A few critical remarks: I found the penultimate chapter "'Neo-astrology' Under 
Attack" not entirely convincing. Gauquelin laments modern obstetric policies 
in the West ((with Holland, I am happy to say, as the favorable exception) 
because "the mwhanisation of childbirth" may affect "the link binding us to 
the cosmos and the evolution of our species" ((p. 175). It may be true that 
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modern obstetric techniques destroy the neu-astrological effects, but to add 
in this context the warning that “to violate the laws of nature may have 
serious unknownconsequences for the future of our descendents” is a little 
insipid. Theologians have used this argument against every technolqical 
innovation from the invention of the wheel to the introduction of contracep- 
tive devices. 

I do not understand why Gauquelin takes for granted (p. 178) that the observa- 
tion of planetary effects at birth would be a scientific revolution of Caper- 
nican magnitude. Until some sort of “explanation” is found for the neo- 
astrological anomalies, it will remain futile to speculate about their impli- 
cations for science. An explanation in terms of “disturbances in the magnetic 
field” (Gauquelin’s favorite), remarkable as it might be, would probably leave 
the temple of orthodox science pretty much intact. 

Apart from these quibbles, I found The Truth About Astrology an excellent book 
by one of the most interesting and engaEf=s in modern anomalistics. 

Reviewed by Geoffrey Dean 

Michel Gauquelin has been tirelessly researching astrology since 1949. 
This book tells the story of his work and is essential reading for anp- 
one seeking an up-to-date overview. It is also the story of determin- 
ation triumphing over immense tedium, mindless hostility, and lack of 
resources. For those who see research only in terms of dollars this 
book will be a revelation and an inspiration. 

It is aimed at the general reader. As usual with a Gauquelin book, it 
is very clearly written. It has 29 handsome figures (mostly graphs), 
7 tables, 200 references, an index, and a questionnaire asking for 
birth data and a character assessment (via a check list) to help further 
research. The topics include occupation, heredity, character traits, 
unsuccessful attempts to demonstrate character effects with ordinary 

people, the CSICOP affair, a look at various astrological claims inclu- 
ding signs, possible mechanisms for the planetary effect and criticisms 
thereof, and a survey of modern obstetrical practices and their relation 
to planetary effects. The last two topics will be of especial interest 
to anyone trying to formulate an explanation. 

It is only a few years since Michel Gauquelin’s two previous books in 
English on his work were published, namely Spheres of Destiny (1981) 
and Cosmic Influences on Human Behaviour (1976). Hence much of the 

information is not new, but this is the price for having an up-to-date 
account in one volume. Similarly many technical points of interest 

have had to be left out, for example the problem of expectancy, but the 
source material is amply documented for readers wanting more details. 

Three things shine through: Gauquelin’s enthusiasm for his subject, 
his scrupulously scientific approach, and the sheer mass of evidence 
accumulated to date. Readers who are aware of Gauquelin’s work only 
through the writings of his critics will know that his results are sup- 
posedly all due to selection of data, wrong use of statistics, and lack 

of replication, if not to falsification of data and sheer pig-headedness. 
The facts documented in this book tell quite a different story. 

Right from the start Gauquelin’s approach has been a model of the 
scientific method, with replication and publication of data every inch 
of the way. Thus in 1951, when he observed planetary effects for 576 
famous French physicians, his response was to perform a replication 
with another 508 famous French physicians. The results were the 

same. So he tested other French professionals. The results were 
again the same. In 1955 he published all the results and all the data 
(5756 cases), and extended the tests to other countries and to heredity. 
Thus from the very beginning his work has continued for the very best 

of reasons -- because the results replicated. 

Because this early work was published in French, few people are 
aware of how rigorous it was. To be sure, it is briefly mentioned 
in Gauquelin’s later English books including the present book, but it 
seems to have been conveniently forgotten by his critics. Today, some 
100,000 cases later, the total evidence (as opposed to the tiny part 
involved in the Mars Effect) is quite massive and consistent across 
occupation, character and heredity. There is a diurnal effect for the 
moon, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, but not for the sun or the 
other planets. There is no zodiac effect for anything. And according 
+-XI mrk m recent to be included, there is rlo asmt effxt either. 

The diurnal effect has -y baffling features. It disappears If the person is 
less than eminent, and if the birth is induced or surgically assisted, and is 
enhanced If geomagnetic activity is high at birth or if both parents have the 
same planet emphasized. So it seems to be a genuine phyuslcal effect rather than 
an artifact of psychology or demography. Gne explanation (MY be that the fetus 
tends to trigger its own birth only if the planetary signals are appropriate, but 
as Gauquelin pints out even this poses baffling problems. Thus none of the ob- 
vxous signals -- electrc%ragnetic radiation, magnetism, gravity --fit what we know 
about the planets and their solar-terrestrial effects. If the planet helps to 
trigger l&our, why is the effect observed at birth? Why birth, when character 
was presumably for& mxths before? And what possible natural advantage could a 
planetary effect bestow? One suspects that there is a simple explanation, but to 
date nobody has the slightest idea what it might be. 

The standby explanation In such cases, namely self-fulfilling prophecy or teliev- 
mg 1s seerng, seems unlikely to apply to an area as unfakeable as eminence, es- 
peclally as mxt people are unaware of their planetary positIons in the first 
place. Self-fulfiling prophecy would be mxe likely if there were closet astrolo- 
gers among the parents of emment people or arrong their biographers -- except 
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that the prophecies to be fulfIlled terd to contradict astrology, which predicts 
weakness rather than strength for the pxitions observed. A necessary first step 
towards seolvinq the mystery huuld seem to be a careful review of the mny studies 
of eminent people for clues relevant to astrology, and a factor analysis of the 
Gauquelin trait mrd ~1, but such ploys have so far escaped attention. 

To be sure, there is a need for more checks and replications of 
Gauquelin’s work by others, even though as Eysenck pointed out nearly 
ten years ago “as far as objectivity of observation, statistical signifi- 
cance of differences, verification of the hypothesis, and replicability 
are concerned, there are few sets of data in psychology that could 
compete with these observations” (New Behaviour,29, May 1975,246-249). 
Fortunately such checks need not be difficult. After all, the complete 
Gauquelia data are available on magnetic tape and can be readily check- 
ed against the source data in the public domain and on the original birth 
certificates accessible at Gaoquelin’s laboratory. The few independent 
checks that have been done, and Gauquelin’s own check of his original 
hand calculations using the computer of Astro Computing Services in 
San Diego, have found no appreciable errors (see Correlation,l984, 
Vol 4, No 1, in press). 

I personally visited Gauquelin’s laboratory in Paris for a couple of 
days in 1981 and again in 1983, and was most impressed by the excel- 
lence and organisation of his records (which fill drawers occupying an 

entire wall), the extent of his and Francoise Gauquelin’s writings on 
cosmic influences (their various books in half a dozen languages occupy 
several shelf feet), and the extent of their writings in orthodox areas 
such as psychology (their various books in French occupy a comparable 
space). I was also impressed by something that to my knowledge has 
never been mentioned in print: unlike many scientists I have met who 

seem to have a brick wall between the ears when it comes to ideas 
other than their own, Gauquelin is very easy to talk to. In fact having 
at various times been invited to criticise his draft articles, and having 
once in a parallel study obtained exactly opposite results to his (we 
refereed each other’s study which then appeared side by side in Corre- 
lation, 1981 ,Vol 1 ,No 2), I would put Gauquelin’s open-mindedness, his 
willingness to act on comments, and his willingness to be proven wrong, 
as second to none. Which makes the behaviour of some of his osten- 
sibly scientific opponents (some of which he describes in the book) all 

the more distressing. If nothing else Gauquelin’s work has generated 
interesting case studies for historians of science. One looks forward 
to his autobiography. 

Since readers who arr skeptical of Gauquelin’s work will now disbelieve 
everything I have said, let me finish by looking at the comments of 
other reviewers. 

First, reviews by astrologers. Whatever you may think of astrologers, 
if you are investigating astrology then their views are needed to ensure 

that you are not setting up straw men. To date I have found a total of 

six reviews in serious astrology journals in the UK, USA, Australia 
and New Zealand. With one exception the reviews are most favourable 
and say things like “eminently readable,” “a very human document.. . 
of absorbing interest,” “contains a great deal of interest and concern 
to a malority of astrologers,” and “the best single source of Gauquelin’s 
work for the lay reader .” The exception dismisses his work on the 

grounds that the statistical approach cannot be used to test astrology 
because it “tends to assume that everyone responds equally to planetary 
impulses .” Thus “a strong Aries content.. . does not mean necessarily 
that the native will manifest the characteristics of Aries freely and 
naturally .‘I The reviewer evidently does not recoanise the implications 
of non-falsifiability. One review noted that the “graph axes are either 
labelled insufficiently or not at all,” but I couldn’t find any graphs re- 

quiring labelled axes that did not have them. 

Now to reviexvs by non-astrologers. Here I have only three, namely 

one by Piet Hein Hobens elsewhere in this journal, one by Dr Michael 
Startup in Correlation (1383 ,Vol 3,No Z), and an anonymous review in 

Astro-Psychological Problems (1984 ,Vol 2 ,No 3) that expresses no 
opinions. The first two reviews are both favourable but point out that 
the book does not deliver what the title of its UK edition promises. 
That is, it says a lot about Gauquelin’s research but very little about 
anybody else’s research, so anyone seeking the full picture is far better 

served by a copy of Eysenck and Nias’s Astrology Science or Superstition, 
now available in Penguin paperback, and by the forthcoming revised 

paperback edition of Culver and Ianna’s Gemini Syndrome. Gauquelin 

tells me that this is the fault of the UK publisher, who defined the topic 

and then insisted on a misleading title. ITe also tells me that the first 
translation of his French manuscript was so poor that it had to be re- 
done bv a second translator, which left him insufficient time to check 

it properly before the deadline. No important errors were found. 

In sumniarv, as an up-to-date and highly readable account of Gauquelin’s 

work in one tiandy volume, this bo?k has been unanimously recommended 
by its reviewers. Nobody who is about to express an opinion on Gauque- 
lin’s work should open his mouth without first consulting it. 
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Anomalistic Psychology' A Study of Extraordinary Phenomena of Behavior 
and Experience. By Leonard Zusne and Warren H. Jones. Hillsdale, 
N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates (Wiley), 1982. 498 pp. $29.95. 

Reviewed by Ron Westrum 

This lengthy and useful book by Zusne and Jones is intended as an 
undergraduate text for "psychology of the paranormal" courses, and it 
serves this purpose well, if incompletely (see below). It covers many 
topics relevant to most undergraduates' concerns with the kind of issues 
dealt with in g. It references a large body of literature that has 
been for the most part well-digested by the authors. I learned a 
considerable amount about the areas of anomalistics that were not familiar 
to me, and I trust this will be the case with most of the book's readers. 
Its coverage includes ESP, psychical healing, astrology, spiritualism, 
UFOs, dowsing, poltergeists, and reincarnation, to name only a few of its 
subjects. I recomend it to the reader beginning study of this area, 
however, with certain reservations. 

These reservations have to do with the methodological and theoretical 
adequacy of the book. The book's problems are not so much what is in it, 
but what it leaves out. There are three major problems in the book's 
treatment. These are: 1) an inadequate definition of its subject-matter, 
the extraordinary; 2) lack of treatment of the psychology of genuinely 
anomalous perceptual stimuli; and 3) little treatment of the sociology 
of crypto-scientifically anomalous events. These problems are inter- 
related, and are reflected in occasionally biased descriptions of 
proponents and opponents of the paranormal. For instance on page 294, 
they refer to Hansel's "devastating but irrefutable critique of ESP." 
Devastating, perhaps; but irrefutable? Surely we have moved from the 
world of science to world of casuistry here. On p. 43, they suggest that 
one reason that John Fuller is unreliable is that he is "an author, not 
a medical expert, who (4) also is a flying-saucer enthusiast who 
contributed two best-selling sensational books on flying saucers in the 
1960's." Suppose the sentence had said that Philip J. Klass is "an author, 
not an astronomical expert, who also is a professional flying saucer 
debunker who has produced three books poo-pooing the subject." This latter 
statement is correct, but we would all recognize it as slanted. Yet the 
statement about Fuller is surely no less slanted. Actually, having 
investigated UFOs for some time than, I find the two books by Fuller to be 
more factual and straight-forward than those by Klass; they are sensational 
because their subject-matter is sensational. In their chapter treating 
UFOs, in fact, Zusne and Jones routinely reference popular science writers 
such as Klass, Oberg, and Sheaffer, and hardly refer to scientific experts 
such as Hynek. Yet they do not point out that, e.g., "Oberg is an author, 
not an astronomer." Their treatment of UFOs shows more bias than most of 
the other chapters, I suspect, because the authors have read much less of 
the literature in this area, and depended largely on CSICOP sources. But 
let us consider some of the more fundamental problems. 

1) The Problem of Definition. What is the extraordinary? To this 
thorny problem, about which so much ink has been spilled in Is, the 
authors take a surprisingly casual approach. Following Broadbent, they 

define the anomalistic as those experiences whose stimuli seem to fall 
outside certain "basic limiting principles." Regarding the latter, they 
give the following examples: 

1. An effect cannot precede its cause; 
2. No one can literally read another person's mind; 
3. Objects cannot be moved simply by willing them to move; 
4. Nor can objects be transformed into other objects by willing 

them to do so; 
5. A person cannot be and act in two places at the same time. 

How "basic" some of these principles are is open to dispute, to say 
nothing of their ambiguity. What precisely, for instance, is meant by 
#2? Does this mean that it is impossible to know what another person is 
thinking? Under what conditions? What does "read" mean? Furthermore, 
in what sense do astrology and UFOs violate any of these? The actual 
definition of "anomalistic" employed by Zusne and Jones is not "viola- 
tion of basic limiting principles," but a much broader one such as 
"inconsistent with current scientific doctrines." It should be immedia- 
tely obvious thateverythingthat falls into this latter category is not 
to be immediately discardea. 

To give merely one example, in discussing UFOs the authors make it 
seem unlikely that UFOs could come from another star system, since 
interstellar flight is very difficult (for us humans). The authors are 
apparently unaware that even as their book was finished in 1979, there 
was a convention of astronomers who felt that interstellar travel was 
certain for a species of advanced intelligence. Since there was no 
evidence(!) of extraterrestrials on earth. this proved that there were 
no advanded intelligences, since such intelligences would certainly 
have come here if they existed. Thus UFOs, if real, would not violate 
any limiting principles, but would simply seem implausible according to 
the (then) dominant majority in astronomy which felt that such intelli- 
gences existed but were limited to radio signals for interaction with 

It is obvious in considering this example and others in the book 
that what the authors really mean by "basic limiting principles" iS 
essentially "current common sense in science." For the authors must 
know that what science has considered "basic limiting principles" has 
changed over the last few centuries. Thus what is anomalous today is 
what is currently unacceptable to science. Thus they feel that when 
someone comes to believe in or experience an anomalous event (thus 
defined), there must be something wrong with him or with this experience 
The book is a detailed catalogue of how perception and belief (not 
behavior, as their title would imply) can go wrong. That such percep- 
tions can be correct, as they have been from time to time in history, 
is never considered by the authors, although we, as scholars, must 
consider it. 

2) The Psychology of Genuine Anomalistic Stimuli. One subject 
hardly touched on by the authors is what happens when a genuinely ano- 
malous stimulus is perceived. This is most disappointing, since the 
same defect is embodied in Graham Reed's The Psychology of Anomalous 
Experience. This subject is hardly an unfamiliar one, for the authors 
must surely know of Hebb's experiments on fear and Bruner's experiments 
with the creation of "impossible" stim~~li such as red aces-of-spades. 
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As a sociologist who has done a considerable amount of field-work in- 
volving stimuli which have stimulated such reactions, I have been 
forced to develop my own psychology of anomalous experience, although 
this work has yet to find complete expression in any of my writings. I 
plan to address this subject in a book under way, to be called something 
like Anomaly and Society. 

For instance, there is the variety of reactions to apparent anoma- 
lies which appear in such TV programs as "Candid Camera," and whose 
careful study would be extremely valuable. I myself have thought about, 
but not carried out, a clinical study of fear using well-reported UFO 
cases. I will never forget the degree of upset produced in a party 
guest when an amateur psychic told her (they had not previously con- 
versed) her mother's name. The surprise, fear, and even trauma of 
percipients of anomalous events need discussion. The authors discuss 
cognition and motivation, but they seldom deal with the post-event 
sequelae which I, as a UFO investigator, know only too well. I first 
encountered the post-traumatic stress syndrome when studying UFO 
close-encounter witnesses. 

What of the social psychology of the anomaly witness in relation 
to the family, friends, official agencies, the media? The authors say 
nothing about there. They explain how bogus anomalistic experiences 
can be stimulated through group interaction. They say little about 
how the group can act to suppress the genuine experience of, e.g., a 
ball lightning or bolide witness. Again and again, I have come across 
persons who have had anomalistic experiences but kept them secret 
because of fear of social rejection. I would suggest to the authors 
the value of their making a study of the interactions of pilots and 
official agencies regarding ostensible UFO sightings, as a case-study 
in the working of norms to suppress the anomalous. 

Then there is the psychology of the scientific community regarding 
anomalies, which I have addressed in a series of articles, partially 
summarized in Knowledge Vol. 3 #3 (1982). Although the authors seem 
knowledgeable about the history of psychology, their knowledge of rele- 
vant episodes in the history of science is not evident in the book. 
They mention N-rays but not meteorites. Some "extraordinary phenomena 
of behavior and experience" took place when J.L.B. Smith announced that 
he had obtained the carcass of the Coelacanth (see my essay in ZS #lo). 
Students---the audience for the Zusne-Jones book---need to knownot 
only the sociology of UFO crazies but also the sociology of the scien- 
tific community. While on page 97 the authors indicate that there are 
fashions in psychology, they need to point out that there are fashions 
in the hard sciences,too. Science in this book is usually seen as the 
alternative to the foolishness and knavery is discusses. It needs to 
be stressed that science, too has social processes. The recent antho- 
logy by Harry Collins, The Sociology of Scientific Knowledge: A Source- 
book, might be a useful supplement to the Zusne and Jones book, at 
least for advanced students. 

3) The Sociology of Anomalies. Most of the book is devoted to what 
Truzzi calls the parasciences, those kinds of anomalies which consist 

of P relationship between two orders of otherwise unremarkable events: 

being born and celestial positions, talking and healing, premonitions 
and subsequent dramatic events, etc. But many anomalous events do not 
involve this kind of inferential basis. They deal instead with solid 
objects (UFOs included) whose existence could be proved by production 
of a specimen. Typically also, there is no way that such phenomena can 
be experimentally produced (unlike ESP, psychic healing, dowsing, etc.). 
Bigfoot, lake monsters, earthquake lights, the Congo dinosaur, UFOs, 
the fall of unusual objects from the skies---these are different from 
most of the phenomena discussed in this book in some ways, but not in 
others. These differences are worth comment. For instance, potentially 
one can photograph crypto-objects. The photographs can be analyzed. 
They may leave traces, which can be analyzed by scientific specialists. 
If the obvious way to assess alleged para-events is to set up a labora- 
tory experiement, the obvious way to study crypt0 events is to mount a 
field expedition. According to the authors, "modern parapsychologists 
have excluded spontaneous case materials as scientific data" (p. 281), 
due to fallible memory, in regard to apparitions. If so, it is inter- 
esting to note that most articles on ball lightning by physicists use 
largely eyewitness data. The correct use of eyewitness data is an 
important subject which the authors scarcely address, but is an impor- 
tant one for crypt0 events. Useful indications will be found in Arne 
Trankell. The Reliability of Evidence, and in several papers by H.H. Nin- 
inger on meteor observations, including his paper in 3 #lo. 

In this regard it is useful to mention the changing perception on 
the part of the scientific community of hissing and buzzing noises 
heard simultaneously with high-altitude meteor flight (see Corliss, 
Earthquakes, Tides, Unidentified Sounds and Related Phenomena, 1983, ~- 
pp. 165-169). Previously these noises were treated a la Zusne and 
Jones, but the accumulation of cases has gradually shifted attitudes 
so that mechanisms for the production of these anomalous (faster than 
sound) noises are now being sought. I would strongly recommend this 
case study (Corliss gives 35 references) as a supplement to the 
Zusne-Jones book. It shows how the assumption of a psychological basis 
for a phenomenon may impede its physical investigation. 

Finally, there is the question of the existing anomaly literature, 
which Zusne and Jones deal with in passing (they show a good knowledge 
of the history of psychical research), but which needs a more detailed 
treatment than they are willing to give it. There is the review by 
Truzzi and myself in ZS #2, but this is only a beginning. Although 
there are many popular treatments of the literature, there is (to the 
best of my knowledge) nothing general that is serious. Ironically, 
there is a large scholarly literature on the "Wow" writings of ancient 
times and the Renaissance but little on that of the present. There is 
the book Superstition and the Press by Curtis MacDougall and Georges 
Auclair's Le Mana Quotidien, but these deal only with ephemeral publi- 
cations. More is needed. 

*****+x4******* 

I have dealt here largely with the defects of Anomalistic Psychol- 
x, but this is out of necessity. If this book is to be used widely 
with undergraduates, it is essential that they---and their teachers--- 
understand that this is not the whole story. I have tried to present 
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here some of the book's problems and how they might be remedied. Before 
this book can be endorsed for classroom use, appropriate supplemental 
materials need to be designated. It is to be hoped that this book will 
spark a continuing discussion on how a truly adequate psychology of 
anomalistics can be developed. In this regard I see myself on the same 
side as the authors although my perspective is quite different from 
theirs. I am sure my own book on the subject would have opposite 
defects from theirs. All the more reason that we should regard Anomal- 
istic Psychology not as a definitive summation, but as a step toward 
broader and deeper knowledge of this subject-area. 

Psychic Warfare: Threat or Illusion? By Martin Ebon. New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1983. 282 pp. Cloth $15.92. 

Reviewed by John Beloff 

Once you are prepared to admit the reality of psi phenomena, as I 
am inclined to do, you can never exclude the possibility that they 
might eventually be exploited in all sorts of fantastic ways both 
nefarious and beneficial. True enough, my own long experience tells 
me that we still understand so little about such phenomena and have 
gained so little control over them that even the most modest applica- 
tions that one could envisage are still a thing,of the future. Yet, 
at the same time, one must acknowledge that the research effort that 
has so far gone into this field has been minimal. I doubt whether all 
the man-hours that have ever been spent on serious psi research would 
exceed that which, say, NASA would require in a month. Suppose, there- 
fore, that somewhere behind closed doors a massive research program 
were now in progress. Is it not conceivable that startling results 
might already have been achieved, the psychic equivalent of the Man- 
hattan Project that gave us the original atom bomb? This is not, I 
confess, a scenario that I find at all plausible but it has, perhaps, 
just sufficient verisimilitude to tease us. 

The most sensational thing about the present book, I would say, is 
its title. The contents consist largely of a sober enough survey of 
parapsychological research in the Soviet Union, or, rather, what can be 
ascertained about it, since around 1962 when Professor L. L. Vasiliev 
published his Experiments in Distant Influence in which he describes 
experiments he had undertaken during the 1930s when work of such a 
kind could not be published. Ironically, as Ebon points out, it was a 
fictitious report in a French popular science journal, Science et Vie, 
that brought about the revival of parapsychology in post-war Russia 
for, according to this report, the US Navy had been conducting tele- 
pathic experiments with the crew of the Nautilus (the first atomic- 
powered submarine) when the ship was cruising under the north polar 
ice-cap in 1958. From that time on the party line on parapsychology 
alternated between spurts of official encouragement and the occasional 
official clamp-down. Perhaps the closest that the Soviet authorities 
ever got to formulating a policy on parapsychology was in 1973 when an 
article appeared in the prestigeful journal Questions in Philosophy 
(which is here reproduced in full in an appendix) signed by four 

academicians including Leontiev and Luria, both well known in the West. 
The gist of their reconanendations was that parapsychology was too 
important to be left to the parapsychologists and should henceforth be 
taken over by respectable scientists like themselves. 

My own impression of Soviet parapsychology, for what it is worth, 
which reading my Ebon has done nothing to dispel, is that it lags sadly 
behind its counterpart in the West. It has brought to light some 
spectacular subjects, like Nina Kulagina or Rosa Kuleshova, who have 
earned a chapter each in this volume, it has also had its martyrs, like 
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the unfortunate but indomitable Edouard Naumov who rates another chapter, 
but what is lacking is that continuous critical tradition that is such 
a feature of the Western scene. There is no parapsychology journal, 
even, in the Soviet Union which might have been able to set certain 
standards. One consequence of this is that it has become encrusted 
with pseudoscientific notions appropriated from physics and, although 
this has not prevented it from impressing certain Californian research 
groups whose advice was sought by the CIA, it is an aspect that is 
viewed with suspicion by the leading parapsychologists in the West. In 
the circumstances, it is greatly to the credit of these Soviet pioneers 
that they have achieved as much as they have done. Ebon pays a fitting 
tribute to their courage when he declares (p.204): "I feel strongly that 
they have not done better than experimenters in the West - but they 
have tried harder, with fewer inhibitions, with gusto, imagination 
and persistence.". 

Such, at least, is the impression we get. But what if this 
impression is false? What if Soviet parapsychology, as we know it, is 
just a smoke-screen? Part of an elaborate disinformation operation? 
There is no doubt that it is widely believed in the West that the Soviet 
government has been spending vast sums on psi research. As recently 
as 1981, the Committee on Science and Technology of the US House of 
Representatives in a report they issued lent support to this view. Ebon 
even cites a figure of $500M as an estimate of Soviet expenditure per 
annum on parapsychology although he does not say how the figure was 
arrived at. Yet, if anything like this is correct, what is happening 
to all this investment? Is there any evidence that the Soviet rulers 
are getting value for money? Ebon cannot tell us. What he does say is 
that in recent years there are many indications that psi research has 
come increasingly under the direction of the KGB. No one is better 
qualified to judge, since Ebon is a recognized authority on Soviet 
affairs no less than on parapsychology, yet the indications he mentions 
strike me as tenuous and oblique. There is a cynical interpretation 
of these developments which is that the Russians are pretending to be 
involved in such research in order that the Americans might be tempted 
to waste their own defence spending in this way but that is perhaps 
somewhat too far fetched. 

Whatever the explanation of Soviet activity in this field, is there 
any evidence that the Pentagon is rising to the bait? An article by 
William J. Broad in the New York Times (Jan 10) discusses this question 
and mentions the various rumours that seem to point in this direction. 
Ebon who devotes one chapter to 'The Washington Dilemma' does likewise 
but is equally non-committal. For example, a memorandum recently released 
under the Freedom of Information Act reveals that the CIA were already 
beginning to take an interest in parapsychology back in 1952 although, 
so far as one can tell,mthing much ever came of it. Ebon suggests 
various reasons why the US government agencies might want to operate under 
cover including plain fear of ridicule, but he points out how difficult 
it would be in America to maintain secrecy seeing that "the number of 
narapsychologists is small and they are always talking about each other's 

work." 

Can we say, then, that talk about 'psychic warfare' is, to say the 
least, premature? Is it still in the realm of illusion rather than 
threat? That, at any rate, would be my conclusion after reading this 
conscientious attempt to set out the facts of the case insofar as these 
are known, We may still have good reason to fear the Russians, but 
their mastery of the secrets of the paranormal does not appear to be 
one of them. 

Superstition and the Press. By Curtis D. MacDougall. Prometheus Books, 
New York, 1983. xit8616pp. 

Reviewed by Henry H. Bauer 

According to the author, “This book documents what anyone whose 
only source of information is newspapers would know about contemporary 
superstftions.” MacDougall treats us to more than 600 pages on each of 
which there is reference to perhaps half-a-dozen items from newspapers 
about subjects which the author labels superstition. That amounts to a 
huge and rich resource for anyone who is interested in one or more of 
these topics, which others might call paranormal or anomalous. The news 
items themselves are useful raw material in several respects (but not 
usually about the facts of the given anomaly: MacDougall makes plain 
throughout how substantively misleading coverage in newspapers typically 
is); and one can learn important things also about what newspapers do, 
and how. MacDougell makes the following points and illustrates them: 

1. Newspapers commonly follow up on their major stories and 
features -- except when the topic falls within the class of 
anomalies. There the reader is typically left hanging: having 
read that some marvelously strange creature has been found, the 
reader of newspapers is not thereafter told whether the animal 
was ever captured, or identified, or unmasked. 

2. The media are easily hoaxed, and hoaxes have often been widely 
published, qutte naively. 

3. The newspapers do not take a consistent stance on these 
of f-heat subjects : a given paper may be derisive about a given 
topic in July only to be quite straightfaced about it in 
August, and jocular again in September. 

so there is much OF interest in this hook, and indeed students of 
anomalies must become acquainted with it: sooner or later, each can 
profit From delving into particular sections of it. Unfortunately, I 
must draw attention also to some unsatisfactory features of the book, 
which caused me to become greatly disappointed by it. 

Such a book could be simply a compendium without analysis; or it 
liight aim to make some such points as the three offered above, using the 
nfwspaper items as illustrations only. This book falls.somewhere in 
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between, and does so inconsistently. I" some chapters, page after page 
consists of a sentence or two simply describing what newspapers have 
said about a particular topic; but other chapters contain analytical and 
critical commentary by the author as well as descriptions of stories. 
The straight reportage is exceedingly useful source material, but it 
does become very tedious if one attempts to read these sections at a 
rate of more than a few pages at a time. Where MecDougall becomes 
analytical, the book also becomes more interesting reading -- but also 
less reliable: MacDougall has strong opinions indeed and seems to 
suffer from no suspicion that his opinions might sometimes be incorrect; 
moreover, he claims (page vii) that what is said in the book was learned 
from newspapers and not from magazines or books - if that is the case, 
then any analytical comments must be unreliable indeed! At any rate, I 
have no doubt that readers who are knowledgeable in a particular field 
will find MacDougall in error on an appreciable number of occasions. 
For example (page x), he says that "Stat-baby" by Dennis Rswlins is "in 
support of the so-called Msrs effect", which is surely a significantly 
misleading characterization of that piece. 

Since I know more about Loch Ness than about the other chapters in 
the book, I shall draw my further examples from that section. It IS a 
serious error to claim (page 283) that the tale of St. Columba was not 
included in any reports from Loch Ness until the mid-1960s. "The unin- 
terrupted series of failures to obtain any scientific evidence" (page 
284) is rather too dismissive of Dinsdale's film of 1960, the underwater 
photographs of 1972 and 1975, and the sonar results obtained by several 
different teams over a couple of decades. MacDougall's reasoning or 
chronology is faulty when he says (page 285), "what caused the press to 
cease its expressions of disrespect was the multiplicity of sightings 
dating from the construction in 1933 of a highway along... Loch Ness": 
this comes after he has just quoted disrespectful expressions dated 
between 1947 and 19671 And in any case, there were almost no mentions 
of Loch Ness, respectful or otherwise, before 1933. More errors: the 
Surgeon's photo is not (page 285) the only one resembling B monster; and 
it has been compared to an elephant's trunk, not to a" elephant's tail. 
There is confusing chronology again (page 288) when the hippo-spoor hoax 
of 1933-34 is mentioned in the same place as the books of Whyte (1957) 
and Dinsdale (1961). The latter's film was take" in 1960, not 1959; and 
the Royal Air Force Report did not estimate an actual length of "nearly 
100 feet" (page 290). 

Some things that annoyed me about the book must be laid at the door 
of the publisher and not the author: the number of typographical errors 
Is strikingly large; so large that I found it distracting, and on 
occasion it was not clear to me what the proper rendition ought to be. 
Reading is not made any easier by the fact that the typesetter has left 
unusually small spaces between words in many places. Most serious, 
however, is the garbled syntax: in e number of places, I simply could 
not work out what the author meant, in other places I was stopped short 
and had to re-read a number of times. Just a few examples at random: 
"She advertised the attempt of Fred Schaff, .s columnist for Astronomy 
magazine, that cities dim their lights for hours or longer on designated 
days...."; "the first account of Tau Kappa Epsilon faternity house at 
Alma College's being haunted appeared at Halloween time in the campus 
student newspaper." "The Chicago Sun-Times Action Time answered a -- 
reader's query with an epitomized history that included Candelmas 
candles symbolize Sirneon's words to Mary that Jesus would be...." "As 

the London Observer was abandoning its attempt to solve the mystery, 
Davids~organizing the Loch Ness Phenomena Investigation Bureau, 
having been inspired by Constance Whyte's 1957 book, More Than a Legend, 
in collaboration with Richard Fitter, Sir Peter Scott and Mrs. Why'-." 
"Its recitation of grievances that began after an hour in the water, 
spent mostly in adjusting ballast and some tentative Start6 of the mai" 
motor, Taylor discovered that the hatch of his 20-foot do-it-yourself 
sub had developed a leak." "Three months later than originally planned, 
Agence France-Presse reported Sept. 6, 1973 that the Japanese reached 
London led by Shinsaku Yoshida to begin 'the biggest Loch Ness monster 
hunt of all times'". 

Thus the meaning of whet is on the page is simply not clear, far 
too often. In other places the chronology of the newspaper items is 
jumbled for no discernible or explained reason: for example, on page 
260, the sequence in which stories are reported goes 10 June 1976, 11 
November 1975, 2.0 November 1975, 24 May 1976. 

I hold the publishers and not the author responsible for errors of 
this sort, for general and for specific reasons. First, I think any 
author has the right to expect that a publisher provide decent 
typesetting, copy-editing, and proof-reading. Second, MacDougall's 
eyesight has bee" failing; and an author of his stature and reputation 
surely warranted eve" more than normal assistance from the publisher in 
these technical matters. MOreOVer, the quality of production of the 
book is low: the paper cresses with unusual ease; the spine of my copy 
showed creases and cracks within a couple of weeks; the cover warped 
almost immediately. 

That the book remains important and useful despite its marked 
deffciencies is of course a tribute to the author, for his conception of 
the work and for making available to us the results of his remarkable 
collectio" of clippings. The contents of the book are perhaps best 
described by listing the headings of the chapters: Horoscopes; 
Astrologers; Prophecy; Doomsday; Fortune Telling; Sptrituslism; Ghosts; 
Poltergeists and Exorcism; Luck, Good and Bad; Curses and Cures; Animals 
and Plants; Monsters; Sea Serpents; Loch Ness; Healing, Medical and 
Psychic; Witchcraft; Fundamentalism; Cults; Gurus; More Cults; Cultists; 
In God's Name; Artifacts and Visions; Relics; Clairvoyance; ESP; UFOs. 
This listing illustrates not only the range of the material but also 
that there Is considerable overlap among the chapters. I would 
recommend that readers use the index of the book rather than the Table 
of Contents to locate items of the greatest interest to them; I found 
the index standing up to various tests I devised for it, which was a 
pleasant surprise -- at first, I had thought than a" index of only four 
pages could not s.erve the purpose of such a compendium. 

I do recommend the book to all readers of 2s: it should be read in 
short stretches, skimmed, treated with caution,but also recognized as 
a" indispensable resource. 
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Champ -- Beyond the Legend. By Joseph W. Zarzyneki. Bannister Publi- 
cations, 1984. 224 pp. $8.95 (paperback), $16.95 (hardbound). 

Reviewed by Henry H. Bauer 

I" recent years, newspapers and magazines have brought national, 
even international attention to the possible presence in Lake Champlain 
of a" unidentified species of large animal. The efforts of Joseph 
Zarzynski over the last decade have made it respectable to report sight- 
ings; he established the Lake Champlain Phenomena Investigation, which 
has carried on field work and publishes a newsletter; he has interested 
legislators in extending legal protection to the species; and now he has 
written s book which makes it possible for all interested people to 
acquire 8" informed opinion about the state of the evidence for the 
existence of "Champ". Zarzynski has put in his debt all who have 
interest in a"omalous claims, and cryptozoologists in particular. 

The book surveys what has been said and done about Champ, makes 
frequent reference to Loch Ness, and puts the matter into the general 
context of cryptozoology. The most substantial body of data is in 
Appendix 4: 224 reported sightings are listed, with mention of the 
salient details and citation of the sources. The bibliography of four 
pages makes no claim to be exhaustive, but the serious student will 
glean additional references from the body of the text and from the list 
of sightings. Profuse illustrations add much interest to the book. 

Claims of anomalies evince interest among many people, who I shall 
class approximately into three groups: those who are readily inclined 
or predisposed to believe, those who readily dismiss anything not firmly 
established, and those who are initially uncommitted as well as those 
interested AS much in the sociology of these controversies as in the 
truth of specific claims. Zarzynski writes unashamedly as a believer, 
and that is likely to limit his appreciative audience to the aficionados 
and the disinterested observers; skeptics will not find here a closely 
argued case, with careful weighing of evidence and cautious suggestion 
of a possibility, and they are likely to give the matter short shrift 
because of the unabashed partisanship of the presentation. 

A" impressive aspect of the reported sightings is the contempo- 
raneous documentation of a dozen-and-a-half instances from the 19th 
century (one in 1819 and the others from 1873 on). That makes a 
stronger historical case than has so far been constructed for Loch Ness, 
where sightings before 1930 are either dubious or were written up only 
after 1930. On the other hand, the case for Nessie has been 
immeasurably strengthened by film, still photographs, and sonar results; 
such support is not available for Champ. 

Zarzynski mentions the existence of several photographs purportedly 
of Champ (pp. 24, 47, 61, 129, and sightings nos. 147, 164, 167, 169, 
182, 198, 216), but gives no detailed description or discussion eve" of 
the ones he has see" (page 61): he rates the Nansi photo of 1977 as 
"the classic Champ photograph", and deals fully only with it; Appendix 2 
and 3 are analyses of the photo respectively by Dr. B. Roy Frieden 
(Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona) and by Paul H. LeBlond 
(Department of oceanography, University of British Columbia). According 
to Zarzynski (p.65) and J. Richard Greenwell (p.132), the Mansi 

photograph bears comparison with the Surgeon's photo at Loch Ness; but 
the Nessie has a much smaller ratio of head-length to neck-length, it 
seems to me. MOreOVer) the width of the apparent neck in the Mans1 
photograph is about l/8 of the length of the whole object; if the latter 
is indeed (p.143) between 4.8 and 17.2 meters, then the diameter of the 
neck is between 22 and 78 inches - and eve" the lower bound seems large 
by Nessie standards. 

Comparisons with Loch Ness are made also in other places in the 
book; with, it seems to me, as little specific justification. The 
listed sightings include a goodly number of descriptions 8s 
"snake-like", which has never been said of Nessie; smooth skin is 
reported whereas Nessie's is rough, warty; eyes are featured several 
timea ( and fins and manes, which are almost totally lacking in reports 
from Loch Ness. So the comparison is hardly compelling, and I suspect 
it is made more for general than for particular reasons: the evidence 
for Nessie is so strong that it is tempting to validate other lake 
monsters by associating them with Loch Ness. Also, perhaps, because 
data about Champ is so sparse there is the temptation to augment it by 
extrapolating from Nessie. How sparse the information is may be seen 
from Chapter 7, "What is Champ?" -- for this is actually a general 
discussion of what lake monsters might be rather than a" assessment 
specifically of Champ's idiosyncratic characteristics. Attempted 
validation by reference to Nessie is evident also in the comparison of 
the Champ seminar of 1981 (page 125) with the presentation of 1975 -- 
about Loch Ness -- in the Houses of Parliament. 

For this reviewer, the existence of Champ remains to be 
established; but my gratitude to Zarzynski is immediate, for enabling me 
to find out what has been going on at Champlain and the present status 
of the research. The book is easy to read, and I recommend it heartily 
to all but the hardened skeptics and determined debunkers. 
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BOOKS BRIEFLY NOTED 

Ainsworth, G.C., 

&tory of the speciality dealing with fungi caused diseases. The chapter 
on hallucinogenic fungi should bs of special interest to some ZS readers. 

Albers, Donald J., and G.L. Alexander, eds., Mathematical Fe3 le: Profiles and 
Interviews. Boston: Birkh&rser. 1985. 372+xvl PP. S2&iK!arilv fas- 
cinating profiles (mostly in.the form of interviews) with 25 p&sons 
prominent in mathematics, including psi-critics Martin Gardner and Persi 
Diaconis, revealing a great deal about the minds and ideas of mathemati- 
cians including surprising differences of opinion on many issues. 

Andrews, George C., Extra-Terrestrials Among%. St. Paul, Minn.: Llewellyn 
Publications, 1986. 306 pp. $9.95 paperback Abookthat will infuriate 
both serious ufologists and critics of the extra-terrestrial hypothesis 
for its uncritical discussions, but Andrews has brought together much 
relatively obscure Forteana which I found fun even if dubious. 

Angelo, Joseph A., Jr., The Extraterrestrial Encyclopedia: Q.rr Search for Life 
in Outer S ace.NeEork: Facts On File, 1985. 254+x=$- mC= 
xlustrate survev. Mistakenly equates the "UFO hypothesis" with the -%- 
extraterrestrial hypothesis (ETH), but excellent in other SET1 (search 
for extraterrestrial intelligence) areas. 

Aron, Elaine and Arthur, The Maharishi Effect: A Revolution Throu h 
Meditation. Walpole, N.Hxtillpoint, Im+?i pp. $9.95 papd 
A remarkable volume presenting evidence that groups of persons meditating 
can reduce crime rates, traffic accidents, international tensions, and 
even affect the stock market. Though methodologically not convincing, the 
results warrant future efforts to replicate given the potential impor- 
tance should there be substance to the claims. 

Asano, Hachiro, Hands: The Complete Book of Palmistry. New York: Japan -- 
Publications,.203 pp.$13.95 paperback.An unusual palmistry book 
in that it truly seeks to present a more-or-less Scientific Case (in- 
cluding some alleged research data which is too sketchy to properly 
evaluate) for chiromancy. Unconvincing, but certainly a step in the right 
direction. 

Ashby, Robert H. (revised and edited by Frank C. Tribbe)), The qgey; 
for Study of the Paranormal. York Beach, Maine: Samuel -- 
m+xviii pp. $10.95 paperback. A revised edition of the 1972 work, 
published in collaboration with the Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship. A 
useful but extremely one-sided work prepared for the meta hysically 
oriented and almost completely disregards the critical scienti ic Iitera- 

.f. 

ture. Despite such obvious shortcomings, it is a good sourcebook for 
addresses and other information about many of the books annotated. 

Auerbach, Loyd,E, Hauntings, and Poltergeists: A Parapsychologist's 
Handbook. New York: Warner Boo=, 1986. 483 pp. $4?50 paperback. A very 
useful and reasonable work that should help many "bothered"byghostly 
phenomena as well as any would-be ghostbusters. 
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Barber, Theodore X., Nicholas P. Spanos, and John F. Chaves, 

ijF&sTm 

Hypnotism: 
Ima ination and Human Potentialities. Elmsford Park, N.Y.: Pergamon 

.I89+ixp. No price indicated 
updated presentation of Barber's position that 

I gp,~,ed-~~c;~ ;&;mg=.x.;; 

a special "hypnotic state." This book is especially concerned with-re- 
search into and analysis of unusual cognitive processes including trance 
@if, hallucination, and perceptual and physiological alterations, and 
also including materials on stage hypnosis and acupuncture. Despite its 
largely discrediting findings, there is a strong positive emphasis on 
broadening our human potentialities. Recommended. 

Barrow, John D., and Frank J. Tipler, The Anthro ic Cosmolo ical Princi le. 
New York: Oxford University P%%db$&n 
extraordinary, highly controversial but fascinating and erudite work 
by an astronomer and a mathematician/physicist presenting a modern teleo- 
logical viewpoint of the universe based on arguments from cosmology, 
quantum and astrophysics, biochemistry and other science sources. Of 
special interest is the chapter arguing against extraterrestrial intelli- 
gent life. A very important interdisciplinary work. Highly recommended. 

Bauer, Henry H., B~yond,Velifk~~~o~~~r~s~~~8~~4~~~pCp~~~~~~~s~~ 
Champaign: University o 
exceptional study of the theories and criticisms of Immanuel Velikovsky 
which recognizes the severe problems with Velikovsky but does not spare 
the sometimes outrageous and perhaps equally pseudoscientific critics. An 
important case study of the controversy and a significant contribution to 
the sociology of science. A thoroughly scholarly and fair-minded work 
that should serve as an example to others concerned with anomaly contro- 
versies. Highly recommended. 

Bauer, Henry H., The Enigma of Loch Ness: Makin Sense of a M ster . Urbana: -- 
University of Illinois Press,1986. &inp.-$R?&-&haps the 
definitive work on the Nessie controversy, sympathetic but well balanced 
and bibliographically indispensible. Highly recommended. 

Ben-Yehuda, Nacham, Deviance and Moral Boundaries: Witchcraft, theOccult, 
Science Fiction Deviant ices and Scientists. Chicago: University of 
ChicasoPress.1985. 26O+x$$25.00. A verv important study in the 
sociology of science that should interest many Zs readers. Ben-Yehuda 
argues for the importance of deviance in relation to establishing moral 
boundaries in chanqinq communities, includinq science, but he also 
emphasizes that the aims and values of science generate speculations 
which may in turn move the boundaries between conventional and deviant 
science.Highly reccenended. 

Berlinksi, David, Black Mischief: THe Mechanics of Modern Science. New York: 
William Morrs986.ppTSi7.95. A mosfinterestm skeptical 
journey through the laboratories and seminar rooms of science raising 
serious questions about the pseudoscientific character of work being 
conducted in linguistics, mathematics and computer science (artificial 
intelligence) claiming that much of this work is based on an outmoded 
mechanistic/Newtonian view of physics. ZS readers will especially enjoy 
Berlinki's comments about astrology and other rejected scientific re- 
search programs. 
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Bjtirn, Nils, Problems of M sticism. Oslo, Norway: Scintilla Press, 1980. 368 
pp. NO pmicate . -+ An interesting and well done work seeking to 
bridge mysticism & science, arguing for a secularization of mysticism, 
which the author does not see as merely relevant to religious philosophy 
but also to other disciplines including lcgic and semantics. Basically a 
scholarly scientific/philosophic look at the literature on mysticism, the 
author covers a large terrritory including the relationship between 
mysticism and the issue of life after death. Should be of special inte- 
rest to those ZS readers interested in psychical research. 

Blackmore, Susan, Tne Adventures of a Parapsycholcqist. Buffalo, N.Y.: Prome- - -- 
theus, 1986. 249 pp. $19.95. A remarkable memoir bv a fmostlvl disillu- 
sioned parapsychologist, hailed by many psicritibs for its-candor and 
upsetting to some psi proponents as a turnabout. Yet, Dr. Blackmore's 
book is more a story of her movement from perhaps tao eager and premature 
a commitment towards the psi hypotheis into what she clearly indicates is 
her current agnosticism rather than (as some seem to misperceive) a new 
hard-line disbelief. Those familiar with the psi scene will find much of 
interest in this gossipy and personal look at that community. (Alas, 
absence of an index will frustrate finding quick references to personali- 
ties mentioned.) In addition, there are many small items worth catching 
(e.g., Eric Dingwall's assertion to her that W.J. Crawford told him that 
all of Crawford's work on physical mediumship was actually quite faked). 
Despite her disenchantment with psi research, I suspect her amibalence 
and great curiosity will bring her back into the field - and it will be 
mOSt intersting to see what the critics who have so praised her will say 
should she eventually get positive (psi) results. 

Blackmore, Susan J., 
~&~sNorth~,%.z%i&I~ti&~~ 

, Inc., 1984. 272+xv pp. $18.00. This is the U.S. edition of 
the British took reviewed in ZS#lO. An outstanding and extremely impor- 
tant critical study that needs to be read by anyone seriously interested 
in 038Es, and this edition is most welcome. 

Bl a&stone, Harry, Jr., wtih Charles and Regina Reynolds, The Blackstone Book 
of Magic and Illusion. New York: Newmarket Press, 1984;-2'JD+x pp. $1x 
A lavishlyillustrated and highly informative book on conjuring, especi- 
ally re the history of the Blackstones. Especially valuable for ZS 
readers for its section "The Science of Illusion" which deals with the 
whys and bows of magic and the psychological principles involved. Recom- 
mended. 

Bletzer, June G., The Donning International 
Norfolk/Virgia Beach,Va.: Donning, 19&?%?%%p+?%%$c%pen~ 

w 

dium of terminologies found in the literature of "metaphysics," the 
occult, and the "holistic disciplines" which is useful for those areas 
but is rather awful when it comes to parapsychology and the scientific 
areas of psychical research. Ms. Bletzer clearly comes at her topics from 
the "metaphysical" and "New Age" corner and seems relatively unfamiliar 
with scientific research programs in these areas. Thus, for example, 
"extrasensory perception" is equated with telepathy, ignoring clairvoy- 
ance and precognition, despite citing Rhine for the term's origin. 

Boerstler, Richard w -, 
Living and D in 

Letting Go: A Holistic and Meditative A -- 

Rock Rd.; -M, 
So-Yarmouth, MA: Associatxin Thanatology 

tolagist's guide to 
1985. 49+xii ppI $3.95 paperback. A practicing thana- 

non-denominational meditative techniques to ease the 
anxieties and helplessness felt by the dying and others. 

Bowyer, J-Barton, Cheating: Deception in War & Magic,Games & Sports, Sex h -7-.-- -- -- 
Religion, Business & Con Games, Politics & Es iona e, Arts & Science. New -- 
York: St. Martin's Press,m439 +xiio~.*o~fi~ev of 
deception and con games'but presents a&general theory of considerable 
interest. Basicallv a woular book full of interestina information about _ . 
cheating behavioiin various fields including a lengthy discussion on 
cheating within the field of magic (conjuring) and a number of items 
relevant to anomalists and psychical researchers. 

Brandon, Ruth, The Spiritualists: The Passion for the Occult in the Nineteenth 7 -- 
and Twentieth Centuries. NewYork:red A. Knopf,983.-?i5+xiiipp,. 
$16.95. Also published in a $11.95 paperback edition in 1984 by Prome- 
theus Books. A very well written but occasionally inaccurate hard-line 
skeptical history of spiritualism and psychical research. Brandon seems 
to have ignored the critical studies of the critics themselves. 

Braude, Stephen E., The Limits of Influence: Psychokinesis and the Philosophy -- 
of Science. New%rk:t%dge & Kegan Paul, 1986. 3ll+xiv pp. $39.95. 
~c%%%l'-examination and impressive (though to me not convincing) de- 
fense of the mostly non-experimental evidence for physical mediumship and 
macro-PK and examination of the major philosophical issues involved. A 
very provocative work on what many (including some within parapsychology) 
have prematurely branded a disreputable topic. 

Brinberg, David, and Joseph E. McGrath, Validity and the Research Process. 
Beverly Hills, Cal.: Sage Publications, lv85.-fi5 pp. $19.95. 
important work unpacking and analyzing the concept of theory validity, 
showing it to be multidimensional (validity as value, correspondence 
and/or robustness), and presenting a Validity Network Schema (VNS) or 
general system for research assessment in a variety of fields. The VNS 
should also have applications in meta-analysis for bodies of literature 
such as that on various anomalies. 

Brown, Hanbury, The Wisdom of Science: Its Relevance to Culture and Religion. - 
New York : Cambridge Uf, 1986. 19-4-=pp.$32.50hardbound; 
$13.95 paperback. A grand overview, probably of particular interest to ZS 
readers for its discussion of the religious dimensions of science. 

Brown, Laurie M., and Lillian Hoddeson, editors, The Birth of Particle 
Physics. New York: Cambridge University Press, 1986. EiTpm 
paperback. A collection of essays, discussions, and commentaries from a 
1980 international symposium at the Fermi National Accelerator Latoratc- 
ry. Of special interest to historians of physics. 

Brown, Michael F., Tsewa's Gift: wand Meaning in an Amazonian Society. 
Washinaton. D.C.: Smith- Institution Press,ig6. 220 pp. $19.95. An 
anthropological ethnography detailing the uses and meaning of-magic among 
the Aguaruna Indians of northern Peru in which the author argues that 
magic and technology among the Aguaruna are two aspects of the same world 
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and emphasizes the instrumental rather than merely expressive functions 
of magic. He argues that "The procedures we call 'magic' are more than a 
system of signs, a form of social action, or a kind of rhetoric. Not only 
do they speak, they explain and explore" (p. 177). 

Burke;9~mes;,'h;~p the.Universe Changed. Boston: Little! Brown and Co. 
77 SO Comoanionvolume tothetelevlsion series of the 

&me'&& TLTGi& a&&es that reality itself has changed as knowledge 
has changed an James takes a strongly relativistic stance much like the 
"strong program" in the sociology of science. His comments on many "cc- 
cultisms" like astrology should be of special interest to ZS readers. 

Burke, John G., Cosmic Debris: 
CaliforniaPress,X 
mrk of special relevance for its chapter on the early controvery. 

Cairns-Smith, AI;., Seven clues to the Origin of Life: A Scientific Detective 
Story. New Yor????amBggeuf;iversity Press, 1987. 1131+x11 pp. $8:92 
paperback. A cleverly presented argument for the 'clay-llfe,hypothesls 
entertainingly set forth in the form of Sherlockian reasoning. Aheavy 
meal delightfully served. 

Cairns-Smith, A.G., and H.Hartman, editors, Clay Minerals and the Origin Of 
Life. New York: Cambridge University Press, 1986. 193 pp. $34.50. Papers 
from a 1983 Glagow conference on the "clay-life hypothesis" that the 
first organisms on earth used clay minerals as biomaterials. Includes 
papers on clay materials in meteors and on Mars and on clay as possibly 
the first genetic materials. 

ening history which places much of the current controversy about "super- 
health" dosages into context. Particularly interesting in its documenta- 
tion about the alternative theories about causes of scurvy and the re- 
peated discovery and forgetting of the connection between scurvy and 
citrus such that understandirk? of the disease was actually 1eSS Confused 
in 1800 than it was in 1900. 

Caughey, John L., Ima inar Social Worlds: A Cultural A roach. Lincoln: 
+---- * cultural University of Nebras a Press, 7484.8b+viii pp. $1 . 

awroach to imaqi- social experiences including in dreams, fantasies, xc 

memories, hallucinations, et@. Valuable for its perspective on much 
occult-related phenomena including mediumship, alien contacts, etc. 

Gaze !nave, Michael, editor (translated by A. Hall and E. Callander), Science 
and Consciousness: Two Views of the Universe. New York: Pergaron Press, -~ - __--- 
1984. 423+x-d DD. S70.00. An extr 1984. 423+xvi pp. $70.0mAntremely broad ranging series of papers 
from a lg.- _-__--_-__- from a 1979 conference on consciousness (held in Cordoba, Spain, and 
sponsored hv the France, sponsored by the France-Culture and Radio-France COll0gUiUm) thatin- 
cludt L_.. _.... _ _.._. eluded prominent international figures including quantum physicists, 
neurcphysiolcgists. anal neurcphysiolcgists, analytical psycholcgists, anthropologists, philoso- 
nhers and thee: phers and theologians, all concerned with consciousness from a variety of 
standpoints. A collection of special importance for those interested in 
the role of consciousness in quantum mechanics since it in$*es papers 
by Brian Josephson, David Bohm, Costa de Beauregard, Fritlof Capra, 

Richard Mattuck and Franeo Selleri. amono others.) 
Charig, Alan, ANew Look at the Dinosaurs.New York: Facts on File, 1985.160 -- 

pp. $9.95 paperba~Twelcome U.S. reprinting of am excellent overview, 
beautifully illustrated by the Curator of Fossil Amphibians, Reptiles 
and Birds at the British Museum (Natural History). Should be of special 
interest to cryptozcolcgists. 

Chauvin, R&my, Parapsychology: When the Irrational Rejoins Science. Jefferson, -- 
N.C.: McFarland & Co., 1985. 164+xi pp. $18.95. Thisimportant third 
book on parapsychology by the eminent French biologist not only surveys 
new developments in parapsycholoqical research (including workinthe 
Soviet Union) but is especially worth of our attention for his chapter on 
animals and psiand his argument that we need to bring ethological and 
not just psychological methodology to the study of psi. 

Chicorel, Marietta, editor, Chicorel Index to Parapsychology and Occult Books. 
Chicorel Index Series,n.EYxk: Chicorel LibEyPublizg 
Corp., 1978. 354 pp. $95.00. A useful but eccentric bibliography of 
materials. For example, Colin Wilson's The Occult is listed under 
"Lycanthropy" while Wade and Wedick's Dictionary of Spiritualism iS under 
"Occult" and Aleister Crowley's The Equinox6f the Gods is under -. --- 
"Spiritualism." I am still trying to figure out why John Campbell and 
Trevor Hall's Strange Things is listed under "U.F.0.s." One must look 
through every category to find a work needed since the editor obviously 
is unfamiliar with the contents of most of the books listed. Unfortunate- 
ly, there is no author index, which would certainly have helped to cor- 
rect such errors. I hope the next editions include an author index and a 
thorough re-categorization according to actual content of the books. 

Childress, D. Hatcher, compiler, The Anti-Gravit 
d8?%9 s&%.9::i.i Publisher's Network/Adventures Unmite 

perback. A remarkable compendium of anti-gravity fact and fiction from 
Tesla through psychotronics and UFOs. 

Glow, Barbara Hand, s of the Centaur: A Visionary Guide into Past LiVeS. St. -- -- -~ 
Paul, Minn.: Llewellyn Publicatio&, 1986. 243 pp. $9.95 paperback. An 
unusual book, difficult to classify, sinte it uses "the metaphor of 
reincarnation" to reveal "the way in which different levels of conscious- 
ness create mythic scenarios to join current personal life experiences 
with universal experiences. Controversial (if not dubious) historical 
sources and more phenomenolcgical and quasi-metaphysical than scientific, 
hut fun if not enlightening if you are into things like Egyptian deities, 
the druids, and Encchian and Thracian divination. 

Ccc, Michael, Dean Snow, and Elizabeth Benson, Atlas of Ancient America. New -- 
York: Facts on File, 1986. 240 pp. $35.00. An excmandshly 
illustratedguide which should bevery useful for background to all ZS 
readers interested in archaeological anomalies like the Nazca lines, 
"lost" cities, etc., ranging from the Arctic to Tierra de1 Fuego. 

Cohen, Dan: 
1985. 291+xiipp. $16.95. Essentiy 
plement Cohens othl 
Generally accurate (, 
liam R Corliss's na 

plement Cohens other recent "encyclopedias" on ghosts and monsters. 
Generally accurate (though a few embarrassing errors like spelling Wil- 
liam R. Corliss's name 'Corless"), skeptical but fair-minded, and always 
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highly readable, this compendium is an excellent addition to Cohen's 
dozens of other works on related topics. An excellent starting point for 
anyone interested in the topics covered. 

Cohen, I.Bernard, Revolution in Science.Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press Of -- 
Harvard University Press, 1985. 711+xxpp. $25.00.Animportantworkin 
the history of science of special interest to ZS readers for its early 
sections dealing with failed revolutions such as N-rays and wlywater. 

Coleman, Loren, Curious Encounters: Phantom Trains, Spoky Spots, ard other -- 
Mysterious Wonders Boston: Fab!???.?abe~, 1985. 166 pp. $11.95 paper- 
back. An exxt collection of modern Forteana by a leading field 
investigator. 

Collins, Andrew, lhe Brentford Griffin: The Truth Behind the Tales. Wickford, 
Essex: Earth$i&stBooks (19 St. Davihs Way; smX),lw42 pp. 1.25 
pounds, paperback. Essentially a sympathetic debunking of a remarkable 
British episode that involved over eager earth myst@ry enthusiasts, the 
media, and perhaps even "the cosmic joker." A marvelous case study. 

Collins, H.C., Re lication and Induction in Scientific 
Practice ~~i???$?a~l~tions, lw5387+viii pp. 
mArback. An important work from the perspective of the "strong 
program"‘in the sociology of science. Of special value to anomalists 
concerned with the social negotiation of what constitutes replication in 
science. Recamerkled. 

Colombo, John Robert, Colombo's Book of Marvels. Toronto, Ontario: NCS Press, 
1979. 214 pp. $4.9man),gperback. An alphabetically presented 
series of exotic events, people and places, including many true 
anomalies, present in Canadian history and lore. Ranges from Canadian 
Fairies in the Northwest to the cannibal Wendigo. Especially good on lake 
monsters including such odd ones as the hapyxelor in Muskrat Lake. 

Cooter, Roger, The Cultural Meaning of Popular Science: Phrenology and the -- 
Or anizatizomt in Nineteenth Centur Britain.New York: Cam- 
w---- ri ge HniversitvPress,T985. 418+xivpp. -+D. Animportantworkin 
the history/socioicgy of science that takes a contexualist view of sci- 
ence and argues that science played a crucial role -espcially among the 
working class radicals-- in the popular thought and culture of Pre- 
Darwinian Britain. 

Corliss, William R., The Sun and Solar system Debris: A Catalog of Astronomi- ---- -- 
Cal Anomalies. Glen Arm, Md.: The Sourcebook Pro)ect (P.O. Box 107; 
210571. 1986. 282+vi PP. $15.95. Another excellent volume in the 
outstanding series by-the greatest scientific anomalist of our day. 
Essential for any serious anomaly student, this series has my highest 
recunmandation. 

Corliss, William, compiler, Earth uakes Tides, Unidentified Sounds, and 
T--sL--l Related Phenomena: ACata of Geo h sicaf.Anomalies.Glen Arms, MT 

Sourcebook Protect, T&,ieotheK indisnensible volume 
in COKliSS'S m.&eifUl series on anomalies. Highly recommended. 

Cranston, Sylvia, and Carey Williams, Reincarnation: A New Horizon in Science, 
Religionand Societ 

-- 
.New York: JulianPress, fi84.385+xv pp. 

-f-y 
$16.95.A 

very good popu ar survey with a great deal of fascinating material. Not a 
scientific effort (e.g., it ignores the problem for reincarnation theory 
posed by the demographic fact that about 50% all the persons born since 
6000 B.C. have lived in the last 75 years, thus making it impossible for 
all of to have had multiple past lives in the last 8000 years), but full 
of historical and philosophical details of likely interest to many ZS 
readers. 

Crow, Michael J., T& Extraterrestrial Life Debate 1750-1900: The Idea of a -7---T- Plurality of Worlds from Kant to tixl.mOKk: Cambridge Uruversity -- 
Press, 1986.-x pp. $59.5O.An outstanding scholarly work showing 
the widespread roots of the debate about extraterrestriai life and its 
impact upon many areas of intellectual history. An important work in the 
history of science which largely takes off from where Steven J. Dick's 
1982 work, The Plurality of Worlds: The Extraterrestrail Life Debate from 
Demccritus FKant ends.--- 

--- 
-- 

Culver, RB., and P.A. Ianna, The Gemini -- ome: i Scientific Evaluation of 
&:E;$ $11.g5 paperb~;methe~oks,, I984. 222-x$ pp. $18.95 Buffalo, N.Y.: 

A revised edition of thelK 1979 book, 
mainly including an updating final chapter but, alas, the index was not 
updated to include it. Generally an excellent work critical of astrology 
but somewhat inadequate in its consideration of the Gauguelin research 
pKqKm. 

Cunningham, Scott, The u of Incense, Oils and Brews: A Guide to Their 
Preparation and-e St. Paul,------ --* Llewellyn, 1986.165+xv pp. $6.95 
paperback. A general compendium of recipes for masickal events, 
purportedly authentic OK "tksted" by "resea&h" of the author, who has 
previously written two other books on herbal magick. At lest nothing 
seems present in these recipes likely to harm the users, but some readers 
will be disappointed to find no cussing or "evil" recipes herein. 

Curs.3 Douglas, In Advance of the Land' 
York: Abbeviile Press, --f486~p~6&&~c~ 

: Folk Conce ts of 0iter space. New 
marvelous 

collection of photographs of and text about flying saucer folks from 
builders of exotic craft to contactees, including a Foreword by Tom 
Wolfe. 

Davis, Wade, The Ser ent & the Rainbow. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1986. 
299 pp. ST;s;9**= ethnobotanist's anthropological investigation 
into Haiti's Vodoun culture which resulted in his being able to obtain 
the formula for the drug used to produce zombie WOKkeKS. Fascinating 
stuff which reinforces my conviction that we should look for fire under 
all the legendary smoke rather than dismiss it all as mere smoke. 

Dick, Steven J., Plurality of Worlds: The Origins of the Extraterrestrial Life --- ----Y- Debate from Democritusto Kant. New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1984.---- 

-~ 
246+x PP. $13.95 pawrback. A fascinatirm studv in the historv of 

science (involving such notables as Aristotle, &ui&, Cckham, Gal&o, 
Kepler. Huygens and Kant) presenting the path of convergence in early 
scientific thought towards the opinion that intelligent life must fill 
the universe. Highly recommended. 
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Domhoff, G. William, The Mystique of Dreams. Berkeley: University of -___ 
California press, 1985. 146+xpp. $14.95. A critical examination of the 
dream ideas about dream sharinq and control that were attributed to the 
Malaysian tribe of the Senoi by Kilton Stewart and which gained wide 
popularity in the 1960's. In addition to discrediting these claims, 
Domhoff places the events in sociological perspective and argues that the 
acceptance of these notions tells us more about American culture than it 
does about the Senoi. 

Dreyfus, Hubert L., and Stuart E. Dreyfus, Mind Over Machine. New York: The -----7-- 
Free Press, 1986. 231txviii pp. $16.95. An important bode by two computer 
scientists debunking the hoopla equating human and artificial (machine) 
intelligence and the many misuses of computer models in education, ma- 
nagement, medicine, defense and elsewhere. Presenting the major arguments 
against misguided attempts to replace the human mind with machine-like 
logic, the book is an excellent antidote to the overzealous "computer 
pundits and their entrepreneurial allies." 

r, Hans Peter (translated by Felicitas Goodman), 
Boundary between Wilderness and Civilization. -______ 
1985. 462+xii pp. $24.95. A remarkable and enormously erudite anthropo- 
logical essay (the notes constitute about 2/3 of the total text) which 
argues that all cultures set up boundaries that allow them to define 
daily realities but that they also create certain rituals for tran- 
scending or crossing over those boundaries into the "wilderness" of 
untamed nature. l&err argues that full understanding can come only with 
the occasional crossing of such boundaries andthatmodern scientific 
pragmatism which seeks to eradicate the "wilderness" is limiting our 
vision. 

Dychtwald, Ken, Bodymind. Los Angeles: Jeremy P. Tarcher, 1986. 302+17 pp. 
$8.95 paperback. A revision of the very popular 1977 holistic health work 
by a humanistic psychologist who builds upon ideas from Ida Rolf, Wilhelm 
Reich, Alexander Iowen, and Eastern philosophy. 

Dyson, Freeman, Qri ins of Life. New York: Cambridge University Press, 1985. 
81+ix pp. Se - - 5. The Tarner Lectures given at Trinity College, over- 

viewing the theories and experiments, Dyson's own mathematical model, and 
an excursion into the philosophical issues, 

Eberhart, George, UFOs and the Extraterrestrial Contact Movements: A --- 
2 volumes. Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1986. 1,298+& 

An extraordinary compilation covering notonlygeneral UFO 
analyses, periodicals and c&e studies in 35 countries but many related 
phenomena such as sonic booms, ancient contact, hollow earth, Marian 
apparitions, and extraterrestrial intelligence. Over 15.000 entries, 
scrupulously cataloged and cross-indexed. Absolutely essential for anyone 
seriously concerned with researching Ufolcqy and useful for many other 
anomaly areas as well. If you can not afford it (and it is well worth the 
price), get your library to obtain it. Like Eberhart's other fine -MlY 
bibliographies, this is a pleasure to use and to browse in. All 
anomalists owe Eberhart a great debt for his Herculean labors that 90 a 
long way in advancing anomalistics as a scholarly enterprise. Highly 
Ret-nded. 

Edge, Hoyt L., Robert L. Morris, Joseph H. Rush and John Palmer, Foundations 
of Parapsychology: ExploritXq the 
Rutledge & Keqan Paul, 1986. 

Wurdaries of Human Capability. Boston: -- 
432+xvi pp. $49.95 clothbound; $22.50 

paperback. Despite areas of ommission and the problems of multiple 
authorship, this is probably the best current general but advanced 
text/review on contemporary parapsychological research. Certainly, this 
is the bzck I would recommend for reading by psychologists inclined to 
dismxs psi research. Recommended. 

Eisenberg, David, with Thomas I,. Wright, Encounters With Qi: Exploring Chi- -- 
nese Medicine. New York: W.W. Norton, 1985. 
PhysicTan's survey of his investigations into contem$~a$?.&-&~s?*d 
research into Qi (the vital energy source; pronounced "thee") and Qi Gonq 
(the "aerobic" exercise program) as well as other areas of traditional 
medicine practiced in the People's Republic of China. The author seems 
somewhat naive in regard to fraudulent methods probably involved in some 
of the paranormal phenomena being claimed, but the book is generally 
conservative and recognizes the need for further and extended research 
into such matters. 

Fairley, John, and Simon Welfare (with foreword and epilogue by Arthur C. 
Clarke), Arthur C. Clarke's World of Strange Powers. New York: G.P. 
Putnam's Sons, - ____ __ - 1985. 248 pp. $19.95. The volume expanding on and 
accompanying the TV series of the same name (Clarke's second such 
project, the earlier one being his Mysterious World). Well illustrated 
and generally excellent and a good balance between being skeptical and 
open minded, sometimes even taking issue with critics (e.g., Clarke's 
disagreement with Randi over the effectiveness of dowsing). 

thorough study of Einstein's views on these issues, Fine argues for a 
"natural ontological attitude" that insists that any philosophical de- 
scription of science must include a variety of scientific practices and 
not attempt to encompass them all in a single philosophical "ism." He 
argues that in the end all of science is a 
structure or universal rules. 

"shaky game" without rigid 

paperback. An interesting but strongly biased collection both in terms of 
its ommissions (e.g., the several attacks on critics' misuses of the 
Humean argument against miracles and the unfalsifiable position of those 
like Hansel, and George Price's attack on psi is presented but no mention 
is made of his later retraction) and the rather dated and now largely 
questionable inclusions (e.g., Flew seems to accept Broad's ideas about 
limited principles in science which modern physics has caused many to now 
reconsider). Still, a useful collection worth owning as a supplement to 
the several other similar (and I think superior) anthologies on these 
issues. 

Franklin, Allan, The Neglect of Experiment. New York: Cambridge Universiry 
Press, 1986. 2PO+xiii pr$42.50. An important work focusing on the 
epistemology of the experiment, arguing for the importance of 
in science by considering actual exprlments, and including a c p%?% T' 
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fraud in science which should be of special interest to many zs readers. 

Frazier, Kendrick, editor, Science Confronts the Paranormal. Buffalo, N.Y.: 
Prometheus Press, 1986. 367+xiv pp. $15.FS-&erb~k. 'Ihe second collac- 
tion of articles from The Skeptical Inquirer. In general, I found this 
collection weaker than the earlier collection. Many will find the collec- 
tion flawed (as is the original journal) by the absence of critical (or 
balancing) perspectives on many things said in these essays. 'Ibat is, the 
"skepticism" displayed (except for a minority of essays such as that by 
Toulmin) is quite one-sided. Nonetheless, this collection of mostly 
advocacy (pro-orthodoxy) essays is an important compendium which propo- 
rents of paranormal claims would be well advised to read. 

Friedlander, Joel, m 'Iypes, New York: Globe Books, 1986. 168 pp. $19.95. 
A metaphysical work about constitutional personality types based on the 
teachings of Gurdjieff, C@pansky, and others of the Fourth Way school. 
For those interested in a scientific approach to such matters, they might 
batter stick with Sheldon and similar approaches; on the other hand, if 
one likes this set of occult concepts, I presume one could take this 
formulation as the basis for empirical hypotheses still to be tested 
rather than as the glib proclamations as presented here. 

Gallup, George, Jr., Religion in America, 50 Years: 1935-1985. Princeton, -~-- 
N.J.: The Gallup Report, No. 236, Mav 1985. 57 PP. No orice indicated, 
paperback. A report-on survey information about U:S. atfitudes and their 
shifts over the past 50 years towards a wide variety of religious ideas 
and practices. 

Gardner, Martin, editor, The Wreck of the Titanic Foretold?. Buffalo, N.Y.: -__--___ 
Prometheus Press, 1986. 157 pp. $18.95.A welcome reprinting of Mor an 
Robertson's 1898 novel The Wreck of the Titan arid other seemingly pr o$le 
tic writings about thef4i2sinkGXthetanic, along with an intro- 
ductory essay and informative and useful biographical/historical mate- 
rials by the editor, Martin Gardner. Though Gardner dismisses the "pre- 
dictions" as mostly mere coincidence, I suspect that many readers.of 
these materials will probably disagree on the basis of the arguments and 
evidence Gardner presents here. 

Geller, Uri,, and Guy Lyon Playfair,The Geller Effect. New York: Henry Halt & 
Co.. 1987. 288 on. S17.95. This?%?f-efPomayfair wrote an openinq 
and the final sve chapters) give us Geller's reply to his critics and 
tells us of the last ten years during which Geller claims to have become 
a multimi1lioMire several times over using his "powers" to locate oil 
and minerals for international corporations. Geller and Playfair make 
some excellent points in response toGeller's critics, and overall the 
book is very well done given its ~wposes. Not all critics are answered 
(e.g., the Popular Photography episode is ignored), and and the book is 
clearly not intended to do that, but it does give excellent reasons to 
also show skepticism towards his more virulent critics' claims that they 
have thoroughly debunked Geller, who seems to be laughing all the way to 
the bank. The bottom line is well put by Playfair (p. 219): "Geller has 
never been proved fraudulent. Nor has he ever been proved to have genuine 
psychic abilities beyond any reasonable doubt. It is possible that it 
never will be proVed either way, and I suspect this is the way he likes 
it." 

Giere, Ronald N., Hrh-3erstanding Scientific Peason-. NOW York: Holt, Rinehart 
and Winston, 1979. 36O+xiipp. $19.95 paperback. This is a basic +eu+ ----- _--._ 
for "applied philosophy" and philosophy of-science courses and contains a 
chapter on "Fallacies of Theory Testing" that uses pseudoscientific 
examples of special interest to ZS readers. I also found it an excellent 
presentation on probability, the complexities of testing causal 
hypotheses, and decision theory. ~ecomnended. 

Goran, Morris and Marjorie, The Lure of Longevity: The Art and Science of --- 
Living Longer. Saratoga, Cal.: 

--- 
R&E Publishers (P-0. Box 2008;m 

1984. 16O+viii pp. $12.95 paperback. An excellent quick review of the 
Scientific and nonscientific world of longevity belief and research, with 
much information of likely interest to 2s readers. 

Goran, Morris, A Guide to the Perplexed About Pseudoscience: How to P.eccgnize 
Science. CFicago:flmarron Publishers, 1985. 191+i pp.?$iK'i?O spiral- 
bound. A useful but not always reliable set of materials (e.g., Upton 
Sinclair's book Mental Radio is given as Mind Reach, Pi&et is described 
as a believer inxivshen and other boners arepresent) that many 
anomalists should find useful despite the author's simolifications of the 
complex demarcation problems. 

~ ~--.-- --..- -- -.- 

Gregory, Anita, The Strange Case of Rudi Schneider. Metuchen, NJ.: -- Scarecrow 
Press, 1985. 444+xv11 p@T4.50 An exceptional study of the great physi- 
cal medium by the late Dr. Gregory, expanding her earlier Annals of -- Science monograph. A very welcome addition to the history of psychical 
research. Recommended. 

Hankins, Thomas L., Science and the hli htenment. New York: Cambridge Univer- 
sity Press, 19-+=1'iSpbief qeneral historv of IRth 
century science in its broader cultural context, tracing the emergence 
modern scientific fields in light of recent historical scholarship. 

Hansen, Harold A., A Witch's Garden. York beach, Maine: Samuel Weiser, 1983. 
128 pp. $5.95 p2perback.A translation of the Danish book on the botany 
of the poisonous and hallucinogenic plants found in witchcraft lore, 
including mandrake, henbane, deadly nightshade, thornapple, hemolock 
monkshood, flying ointments, and even an appendix on the ingredients & 
the brew depicted in Macbeth. An excellent and authoritative work. 

Harman, Gilbert, Change InView: Principles of Reasoninq.Cambridge, Mass.: 
Bradford Books/MIT &ss,1986. 147+ix g $19.95. A philosophical study 
of reasoning which identifies principles for revising one's beliefs other 
than logical principles, suggesting a radical new view of reasoned revi- 
sion as a nonlinear, nonmonotonic matter of making piecemeal adjustments 
in response to new knowledge and intuitions. In other words, human beings 
do not reason in a formal logical sense at all but do so according to 
rather different principles which the author defends. A work of great 
potential importance for studies of artificial intelligence and, I should 
think, for cognitive psychologists concerned with human's psycho-logic. 

Harman, Willis, and Howard Rheingold, Higher Creativity: Liberating the 
UnconsciousforBreakthrough Insights.Los Angeles: J.P. Tarcher, 1984. 
239+xXiv PP. $14.95 hardbound; $8.95 paperback. A rather uncritical but 
fascinating general guide put forward to lead to er@nced creativity and 
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increased human potential through the hamassing of inner resources some 
researchers believe to bs present in the unconscious. 

Harris, Melvin, Investigating the Unexplained. Buffalo,, N.Y.: Promtheus 
~z&s. 1987. 222 on. $19.95.Aice debunking volume by an investigative --_~~, - 
broadcast journal&'generally reasonable in tone and examining about a 
dozen wonderous claims ranging from the Amityville horrormongers to 
psychic detectives involved in the Yorkshire and Jack the Ripper cases to 
pseudoreincarnation claims. Overall, I thought the book excellent with my 
only real complaint being Harris's apparently being unaware that some of 
the sources he attacks (like the selfstyled "psrapsycholcgist" and ghost- 
monger Hans Holzer) have never been granted any authority,by serious 
psychical researchers; so Harris occasionally sets up a bit of a red 
herring, but I think this was not intentional and still serves a useful 
function in a book intended for the general public which does not know 
the difference either. 

“a?+ !Jrr,nc+ uvnnotiqm. Uennwrinm & Witchcraft. Toronto, Ontario: Coles, 
L’ULC, L , b . . - r r ,  I .  

. . - - . . . - _ - - . .  -  

1980. 212-93 ICanadian), _ _ I - - A reprinting of the 1896 series of 
papers by Hart which first appeared in Nineteenth Century and the British 
Medical Journal. A highly critical-skeptical book. The appendix 
-interest since it reprints a number of letters from articles Of 
the day, including an interesting set on Palladino. 

Herbe~~~~~~~,Q;ta~turn26"B="~~~.B;;ygq~d the New Physics. Garden,City, N.Y.: 
5. Consrderatron of 8 mayor quantum 

theoretical models of the nature of the universe. An excellent 
introduction, especially to the implications of Bell's Theorem for our 
view of reality. Avoids dicrect consideration of parapsycholcqical is- 
sues, but the implications are clear, especially with model #7 wherein 
consciousness creates reality. Recommended. 

Hewstone, Miles, editor, Attribution Theo 
New York: Basil Blackwell, 198&x~??9F9u;ch~~%1u%er?l!4?~ 
paperback. An excellent collection of original essays of special interest 
to anomalists since causal attribution is a common issue and the psycho- 
logy of attribution is complex and highly relevant in understanding 
potential sources of error in attribution. 

Hobsbawm, Eric, and Terence Ranger, editors, The Invention of Tradition. New -. 
York: Cambridge University Press,1984. 32O+v1 pp. $29.95 hardboural ; $9.95 

paperback. A remarkable historical work dealing with the artificial 
creation of historical pasts for political and nationalistic purposes. 
Though not directly concerned with occultism, these essays (especially 
the two dealing with Scottish and Welsh pseudo-traditions) should be of 
special value to ZS readers given the vast amount of pseudo-history found 
in the so-called-%zult traditions. 

Holiday, Ted, The Goblin Universe. St. Paul, Minn.: Llewellyn Publications, -- 
1986. 262 pp. $9.95 paperback. This book, which is a posthumcusly publi- 
hed hcdgepcdge of all sorts of alleged anomalous things, is entertaining 
reading, but as Colin Wilson admits in his sympathetic and informative 
45-page introduction, this book "would never convert a single skeptic; in 
fact, it would probably make him more certain than ever that 'the occult' 
is a farrago of self-deception a& muddled thinking." Wilson is right. 

Huyghe, Patrick, Glowing Birds: Stories from the s of Science. Boston: 
Faber ,and Faber, -- 

1985.4l+ix pp.T.Fpaperback. An excellent 
collection of science essays, highly readable, and most of which should 
he of special interest to ZS readers. Recommended. 

IllingWOrth, Valerie, editor, The Facts .-- York: Facts On File Publications, 
An excellent general work with minimal concern with put-ported&nalies; 
thus there are listings for such main-line concerns as "exobiology," 
"SETI," and even "vulcan," 
"UFO." Nonetheless, 

but no listing at all for "astrobiology" or 
an excellent supplementary volume for any anomalist 

dealing with astronomy. 

Inglis, Brian, The Hidden Power. London: Jonathan Cape, 1986. 312 pp. 10.95 
pounds (U.K.).Imismportant historian of spiritualism who in 
many ways reminds me of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, often brilliant but 
sometimes highly credulous. The first section of this book deals with the 
evidence for psi. I find it deeply flawed as I do his other pro-psi 
histories. The bulk of this book, however, is an attack on the critics 
of psychical research (who Inglis characterizes as exemplifying scientism 
rather than science) , and here I think most of Inglis's arguments hit 
their target effectively. Inglis is clearly an advocate for his point of 
view, and he needs to be read critically, but he and this book play an 
important role in the dialectical process that constitutes science. I 
would strongly recommend this book to my fellow critics as a healthy 
antidote to propaganda from advazates on the orthodox side. 

Irwin, H-J., Flight of Mind: A Psychological Study of the Out-of-Body 
-- Experience. Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrw Press, 1985.374+~111pp.$27.50.A 

thoroughgoing survey of the phenomenology, experiments and theories of 
CCBEs. The author, a psychologist in Australia, offers his own sophisti- 
cated imaginal theory. Must reading for anyone concerned with COBEs. 

Jacobson, Steven, Mind Control in the Unites States. Santa Rosa, Cal.: Cri- 
tique Publishing, 1985.72pp.-Sif.mpapeEAn introduction to the 
history and practice of alleged subliminal communication in a wide varie- 
ty of media. Essentially a "conspiracy" orientation based on we13 dccu- 
mented but too often highly dubious sources (e.g., The National mirer) 
Nonetheless, some interesting information trackeddonworth the 
read. 

Joravsky, David, The L senko Affair. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1986. 459+x1 pp. --5-i= 
edition, 

-paperback. A welcome reprint of the 1970 
this is the most authoritative and detailed treatment of this 

bizarre episode in the history of science. 

Kassin, Saul M., and Lawrence S. Wrightsman, editors, The ~svcholmv of hri- - 
384~2~An excellent collection on the social osvcholmv Aft:% 
dence and Trial Procedure. Beverly Hills, Cal.: &&I$$$$= z=- 

matters as eyewitness and character testimony, polygraph use, and many 
other matters of direct potential relevance for those interested in 
assessing anomaly claims. 

Kevles. Daniel J., 
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Kurtz, Paul, The Transcendental Temptation: A Critique of Religion and the -- 
ParanOrmx Buffal0,N.Y.: Prometheus, 1@6.5OO+xiv~p. $18.95. In many 
ways an interesting and informative bcok, but Kurtz's consistently fails 
to see that psychical research has been an attempt to Mturalise the the 
supernatural. Thus he mistakenly equates the supernatural with the para- 
normal (atermthatwas created to bring phenomena previously thought 
supernatural into the realm of the natural so that it could be evaluated 
by science). This results in the false presentation of paranormal claims 
as alleged "miracles" instead of as merely extraordinary events (which 
even Hume recognized were exempt from his arguments against miracles, a 
lesson most critics who invoke Hume fail to observe). Although I am 
inclined to agree with Ku&z's arguments against the supernatural, his 
lack of rigor in dealing with the paranormal (where I have someexper- 
tise) makes me cautious about accepting his seemingly fair represen- 
tations of the arguments by theologians (where I have no expertise). 

paperback. An exceptional scholarly history, thoughtful and revealing, of 
the intertwining between the science of genetics and the political pro- 
grams (often characterized as pseudosciences) of eugenics. 

Khalsa, Parmatma Singh, editor, The New Consciousness Sourcebook: Spiritual -- 
Community Guide 86. 208 pp. $8.95 paperback. A new and updated edition of 
what many nowewas the standard directory to the metaphysical communi- 
ty, this issue focusing on holistic health. 

Kilbourne, Brock K. and Maria T., editors, The Dark Side of Science. 
Proceedings of the 63rd Annual Meeting of &%c~D'ii'iii~, American --- 
Association?or the Advancement of Scldnce, m mum -.- -.- 
1983. San Francisco: Pacific Division AAAS, 1983. 226 pp. $8.95 paper- 
back. An exceptional collection of 13 papers originally part of a 1982 
symposium entitled "Science, Deviance, a.& Society." C?&standing papers 
dealing with fraud and other deviance in science. Highly recommended. 

Kles, Cosette N., 
Hamden, Conn.: 
useful though highly incomplete listing. Kles sometimes places works in 
odd categories (e.g., Slater's The WaywardGate is among the "skeptics" 
books) and imoortant distincmons are often isnored (e.s.. pagan 
witchcraft is iumped in with Satanism), Despite its-problems, -an f&c&- 
lent work well worth obtaining. 

the "dark side of scikncel' includingplagiarism, data falsificat%on, 
misrepresentation of results, and misappropriation or misuse of public 
funds. Mainly aJx%t conventional rather than unorthodox science, Ko~~'E 
look should be of special interest to ZS readers concerned about allega- 
tions of similar misconduct among anomaly claimants. 

Krippner, Stanley, editor, Advances &Parapsychological Research, Vol. 4. 
Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland, 1985. 254 pp. $29.95. A most welcome addi%% 
to what has, in my opinion, been the most important series of books 
within psi research. Review articles on psychokinesis, mental healing, 
mental imagery and psi research, recent ganzfeld-ESP research, the impli- 
cations of parapsychology for psycho1 
parapsychology books during 1979-82. But 

E, ?+I 3 bibliographic guide to 
highlight for me was Charles 

Akers' chapter on methodological criticisms of parapsycholgy which is 
probably the best critical review now available and is a wonderful demon- 
stration of the openness to responsible criticism present within parapsy- 
chology, for this example of internal criticism is superior to nearly all 
the efforts by psi research's external critics. 

Kunze, Michael, translated by William E. Yuill, Highroad to the Stake: A Tale --.-__ 
of Witchcraft. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987. 424~~~ pp. 
$24.95. A novelized but nonfictional and historical study of a vagrant 
German family of travellers around 1600 who were arrested and condemned 
for witchcraft. Entertaining and informative study of the common people 
too often forgotten by most historians, in this case caught up in one of 
histories most grotesque aberrations, the inquisition. 

I&age, Stephen, Mcid Dreaming: The Power of beins Awake and Aware in Your 
Dreams. Los Angeles: J.P Tar&r,- 1985. 277+x sl5.95.pyrton 
work done at the Stanford Univesitv Sleep Research Center on creating 
and guiding one's own dreams. A fascinating emerging area with inter- 
esting implications for our views on transcendence. 

Idtour, Bruno, Science In Action: How to Follow Scientists and En ineers 
;f:,roSu2;:~%&??a~r~a& +??niversity Prez, lzB7. 274 

An analysis of science in bractice here produces a view of .- 
scientific networks-of activity that through a "trial of strength" deter- 
mines what is "objective" or "subjective." Going further, I&our argues 
that "Irrationalitu is always an accusation made by someone building a 
network over someone else who stands in the way; thus, there is no Great 
Divide between minds, but only shorter and longer networks." An important 
work supporting the "strong programme" in contemporary sociology of 
science. 

behmann, Arthur C., and James E, Myers, editor, Magic, Witchcraft, and 

reprint& many of the more recent papers emphasizing the contemporary 
scene. Recommended. 

College), '1986. 207 pp. No price i&&ted, paperbound. A very welcome 
bibliography but a bit difficult to systematically use because of the 
somewhat rxld arrangement of sections and the listing of articles alpha- 
betically by title rather than author. If a new edition is forthcoming, I 
hops Ieith will consider a new and more standard arrangement. 

Leonard, George B., The Transformation: A Guide to the Inevitable - 
Humankind. New York : J.P. Tarcher,lm258+xvii pp. SB.95 psc% 
The 15th anniversary edition of a "new aqe classic." I wish I shared his 
optimism for our future. 

Lester, Paul, The Great Sea Serpent Controversy: A Cultural Stud . Birmingham, --- 
l&gland: Protean Pubs (Flat 4; 34 Summerfield Crescent: --+qb&on; Bir- 
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mingham B16 OER), 1984. 24 p 
am? 

60 pence (plus posta e and packing), 
booklet. A most interesting provoCative essay in cu tural 9 history on 
the meaning of the sea serpent (including the lake creatures "Ness% and 
"Caddy") mythos. 

Lifton, Robert Jay, The Nazi Doctors: Medical Killingand the-of 
Genocide. New Yo~~cBooks,l561+x111 pp.-m. An imporm 
studv of the extraordinarv DsvCholaZkal process he calls "doublinq," the 
form*ing of a second, rel&ikiy autbn&s self, by the medical doctors 
who engaged in mass murder to "heal" what they perceived to be the 
racially "diseased" body of the German nation. A major study continuing 
Lifton's well known work on humans in extreme conditions 

Litvinoff, Sara,General Editor, The IllustratedGuide to the Su ernatural. 
Boston, Mass.: G.K. Hall, 1986. --------2 156 pp. $25.00. An attractive co 
table Compilation but highly credulous-and uncritical, and with a "fore- 
word" by Richard Cavendish. 

Loye, David, The Sphinx and the Rainbow: Brain, Mind and Future Vision.New 
York: Barii Bcoks,TSIB4?dition 3I4+xiiipp.~~~@!)%%. An attempt 
by a prominent futurist/forecaster to integrate work in neurophysiology, 
physics and parapsychology towards a "new psychophysics" that will ac- 
Count for and allow the practical use of precognition. Of special in- 
terest is the authors appendix wCn the Evaluation of the Paranormal" in 
which he raises some original arguments against the critics of psi. 

Lund, David H., Death and Consciousness. Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland, 1985. -- 
194+x pp. $18.95. A philosopher's general examination of and optimistiC 
conclusions about the evidence and arguments for survival found in psy- 
chical research. Though fair-minded and a good introductory work, little 
attention is given to modern critics or relevant contemporary philosophi- 
cal perspectives on the nature f mind (e.g., by the British language 
philosophers). 

Malony, H. Newton, and A. Adams Lovekin, Glossolalia: Behavioral Science 
pdew York: Oxforwty Press, 

and sympathetic review of a 
fascinating topic. Discredits many of the myths (believed in by both 
proponents and critics) surrounding glossolalia. The best book I have 
seen on this subject. Recommended. 

McClenon, James, Deviant Science: The Case of Para 
Universitv of Rennsvlvania FressXYg4;18%xlil Pp. 
important sociological study of the legitimacy problems encountered by 
the protoscience of parapsychology, particularly valuable for its survey 
of elite science gate-keepers in the AAAS. ReCommended. 

McCoy, Duke, How to Organize 
Politicali=. Mason, 
paperback. Pretty much what its title says: a Machiavellian manual on how 
to be Charismatic, find folowers, etc. A totally amoral presentation and 
generally well researched. 

McNeil, W.K., Compiler-editor, Ghost Stories from the American South. Little 
Rock, Ark.: August House, mlmf§??? bardm.4fperback. 

An eXCellent collection of folktales, collected by a leading folklorist, 
ranging from Tidewater Virginia to Texas. 

McPae, Ronald M., 

pure fabrication) but mostly reliable presentation of evidence (some of 
which may be disinformational) dug up by an investigative reporter into 
U.S. government psi efforts. 

Mead, Chris, Bird Migration. New York: Facts on File, 1983. 224 pp,. $19.95. A 
lavishlyirrustrated complete survey of information on bird migration 
including excellent review of the experimental work that has been done on 
its mysteries. Includes work on the "sixth sense" of magnetic character 
(in both birds and humans) which should be of special interest to ZS 
readers. Recommended. 

Melton, J. Gordon, The Encyclopedia of 
Supplement. @&it, Mich.: Ga% 
paperback. An exrensive ucdate with cumulative indexes to both volumes of 
the first edition of this extraordinary scholarly effort which is i&is- 
pensible for any research library dealing with American religions. Mel- 
ton's thoroughness and scope in monitoring variations in religion is 
outstanding, and many of the smaller esoteric and occult-related groups 
listed make especially fascinating reading (e.g., the SM Church, the 
Venusian Church, etc.) and have relevance for anomalists. 

Melton, J. Cordon, Biographical Dictionary of American Cult and Sect Leaders 
New York: Garland Publishing, 1986. 

----------~. 
354+xiiipp.$39.95.Acompilation 

of carefully checked biographical information (&luding biblicqraphy) on 
267 religous founders and leaders mostly unavailable elsewhere. An excel- 
lent companion to Melton's &cyclopedia of Cults in America. Recommended. ---- 

Melton, J. Gordon, Encyclopedic Handbook of Cults in America. New York: 
Garland Publishing, 1986. 272+x ppy $24.95--An outstanding and 
dispasionate historical and current survey of the leading cult and anti- 
cult organizations, including pagan, spiritualist, New Age, and most 
other such old and new groups. A wealth of objective information (the 
very few errors I spotted were due to mistakes in the sources Melton 
cites), and especially valuable for Melton's sections on "What is a 
cult?" and the younter-cult Groups." 

Michel, John, Eccentric Lives & Peculiar Notions. New York: Harcourt Brace and 
Jovanovich, 1984.XUS-pp$15.95.Ant t en er aining gallerv of some 
outrageous historical and Contemporary characters, including some flat- 
earthers, druids, Baconians, ufolagists and other fun people. 

Minsky, Marvin, The Society of Mind. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1987. 
339 pp. $lY.Yn comprehs%iseory of mind by a leading authority on 
artificial intelligence, presenting a holistic view of the mind's 
learning stages in an unusually clear (and surprisingly nontechnical) 
presentation 
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Monroe, Robert A., Far ryls.,Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1985. 292+xiii 
pp. $15.95.The au or c alms to have developed a revolutionary sound 
wave process known as Berni-Sync which produces a state of consciousness 
that facilitates out-of-body experiences which include travel not only in 
space but in time. Interesting but scientifically unconvincing and poor 
methcdologically. 

Montgomery, Ruth, with Joanne Garland, Ruth Montgomery: Herald of the New E. --__- 
GardenCity,N.Y.: Doubleday,1986. 277+ix pp. $16.95.Another potboiler 
by what the publisher calls "the world's psychic authority" and the 
"First Ladv of the Psvchic World." Tvoical of the aenre (wherein an _. 
author begins by writing a first book in whichh he/she claims to have 
started out a "skeptic" but discovered the cowers of the usvchic who is 
the book's subject LJeane Dixon in Montgom&s case-- then Grites about 
new psychics met, then discovers how to develop psychic powers, and 
finally writes books in which he/she is the new guru), Montgomery's book 
goes a step further in appearing “objective” since this book is written 
in the third person (presumably by Ms. Garland) eventhough Montgomery is 
listed as its author. Some readers will be pleased to learn that Montgo- 
mery's guides seem to stick with her earlier prediction that Ronald 
Reagan will not make it through his second term and also predict that 
there will be no World War 111 between now and the end of the 1990s. 
Wheeaw, I had started to worry... 

Morgan, Chris, and David Langford, Facts and Fallacies: A Book of Definitive 
Mistakes and Misguided Predictions. %% York: 5t. M=x's%ess, 1981. 
176pp.9.95. A most interesting collection of remarkably wrong state- 
ments by all sorts of people, mostly famous, putting their feet in their 
mouths by mistaking the future. Particularly valuable for the dogmatic 
statements about various impossibilities by famous scientists. The weak- 
ness of the book is that it gives the authors' names but not the ~OWXX?S 
for the quotations. 

Nal .imov, V.V. (edited by RG. Coldny and translated by A.V. Yarkho), Realms of -- 
the Unconscious: The Enchanted Frontier. Philadelphia, Penn.: IS1 press, 
1982. 32Ocxvii pF$29.50. A remarkable book by a Soviet cybernetic 
theorist at Moscow State University, in which he surveys the features of 
consciousness which cannot be assimilated or simulated by computer. 
Surprising citations including some to Blavatsky, Carlos Castaneda, and 
Charles Tart. An attempt at synthesizing elements of semantics, science, 
ad mysticism into a new view of human perception, extending his earlier 
two volumes in this trilogy, which developed a cybernetic model of the 
real, going into a theory of the unreal. Should be of special interest to 
many ZS readers since it even touches on reincarnation beliefs among its 
many topics relevant to consciousness and claims of the paranormal. 

Nash, Carroll B., Parapsychology: 'Ihe Science of Psi01 
Charles C. Thomas, 1986. m+m. 
substantially rewritten and updated version of the author's earlier 
Science of Psi, intended as a textbook for parapsychology. The main 
problem sththe work is its clear commitment to the existence of psi, 
thus predicating "psiolcgy" which qoss well beyond the position of para- 
psychology where psi remains an hypothesis and the major investigation is 
into the psi experience (whether or not psi is valid), 

Oldroyd, David, The Arch of Knowled e: An Introducto 
the Philo~y~~~f-S&ance. Newr%o%e%u%,%%!y4% - - 
pp. $12.95 paperback. A very welcome and excellent survey which should be 
of special interest to ZS readers. Balanced and lucid coverage of mcdern 
philosophers of science like Wittgenstein, Popper, Iakatos and Feyerabend 
is eSpWially qccd as an introduction to their approaches. Recommended. 

Xten, Charlotte F., editor, A Lycanthropy Reader: Werewolves in Western 
Culture. Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse Univemress, 1986. 3T+m 
$i4.95 paperback. An excellent survey featurina classic (ancient but 
mainly medieval and Renaissance) and modern studces including medical, 
criminal and legendary reports. Recommended. 

Oyama, Susan, The Ontogeny of Information: Developmental Systems and 
Evolution. New York: Cambridge University Press, 1986. 206+ix pp. $34.50 
clothbound; $22.95 paperback. A constructivist view of the nature-nurture 
complex arguing that ontogenetic "information" does not exist in the 
genes or in the environment but is constructed in a given developmental 
context; in contrast to the usual view in terms of genetic necessity and 
cultural overlay. The chapter on "the ghosts in the ghost-in-the-machine 
machine" should be of special interest to those ZS readers concerned with 
alleged biological information as in Jung's archetypes. 

Page, Michael, and Robert Ingpen, Eric clo edia of Thin s That Never Were. 
N.Y.: Viking, 1987. 240 pp. $~~&-~e?%?i?X?jifh 
interesting text, marvelous full-color illustrations and at a bargain 
price. Recommended to those interested in legends, folklore, and myth. 

Peat, F. David, Synchronicity: The Bridge Between Matter and Mind. New York: - 
Bantam Books, 1987. 246 pp. $8.95 paperback. A "Newge"cxderation of 
Jungian synchronicity in terms of qUSntUm theory SpCUaltiOnS, especially 
those of David Ohm. 

Pickering, Andrew, Constructing Quarks: ASociolo ical Histor of Particle 
Physics. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1 ---8-sadfip. $30.06 
hardback, $17.995 paperback. A very important work from the social 
constuctionist position, seekinq to demon&rate the social negotiation 
processes that are entailed in physic's construction rather than disco- 
very of fundamental reality. 

Playfair, Guy Lyon, The Haunted Pub Guide. London: Harrap, 1985. 252 pp. 10.95 -7 
pounds ((UK). Anillustrated guide and descriptive history (with some 
interesting commentaries by Playfair as well) to the many pubs throughout 
Great Britain where ghosts have been reported. Though most of the classic 
older cases are included, many tales Playfair dug up are quite recent. An 
excellent companion for either the armchair traveller or those who go to 
the U.K. and want to combine psychic "research" with folklore and beer. 

Playfair, Guy Lyon, If This Be Magic. London: Jonathan Cape, 1985. 284 pp. 
9.95 pounds 

-~- 
(UK). A wide ranging popular (nonscientific but intellectwl- 

ly stimulating) work on many facets of psychical research and the mind’s 
capabilities for healing. Despite the reasonable tone throughout, the 
tcok is unlikely to convince serious skeptics; nonetheless, it is full of 
most interesting episodes and out-of-the-way information and references 
that should make the bookvaluable even to those not sharing all of the 
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the author's conclusions. 

Pozos, Randolfo Rafael, The Face On #ars: Evidence for a Lo&Civilization? 
Chicago: Chicago Rexwe%%,1986. 155+vi pp.Bm paperback. An 
excellent s-y of the issues and problems presented by the 1976 Viking 
photograph of Mars which showed what to many appears to be "a large 
carving of a humanoid face lying on the ground and staring into space." 
Anthropologist Pozos presents a well balanced appraisal and history of 
the controversy, including the ad hominem attacks by astronomer critics 
of those seeking further objective appraisal of the evidence. After 
reading this book and considering the significance of the questions it 
raises, I am inclined to agree with David C. Webb's concluding statement 
in the book's Foreword: "Should the results of the Independent Mars 
Investigation Group eventually prove that intelligent life iin a form 
similar to our own once existed on Mars, it would most surely indicate 
that just as war is too important to be left to the generals, so science 
is too important to be left only to the scientists!" Avery interesting 
case study, whatever the eventual outcane. 

the controversy surrounding animals and their acquisition of language. 
Premack argues that humans are far more than apes plus language, an ay, 
and that tee much discussion has centered on communication as the al r" eged 
sole human specialization. 

me, Alastair I-M., @anturn Physics: Illusion or Realit New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1986. 123+x pp. S9.95Epd An extremely lucid 
general introduction to the philosophical foundations and conceptual 
oroblems involved with the theory of quantum phvics. In addition to 
discussions of the role of conscio&ness-and the-many-worlds hypothesis 
in relation to the measurement problem, there is an interesting critical 
discussion of -r-ted quantum theory explanations of paranormal phenc- 
mena should be of special interest to ZS readers. 

Ragon, Michel (translated by Alan Sheridan), The S ace of Death: A Stud of 
~+iiEEttesvi11~:7E&@ic Funerary Architecture, Decoration and Urbarusm. 

sity Press of Virginia, 1983. 328z -Truly an mlopsdic work 
on the world of the dead and funeral customs and beliefs. Fascinating 
reading and full of sociological insights into cultural variations and 
patterns. Places our views on survival and after-life into a broader 
and meaningful perspective. 

Reid, Janice, Sorcerers and Healin Spirits: Continuit and Chan e in an 
Aboriginal Medicar -tern. 4 

+ - lA -.- 
rra: Austra ian Nationa University 

Press. 1986. 183+xxv oa.No Drice indicated, DaDerb3ck.AI-t ethnwranhic 
study'of the Yolngu <Murng&) people in Arnhem Land and their medical 
theories about the relationships between social processes, supernatural 
power and human suffering. 

Roberts, Jane (with introductory essays and notes by Robert F. Butts), DreamS, 
"Evolution, "andvalue Fulfillment, Volume I-New York: Prentice= -- 

1986. 288 T': 
$15.95. The first of whZZZprobably be several posthu- 

mously pub ished volumes, edited by Roberts' husband. This volume in- 

cludes not only material "dictated" by Seth, the alleged non-physical 
(and extraterrestrial) energy personality who spoke through Roberts in 
her many earlier volumes, but also tells the of the tragedy and tribula- 
tions of Roberts illness which resultedinher death in 1984. Whatever 
one MY think of Roberts'/Seth's optimisitic and holistic philosophy, her 
books represent a remarkable case studyin automatic writing, perhaps 
paralleling that of Patience Worth in its importance. 

Rosenberg, Alexander, The Structure of Biol ical Science. New York: Cambridge - 
University Press, 1985. 28l+xi-~+%-liaXZZ; $12.95 paperback. A 
general introduction to an integrated post-positivistic philosophy of 
biolcqical science. An impressive work in its sophistication both 
philosophical and biological. Particularly valuable for its discussions 
of teleological and evolutionary issues. 

Rosenthal, Robert, Meta-Analytic Procedures for Social Research. Beverly 
Hills, Cal.: Sage Publications, 1984. 149p.gi17.9f hardcover, $8.95 
paperback. An important introduction, requiring only a background of 
alcebra, extendins the work of Gene V. Glass and others on combinins and 
comparing research results. Meta-analysis is an attempt to deal with 
problems of poor cumulation and small effects, problems common in anomaly 
studies, especially parapsychology. Recommended, 

Rouget, Gilbert (translated and revised in collaboration with the author by 
Brunhilde Biebuyk), Music and Trance: A Theory of the Relations between 
Music and Possessionrc~~si%y of Chizqoess, 1986. m -- 
pp. $19.95 paperback. An important study in which the author develops a 
taxonomy of trance states and meticulously examines these in relation to 
various aspects of the music (the performers, instruments, ties to dance, 
etc.). He rejects past neurological and mental health explanations and 
argues that the relations between music and trance depend upon their 
interaction within the system of meanings in the particular culture. 

Rudwick, Martin J.S., The Great Devonian Controversy: The Shaping of -_____ 
Scientific Knowledge among Gentlemanly Specialists. ChicagO: University 
of Chicago Press, 1985. 494txxxiii pp. $39.95. An important case study in 
the history and sociology of science showing the resolutionof a major 
scientific controversy in geology including such matters as suppression 
of and premature publications. This is a landmark case study with special 
importance for the issues of contextualism and role of social negotiation 
in science. The author's conclusion is that the cumulative empirical 
evidence did not determine the research results in any unambiguous way, 
as naive realists might claim, but it also did not result a purely social 
contest on the agnostic field as constructivists might contend; instead, 
it had a differentiating and constraining effect on the shape of the 
eventual picture of natural reality for which consensus emerged. 
Recamerded. 

Ryan, Alan, editor, Vampires: Two Centuries of Great Vampire Stories. Garden 
City, N.Y.: Doubleday/Dol~n,2621+x~pp. $15.95. An excellent 
introductory collection of vampire fiction, with well done introductions, 
chronologically arranged from 1816 to 1984, plus two brief indexes 
listing selected vampire novels and films. 
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Santilli, Ruggero Maria, 11 Grande Grido: Ethical Probe on Einstein's Fol- 
lowers in the U.S.A. --mider'sView.Newtonvime, Mass.: Alpha 
Publishir;g(897 Washsgzn St.; Box 82; 02160-0082). 138 pp. $19.50 
paperback. A remarkable book by an Italian physicist, once associated 
with leading U.S. universities and currently head of the privately-fur&& 
Institute for Basic Research, alleging a conspiracy among academic an3 
government physicists to block critical or generalizing work on Ein- 
stein's special relativity theory in which Santilli alleges they have 
vested "immense ethnic, financial and academic interests." Fascinating 
but unconvincing, the book may produce some interesting responses. More 
likely, it will be publicly ignored, and Santilli's supporters will see 
that as further corroboration of his conspiracy scenario. 

Savage-Rumbaugh, E.Sue,sLangauge: From Conditioned Res onse to Symbol. 
New York: Columbia University Press, 1986. 433+xxviiT.?% A very 
important survey of the history and controversy surrounding ape language 
research and the recent experimental work by Savage-mmbaugh (one of the 
leading advocates of the apes-can-symbolize view) with the male chimpan- 
zees Sherman and Austin and a pygmy chimpanzee, Kanzi. 

Schwartz, Stephan A., The Alexandria Pro'ect. New York: Delacorte 
Press/Eleanor Frieden83. 2/4+x pp.~ApopularlY written des- 
cription of the Mobius Group's adventure in psychic archaeology. Impossi- 
ble to evaluate its scientific Value without examination Of the t&'Inical 
reports and information from normal archaeologist-critics not in this 
book, but the book presents a readable tale of an interesting and pro- 
mising approach to the area and one which needs responsible critical 
scrutiny it so far has not obtained. 

Scott, Beth, and Michael Norman, Haunted Heartland.New York: Warner Books, 
1986. 487+xiv pp. $3.95 paps An excellent popular rather than 
academically (boringly?) presented collection of "authentic" ghost 
folktales from the Midwest states gathered from a wide range of sources. 

Steiger, Brad, Demon Lavers.New Brunswick, N.J.: Inner Light Publications 
1986. 200 p+ $9.Sfpaperback. An unscholarly and mildly sensation&is: 
tic @boiler for the occult marketplace by a prominent pseudo-para 
lcgist author. Not without interest but impossible to ascertain w 

scho- 
i&t is 

remotely reliable among the many anecdotes. 

Stevens, Austin, editor, Mysterious New England. Dublin, N.H.: Yankee Publi- 
shing Inc., 1985 (Third edition=19 pp. $11.95 paperback. A selection 
of 50 enjoyable and purportedly true gothic tales set in rural New 
England, reprinted from yankee Magazine. 

Stevenson, Ian, Unlearned Language: New Studies in Xencglossy Charlottesville: 
University Press of Virginia, -- 1984. 223 pp. $17.50. Examination of 
reported instances, primarily through analysis of two case studies, of 

nity to learn. Since Stevenson% 
persons speaking foreign langu es which they apparently had no opportu- 

lieves languages must be learned, such 
authentic cases may be viewed as evidence suggestive of learning in a 
past life, thus fitting into Dr. Stevenson's past writings on reincarna- 
tion. An important work on fascinating materials, but essentially propo- 
sing an explanation perhaps moreextraordinarythan the extraordinary 
phenomenon itself. 

Stove, David, PO Ypper and,After: 
Pergamon, 1 82. 116+v111pp. 

Four Modern Irrationalists. New York: 
$9.50 paperback. A consideration of Karl 

Popper, Thomas Kuhn, Imre Lakatos, and Paul Feyerabend as "irrationa- 
lists" in that Stove reads them as entirely denying cumulative progress 
in science, a position which I think grossly oversimplifies and thereby 
misrepresents their positions. Still, Stove makes some good pints and 
the defenders' rebuttals should prove interesting and clarifying. 

Sullivan, Jack, editor, The Penguin Encyclopedia of Horror and the 
-- Supernatural. New York-Viking Penguin, Inc., 1986. 482+xxx pp*Y?%. 

An excellent compendium on horror fiction, its subject matter and per- 
sonalities, by over fifty commentators. Particularly valuable for its 
discussions of films, many of the essays on such subjects as poltergeists 
and vampires should be of interest to some zs readers. 

Szamosi, Geza, The Twin Dimensions: Inventing 
- t Space and Time. New York: McGraw 

Hill, 1986. 289+viii pp. $15.95. A physicist‘s broadly interdisciplinary 
examination of our chanqing constructions of space and time (not only in 
Physics but in music and the arts) from early mythology to tcday's pic- 
ture of an inflationary universe. 

Talbot, Michael, m the @u-turn. New York: -.- Macmillan, 1987. 24Ocxiii pp. 
$18.95. An attempt to tie in the new physis with issues of ~cd, reality, 
the paranormal, and consciousness. Highly speculative but anchored in the 
serious physics literature and should prove provocative to 2s readers. 

Tansley, David, The Raiment of Li ht: A Stud of the Human Aura. New York: 
Routledge &Fgan Paul, fYB&,pdm- papeZZZ.Annteresting 
but mostly uncritical (and largely historical) review of the literature 
on all aspects of the alleged human aura. Useful for its coverage and 
attempt to integrate a large related literature, but not at all scienti- 
fically convincing (nor does it claim to be so). 

Tart, Charles T., Waking UP: Overcoming the Obstacles to Human Potential. -- Boston: Shambala New ?!&nce Librarv,-i%36. 323~xvi 1x3. $17.95. A mixture 
of human potential psychology, Aikido, Buddhism and esp&ially Gurdjieff, 
claiming a road to awakening from the sleep-like consciousness of normal 
awareness. 

Tausig, Michael, Shamanism, Colonialism, and the Wild Man: A m in Terror 
and Healing. Chicago: 

-- -- 
University ofhEg=ress, 1587. 518+xx pp. 

$29.95. A remarkable anthropological formulation of the relations b&w&n 
magic and colonialism, imagemaking and power incorporating ethnqraphy of 
shamanic healing in Columbia and a novel studied disorderliness of style. 

Terry, Maury, The Ultimate Evil: An Investigation of America's Most Dang 
Satanic Cult.GardenCity, fi.: 

CXOUS 
~- Doubleday/Dxphin,7:-%2+xiii pp. 
$17.95. Essentially a conspiracy tale alleging connections between 
David Berkowitz ("Son of Sam"), Charles Manson, the Process Church. and 
various "satanic" slayings around the U.S. Ma& large leaps in logic and 
much contestable evidence, but some fascinating stuff. Worse, it could be 
true. Meanwhile, its more fuel for the modern witch-hunters. 

Urban-Lurain, Mark, Astr;logy.- as Science: A Statistical A roach. Tempe 
Arizona: American Fe eratlon ofAstrol&gers (P.O.Box 2-35 Sout; 
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Rural Road; 85252), 1984. 77+ix pp. No price indicated, paperback. 
Oriuinallv a 1981 master's thesis in the Multidisciplinarv Frccrram in the 
Coliege oi Social Science at Michigan State University, then -&titled "A 
Multiidimensional M&e1 for Evaluating Astronomical Concomitancies of 
Human Behavior."A study using birth-data for 53 Alcoholics Anonymous 
members controlled against a sample of the general Michigan population. 
9.4% of the variables were discriminatory at the .05 level, and the 
author concludes that such multidimensional statistical models (which are 
also more similar to the actual prcxzesses used by astrologers in inter- 
preting horoscopes) have greater discriminatory power than do the univa- 
riate models usually used to examine astrological claims. An important 
sttiy, especially given its publication/endorsement by the AFS. 

Van Helden, Albert, Measuring the Universe: Cosmic Dimensions from Aristarchus 
Chicago: Universityof= Press, 1984. 203+viii pp. 

ascinating work in the history of astronomy and on the impact 
of the telescope in overthrowing the Ptolemaic perspective. 

Vaughn, Francis, and Roger Walsh, editors, Accept This Gift: Selections from A -- -- 
Course in Miracles.Los Angeles: Jeremy P. Tarcher, 1983. 107 pp. $9.95. --- 
A collection of "inspirational" statements culled from the 3-volume A 
Course in Miracles published in 1976 as "received" via an "inner voice" 
--- 
by psvchologlst Helen Schucman and "recorded" with fellow psychologist 
Wiliiam Ihetford, Many pithy aphorisms like "All anger is &!hit?g more 
than an attempt to make someone feel guilty" and What is there to be 
saved from except illusions?" which upon serious reflection reveal the 
pith to truly be "spongy tissue" and intellectually shallow -whatever 
their psychological value for the troubled. Mostly escapist with the 
emphasis on retreat into inner space. Therapeutic for some, perhaps, but 
I found it insipid. Given its incredible popularity, someone should do a 
content analysis of the full original work. That might be quite revealing 
about the mentality of the readership. 

Vickers,Brian,editor,Occult& Scientific Mentalities intheRenaissance. -- 
New York: Cambridges&ty Press, 1984. 408+xiv pp. $39.50. An excel- 
lent collection of symposium essays dealing with the occult and scienti- 
fic mentalities and their interactions in the works of scientists like 
Newton, Kepler, Bacon, and Mersenne, and cccultists like Dee, Flu&l, and 
Cardano. Demonstrates the oversimplification of the standard magic-to- 
science perspective. Highly recommended. 

Vieira, Waldo, Frojeciolcgia: Panorama des Experiencias $& Consciencia Ford 
de Corpo Humana. Rio de Janeiro, Esil: Privately published by- 
author, 1986. 866+xxvii pp. Limited (5000) complementary copies 
distributed by the Centro de Consciencia Continua. 

Villoldo, Alberto, and Stanley Krippner, Healing States. New York: Simon ark3 
Schuster, 1987. 208+xvi pp. $8.95 paperback. A cross-cultural look at the 
mind's ability to heal, comparing Western medicine with shamanic and 
spiritual healing in North and South America. Though dealing with medi- 
cally highly controversial materials, this is a reasonable presentation 

Weil, Andrew, Health and Healing: Understanding Conventional and Alternative -- 
Medicine. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1985. 296 pp. $7.95xperback. An 
importanE call for allopathic medicine which critically surveys conven- 

tional medicine and sympathetically considers alternative approaches. 
Though I have much sympathy with Weil's criticisms of orthcdox medical 
practice, he shows an unfamiliarity with much of the responsible criti- 
cism of the paranormal literature, e.g., in his section on firewalking. 
Still, the book is generally well balanced and a needed antidote to many 
current practices. 

Wells, Garyuth L, and Elizabeth F. Loftus, editors, w Eyewips Testimony: 
ctive. New York: Cambridge Univers ty Press, 1984. 

collection of readings dealing with the expe- 
rimental literature on the problems of eyewitness testimony, especially 
as evidence in criminal cases. Of special relevancetothose concerned 
with witness reports on anomalies. RecommenSd. 

Press, 1983. 241-xxii pp. $13.95 paperback. An excellent collection of 
multi-disciplinary, anticreationism essays, featuring a section on the 
battles of creationism's efforts to enter public education. 

New York: E.P. Dutton, 1986. 297+xipp. $18.95.An 
William James Sidis, perhaps the greatest child 

prodigy of record (his I.Q. has been estimated as being 50 to 100 
points higher than Einstein's). His extraordi 
later enigmatic "decline" remains controversial, T 

early development and 
t Wallace presents a 

plausible scenario of explanation. Those concerned with the paranormal 
might usefully examine such cases of incrediible but "merely" abnormal 
psychology to see that well validated wonders also appear the rare end of 
the normal spectrum. 

Watkins, Peter, Story of W and 2. New York Cambridge University Fress, 1986. ---- 
24O+xii pp. $44.50 hardbound; $13.95 paperback. A first-hand and non- 
technical account of the discovery of the W and 2 boson in 1983 at 
Geneva's CERN laboratory, for which Carlo Rubbia and Simon van der Meer 
were awarded the Nobel Frize in Physics in 1984. Of special interest to 
historians of science, ZS readers should find some of the final chapter 
which deals with the future of physics of particular interest. 

Weber, Renee, Dialogues with Scientists and Sages: The Search for Bni - - 
York: Routledye andyan Paul, 1986. 256 xvip.95 paper +ck? 
series of interviews/dialogues with scientrsts (e.g. Rupert Sheldrake, 
David Bohm Stephen Hawking, and Ilya Prigogine) and mystics (e.g., Kri- 
hnamurti, the Dalai Iama, Father B&e Griffiths, and Iama Gwtia), six 
of which earlier appeared ion Re-Vision Journal ------- 

Whincup, Greg, Rediscovering the I thing. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1986. -- 
238+xv pp. $18.95. A new translation and scholarly reinterpration of the 

5!is%sw 
es which argues that the original was far more pragmatic and 

se y meditative than has been commonly believed. An important 
new work on the history of Chinese divination systems. 
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Wilson, Colin, Afterlife.GardenCity,N.Y.: Doubleday Dolphin, 1987. 269 pp. 
$16.95. In some ways a sequel to his M steries volume, here Wilson exa- 
mines a very wide range of materials ti5?--- es lng with the cases for (and to a 
much lesser and quite inadequate extent) against survival. As is the case 
with Wilson's other writings on psychical research, he seems unfamiliar 
with (at least does not rite or give reasons for dismissing) the contrary 
literature (in this case not only from the "standard" anti-spiritualist 
critics like Trevor Hall and Milbourne Christopher but the substantial 
serious philosophical literaturedealing with mind-body issues).This 
very one-sided approach not surprisingly concludes in favor of survival. 
Nonetheless, the wide ranging coverage of the positive literature makes 
it a good introduction to the proponents' arguments. 

Wilson, Robert Anton, The New Inquisition: Irrational Rationalism and the --. -- 
Citadel of Science.Phoenix, Ariz.: Falcon Press, 1986. 24Ociii pp. $9.95 
paperbackT^Aremarkable romp through the halls of Scientism and a plea for 
Wilson's brati of "creative agnosticism." Should be of great interest to 
many ZS readers, some of whom (especially doctrinaire supporters of CSICOP 
will be infuriated while others will be enlightened (and a few will be 
both). Though I don't share Wilson's epistemological views, reading him is 
a great breath of fresh air (and not just Breathairians will find food for 
thought here). His writing is provocative, funny and original, and he has 
done his homework. In short: great fun. I only wish the book had an index. 

Wise, David, The Samarkand Dimension. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1987. 303 - 
oo. 516.95. An esulonaoe novel dealina with Soviet and U.S. sovernment 
psi research. Despite &me problems for me with the storyline,-the author 
has done his homework, and many ZS readers will enjoy the details and the 
plot twist. 

Wolman, Benjamin B., and Montague Ullman, editors, Handbook of States of 
Consciousness. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold-EC 672+xpF 
$54.95. An excellent collection of 20 papers comprehhensively dealing 
with consciousness studies covering theory, manifestations and appli- 
cations. Much of interest for ZS readers ranging from psi research to 
lucid dreaming to multiple personality. Recommended. 

Zaleski, Carol, Otherworld Journeys: Accounts of Near-Dath =riences in -- 
Medieval and Modern Times. New YorkmUxversity Press, 1987. 275+1x 
pp.S%mimportant survey by a Lecturer on the Study of Religion at 
Harvard University, adding historical perspective to current scientific 
and religious dialogues on the meaning of near-death narratives. 
Particularly important for it delineation of the differences and similari- 
ties between such reports in medieval Christendom and modern secular 
America. 

Theories and Practices. New York: 
pp- paperback. The epitome of 

popular culture occultism which can not even come up to the level of 
pseudoscience since it makes no pretense of being scientific. However, 
even serious occultists would view this stuff as pop-ozcultism and would 
reject it. Presumably geared to the mentality of those who read the 
tabloids not for entertainment but for hard news. 
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CSAR $$$ 
stat-tof Goals v . 

The Center for Scientific Anomalies Research (CSAR) is a private renter which 
brings together scholars and researchers concerned with furthering responsible 
scientific inquiry into and evaluation of claims of anomalies and the paranor- 
med. The Center will: 

l Advance the interdisciplinary scientific study of alleged and verified 
anomalies. 

* Act as a clearinghouse for scientific anomaly research. 
* Create an international and public network of experts on anomaly 

research through publication of the CSAR Directory of COnSUltantS. 
* Publish a journal (Zetetic Scholar), a newsletter (The Csar Bulletin), 

research reports, and bibliographies. 
l Promote dissemination of reliable and objective information about 

scientific anomaly research. 
* Sponsor conferences, lectures, and symposia related to anomaly 

research. 
* Promote improved communication between critics and proponents of 

scientific anomaly research. 

The primary focus of the Center will be on the study and evaluation of bodies 
of anomalous observations rather than upon esoteric theories seeking to ex- 
plain already known phenomena. The orientation of the Center is exclusively 
scientific, places the burden of proof on the claimant, and recognizes the 
need for a degree of proof commensurate with the extraordinary character of 
the phenomenon claimed. But the Center also wishes to promote open and fair- 
minded inquiry that will be constructively skeptical. We recognize that scien- 
tific anomalies, where valid, may be instruments and driving forces for recon- 
ceptualization and growth in scientific theory. Critically and constructively 
apprwched, legitimate anomalies should be welcomed by science rather than 
perceived as ill-fitting nuisances. History clearly demonstrates that tomor- 
rows science is likely to contain surprises, and tomorrow‘s theories are 
likely to explain some of what are today viewed as controversial anomalies. 
Also, tomorrow's explanatory theories may be in areas of science not now 
perceived as relevant to the anomalies being considered. Thus, "anomalistics" 
must necessarily be an interdisciplinary endeavor. 

CSAR was founded in 1981 by its Director, Prof. Marcello Truzzi. The Associate 
Director of CSAR is Prof. Ron Westrum. Both are sociologists at Eastern 
Michigan University. CSAR is sponsored by a group of distinguished scientists 
and scholars who have agreed to act as Senior Consultants. 

TheOrganization of CSAR 

CSAR is a private Center whose policies and governance are under the control 
of its governing lxard. Members and Consultants thus do not control CSAR, but 
their suggestions and criticisms are always welcome by the governing board. 
There are a variety of associations individuals may have with CSAR. These 
include: 
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Senior Science end Resource Consultants constitute the sponsors of CSAR. 
They are consultants to CSAR and are appointed by invitation only. Though 
not automatically Members of CSAR, they can automatically become so upon 
their application for Member status. 

CSARConsultants (Research and Resource Consultants) are persons with 
demonstrated expertise in some area of anomaly research. They are not 
necessarily consu1tant.s to CSAR but are mainly persons whose expertise is 
recognized by CSAR, who have applied for this status, and who will be 
listed in the Csar Directory of Consultants. They will be of widely 
diverse viewpoints, and being listed as a Consultant does not imply agree- 
ment with the policies or orientation of CSAR. It simply means that these 
persons wish to be part of the communications network that CSAR is seeking 
to create. Consultants are not necessarily Members of CSAR, but they can 
automatically become Consulting Members if they apply for Membership. 
Consultants get a discount on the CSAR Directory. 

c0nsult.i~~ Members are individuals who are both Consultants and Members 
of CSAR. 

Meabers constitute the basic financial support for CSAR. Persons can 
become Members of CSAR by subscribing to the basic philosophy and orienta- 
tion of CSAR and by paying an annual membership fee ($35). Members will 
receive Zetetic Scholar, Ihe CSAR Bulletin (available only to Members or 
Senior Consultants), and various other CSAR reports and publications. As 
membershipgrows andCSARdevelops, new advantages in membership will 
emerge. 

Patrons are Members who wish to more actively financially support CSAR 
Patrons can be individuals or organizations/corporations. One can become a 
Patron by an annual gift to CSAR of $100 or more. 

CSAR Monitors consist of persons who wish to help CSAR obtain information 
about anomaly matters in different geographic areas. These Persons need 
not be Members, but they must at least be subscribers to Zetetic Scholar. 
Essentially, these are volunteers offering to help CSAR obtain information 
in local and regional news sources either by sending CSAR clippings and/or 
reports or by being available for contact should CSAR researchers need to 
call upon someone near the source of an anomaly event. 

CSAR Research Associates are Consultants or Consulting Members currently 
involved with one of CSAR's on-going reseearch projects. 

ZS Subscribers are persons who have no formal association with CSAR but 
who merely wish to subscribe to its journal Zetetic Scholar. 

For further information or applications, please write to: 

Dr. Marcel10 Truzzi, Diretnr 
Center for Scientific Anomalies Research 

P.O. Eklx 1052 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 USA 
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CENTER FOR SCIENTIFIC ANOMALIES RESEARCH 

ADMINISTRATION & SPONSORS 

Prof. Harcel lo Truzzi, Director (Dept. of Socioloqy: Eastern Michigan 
Uniwrsityt 

Prof.RonWestrum, Associate Director (Dept.of Sooioloqy; Eastern Michigan 
University1 

SplIDR CCNSULTANl’S 
Dr. Theodore X. Barber (Gushing Hospital; Massachusetts Dept. of tlealthl. 
Prof. onryl J. Ball (Dept. of Psycholoqy; come11 University). 
Prof. Hario 8unqe (Fcundations b Philosophy of Science: McGill University)- 
Prof. Parsi Diaconis (Dspt. of Statistics: Stanford University). 
Prof. Gerald L Ekrlein (Institut f(lr socialwissenschaften;UniversitPt 

MOnchen) . 
Prof. Ran8 J. Eysenck (Institute of Psychiatry: University of London). 
Prof. Paul Peyerabend (Dept. of Philosophy: University of California, 

Rerkeley) . 
Prof. 1-J. Good (Dept. of Statistics: Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 

University). 
Prof. Uorris Goran (Dept.of Physical Science: Roosevelt University). 
Dr. Bernard Heuvelmens (Centre de Cryptozooloqie; Le Buque, France). 
Prof. Ray Hyman (Dept. of Psychology: University of Dreqonl. 
Dean Robert G. Jahn (School of Engineering/Applied Science; Princeton 

University). 
Prof. Martin JohnSon (Parapsycholoqisch Laboratorium; Rijksuniversiteit, 

Utrsctlt) . 
Prof. James V. IWConnell (Dept. of Psycholoqy; University of Richiqanl. 
Dr. John Palmer (Institute for Parapsychology; Foundation for Research on the 

Iiature of Man) 
Prof. Lee Ross (apt. of Psycholoqy; Stanford University). 
Prof. Robsrt Rosenthal (Dept. of Psychology and Social Relations; Harvard 

University). 
Prof. Thomas A. Sebeok (Research Center for Language and Semiotic Studies: 

Indiana University). 
Prof. Peter A. Sturrock (Institute for Plasma Research; Stanford University). 
Prof. Roy Wallis'(Dept. of Social Studies: The Qxens University of Belfast). 

Mr. 
nr. 
Hr. 
Hr. 
Dr. 
nr. 
MC. 
m. 
Mr. 
nr. 
Mr. 
Dr. 

SPIIOR RESCURCE CCNSULTANIS 
William R. Corlias (The Sourcehook Project). 
ceorge merhardt (American Library Associationl 
martin mOn (author-editorl. 
Feter Raining (author-4 tor 1 
Trevor H. ~a11 (The Leeds Library). 
niotmel Harrison (author-editor). 
Ricky Jay (author-conjuror-historian!. 
Besan Jones, Jr. (author-editor-conjurorJ. 
IWxrt Lund (American Museum of Maqicl . 
Jay I&rnhall (author-conjuror-historian). 
Max m (author-lecturer-shaman1 . 
J. Gordon Melton(Institute for the Study of American 

Rel iqion) . 
NI-. 
Mr-. 
Ms. 

FWbert J.M. Rlckard (The Fortean TimesI. 
Leslie Shepard (author-editor). 
Iarissa Vilenskaya (Psi Research), and - m.e . . -̂  

P.O. Box 1052 Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 USA 


